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PREFACE.

The present Report ought to have been issued before Christmas last, and this would have been done but for unavoidable delays. Had it been so, however, it must have been issued without much direct superintendence on my part, and the latter portion of it at least in a more abridged form. On my return from India last June, only about 80 pages had been printed off, and little more than 40 additional pages were in type; this gave me the opportunity of revising the remainder as it passed through the press, and of correcting and adding to it according to the most recent information I had obtained.

Though devoted chiefly to Kāṭhīāwād and Kachh, it is not to be regarded as in any sense a complete report on the antiquities of either of these provinces. Kachh has hitherto been a terra incognita to the antiquarian, and, though probably not very rich in remains, it deserves a much fuller examination than I could bestow upon it in a few weeks at the commencement of the hot season of 1875. Of Kāṭhīāwād we know more; but I have not been able to touch in this Report, on Śatruñjaya* with its city of temples, the ancient Valabhi, Somanāth, and many other places of interest, and it would require that I should devote at least another season to the province, in order to be able to represent these places in a manner at all adequate to their interest. The want also of anything like a sufficient staff of draughtsmen prevented a good deal being accomplished that might have been done with more effective assistance.

A complete set of impressions were taken of the great Aśoka inscription at Girnār and of Rudra Dāmā's, and are now lodged in the India Office Library, where they can be examined by scholars. The Sāh and early Arabic coins of Sindh have been made the basis of an able chapter in the Report, kindly contributed by Edward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S., &c., which will be read by oriental numismatologists with interest. For the

* This want, so far as Śatruñjaya is concerned, was to a certain extent supplied by the publication in 1869 of my work on The Temples of Sātṛuṇḍyas, containing 45 photographs with an historical and descriptive introduction; and as to Somanāth, by the work entitled Photographs from Somanāth, Girnār, Jumāgadh, &c., published in 1870, with views of Sānā, Bhimānāth, Somanāth, Girnār, &c., &c. The negatives of the photographic illustrations of both these works are now in possession of the India Office; but the places above referred to require a more detailed examination than was practicable in the circumstances under which the materials were collected for these works.
rest, the Report must speak for itself. Having to prepare the letterpress and all the accompanying drawings for publication within the space of the four months I am annually in Europe, but little time is at my command for study and research, which are indispensable for the full illustration of the subject, and for the working out of the many points of history, ethnology, &c. that present themselves for investigation. I have consequently been obliged, among other things, to pass over some inscriptions quite unnoticed, but in the hope that at some future date I may be able to have them prepared for publication.

Much and valuable aid has been afforded me in the preparation of the work: in the field—by Mr. J. B. Peile, Bo.C.S., and Colonel W. Chase Parr, the Political Agents in Kathiawar and Kachch respectively, who gave me every assistance while in their respective provinces, and to whom my thanks are accordingly due; and in information—by Major J. W. Watson, Dr. Georg Bühler, Professors Kern of Leiden, Eggeling of Edinburgh, and Blochmann of Calcutta,—the latter of whom translated the Arabic and Persian inscriptions from Ahmadabad given in the first chapter; while to the Rev. A. Milroy of Moneydie, N.B., I am indebted for the translation from the Dutch of large extracts from Dr. Kern's excellent monograph on the date of Buddha and the Aśoka edicts. For other translations from the same I am indebted to my friend the late lamented Professor R. C. Childers, Assistant Librarian at the India Office, whose services were ever readily available to all who required them, and who also revised the proofs of the sixth chapter of this report. Lastly, Mr. J. F. Fleet, of the Bombay Civil Service, a distinguished Sanskrit and Canarese scholar, has supplied the translations of inscriptions given in the Appendix from my first season's Report; and to Edward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S., &c., is not only due the chapter on Śāh and Gupta coins, &c., but the careful superintendence of the proofs of the earlier portion of the volume.

The photographs and drawings have been produced under the care of Mr. Walter Griggs, of the Art Department at Peckham, who has spared no pains or trouble to make them as satisfactory as the materials I was able to put into his hands would enable him. The illustrations alone will, I trust, be regarded as some addition to our knowledge of Indian art.

J. BURGESS,
Archeological Surveyor and Reporter to Government for Western India.
In the present Report, it is not intended to follow strictly the order in which the places were visited; the account of the Buddhist Caves at Junar will be reserved for a subsequent report; the gates at Dabhoi near Baroda will be described along with those at Jhinjruwadā, belonging to the same age and style; and with the description of the Buddhist Caves at Junagadh will be combined some account of others previously visited at Talaja and Sana, and of those at Dhank, and near Siddhorsar—on the way from Junagadh to Gumli.

I. Ahmadabad.

About two hundred and fifty miles north of Bombay the railway crosses the river Mahi—the Meis, and perhaps also the Mophis, of ancient Western writers, and the Mahindri of the Muhammadan historians of the time of Akbar, which here divides the territory of Gaikwad of Baroda from the British Collectorate of Khej da and Ahmadabad, lying round the head of the Gulf of Cambay or Khambat. Ahmadabad, fifty-five miles north-west from the Mahi, is by far the largest city in this district—once the most splendid capital in India, and still the second city in the Western Presidency. It is the Rajnagar of the Jains, and perhaps occupies the site of the older Karuvati, also called Srinagar, built by Sri Karuna Deva, the Solanki sovereign of Gujarāt (A.D. 1073–1093). Ahmadabad was founded on the 4th March 1411 A.D., in the first year of his reign by Ahmad Shah I, whose full name was Nasiru’d din Abu’l Fath Ahmad Shāh, the grandson of Muzaffar the son of Sehāran a convert from the Taika or Taka Rajput tribe* of Hindus, who assumed the name of Wajih-ul-Mulk. “The King,” says Firishtah, “who had always expressed himself extremely partial to the air and situation of Yessawal, situated on the banks of the Sabarmati, in the latter end of this year† (the first of his reign) laid the foundation of a new city, which he caused to be called Ahmadabad.” The older town of Yessawal or Asawal, is mentioned by Albiruni, four centuries earlier, as two days' journey from Kambaya and thirty parasangs from Bahrui or Bharuch; and Al-Idrisi, a little later, speaks of it as near Hanawal or Janawal; another large city. But, as indicated in the following

† Briggs gives 815 A.H. here; Mr. Blochmann 813, conf. his Aitu-i-Akbari, vol. I. p. 507.
legend, it seems to have quite fallen into decay by the commencement of the fifteenth century. According to the legend, as told by Professor Blochmann, "the Saint Ahmad Khattū* (so called from the town of Khaṭṭū near Nāgor) had settled in Gujarāt during the reign of Sūltān Muzaffar, who held him in great respect. Ahmad Shāh, too, often visited the Shaikh, and on one occasion expressed a desire to see the prophet Khizr (Elias). The Shaikh’s prayers and certain ascetic penances performed by Ahmad Shāh brought about the desired meeting, and when the king asked Khizr to tell him something wonderful, the prophet said that in former times a large town stood on the banks of the Sāharmatt, where now only jungle grew. The name of the town had been Bādān Bād. This town had suddenly disappeared. Ahmad Shāh asked whether he might not build a new town on the spot. Khizr said that he might do so, but the foundations would not be safe unless four persons of the name of Ahmad came together who had never in their life omitted the afternoon prayer (‘oṣir). Ahmad Shāh searched throughout the whole of Gujarāt, but found only two Ahmad that fulfilled the condition, viz. one Qāzi Ahmad and one Malik Ahmad. These two the king took to Shaikh Ahmad Khaṭṭū, who then said, ‘I am the third.’ The king said, ‘Then I am the fourth Ahmad.’ The town was thus founded. When the walls of the fort had been raised about a man’s height, the foundations unexpectedly gave way at one place. The king and the Shaikh inspected the locality, when a man whose name was Mānik Jogi came forward, and said that the presence of the four Ahmans at the laying of the foundation was not sufficient to secure the permanence of the undertaking: the place where the fort had been commenced was his property, and the fort would not stand without his consent. The difficulty was, however, settled when the king agreed to call a part of Ahmadabād after the name of Mānik Jogi."

Hence it is said the Mānik Burj, or south-west tower of the Bhadr or citadel, derived its appellation: it is also said to contain the foundation stone. The Bhadr itself, according to tradition, was an old Hindu enclosure containing a temple of Bhadra Kāli. Be this as it may, in making certain excavations within it last year, Colonel Mellis came upon foundations, which he exposed for a considerable distance and raised the stones for building purposes. These were evidently the foundations of the first Muhammadan citadel, built by Ahmad Shāh I., and which was perhaps enlarged to its present dimensions by Mahmūd Bigarāh,† who in A.D. 1486 surrounded Ahmadabād with a wall

---

* Born A.H. 738, died at the age of 111 (lunar) years, on the 10th Shawwāl 849, Shaikh Ahmad lies buried at Sarkhej, to the S.W. of Ahmadābād: the biographical works on Saints give many particulars regarding this personage.—Blochmann’s A‘in-i-Akhbār, vol. I. p. 507.

† Prof. Blochmann (A‘in-i-Ahbar, vol. I. p. 506 n.) remarks that this word is generally pronounced بیگرفت (baghft), and is said to mean the conqueror of two forts (gurkh), because Mahmūd’s armies conquered on one day the forts of Champānīr and Junāgāh. But Jihāngīr in his Memoirs says that بیگرفت means بیگرفت-i-bārgashah, “having a turned up or twisted moustache,” which Sūltān Mahmūd is said to have had.—(Tuzuk-i-Jihāngīr, p. 212.) In corroboration of this, he quotes the following passage from Barthem’s Travels (Murray’s Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Asia, vol. II. p. 37): “The Guzarates are a generation who eat nothing that has blood, and kill nothing that has life. They are neither Moors nor Ceylonese, but if they were baptized they would certainly be all saved on account of the many good works which they perform. This excess of goodness has rendered them the prey of Mālamūt, the present king, who is of a very different disposition. The beard of this prince is so huge that his moustachios are tied over his head like a lady’s hair, while the rest dependeth downwards as far as his girdle. He is continually chewing a fruit like a nut wrapt in leaves, and when he squirts the juice upon any one it is a signal that this person should be put to death, which sentence is executed in half-an-hour.”—Conf. The Travels of Ludovico di Varthema (Hakluyt Soc. 1869), pp. 108 ff.
and bastions, inscribing the date (A.H. 892) of its completion on one face of the fortification in the chronogram *—

"Whoever enters it, is safe."

Many of the large blocks raised by Col. Mellis were carved stones and had evidently been taken from Hindu or Jaina temples, and one of them bears a short inscription dated Samvat 1859, i.e. A.D. 1303. Most of the sculptured stones have been set aside, some of them being worth preserving, and a few have been indicated as specially interesting, which might be sent to Bombay to be placed in the Asiatic Society's Museum there.

One of the earliest buildings in Ahmad Shâh's new capital was, of course, the Mosque in the south of the Bhadr. It is hidden away from general notice, in a courtyard filled with rubbish and weeds, and has not been used for worship for at least a century, but when carefully examined, it will be found scarcely second in interest to any at Ahmadâbâd as to structural proportions and internal arrangements. It well deserves to be cleaned out and kept in such repair as to prevent its going to ruin; very little repair is needed at present, and nothing in the way of restoration.

From the time of Ahmad Shâh, this city continued the capital of the Muhammadan kingdom for about a hundred and sixty years till the fall of the dynasty in the time of Akbar, after which it was governed by Viceroy's of the Dihli emperors till taken by Dâmaji Gaikwâd in 1755.† Early in 1780 General Goddard took it by storm, assaulting it at the Khân Jung Gate in Mirzapur,‡ where the Masjid is pitted with shot, and considered as desecrated by the Musalmans. It was again restored to the Marâthâs in 1783, but reverted to the British on the fall of the Peshwa in 1818.

Under the Muhammadan kings in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Ahmadâbâd attained the zenith of its splendour: it is said to have had a population of more than two millions; the circumference of its suburbs was about twenty-seven miles; the principal streets were sufficiently wide to admit of ten carriages abreast,§ it had "a thousand masjids built of stone, each having two large minarets, and many wonderful inscriptions,"|| its palaces, fountains, tombs, caravansarais, and courts of justice were spacious; and, like Anhilawâd under the Solanki kings, it was one of the greatest commercial entrepôts in the east, visited by traders and travellers from Arabia, Persia, the coast of Africa, Europe, and every province of India, and trading in brocades, satins, velvet, calico, paper, lacquered ware, indigo, cotton, opium, spices, &c.

During this period and under the viceroy who succeeded,—among whom were Shâh Jihân and Aurangzib before they succeeded to the throne of Dihli,—the architectural style of Muhammadan buildings in Gujarât was elaborated, a style bearing evidence of the circumstances under which it took its rise, but in its zenith quite as beautiful as any other variety in the East, if not even more so. No wealth or taste was spared on the mosques and tombs of its Sultâns, their families, grandees, and even favourite

---

* Briggs's Firishtah, vol. IV, p. 70.
† Grant Duff's History of the Marathas, vol. II, p. 72.
slaves. But the Muslim iconoclasts despoiled and ruined the cities of Anhilawadā Patan and Chandravati to embellish it,* while the wonderful perseverance and aesthetic skill of Hindu workmen were employed in the construction and manipulation of details, and so impressed the style of art with a character that gives it a charm and a value peculiarly its own. In the beauty and appropriateness of form of its details, at least, it is unrivalled, "after a century's experience," says Mr. Fergusson, "they produced forms which, as architectural ornaments, will in their own class stand comparison with any employed in any age or in any part of the world."†

About eight years ago the architecture of Ahmādadābad was illustrated by a series of 120 photographs taken by Colonel Biggs with valuable historical and architectural introductions by Mr. T. C. Hope, Bo.C.S., and J. Fergusson, D.C.L. But important and interesting as that work is, it by no means adequately represents the art and architecture of the place, and it would be well worth while, since that volume is now out of print, to devote a few months to the delineation of the more beautiful architectural details, with ground plans, sections, &c., with a view to the preparation of a volume analogous in matter to that issued by the Committee of Architectural Antiquities of Western India on Bijāpur, with the addition of a complete series of the inscriptions, both Muhammadan and Hindu.

The inscriptions at Ahmadabad have never, so far as I am aware, been copied, and while there I devoted a couple of days to making rubbings of such as I noticed in visiting a number of the mosques. Of these the rubbings of six Arabic and two Persian inscriptions have been reduced by photography in the accompanying plates (II.–V.), and translated by Professor Blochmann of Calcutta, so well known for his acquaintance with the Musalman inscriptions and history of India.

"These inscriptions," Professor Blochmann remarks;‡ "add somewhat to our knowledge of Gujarāṭī history; but it would be desirable to have more, and also to obtain a complete set of Gujarāṭī coins of the Muhammadan period."

I.–FROM AHMAD SHAH’S MOSQUE.

No. I. (Plate II.) is a beautifully carved inscription in three lines on a large slab of white marble over the Mīhrāb, in the Mosque of Ahmad Shāh, dated A.D. 1414, and is read and translated thus:—

This lofty edifice and extensive mosque was built by the slave who entrusts and returns and has recourse to the mercy of God, who is worshipped in mosques with bows and prostrations, who alone

---

* Bird's Mīrāt Akhbarī, p. 164; Tod's Travels in Western India, p. 238.
‡ In a paper in the Indian Antiquary, vol. IV. (Oct. 1875), pp. 286ff., from which the following translations are taken.
†† Mr. Thomas, in his work on the Pathan kings of Dihli (London, 1871), gives a description of the coins of fifteen kings of Gujarāṭ, ranging from Ahmad Shāh to Mu'afar Shāh, 1511 A.D.

is worshipped according to the Koran verse* "Verily, the mosques belong to God, worship no one else with him"—by the slave who trusts in the helping God, Ahmad Shâh, son of Muhammad Shâh, son of Muzaффar, the King, and the date of its erection is the 4th Shawwal, 817 A.H. [17th December 1414.]

II.—FROM AHMAD SHAH'S JAMI' MOSQUE.

No. II. is in two lines on a marble slab in the Jami' Masjid of Ahmad Shâh, built nine years later, and runs thus:

بِنِي هذَا الْبِنْدَةُ الرِّضِيعُ وَالْمَسْجِدُ الْوَسْعُ العَبْدُ الْرَّاجِيُّ وَالْفَتِّي الْمَلِتِّجِيُّ إِلَيْ رَحْمَتِ اللَّهِ
الْمَلِّيِّ خِيرَ مَدِينَ امْعَدَ مَعَ إِبْدَا الْقُوُولِ الْلَّهِ تَعَالَى وَالْمَسْجِدُ لَهُمْ فَلا تَدْعُوا مَعَ اللَّهِ
أَحُدَا الْوَاتِفِ بِنَبَاتِ النَّاسِ مَاَنِدِيُّ وَالْدِّينِ إِبْرَاهِيمِ النَّجَّاجِ اْمْحَدِبُ شَاهُ بِي مُحَمَّدُ شَاهُ بِنَ
مُظْفَرِ السَّلَاطِينِ وَكَأَنَّ تَارِيِخُ بَنَالَاَهُ مِنِّ هُجْوَةِ النَّبِيِّ مُحَمَّدُ صَلِّي الله عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمُ الْغُرَّةِ مِنُ
صَرَفَ قَطْنَةِ اللَّهِ إِلَى النَّخْرِ وَالْقَطْنَةَ سَبْعُ وَعَشَرَينَ وَثَانِيَةَ مِنُ

This lofty edifice and extensive mosque was built by the slave who trusts and returns and has recourse to the mercy of God who is kind, who alone is to be worshipped according to the Koran verse, "Verily, the mosques belong to God; worship no one else with him,"—by the slave who trusts in the helping God, Naṣiru-'d duniya wa-'d din Abú-l Fath Ahmad Shâh, son of Muhammad Shâh, son of Muzaффar, the King. The date of its erection from the Flight of the Prophet (God’s blessings on him!) is the first day of Safar (may the month end successfully and victoriously !) in the year 827 [4th January 1424].

It is noticeable in these two inscriptions as remarked by Professor Blochmann, that Muzaффar’s grandson does not style him “Shâh.” “Like the founder of the Jaunpur dynasty, he does not seem to have struck coins. On the other hand, Muhammad Shâh, Ahmad Shâh’s father, though styled Shâh, has no place in history,”—for he never reigned, Ahmad having succeeded his grandfather,—“but he is mentioned in inscriptions and on coins.”

III.—FROM HAZûRÎ SHAH’S OR SHABÂN’S MOSQUE.

Inscription III. (Plate III.), in three lines on a slab in Malik Shabân’s mosque, near the Karanj, a small building, bearing every appearance of having originally been the Maḍap of a Jaina temple. It belongs to the reign of the fourth of the Ahmadâbdk kings, usually styled Quṭb Shâh (1451–1459), but whose full name we now learn from this inscription was Quṭbû-'d din Abû-l Muzaффar Ahmad Shâh. Professor Blochmann’s transliteration and translation are as follows:

قال اللَّهُ تَعَالَى وَإِنَّ الْمَسْجِدِ لَهُمْ فَلا تَدْعُوا مَعَ اللَّهِ إِلَّالَهَ وَقَالُ الْبَنِيّ صَلِّي الله عَلَيْهِ
وَسَلَّمُ بِنِي مُسَبِّحَةِ اللَّهِ لَهُ وَبِنِي الْبَنِيّ وَلَهُمَا وَلَهُمَا تَجْدَيْنَاء هَذَا الْمَسْجِدُ مَيْثَرَأً سَلَاتِي السَّلَاتِيْنِ
قُلِّلِ الْدِّينِ وَلَفْتِي إِبْرَاهِيمِ النَّجَّاجِ إِمَّاحَدِبُ شَاهُ بِي مُحَمَّدُ شَاهُ بِي إِمَامُ حَمَّادَ بِي مُحَمَّدُ شَاهُ

* Surâ LXXII. 18.—Quotations from the Qorân are introduced by qûl-ûl-‘âkhû ta’dla, “ God who is exalted, says;” quotations from the Hadîsh by qûl-an-nabî, “ the Prophet says.”
In point of penmanship, these first three inscriptions are better than the remaining five. "Like the Bengal and Jaunpur inscriptions of the same time," Professor Blochmann adds, "they are superior in this respect to Dihli inscriptions." Some of them are chipped a little in places, and though carved on beautiful marble slabs, all of them have been again and again whitewashed, until it is very difficult to clean them so as to get perfect rubbings. This is the principal cause of the want of sharpness in the outlines of the letters in several of them in the plates.

IV.—FROM DASTÜR KHĀN'S MOSQUE.

Inscription IV. is from Dastür Khān's Masjid, portions of which are photographed in the Architecture of Ahmadabad (plates 86, 87, and Introd. p. 57). It is one of those buildings at Ahmadābād which deserves a little attention to preserve it. The modern brick partitions and rubbish about it might be cleared away, and the perforated stone screen enclosing the cloisters—one of great beauty—might be better cared for. Professor Blochmann says, "Malik Ghani Dastur-ul Mulk (i.e., Vazir of the Kingdom) was a noble of the court of Nasir-ud-din Abū-l Fatḥ Mahmūd Shāh, better known under the nickname of Bigarah* (A.D. 1450–1511)." He renders the inscription thus:

قائد الله تبارك وتعالى في المساجد لله لا تدعوا مع الله احدا وثأر النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم مبنى بني مسجدا لله بني الله لم يتا مثله في الجنتين بعمره هذا المستنصر المجامع في عهد سلطان السلاطين تاجر الدنيا والدجي ابو الفتاح مصعود شاه بـ[مما] محمد شاه بن أحمد شاه بن مخليص شاه السلاطين العيد الراجي بوردية الله المالك الملك غني خاصه زاد المخاطب من حصرة العلي وفظوء الملك بديع الملك يديم الله تعالى إنشاء لمزجج لله وثأر لتجوز ذوام وفر يعهده في العصر في شهر شعبان

* See note † on page 2.

No. 4. Dastur Khan's Mosque. (A.D. Cir. 1480).
No. 5. Rani Asni's Mosque. (A.D. 1514).

king, by the slave who hopes to obtain the mercy of God, the Malik Malik Ghani Khazra-zad, who has received from his august majesty and the exalted refuge (of the people) the title of Dostar-i-Mulk—may God continue him in his exalted position!—in order to obtain the mercy of God and to secure his great reward. This was on the 10th Shab'din of the year 88.

The year of this inscription is not clear, but it may be 890 or 892 A.H., which would be 1485 or 1487 A.D.

V.—FROM RANI ASNI'S MOSQUE.

Inscription V. (Plate IV.) is from the beautiful little mosque commonly known as Rani Sipri's, the gem of Ahmadabad buildings, which has hitherto been ascribed to the wife of a son of Ahmad Shah I., and said to have been completed, with the neighbouring tomb, in A.H. 853 or A.D. 1431-32. The inscription, however, supplies us with an important correction both of the name and date, and we now find that it was really built more than eighty years later, in the fourth year of the reign of Muzaffar Shah II. (A.D. 1511-1526), by a Rani Asni (Ustun or Isna), the widow of Mahmud Shah Bigarah. From it we learn that the full name of the king was Shamsu-d-din Abü-l-Nasir Muzaffar Shah II. "The inscription also mentions another son of Mahmud Shah Bigarah, of the name of Abū Bakr Khān. The name shows that the royal family were Sunnis." The inscription runs thus:

قال الله تعالى و تعالى زين المساجد لله فلا تدعوا مع الله أحدا و قال النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم من يبني مسجدًا لله تعالى بي الله له فعله في البعثة بأي المساجد في عصر السلطان المنصور يثاؤود الورمائ شمس المنبا و عبد الله أبو النصر مظفر شاه بيجمحمود شاه بن أحمد شاه بن مظفر شاه سلطان خليج الامير ملكة بانية المساجد المذكور والد أبى بكر خان بن مظفر شاه سلطان المسماة برائي الثاني بيجمحمود شاه سلطان عشرة سنوات وتمсутة.

God who is blessed and high has said, "Verily the mosques belong to God, then invoke ye no one else with him." And the Prophet has said, "He who builds a mosque for God Almighty, will have a castle built for him by God in Paradise." This mosque was built during the reign of the great king, who is assisted by the aid of the All-merciful, Shamsu-d-dunya wa-d-din Abü-n-Nasir Muzaffar Shah, son of Mahmud Shah, son of Muhammad Shah, son of Ahmad Shah, son of Muhammad Shah, son of Muzaffar Shah, the King—may God perpetrate his kingdom! The builder of this mosque is the mother of Abû Bakr Khān, son of Mahmud Shah Sulṭān, who is called Rani Asni.† During the months of fourth solar [regnal] year, in 920 [A.D. 1514].

This mosque has lately undergone extensive restoration, and the adjoining tomb is being also restored.

VI.—FROM AHMAD SHAH'S TOMB.

Inscription VI. is from the tomb of Ahmad Shah and refers to repairs made on it by Nau Khān Faruqatu-l-Mulk (Joy of the Kingdom), son of Chiman, in A.D. 1537-38.


† It is doubtful whether the initial vowel of this name is a, e, or i. As an Arabic word it can hardly be pronounced otherwise than asnā.
1. (This is) the lofty mausoleum of Ahmad Shāh, the king, the dome of which, on account of its loveliness, matches the vault of the heaven.

2. Though he had many officers, and though they always exerted themselves to repair it,

3. No one has hitherto done so in so splendid a manner, as the perfect mind of that respected and exalted man.

4. The benefactor of the present generation, Farhātu-l-Mulk, who is pious, God-fearing, liberal, and faithful.

5. The chronogram of his office-tenure has been expressed, with God's help, by (the poet) Yahyā, in the words "Farhat-i-Mulk," these letters give the year.

A.H. 944 [A.D. 1537-38]. The memorial is executed by Ahmad Chāhjū.

VII.—FROM SHĀHAB SAYYID'S MOSQUE.

Inscription VII. (Plate V.) is from a mosque with two slender minarets, locally known as Shāhāb Sayyid's or the lesser Jāmi' Masjid, and relates to its building by the same Nān Khān Farhātu-l-Mulk, mentioned in the preceding inscription.

* Or it (viz. the mausoleum).
No. 7. SHAHUB SAYYID'S MASJID. (A.D. 1538).

No. 8. HAMSA SALAT'S DHIALGAWARI MASJID. (A.D. 1548).
O God! A chronogram on the erection of the Jami' Mosque by the Malik u-sh-Sharq [chief of the east], Nau Khan, son of Chiman, who has the title of Farhat u-l-Mulk.

1. (This is) a mosque shining and beaming forth, whose rays go up to heaven.
2. If the tongue of the angel calls it “the raised house,” and “the elevated dome,” it is but proper.*
3. For in honour it is like “the old house;” may it never be empty inside of worshippers!
4. Its well is like the Zamzam well; and like Mind,† at the side of it, is a well attended bāzār.
5. The building was erected during the reign of him whose kingdom reaches the eighth throne,
7. Its builder is Nau Khan, son of Chiman, who, through the grace of God, became Farhat u-l-Mulk.
8. I sincerely asked Genius for the chronogram of this acceptable building.
9. And he replied at once, “Go, Yâkub, and say, He built it from pure motives, for the sake of God.”
10. This gives together 945, if you count up the value of the letters.

VIII.—FROM THE DHALGEWÂRI MASJID, OR HAMZA SALÂT'S.

Inscription VIII. is from a mosque consisting of a masonry wall with Mehrdâb niches, and a tiled roof, supported on pillars in front, and is chiefly interesting as giving the full name of Mahmūd Shâh III., the son of Latif Khan (1528–1553–4), as Nashir u'd-dîn Abâl Fath Shâh. As Prof. Blochmann remarks—“Mr. Thomas, in his Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi (p. 352), gives Qu'bu-d-dîn as the name of the king; but the coin figured by him does not give that name. We may therefore assume that this inscription gives the correct name.”§

* Lisht-i-ghâh, pr, the tongue of the unseen world. This is also the well-known epithet of the poet Hâfez.

† The construction is forced; chu-mind is either an adjective to Zamzam [the well in the Ka'bah], or the engraver has left out a wâd, “and,” after Zamzam. Mind is a sacred spot near Makkah where a bâzâr is hold.

‡ The engraver has wrongly spelt ی ب instead of ی ب. The latter form is required to make up 945. The whole poem is inferior; and in the last line we have to scan chithuhap; and in the sixth distich a foot mustof'din occurs for mas'âlin.

§ In the names of the other Gujârâti kings given by Mr. Thomas on p. 358, I find that Bahâdur Shâh (No. 11) is given with two khâns, which is unusual. The name of Muzaffar Shâh bin Mahmûd (No. 15) cannot be correct, because it is against grammar and idiom.—H.B.

(11546.)
ARCELEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF WESTERN INDIA.

Nawâb Shâji‘at Khân’s masjid has a marble floor divided by piers into five bays, with two slender minarets, not at the extremities of the building, but three bays apart. The Minbar or pulpit is of three steps of yellow marble, and over the Mibrâb is written in ornamental style the Muslim creed—

Lâ ilâha illâ ilâh; Muhammadun rasûlu’llâh. Sana 1107 (i.e. A.D. 1695-96).

The walls are wainscoted with marble to a height of about 6 feet, and let into the back wall is a small slab on which is carved, as a sort of monogram, the words—

Yâ fattâh,
“O opener!”

The adjoining tomb is of brick, but its marble floor is much destroyed.

The Râjâ’s tombs have suffered sadly from people being allowed to carry off the beautifully carved marble slabs. The court and corridors with the exquisitely latticed screens require to be cared for and preserved.

The perforated stone and marble work at Ahmadâbâd and throughout Gujârat and Râjputâna, presents an almost endless variety of beautiful patterns. Plate VI. presents a few of the more common designs, taken from photographs, but materials exist for a very interesting collection.

Sarkhej is about 5 miles south-west from Ahmadâbâd, and on the right bank of the Sabarmati. It was here that, as already mentioned, Shaikh Ahmad Khâti‘ bin Gauj Bakhsh died in 1445. Over the door of his Dargâh or tomb is the quatrain:

1. Bahir i hajj i Ahmad chu dar-val shawad,
2. Dâmân i umâd gânj i Parwiz shawad.
3. Az bahir i sujûd i dargahash nist ’ajab,
4. Gar rûy zamân tânâm sarkhiz shawad.

“When the ocean of Ahmad’s palm scatters pearls, Hope’s hem becomes the treasure of Parwiz.
No wonder if, in order to bend before his shrine,
The whole surface of the earth raises its head.”

There are other inscriptions here which should be copied. On the tomb of Râjâbâd, the queen of Mahmûd Bigarâ, there are two.

* See Briggs’s Cities of Gujarashtra, pp. 222, 223.
† Architecture of Ahmedabad, p. 47.
‡ Transliterated and translated by Prof. Blochmann. There is a pun between Sarkhej and sarkhiz.
§ For some account of Sarkhej, see Architecture of Ahmedabad, pp. 44 ff.
Several of the buildings at Ahmadábâd have fallen into the hands of Government, and there are perhaps few places in India where General Cunningham’s suggestion to place religious buildings, no longer in use as such, under the local civil authority could be more easily or usefully carried out. It has already been so done in several cases where there are funds specially bequeathed for the preservation of the buildings, with the best results; and in such cases it would be well if the surplus funds were not largely expended on restorations, but used in part at least for the conservation of all the Musalman remains placed in charge of the civil officers.

II.—KÁTHIÁWÁD.

The peninsula of Káthiáwád or Surášhta, lying between the gulf of Kachh and Cambay or Khâmbat and surrounded on the south and west by the Arabian sea, is the holy land of Western India. It was known to the Greeks and Romans under the name of Σαμαστρηγή; the Muhammadans called it by the Prakritised name of Sorahta, and to this day a large district in the south-west, a hundred miles in length, still retains that name. Another district, quite as large, to the east of the centre, however, has long been known as Káthiáwád, from having been overrun by the Káthis who entered the peninsula from Kachh, perhaps first in predatory bands in the thirteenth or fourteenth century; in the fifteenth the whole tribe was driven out of Kachh, and in that and the following century conquered a considerable territory. The Maráthás who came into contact with them in their forays and were sometimes successfully repelled by them, extended the name of Káthiáwád to the whole province, and from them we have come to apply it in a similar wide sense; but by Bráhmans and the natives it it still spoken of as Surášhta.

The extreme length of the peninsula, from Goghâ in the east, to Jagat or Dwârakâ in the west, is nearly 220 miles; its greatest breadth is about 165 miles, and its area 22,000 square miles, with an estimated population of about two-and-a-half millions.

It is divided into 188 separate states large and small, of which thirteen pay no tribute; ninety-six are tributary to the British Government, seventy to that of the Gaikwâd as the representative of the Maráthás; and nine pay tribute to both; while of the latter three classes one hundred and thirty-two pay a tax called Zortalabi to the Nawâb of Junâgadh. The states are arranged in seven classes with varying civil and criminal powers,—five of the larger belonging to the first class.

Káthiáwád is usually divided into ten provinces or prânts of very unequal size:

1.) Jhâlákâd, in the north, containing about fifty states, of which Dirângadlurâ, Limûri, Wadhwâ, Wánkanêr, and Thân-Laktar, are among the largest; the Dhandhukâ district in it belongs to Ahmadábâd.

2.) Machhukântâ, comprising Morbî and Malîa, lies to the west of Jhâlákâd.

3.) Hâlâk, in the north-west, derives its name from the Hâlâ branch of Jâdejâs
from Kachh, and embraces twenty-six states, of which Jāmnagar or Nawānagar is the largest, Rājkot, Gondal-Dhorajī, Dharol, Drāphā, &c., are smaller.

(4.) **Okhāmandal,** in the extreme west, belongs to Bārodā.*

(5.) **Bārādā** or **Jaitwād,** along the south-west coast, is known also as Purbandar.

(6.) **Sorath** in the south, is occupied by the Junagadh State, and the two small holdings of Bāntwā and Amrāpur; but the sea coast from Mangrol to the island of Div or Div is also known as Nāgarwād, its old name when held by the Nāgars.

(7.) **Bābriāwād,** so called from the Bahri tribe of Kolis, is a hilly tract in the south-east, divided into many very small states, or village holdings, and includes many villages belonging to the Gaikwād of Bārodā.

(8.) **Kāthiāwād,** near the middle, is a large district comprising Jetpur-Chital, Amreli, Jasdan, Choṭilā, Anandapur, and fifty other smaller estates.

(9.) **Und-Sarvēyā,** lying along the Satrunji river and divided into small holdings.

(10.) **Gohilwād,** in the east, along the shore of the gulf of Cambay, is so named from the Gohil Rāputps, who are the ruling race in it. It comprises the Gohā district belonging to the Ahmadābād Collectorate,—Bhaunagar, a first class state, Pāliṭāṅā, Walā, Lāthī, Bhojewadār, and many others.

Generally speaking, with the exception of the Tāṅgā and Mānḍhāv hills in the west of Jhālāwād, and some nearly isolated hills in Hālār, the northern portion of the country is flat; but in the south—from near Gohā—the Gir range runs nearly parallel with the coast, and at a distance of about twenty miles from it, along the north of Bābriāwād and Sorath, turning northwards towards Girnar. Opposite this latter mountain again is the solitary Osām hill, and then still farther west is the Baradā group between Hālār and Baradā, running about twenty miles north and south from Gumli to Rānāwāvī, near which iron ore was dug in early times.

The principal river is the Bhādar, which rises in the Mānḍhāv hills and flows south-west falling into the sea at Navi-Bandār in Barādā, after a course of about a hundred and fifteen miles in a direct line, everywhere marked by the lands near its banks being in a high state of cultivation. It is a saying in the districts through which it passes that it receives ninety-nine tributary streams. From the same hills rises another Bhādar which flows eastwards past Rānpur and Dhandhuka into the gulf of Cambay or Khambat, and in its short course attains a considerable size.

The Aji, perhaps the prettiest stream in the province, rises near Sardhār and runs northwards past Rājkot, receiving the Māri from the left, and falls into the gulf of Kaeh near Bālambā in Hālār. It is noted for the excellence of its water, and the gold dust found in small quantities in its bed.

The Māchhu, from near Sardhār, flows north-west, through the district to which it gives name, past Wānkanēr and Morbā into the gulf of Kaeh near Malīā.

The Satrunji, from the Gir range, receives a large number of tributaries, and passes Paliṭāṅā and Tālājā on its way to the entrance of the gulf of Khambat. One of its tributaries, the Rewā, from Bābriāwād, is unparalleled in the province for wild and romantic scenery: “It pursues its course over an alternately rocky and

---

* The island (bāt) of Sankhodār belongs to Okhāmandal. It was long famous for its pirates.
gravelly bed, varying in breadth from twenty to sixty or a hundred yards, buried as
it were between lofty mountains, which rise abruptly from its bed, covered with wood
of the most large and beautiful kind; the bed of the river also abounds in the tree
known by the native name of Jambu, which here grows to a noble size, and the
darkness of its leaves is finely contrasted with the lively and varied colours of the
forest. A road leads in many parts along the bed of the Rewâ; and the traveller
in a broad and convenient path finds the heavens excluded from his view, or very
partially seen through the small spaces left by the lofty mountains and the luxuriousness
of their clothing.∗∗

Surâshṭrâ was doubtless at a very early period brought under the influence of
Brahmanical civilization, and, from its position at the extreme north of the coast line of
Western India, it was the most accessible to influences from the west. As early as the
reign of the great Aśoka of Magadha (B.C. 265–229) we find him inscribing his famous
eclipses upon the huge granite boulders at the entrance of the pass that leads from
Junâgâdhâ to Girnâr. If the reading in Strabo† of Suraostos is really, as there is good
reason to suppose, a corruption of some form of Surâshtra, then it was included in the
conquests of the Indo-Skythian kings, Demetrius the son of Euthydemus (B.C. cir. 190),
and Menander (B.C. 144), who, he says, pushed their conquests eastwards and “got
possession not only of Patalenâ, but of the kingdoms of Saraostos and Sigerdis (or
Sigirtis); being the remainder of the coast.”

Its shores were well known to the Alexandrian merchants of the first and second
centuries, but there is considerable difficulty in identifying the places they mention.
Dr. Vincent,§ Lassen,∥ and Col. Yule ¶ have each attempted the task.
Lassen places the city of Surastra at Junâgâdhâ, and this is as probable a con-
jecture as perhaps any other that could be formed. Yule places it at Navi-bandar, which
is very doubtful. If not Junâgâdhâ or Vanthali, then Virâwâl and Sihor are the
only two other sites that seem likely.

Bardaxima is located by Yule at Purbandar, perhaps from the resemblance of
the name to Baradâ; but Śrinagar, in the same district, is a much older place, and
near it is a small village named Bardiya which may possibly be a reminiscence of the
Greek name.

Yule places the Baraké of Arrian at Jagat or Dwârkâ; Lassen also identifies it
with Dwârakâ, but apparently Mâla-Dwârakâ, which he places on the coast between
Purbandar and Miânâ, near Śrinagar. Mâla-Dwârakâ—or the original site was farther
east than this, but is variously placed near Mâdhupur, thirty-six miles north-west from
Somanâth-Patîtan, or three miles south-west from Kôdinâr, and nineteen miles east
of Somanâth.

† 02 μέν τήν Παταλήν κατέχειν, δόλω καὶ τήν ἄλοχην παράλυθην τήν τε Σαραστινον καλυπτένην καὶ τήν Σερβίδους
παράλυθην.—Strabo, lib. XI. cap. xi. 1. The copies, however, differ in the names, giving Teparisto (Abb.)
Tevaristo, and Teparisto, for the first, and Serbidos (Medic.) and Serbidos (Kram.) for the second.
‡ Prof. H. H. Wilson (Ariana Antiqua, p. 212) was inclined to think that the kingdom of Sigirtis might be
a Greek form of Srigarta, as conjectured by Lassen, and might indicate Kaikh. But Prinsep, in 1837, pointed
out that the reading Svpâristos, found in some of the best copies of Strabo, by merely altering to Svaristsu, would
give a form nearly approaching to the indigenous name in its Prâkrit form of Soratha.—Jour. As. Soc. Beng.,
§ Periplus of the Erythreian Sea.
∥ Map of Ancient India in his Indische Alterthumskunde.
¶ In Smith’s Ancient Atlas, pp. 22–24, and map 31.
Astakapra or Astakampra, Yule would place at Tālājā, and Lassen near by—at Gopānā, where Yule would have Papike promontory.

The Horatæ are doubtless the people of Sorath, who have an inveterate propensity to sound the letter S as an H; and the Pandæ are the Pāṇḍava dwelling in the north of the peninsula in the district traditionally known as Panchāl or Deva-Panchāl, in which the chief town was Thān, possibly the same as Theophila, which Yule places doubtfully a little farther east about Talsānā.

Palam island is probably rightly identified by Yule with the Baliones Insula of the ancients; Monoglosson he identifies with Mangrol.

Among the sacred places in the province, Prabhāsa Patṭan or Somanātha in the south, and Dwārakā in the extreme west, are famous shrines of the Śaiva and Vaiṣṇava forms of Brahmanism,—the former, one of the twelve great Śaiva Mahālingas of India, and the account of whose destruction by Mahaṇḍu of Ghazni is so familiar to every reader of history, is also the spot where tradition says the great Yādava hero and demi-god Krishna was slain; whilst Dwārakā is one of his most celebrated shrines, where he is fabled to have saved the sacred books. Thān, in the north, is an old site of sun worship, and in the neighbourhood are several snake shrines; and in the Gir is Tulasi-Syām, a noted Hindū shrine, with a hot spring.*

Among the "high places" the Jains reckon śatruṇḍaya as their great tīrtha or

---

* The following is Tod’s account of this Tirtha or sacred spot, though the legend he gives is scarcely a satisfactory one for the origin of the name. Tulasi is the sacred Basil plant, so favourite an object of worship among the Hindūs; and the shrine, I believe, is a Śaiva one rather than Vaiṣṇava. "Tuliśyāma," says Tod, "is a very sanctified spot, and celebrated as the arena of combat between Syāma (an epithet synonymous with Krishna, and denoting his black complexion) and Tula, the demon (dāitya) of Saurāśtra, the terror of all the sacred classes, who, having obtained the boon of invulnerability by any mortal weapon, set the gods themselves at defiance; but he was told to beware of the incarnation of Krishna, which would be fatal to him. And the legend says that as he lay expiring at the feet of his conqueror, he preferred this last request, that his name might not perish with him; and hence the conjoined names of the victor and vanquished, Tuliśyāma, to designate the scene of combat. The abode of this Titan is a wild dell, completely enclosed by hills, and may not unaptly be compared to a large bowl, having its sides covered with wood, and at its base a Sīdhd-Kunđa, or hot-well, the grand object of curiosity. A reservoir has been constructed to retain the waters, which are deemed efficacious in certain complaints. It is eighty feet in length by forty-five in breadth at top, with a flight of steps, which diminishes its base to fifty-five by twenty. I was tempted to bathe in it. The temperature of the water was 21° above the external air; and it was disagreeably hot. At this hour, within the tent, the thermometer was 86°, and only 89° outside. After some minutes immersion in the kunđa, it rose to 110°; but when taken out it fell almost instantaneously to 76°, and as rapidly recovered the external temperature of 89°.

There is a small and rude temple, dedicated to the black deity, whose image decorates the interior, and presides over these sanitary waters. There are also shrines to the warlike divinities, Śiva and Bhaiṛava, at the entrance of the enclosure. If we accept the local tradition for the origin of the hot spring, it would appear that it did not exist in the lifetime of the giant Tula. Syāma, hungry and fatigued after his battle, was awaiting with some impatience the culinary operations of his favourite wife, Rukmanī, who with her own fair hands was preparing a mess of rice. But hunger getting the better of temper, he used some phrase which she resented, and overturning the boiling rice, she ran up the hill, leaving her hungry and sulky spouse to 'chew the end of sweet and bitter fantasy.' As the gods of Hind, like those of Greece, never get into hot water without some consequences resulting from it, the rice-water then split became a perennial stream, bestowing sanctity and sanctity on all who used it. In proof of the tradition they appeal to Rukmanī, whose effrashed image still looks down upon the Sūd-Kunḍa.

"It is a wild sequestered spot, but too confined for a large party, and here, within our bowl, horses, foot, and carts were crowded, creating a din most unsuited to such a solitude. An outlet from the kunḍa allows the superfluous water to drain off; and this is the origin of a small stream, bordered by date and other trees, which meanders through abrupt and broken ridges, presenting some pretensions to the picturesque."—Tod’s Western India, pp. 320, 321.
holy place, on the isolated mountain south of Pālītāṇa; Tālādhvaja, commonly known as Tālājā Tekrī, the isolated hill at Tālājā; Ujjayanta or Raivata, the famous Mount Girnar in Soraṭh and Ḡaṅka in Hāḷār. Perhaps the Lor or Lauhar hill in Bābriāwād is also intended by the Leuhitya of their sacred books.*

Of the early history of the country we have but scanty notices. It was probably governed by satraps under Aśoka and the great Maurya kings. From coins that have been found pretty abundantly in different parts, it appears that for a period of about two centuries a dynasty known as the Sāḥs or Sīhās ruled,—perhaps at old Sīhor, Sīhā or Sīhārapura. Of this dynasty we learn from coins the names of some twenty-four princes, many of them with dates ranging from 72 to 292; but it may be doubted if in all cases the symbols for the figures have been quite correctly made out, and it is not certain from what era they are to be reckoned. Prinsep seemed inclined to place them all before 153 B.C.; Mr. Justice Newton, assuming that they date from the Vikramadīya Samvat, to between 60 or 70 B.C. and 240 A.D.;† and the late Dr. Bhau Dāji, reckoning from the Śaka era of A.D. 78, placed them between about A.D. 140 and 380.‡ Mr. E. Thomas has given much attention to these coins and his opinion will be given in the next chapter.

Besides coins of the Sāḥs, however, we have at least two inscriptions, unfortunately both somewhat defaced.

The first of these is on the famous rock between Junāgadh and Girnar, recording the repair of the dam there by Rājā Mahākshatrapa Rudra Dāmān in the year 72 of their era. His father's name is obliterated, but that of his grandfather is given as Makākshatrapa Chāshṭāna. This inscription will be dealt with further on.

The second is a short one on a pillar on the bank of the lake at Jasdhan in the north of the Kāṭhiāwād division. It has been thus translated by the late Dr. Bhau Dāji:

"In the year 127 Bhādrapada (month) dark half 7th (day) of the moon, this Satra (tank) of Rājā Mahākshatrapa Bhadramukha Swāmī Rudra Sena, the great-grandson of the son of Rājā Mahākshatrapa Swāmī Chāshṭāna; the grandson of the son of Rājā Kshatriya Swāmī Jayadāmā, the grandson of Rājā Mahākshatrapa Rudra Dāmā, (son of) Rājā Mahākshatrapa Bhadramukha Swāmī Rudra. Of the son of Supra Nāthaka of Mānasagotra, the grandson of Khara, with brothers . . . ."

This short inscription yields the names, then, of five of the Sāḥ kings, viz.:
1. Rājā Mahākshatrapa Bhadramukha Swāmī Chāshṭāna;
2. Rājā Kshatriya Swāmī Jayadāmān, his son;
3. Rājā Mahākshatrapa Rudra Dāmā, his son;
4. Rājā Mahākshatrapa Bhadramukha Swāmī Rudra Siṅha, his son;
5. Rājā Mahākshatrapa Swāmī Rudra Sena, his son, ruling in 127.

"The other individuals mentioned in the inscription were in all likelihood officers of the district."§

---

* Sāruṇījaya Māhātmāya, i. sl. 352.
‡ Ibid., vol. VIII p. 285.
§ Ibid., vol. VIII pp. 234, 235.
Coins supply the remainder of our knowledge of these princes, but fortunately the first of them is mentioned in the inscriptions on some of the caves in the Bombay Presidency; thus at Kârlé, we read:

"Peace. By Ushavadāta, the son of Dinaka, the son-in-law of Râjâ Kshaharâta Kshatrapa Nahapâna."

At Nasik:

In Sanskrit:—"Peace. By Ushavadāta, the son of Dinaka, the son-in-law of Râjâ Kshaharâta Kshatrapa Nahapâna."

In Magadhi:—"Peace. In the year 42, month Vaisâkha, by Ushavadâta, the son of Dinaka, the son-in-law of Râjâ Kshaharâta Kshatrapa Nahapâna."

And again, in Magadhi:—"The cell, the religious assignation of Dakshamitrâ, the daughter of Râjâ Kshaharâta Kshatrapa Nahapâna."

At Junnar:—

"[Constructed by] Ayama, the minister of . . . Mahâkshatrapa Svâmi Nahapâna."*

Mr. Justice Newton was fortunate enough to obtain a coin of this Nahapâna from Kâthiâwâr. He thus describes it: "It is of silver, and its weight is 31 grains. The obverse has a well cut bust facing to the right, with fillet and ear ornaments, and in the exergue, a legend of which sufficient remains to show that the letters were purely Greek, although in consequence of original indistinctness, wear, or corrosion, not more than a single character here and there can be made out, and these hardly justify me in hazarding a conjecture as to the filling in. Additional difficulty has been caused by the circumstance,—an ordinary one in coins of that time,—that the disc of the coin was too small to receive the whole impression of the die. On the reverse are two central emblems, one of which is a spear or an arrow, and the other possibly a double-headed dagger, with an exergue legend in which the letters Nahapânsa (the ordinary Baktrian or Pâli genitive of Nahapâna) are distinct, though nothing more can be deciphered. The characters are those of the rock inscriptions, the most ancient form from which the present Devanâgari has been derived; and though a portion of the legend has fallen altogether outside the coin and some letters have been eaten away, a larger portion would be legible but for the artist's evident want of acquaintance with the character."†

From all this he argues that Nahapâna flourished between 80 and 50 B.C., that he was a Parthian, and that possibly some others are yet to be interposed between him and Chashânâ, whom he would place in A.D. 10 or 20.

As to the origin of the titles Kshatrapa and Mahâkshatrapa which "appear to have originated with Nahapâna, and were continued to every member of the Sâh dynasty," Mr. Newton remarks that, "Nahapâna or his predecessors may have governed in Baktria, or the neighbouring regions, as the satraps of a distant monarch, but this supposition is not a necessary one. The designation doubtless at first implied that the power exercised was delegated, but after a time, in common with other similar titles, it must have come to be looked on as indicating authority only and not

---

† Ibid., p. 7.
subordination. We may, therefore, I think, conclude that Nahapāna himself was probably an independent sovereign, and that his successors who retained the title for more than two centuries certainly recognised no superior.*

Having obtained a number of Śāh coins from Kāthiāwād, principally through the kindness of Major J. W. Watson, I placed them in the hands of E. Thomas, Esq., F.R.S., late Bengal Civil Service, who long since made this branch of Numismatics a special study, and he has obligingly contributed the following chapter to the present Report.

III. SÁH AND GUPTA COINS, &c.

BY EDWARD THOMAS, ESQ., F.R.S., CORRESPONDANT DE L’INSTITUT DE FRANCE.

INTRODUCTION.

Mr. Burgess, during his late tour, succeeded in obtaining some very interesting specimens of the coins of the local Sáh kings of Suráshtra and their imperial Gupta successors which he has requested me to describe.*

I have taken advantage of the opportunity to arrange and classify in the accompanying autotype plate, contrasted examples of the various provincial currencies of the latter dynasty, and I have attempted, in a general way, to collect the extraneous data bearing on the still obscure history of a race, whose domination forms so important an epoch and hitherto undefined time-mark amid the dynastic revolutions of India within itself. This may be held to be a very bold expansion of a text based upon a handful of coins, but Numismatic studies I have always maintained, when properly and scientifically treated, open out a very large and expansive circle of investigation.

In the present instance there have unfortunately been few opportunities for systematic arrangement, or for the ordinary completion of details; but, incidentally, where coins have proved their leading title I have admitted them into the front rank, in which prominent position I can usually sustain them, when their rough edges preserve but fair traces of the marginal legends of the original die, and when the native engravers have not subsided into ignorant and mere mechanical imitators of device and superscription.

The materials available for the determination of the age and the spread of the dominions of the Guptas seem to arrange themselves in the following order:—

a. Inscriptions.
b. Written history.
c. Tradition.
d. Coins.

a.—INSCRIPTIONS.

The genealogy of the Gupta family has been singularly well-preserved, considering the limited range of their extant inscriptions and the persistent oblivion to which their successors would, perhaps designedly, have consigned them.

The earliest of these, in point of time, is the Allahábád manifesto of Samudra Guptá, the fourth in succession of an ancestry claiming little pretension to renown, and the

* A slight difference will be observed between the system of transcription employed in the following pages and that followed by Mr. Burgess. The chief departure from his usage is in the marking the श by s, in preference to the unsightly š. My theory is, that dots below the line should, as far as possible, constitute the discriminating mark for consonants, and that accents above the line should be reserved for vowels. I prefer the acute accent to the circumflex as less disfiguring to the vowel letter, a disadvantage inherent in the, and especially detrimental in maps.
second only in the order of kings, who attained anything beyond restricted celebrity. This first heir to an imperial father took advantage of a ready prepared monolith, to supplement, in the writing current in his day an account of his own rise, in the form of a quasi palimpsest, attached to the original contemporary palæograph in the old square \( \text{\textcircled{1}} \) character in which Asoka, in the twenty-seventh year of his reign (B.C. 232), had proclaimed, unwittingly, his undeveloped Buddhistic tendencies, and his advocacy of the more simple doctrines of mercy to animals, the preservation of animal life, and the alleviation of animal woes.

The second record of the Gupta heritage, likewise perpetuated on stone, is to be seen in the Mathurā inscription from the Katrā mound, wherein Samudra’s parentage is apparently repeated in accordance with the tenor of the earlier monument. The genealogy of the family is further extended in the inscription on the Bhittari \( \text{\textcircled{2}} \) or monolith, in the district of Ghāzipur and in its counterpart at Bihār, which carries the succession down to Skanda Gupta and an unnamed heir.

From these inscriptions the recognised line of kings may be restored after the following order:

**The Gupta Kings.**

1. Mahārāja Śrī Gupta.
2. Mahārāja Śrī Chaṭotkacha.
4. " " Śrī Samudra Gupta.
5. " " Śrī Chandra Gupta II.
7. " " Śrī Skanda Gupta.

The family tree, originally reconstructed by Dr. Mill, is of importance, in the present inquiry, as showing the moderately advanced position of the early members of the so-called regal line:

1. Gupta.

   2. Chaṭotkacha. Lichekvi, a private Rājput, whose daughter was

   3. Chandra Gupta—Kumāra Devi, wife of the king. Sanhārikā, an independent princess, whose daughter was

   4. Samudra Gupta

   Rāja and Sovereign

   5. Chandra Gupta II.


   7. Skanda Gupta.

8. A young prince (Mahendrā Gupta?), a minor at the date of this inscription.

† My Ancient Indian Weights, Marsden’s (International) Numismata Orientalia, London, 1874, p. 27.
‡ General Cunningham’s Archæological Report, vol. III. plate XVI. No. 24, p. 37.

C 2
Much emphasis has been laid by some modern commentators* on the appearance of the words **Shahdū Shah** in the Samudra Gupta inscription at Allahābād, above quoted, as tending to prove that the Gupta must have been contemporary with the Sassanian kings of Persia (226–632, A.D.). I wish to rectify any such misapprehension, as the point is of real importance as collateral evidence. I have from the first contended that this title was in no wise exclusively the property or impress of the Sassanian family. We have the Khshāyatiya Khshāyatiyānam of Darius,† and the counterpart ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ with the Rajarāja and Aadhīrāja of the Bactrian or rather Indo-Scythian coins.§ We can now further cite the existence of a Shahāyāh dynasty in Khārizm of the race of Cyrus,||, and point to the more immediate testimony of our Mathurā inscriptions, where Vāsudeva is designated as Shahī, and, in other epigraphs, by the parallel Devaputra, which reappears in conjunction with the Shahān Shah on the Allahābād column—combinations, which would preferentially indicate the continued rule of some members of this Scythic race in outlying portions of their old dominions.

It does not form part of the immediate object of the present résumé, to examine the entire series of the Gupta inscriptions, but the following passages have been selected as furnishing authentic dates, applicable, as other data may chance to sanction, to the general determination of the Gupta place and epochal position in Indian history.

---

|| *Prinsep’s Essays*, vol. II. pp. 205 et seq.

---

The short inscription at Udayagiri contains the name of Chandra Gupta under the title of “**Parana-ḥatāḍraka Mahārājādhirāja**,” and the date of *Samvat* 82 [in figures] 11th of the bright half of Srāvana.

---

*No. 2. Inscription of Chandra Gupta.*

The inscription on the eastern gate at Sanchi, near Bhilsa, commences, “To all respected Śramanas, the chief priests of the āvāsātha ceremonial . . . The son of Amuka, the destroyer of his father’s enemies, &c. . . . obtaining the gratification of every desire of his life through the favor of the great emperor Chandra Gupta

---

---

---

---

---

---
... has given, &c. as an act of grace and benevolence of the great emperor Chandra Gupta, generally known among his subjects as Deva Rāja (Indra). ... In the Samvat year 93 [in figures], Bhādrapada 10th.**

No. 4. Translation of an Inscription on the Monolith of Kahaon, in the Gorakhpur division, N. W. P., India, by Babu Rajendra Lāla.

"The year 141 having been over (or the close of the year 141), and the month of Jaishṭya having arrived, the empire of Skanda Gupta—the floor of whose audience chamber had been swept by gusts from the bowing of the heads of kings by hundreds; sprung from the line of the Guptas; of wide extended fame; opulent beyond all others; comparable with Śakra; lord of hundreds of monarchs."†

No. 5. Translation of an Inscription of the time of Skanda Gupta, on a copper-plate grant found at Indor, near Anupshahar on the Ganges.‡

"Amen; may he, whom Brahmans, in obedience to law, be praise with the harmony of meditation and the entire devotion of their minds ... be your protection!"

"In the year 146, in the month of Phālguna, the — (?) of the thriving and invincible kingdom of his most noble majesty, the supreme sovereign of great kings, the auspicious Skanda Gupta, for the promotion of prosperity in the possession of the owner Sarvanāga in Antarvedi (or the Doab of the Ganges and Yamunā)."§

No. 6. Inscription of Skanda Gupta on the Northern face of the Girmār rock. ||

"To the perfect one, Vishnu, who snatched from Bali for the happiness of Indra," &c. "Afterwards he ... who by his own arms obtained glory (parākrama), and who is the most distinguished of kings," ... "may he, Skanda Gupta, be glorious" ... (the text goes on to detail Skanda Gupta's difficulties in the selection of a fit ruler for Surāśṭra and his ultimate choice of Parṇādatta" ... (who delegates his authority to his son) "Chakrapālita." ... "Afterwards, when in the course of nature, the rainy season arrived ... the lake Sudarśana burst (its embankments). When a century of years plus thirty passed, in the sixth day of Bhādrapada, at night, counting from the era of Gupta" (Guptaśa kāla).

(Seven years seem to have elapsed before its repairs were either commenced or fairly advanced when a record appears) "for the benefit of the king and of the city, in a

‡ Under date 23rd April 1875, General Cunningham, in a private letter to Mr. Ferguson, reports the discovery of no less than four new inscriptions belonging to the Gupta period. "One of them is of Samudra Gupta, with the slokas numbered in figures at the end ... A rock inscription of Chandra Gupta has the lines numbered in figures at the ends. A third inscription, dated S. 106, speaks of the Guptan maya, or Gupta family; and a fourth inscription is dated in S. 191."
century of somealsouras (years) plus thirty plus seven” (in the “month of Chaitra”) . . . on the “first day of the first lunation of the (first) month of the Ghishma season,” &c.

The concluding division of the inscription proclaims the completion of the undertaking, in the construction of a temple by Chakrapālika, when, “from the era of the Guptas (Gupṭāṇḍa kāla) a century of years plus thirty-eight (having passed).”

Up to this time, I have been somewhat disposed to question the validity of the above interpretation, in respect to the use of the term Gupṭa kāla. I have now had an opportunity of comparing Messrs. Westergaard and Jacob’s facsimile, published in the Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc. with Sir Le Grand Jacob’s own eye-transcript in MS., and the improved version of the original, undertaken for Dr. Bhan Daji, by Pandurang Gopāla Pādhye. I can have no hesitation in accepting the latter as the most intelligent reproduction; it brings out into perfect form letters that were merely fragmentary before, it seldom conflicts with, but constantly improves what were previously chaotic signs and symbols in the copies of Messrs. Westergaard and Jacob.*

As regards the bearing of the term Gupṭa kāla upon this and other dated inscriptions, while I am fully prepared to admit the figures 130–138 into the ordinary family system of reckoning, I am not so sure that the designation of Gupṭa kāla in this instance, implies identity with Albbrúnl’s understanding of the same term. I should rather connect it with the era then recognised and employed by the Gupta’s, whatever its origin and derivation, in contrast to the local system of annual dates, which we find on the Sāh coins, and which clearly does not accord with the Eastern scheme of proximate usage.

No. 7. Translation of an Inscription on the Pillar at Eran in Bhopal.
Dr. Fitzedward Hall’s version.

“Triumphant is the four-armed divinity: omnipresent; of whom the broad waters of the four seas are the couch; cause of the continuance, origin, destruction, and the like, of the universe; whose ensign is Gauḍa. In the year 165 on the twelfth day of the light fortnight of the month of Ashadhānt on the day of Brhaṣpati, and when Duddha Gupta —ruling, with the genius of the regents of the quarters, over the interval, chosen land of the gods, between the Kālindī and the Narmadā . . . . was king . . . . a Brahman saint of the illustrious Maitrāyaṇīya monarchs . . . . the great king Mātravishnū, a

* This copy, made for Dr. Bhan Daji, is reproduced as plate XV. in this Report.
† It is necessary, in preparing evidence for or against the ultimate import of these figures, to say that Professor Hall submitted the context of the passage embodying this date to Bāpū Dāva Śāstrī, a Benares mathematician, with a view to an opinion as to its concurrence with the Vikramādiya era or that of Śaka. The gist of the reply was, “it conforms to the era of Vikramādiya, and does not conform to that of Śālaviṭhana.”—Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1881, pp. 15–139. But with all respect for our Benares calculator, we require to be told whether he has seen and met Colebrooke’s objections to the effect that “the eclipses mentioned in the [later] grants do not appear reconcilable with their dates,” and that “it seems difficult to account for this disagreement of the dates and eclipses in any other way than by impeaching the inscription, the authenticity of which there is not otherwise any reason to question.”—(Essays, vol. II. p. 245.) See also (p. 357) for a possible explanation of the faulty results, in the introduction of “Rāhu as an eighth planet, and as the immediate cause of eclipses.” Prof. Whitney, in his latest essay on “the Lunar Zodiac” (New York, 1874) ruthlessly exposes the imperfection of Indian astronomical knowledge and their methods of observation, which he climaxes by quoting their prediction of a total instead of a partial eclipse for February 6, 1860 (p. 388).
most devout worshipper of Bhagavat; who by the will of the Ordainer (Brahmá) acquired . . . the splendour of royalty . . . and also of his younger brother Dhanyakishánu, who does him obeisance,,” &c.*

We here take leave of Gupta dates and find ourselves in the presence of an inscription of Toramána, who seems to have succeeded immediately to Budha Gupta's kingdom in central India. The importance of this monumental record will be better understood when we reach the numismatic sequence and obvious connexion between the two princes.

No. 8. Translation of an Inscription engraved on the neck of the Varáha image or Boor Incarnation at Eran.†

"Triumphant is the god who, in the likeness of a boar, lifted up the earth; who, by blows of his hard snout, tossed mountains aloft; the upholding pillar of that vast mansion, the three-fold world.

"In the first year that the suspicious Toramána, sovereign of great kings, of extended fame and wide spread effulgence, is governing the earth; on the 10th day of Phálguna . . . a Bráhman saint of the illustrious Maitrâyániya monarchs . . . of the great king Mátrivishánu, who has departed to elysium, . . . the younger brother Dhanyakishánu, who did him due obeisance,” &c.

No. 9. Inscription on the Porch of a Temple in the Fort of Gwalior.‡

"He who was celebrated as Síri Toramána . . . full of talents innumerable, who subjugated the earth by truth, charity, conciliation, his army and the like. Unto him of the renowned race was born a son of unrivalled prowess named Pashupati, the lord of the earth, and the most distinguished of the Solar race . . . in the fifteenth year of the prosperous reign of the remover of all suffering, the pre-eminent sovereign (lit. Nripabrishe, ‘the bull of kings’),” &c.

Before taking leave of the subject of inscriptions, I wish to advert to a series of quasi-monumental documents for which, I think, too much value has been claimed. I mean the land and other royal grants or Sásanams engraved upon copper plates, and usually found in the possession of the families of the grantees.

I must confess that I have as little faith in these metallic title deeds, as the "Laws of Manu" seem to have extended to many of their earlier counterparts.§

---

§ Yájinvalkya, chap. II, sect. 240. "Whoever falsifies seals or a royal order."—Dr. Roer’s Calcutta edition. Prof. Wilson translates "copper-plate grants by the head of the state."

I see that Mr. Barnell shares my distrust of this species of documents. He remarks: "Royal grants are by far the most important documents for historical purposes that exist in South India, such as they are; but they must be interpreted in the genealogical part with the greatest caution, especially those of the later dynasties, even if their authenticity be beyond suspicion. Unfortunately there is reason to believe that forgeries were common; for in the comparatively brief lists of crimes preserved in the Dharmasástras, the penalty of death is assigned for the forgeries of royal grants."—Manu, chap. IX. v. 232 (Haughton’s translation, p. 324). South Indian Palaeography, 1874, p. 76. See also Colebrooke’s Essays, vol. II. pp. 236, 252-4, 264.
There is much of the air of manufacture even in those examples the genuineness of which we need not contest; but when we find formal repetition upon repetition, the same quotations of denunciatory texts recurring time after time, merging almost into the similitude of "a printed form of bequest," and we are told by impartial examiners of the present day that, in one case, the sign manual of the grantor proves to be in the writing of some centuries later than the forms of the letters of the text to which he is asserted to have affixed his signature with his own hand (केहकारी), we cannot divest ourselves of the suspicion that the dates may have been just as loosely manipulated as other portions of the documents themselves, especially when it is felt that the natural tendency, in such cases, would be to ante-date, with the view of giving meretricious age, authenticity and the semblance of perpetuity to the title.† It is true that this retention and continued use of the earlier form of character, for the body of the text, may merely imply the official recognition of a sort of black-letter style of writing in the local Patent Office, and that any intentional deception in the matter of the grant itself may have been foreign to the purpose of the engrossers; while, nevertheless, imposing or suspicious dates ‡ may have been found, or possibly old figures may have been copied mechanically with the standard phraseology from previous exemplars. I do not propose to enlarge upon the general question of the authenticity of these documents at the present moment, as they only contribute incidentally a side view to my leading subject; but it has become necessary to advert to the possible value of this species of evidence, as it has been occasionally put forward as a corrective of the true period of the Guptas, whose kingdom, in its western provinces, fell to the share of the Valabhis, who with their conterminous monarchies mainly supply the extant series of copper-plate grants, from whence these critical test dates are derived.

* This attestation or note at the end of the document is worthy of especial notice. The words are: "This is the own hand of Trāśāna-rāga." . . . . "When the writing of this attestation is compared with the body of the grant, a very considerable difference is apparent. The general style of the whole, and the forms of many individual letters, present a much more modern appearance. Judging from the character of the writing alone by Prins's alphabet, it would seem to belong to a period at least three centuries later than the character and date of the grant itself."—Prof. J. Dowson, Journ. R. As. Soc. N. S. vol. I. p. 262.

† Prins had, from the first, felt a difficulty in reconciling the dates of the kings named in the Gujarāt copper plates, remarking that "though there were six successions" (between the execution of the first and third Valabh grants) "these must have been of less than the ordinary duration, for the minister who prepared the grant in Śrī Dhārasena's reign was Skanda Bhāta; whereas the minister who prepared the present grant is named as Madana Hila, son of Skanda Bhāta. Thirty or forty years will, therefore, be the probable interval occupied by the reigns of all (these) princes." But it has been left for later decipherers to discover that the same Skanda Bhāta must have had a tenure of office lasting at least fifty-four years; and to confess that "our new grant shows that he held office under Gahasena also. If the second sign in the date of our grant is taken, with Prof. Bhaṇḍārkar, for 50, the grant is dated in 236, consequently Skanda Bhāta must have been at least seventy years in office. It seems very improbable that a man should last so long."—Dr. Bühlcr, Indian Antiquary, June 1875, p. 174.

‡ I prefer, in this preliminary stage of the inquiry, to quote the unprejudiced and casually-pronounced opinions of others who have had to comment, directly or indirectly, on the measure of reliance that can be placed upon the "time tables" of the western copper plates. General Cunningham, without contesting the real data these documents might supply, expresses himself as follows in regard to Dr. Bhaṇḍārkar's Brief Survey of Indian Chronology (Journ. Bm. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. VIII p. 236), in order "to note the curious error in what he calls a correct genealogical table of the Balabhis supported by dates from copper plates. In this genealogy I notice that Dhrusasena, who is dated in 310, is followed by six generations, all of which are made to pass away by 346, so that seven generations, including Dhrusasena, or six without him, are born, marry, and die in thirty-six years, which allows exactly six years to each generation."—Cunningham's Arch. Report, I. xxxiv.
In conclusion, I wish it to be distinctly understood that my objections do not extend to the good faith of royal grants or private endowments for religious purposes, when the texts, embodying the terms of the benefaction, are formally inscribed on stone in or near the building, cave, or other monument in whose cause the grant is made. In these cases there must have been a dedicatory formality and an abiding publicity which forbids all idea of deception, and hence this class of documents, as will be seen hereafter, may be welcomed as among the most trustworthy data within our reach.

b.—Written History.

We have now to collect the passages wherein chance mention of the Guptas is to be found in works compiled in India. Written history in its proper sense has rarely been attempted in that land, and the materials now available are confined to the pseudo-prophecies of the Purāṇas, the chance allusions to imperial changes which find a place in the local history of the valley of Kashmir, and the critical investigations of Alhūrīnī, which are only raised above tradition by his elaborate exposition of dates and eras, which elucidate the rise and fall of so many dynastic rulers of Hind.

The Visānu-Purāṇa.

"In Magadha, a sovereign named Visvaspañjika will establish other tribes: he will extirpate the Kshatriya (or martial) race, and elevate fishermen (Kāvarta), barbarians (Yadus and Pulindas), and Brahmins (and other castes) to power." "The nine Nāgas will reign in Padmāvati, Kāntipūrī and Mathurā; and the Guptas of Magadha along the Ganges to Prayāga." The Vāyu-Purāṇa has another series analogous to that of the (Visānu-Purāṇa) text. "The nine Nāka kings will possess the city Champāvati; and the seven Nāgas (?), the pleasant city of Mathurā. Princes of the Gupta race will possess all these countries, the banks of the Ganges to Prayāga, and Sāketa, and Māgadhā (the Magadhas)." Professor Wilson adds, "This account is the most explicit, and probably the most accurate of all. The Nākas were Rājas of Bhagpur; the Nāgas of Mathurā*; and the intermediate countries along the Ganges were governed by the Guptas (or Rājas of the Vaiśya caste).†

The Rāja Tarangini.

The Rāja Tarangini, which has more pretensions to systematic history than most works of its class, is a compilation from various authorities, arranged by Kalhana Pāṇḍit, in Śaka 1070—A.D. 1148.

Though taking an avowedly provincial view of the annals of Kashmir, it contributes incidentally several suggestive combinations with the larger margin of Indian

* Jour. As. Soc. Beng. 1865, pp. 116, 117. See also Jour. As. Soc. Beng. 1837, pp. 10, 16, 17; and Wilford, Asiatic Researches, vol. IX. pp. 114, 115. Wilford says, "then came a dynasty of nine kings, called the nine Nāgas, or Nākās. These were an obscure tribe, called for that reason, Gupta-vanas; there were nine families of them, who ruled independent of each other, over various districts in Amunganjam; such as Padmāvati [Champāvati], Kāntipūrī, Magadha, Prayāga, Sāketa, and Benares."
† The Vīshnu-Purāṇa expressly says, "Gupta and Dāsa are best fitted for the names of Vaiśyas and Śūdras." Wilson's Vīshnu-Purāṇa, edited by Dr. Fitgerald Hall, vol. IV. p. 218; Quarto edit., Oriental Translation Fund, book IV., cap. xxiv. p. 479.
imperial politics. It gives us, in the most complete form we are able to cite, a notice of the dominant Scythic brotherhood, which extended its sway to Mathurā on the one side, and to Bhārwalpur on the other, before the Gupta rule; regarding which, if the chronicle is wholly silent, it furnishes suggestive indications of the extinction of their power, in the accession of a Toramāṇa, should this joint king of the Kashmir Chronicle eventually prove to be identical with the monarch named in the inscriptions at Eran and Gwālíor given in abstract, pp. 5–6 ante.

After enumerating the reigns of (1) Asoka, (2) Jaloka (s. f.), and (3) Dāmodhara, the chronicle continues:—

“Dāmodhara was succeeded by three princes who divided the country, and severally founded capital cities named after themselves. These princes were called Hushka, Jushka, and Kanishka,* of Turchin or Tatar extraction. . . . They are considered synchronous, but may possibly be all that are preserved of some series of Tatar princes who, it is very likely, at various periods, established themselves in Kashmir.”†

“Sirhanasena also called Pravanasaena reigned 30 years and left his kingdom to his two sons Hiraṇya and Toramāṇa; the former holding the superior station of the Sāmrāja, and the latter that of the Yuvārāja, or being respectively Emperor and Caesar, a division of power of considerable antiquity amongst the Hindus. . . . The latter having proceeded to strike coins (dīvāra) in his own name, the elder brother (the Sāmrāja) took offence at the measure, and deposed the Yuvārāja and kept him in close confinement. . . . Toramāṇa died in captivity. The ruler of Ujain at that time was Śrīman Harsha Vikramādiya, who after expelling the Mlechhhas and destroying the Śakas, had established his power and influence throughout India. In his train was a Brahman named Mātri-gupta to whom he was much attached; upon hearing of the vacant situation of the Kashmir throne, he recommended Mātri-gupta for election, who was accepted by the nobles as their king.”

Albīrīnī.

A marked contrast will be detected between the vague utterances and confined purpose of the Hindu Pandit and the critical efforts at precision and comprehensive range of inquiry of the Muslim mathematician;‡ trained in the old nihds of Aryanism,

---

* Abulfazl says “brothers.” Gladwin’s Translation, ii. 171.

General Cunningham considers that he has succeeded in identifying all the three capitals the sites of which are placed within the limits of the valley of Kashmir, i.e.,

† Kanishka-pura (Kanikpur) būd. Kāmpur, is 10 miles S. of Sirinagar, known as Kāmpur Sarai.

‡ Hushka-pura, the Hu-shhia-tu of Huen Thsang—the Ushkar of Albīrīnī—now surviving in the village of Uskara, 2 miles S.E. of Barānābād.

§ Jushka-pura is identified by the Brahmans with Zūkrū or Zūkūr, a considerable village 4 miles N. of the capital, the Scheroh of Troyer and Wilson.”—Ancient Geography of India, London, 1871, p. 99.


‡ In the proper order of dates Albīrīnī precedes the author of the Rājā Toramāṇa. I have placed him last in the present résumé as giving the fullest summary of dates and events, and as more directly associated with tradition, which singularly supports some of his most contested statements.
who came in the suite of the great Mahmūd of Ghaznī,* not to participate in the devastating plunder of the conqueror, but to investigate the science and learning of the land, a task for which he was eminently fitted by his previous studies, and into which he entered with a philosophical earnestness altogether foreign to the rough associations around him. The result, confessedly imperfect, has been embodied in his Tārīkh-i-Hind, from which the following epitome of the serial dates culminating in the Gupta era has been extracted.

"On emploie ordinairement les êres de Sri-Harcha, de Vikramāditya, de Saca, de Ballaba, et des Guptas. . . L'ère de Vikramāditya est employée dans les provinces méridionales et occidentales de l'Inde. . . L'ère de Saca, nommée par les Indiens 'Saca-kāla,' est postérieure à celle de Vikramāditya de 135 ans. Saca est le nom d'un prince qui a régné sur des contrées situées entre l'Indus et la mer. Sa résidence était placée

* Abū Rikhān Muḥammad bīn Ahmed al Birūnī al Khwārizmī was born about A.H. 390, A.D. 970-1. He was an astronomer, geometer, historian, and logician, under which latter claim he obtained the sobriquet of "Muḥakākhī" or "the exact," an account of the rigorous precision of his deductions. Abū-1 Fadl Bābā as-Khān, who lived about half a century after Al Birūnī, says, "Abū Rikhān was beyond comparison superior to every man of his time in the art of composition, in scholar-like accomplishments, and in knowledge of geometry and philosophy. He had, moreover, a most rigid regard for truth," and Rashīd-al-dīn, in referring to the great writer from whom he has borrowed so much, says, "The Master Abū Rikhān al Birūnī excelled all his contemporaries in the sciences of philosophy, mathematics, and geometry. He entered the service of Mahmūd bin Subuktīgīn, and in the course of his service he spent a long time in Hindustan, and learned the language of the country. Several of the provinces of India were visited by him. He was on friendly terms with many of the great and noble of that country, and so acquired an intimate knowledge of their books of science, religion, and belief. The best and most excellent of all their books upon the arts and sciences is one resembling the work of Shāhīd Raśīd Abū 'Ali ibn Sinā (Aviceanna). It is called Bātakal, or in Arabic Bātajal; this book he translated into Arabic. From this work also he extracted a great deal which he made use of in his Kūnūn-ɪ Mašūdī, a work upon mathematics and geometry, named after the Sultan Mašūd. All that the sages of India have said about numbers, ages, and eras (tawālīḥ), has been exactly given by Abū Rikhān in his translation of the Bātakal. He was indebted to the Sultan of Khwārizm for the opportunity of visiting India, for he was appointed by him to accompany the embassies which he sent to Mahmūd of Ghaznī. Al Farābī and Abū-1 Khayr joined one of these embassies, but the famous Aviceanna, who was invited to accompany them, refused to go, being, as it is hinted, averse to enter into controversy with Abū Rikhān, with whom he differed on many points of science, and whose logical powers he feared to encounter. On the invitation of Mahmūd, Abū Rikhān entered into his service, an invitation which Aviceanna declined. It was in the suite of Mahmūd and of his son Mašūd that Abū Rikhān travelled into Indiā and he is reported to have stayed forty years there. He died in A.H. 430, A.D. 1038-9. He wrote many works, and is said to have executed several translations from the Greek, and epitomized the Almagest of Ptolemy. His works are stated to have exceeded a camel-load, insomuch that it was supposed by devout Muhammadans that he received divine aid in his compositions. Those most spoken of are astronomical tables, a treatise on precious stones, one on Materia Medica, an introduction to astrology, a treatise on chronology, and the famous Kūnūn-ɪ Mašūdī, an astronomical and geographical work frequently cited by Abū-1 Fadl, especially in his tables of latitudes and longitudes." (Sir H. Elliot's Historians of India.) Sir H. Rawlinson, in a late number of the "Quarterly Review," observes: "Abū Rikhān was the only early Arab writer who investigated the antiquities of the east in a true spirit of historical criticism," and he proceeds to give some examples of his knowledge of ancient technical chronology which are of the highest importance in establishing the early civilization of the Aryan race. Abū Rikhān declares that "the solar calendar of his native province, Khwārizm, was the most perfect scheme for measuring time with which he was acquainted, and it was maintained by the astronomers of that country, that both the solar and the lunar Zodiaces had originated with them; the divisions of the signs in their systems being far more regular than those adopted by the Greeks or Arabs. Another statement of Abū Rikhān's asserts that the Khwārizmians dated originally from an epoch anterior by 980 years to the era of the Seleukids (equal to B.C. 1304), a date which agrees pretty accurately with the period assigned by our best scholars to the invention of the Jyotisha or Indian calendar." Though I am bound to add that the authenticity of the latter test is by no means unquestioned.
au centre de l’empire, dans la contrée nommée Aryavartha. Les Indiens le font naître dans une classe autre que celle des Sakya; quelques-uns prétendent qu’il était Soudra et originaire de la ville de Mansoura; il y en a même qui disent qu’il n’était pas de race indienne, et qu’il tiraît son origine des régions occidentales. Les peuples eurent beaucoup à souffrir de son despotisme, jusqu’à ce qu’il leur vint du secours de l’Orient. Vikramâdiya marcha contre lui, mit son armée en déroute, et le tua sur le territoire de Korour, situé entre Moultan et le château de Louny. Cette époque devint célèbre, à cause de la joie que les peuples ressentirent de la mort de Sacca, et on la choisit pour être principalement chez les astronomes.


"Déjà je me suis excusé sur l’imperfection de ce qui est dit ici, et j’ai averti que les résultats que je présente offraient quelque incertitude, vu les nombres qui excèdent celui de cent."—*Journal Asiatique, 4me. série, tom. iv. (1844).

M. Rémaud’s translation here quoted was based upon a confessedly imperfect copy of the then unique but faulty Constantinople MS. of the Tarikh-i-Hind. It has frequently been called in question by those Indian commentators to whom its data came as a revelation from within. As I had to a certain extent accepted the value and importance of the information it conveyed, I sought the earliest opportunity of confirming or correcting its terms by the text of the new and more perfect manuscript of M. Schefer, which has been entrusted to Professor Sachau to aid his grand undertaking of a corpus of the works of Albîrînî; the most important sections of which are about to be published under the joint auspices of the London Oriental Translation Fund and the German Text Society.

* Albîrînî, in another part of his work, attributes many of the complications and obscurities imported into Indian texts, to the prevailing system of reducing everything into verse, for the sake of the obvious facility of learning by heart, so often to the entire detriment of the sense of the original; he adds, "J’ai reconnu, à mes dépens, l’inconvénient de cet usage."—Rémaud Mem. sur l’Inde, p. 354. Perhaps one of the most instructive expositions of the gradations of the process, under which the Indian art of memory was forced and matured, is to be found in Professor Hahn’s paper, presented to the Oriental Congress of London in 1874, from which I take the following extract:

"The Veda is the only sacred code that has been handed down to posterity solely by oral tradition, which has remained, even up to the present day, the only legitimate way of transmitting the ancient divine"
M. Sachau has kindly sent me the subjoined list of variants from M. Reinaud's printed Arabic text,* but naturally prefers to await a final revision of the whole work, a larger acquaintance with Albruni's style, and a consideration of the combined difficulty of this portion of the text, with the intricacies of Indian mathematical calculations before committing himself to any revised translation, such as I desired to have substituted for the French version now quoted."

c.—Tradition.

There remains, under this section of our inquiry, the single avowed dole of tradition the odd corners of the land have preserved intact, to support much that was previously

knowledge to the future generations of Brahmans. The wonderful state of correctness in which the ancient Vedic texts have reached our time may well excite our admiration, principally, if we bear in mind, that this is exclusively owing to oral teaching, and not to the use of MSS. Although the Brahmans are at present in the possession of MSS. of their sacred books, they are never used for instruction. The Brahman boy has to acquire all knowledge of sacred texts from the mouth of a competent and properly qualified teacher, but never from a MS. For according to Brahmical notions, which are still current, that Veda only which is in the mouth of the Brahmans is the true Veda; all knowledge of it that has been acquired from MSS. is no longer regarded as Veda. The use of them is only permitted in the way of assisting the memory, after the oral instruction has been completed. In former times the aid afforded by MSS. could be more readily dispensed with, since oral instruction took about thirty years, whereas it is now reduced to about half the time. In order to prevent those who had learnt the Veda from the mouth of the teacher from ever forgetting what they had committed to memory, it was made incumbent on them to communicate before their death their sacred knowledge to qualified persons. By such means it has been really brought about that the Vedic texts, that is, the Mantras, Brahmanas, Upanishads, and Vedangas, rest so firmly in the heads of the professional Vedics, the so-called Bhatas, that if all the MSS. should be collected and destroyed, they could be restored in the very words, even to each single letter and accent, from memory, as I was often assured by trustworthy Brahmans during my six years' stay in the Mahbruta country. Hence one might justly attribute to texts obtained from a body of renowned Vedics, both in the Sanhit and Pada forms, at least the same degree of accuracy and authority which is ascribed to an edition prepared from a number of the best MSS.; for all really good MSS. have not been copied by the Bhatas from others, but written from memory; errors which may be detected in MSS. are generally not corrected by consulting other copies, but on the authority of the living tradition, viz., one of the Bhatas, since any Vedic text which is written is never looked upon with the same degree of confidence that is attached to oral tradition. * * * I once had occasion to converse with a large number of Bhatas, who are the legitimate preservers of Vedic texts; they told me, to my surprise, that the understanding of the texts they were in the habit of reciting was regarded as perfectly useless, and was consequently wholly disregarded. They learn the Vedas by heart for practical purposes, only to recite them at the sacrifices, or before private individuals of the Brahman caste who may wish to hear them for their welfare.

"Although this opinion seems to have prevailed with the professional reciters among the Brahmans, it was fortunately not shared by the more intelligent and inquisitive members of their caste, who looked upon the Bhatas as a kind of beasiss of burden, carrying loads without knowing their nature.

* Reinaud's text.  Reinaud's text.

| p. 128, l. 5. | ( | حمج | | جمج | |
| p. 128, l. 6. | ( | حمج | | حمج | |
| p. 128, l. 11. | ( | الساغبة | | الساوة | |
| p. 128, l. 16. | ( | محدلة | | محدلة | |
| p. 128, l. 20. | ( | جغريفة | | جغريفة | |
| p. 129, l. 2. | ( | مجري | | مجري | |
| p. 129, l. 8. | ( | شودرا | | شودرا | |
| p. 129, l. 14. | ( | والمشدات | | والمشدات | |
| p. 129, l. 14. | ( | زمن | | زمن | |
| p. 130, l. 1. | ( | نكوانا | | نكوانا | |
| p. 130, l. 2. | ( | وناب | | وناب | |
| p. 130, l. 8. | ( | سح | | سح | |
| p. 130, l. 9. | ( | حب | | حب | |
irreconcilable in the statements of Al-Biruni. The tradition may be imperfect* as such old-world tales are liable to become, but there is an instructive confirmation of one obscure portion of the earlier history given by the Muhammadan inquirer, and a clear explanation of the causes of the local transfer of power, combined with an important reference to the conventional Imperial delegation of authority to a son, as well as an indication of the length of the reigns of two kings, to be found nowhere else; and to complete the tale, we trace in its details a fully reasonable accord with the more precise data furnished independently by inscriptions and coins.

"The bards relate that Vājā Rājā, son of Vājā Warsingji, reigned in Junāgaḏh and Vanthalī. Rāma Rājā was of the Vālā race. It is said in Saurāshṭra that, previous to the rise of the kingdom of Junāgaḏh-Vanthalī, Valabhinagar was the capital of Gujarāt. The rise of Valabhī is thus told by the bards. The Guptas reigned between the Ganges and Jannā rivers. One of these kings sent his son Kumāra-pál Gupta to conquer Saurāshṭra, and placed his viceroy Chakrapāṇi, son of Prāṇat, one of his Amīras, to reign as provincial governor in the city of Wāmanasthalī (the modern Wanthalī). Kumāra-pál now returned to his father's kingdom. His father reigned twenty-three years after the conquest of Saurāshṭra and then died, and Kumāra-pál ascended the throne. Kumāra-pál Gupta reigned twenty years and then died, and was succeeded by Skanda Gupta, but this king was of weak intellect. His senāpati, Bhāṭṭaraka, who was of the Gehlotī race, taking a strong army, came into Saurāshṭra, and made his rule firm there. Two years after this Skanda Gupta died. The senāpati now assumed the title of King of Saurāshṭra, and, having placed a governor at Wāmanasthalī, founded the city of Valabhinagar. At this time the Gupta race were dethroned by foreign invaders."

* Professor Bāṇḍarkar has criticised certain items of this tradition in the following terms:—

"But the tradition itself, though interesting as giving the truth generally, cannot be considered to be true in the particulars. For, in the first place, it makes Chakrapāṇi, the son of Prāṇat, who is certainly the Chakrapāṇita son of Parṣadatta of the Junāgaḏh inscription (Journ. B. B. R. A. Soc. vol. VII, pp. 122, 123, supra p. 4), viceroy of the father of Kumāra Gupta, and grandfather of Skanda Gupta, while the inscription refers Parṣadatta as Skanda Gupta's viceroy, and Chakrapāṇita as governor of a certain town, appointed to that place by his own father. Again, Skanda Gupta is represented as a weak king in the tradition; while his inscriptions, magnificent though they are, do show that he must have been a powerful monarch. Lastly, Bhāṭṭaraka is mentioned as having assumed the title of King, while the Valabhi copper plates speak of him as Senāpati, and represent Droga Sinha, his second son, to have first assumed that title. (Journ. A. S. Soc. Bengal, vol. IV., Mr. Wathen and an unpublished grant of Gahasena). The tradition, therefore, is not entitled to any reliance as regards the particulars. It simply gives us what was known before, that the Valabhi succeeded the Guptas."—Indian Antiquary, vol. III. (1874), p. 303.

d.—COINS.

As fitly introductory to the Gupta gold coinage, I prefix a specimen prototype in the rare and little-known coins of the Indo-Scythian king Vásudeva, whose name or title figures so prominently in the Mathurá inscriptions.

As the general range of the dates and localities of the Indo-Scythian inscriptions are calculated to throw important light upon the history of the period, and have a special bearing upon the distribution of the contemporary Bactrian and Indian Páli alphabets, I annex a résumé of these documents lately prepared for my publication on "Ancient Indian Weights."*

Indo-Scythian Inscriptions (in the Indo-Páli Alphabet).


Mahárája Jágitárája Devaputra Huviska. Grishma, S. 47.


Mahárája Vásudeva. Grishma, S. 83.


Rája Vásudeva. Varsha, S. 98.

Indo-Scythian Inscriptions (in the Bactrian-Páli Alphabet).

In other localities.—Bháwalpúr. Maharaja Rajadivraja Devaputra Kanishka.

Samvat 11, on the 28th of the (Greek) month of Dusius.†


In addition to these Bactrian-Páli inscriptions, we have a record in the same alphabet, of a king called Moga (Moá?), on a copper plate from Taxila, wherein the Sutrop Lipko Kusuluko (Kozola?) speaks of the 78th year of the "great king, the great Moga," on the 5th of the month of Pansemus; and an inscription from Takhtí-i-Bahlí of King Gondophares, dated in his 26th year, with a corresponding entry of the month of Vaisákha, Samvat 103.‡

---

* "Ancient Indian Weights." The introductory chapter of Marsden’s Numismata Orientalia, Trübner, 1874.
† The opening line of the Zeda inscription of Samvat 11, with the Indian month of Ashádhaka, can only be doubtfully associated with the two lines of small writing below it, in which the name of Kanishka is found. Cunningham’s Arch. Rep. vol. V. p. 57.
It would contribute very material aid towards the reconstruction of the general chronology of India if we could determine the era to which these inscription dates refer; it is clear that many of them are mere regnal dates, but as some of them run up as high as 98, this alone puts them beyond any such confined system of reckoning, and even outside the probable duration of the combined reigns of the three brothers, "Hushka, Jushka and Kaniskka" of the Kashmîr chronicles.

The next point we have to consider is the nature of the inscriptions themselves, as a rule they are not royal manifestoes, but records of the piety, in gifts or endowments, of private individuals, and as such would primarily refer to some well established and generally recognised era. What was that era? Vikramâdiya (57 B.C.) would place the documents too early; Sâka (79 A.D.*) too late. I have recently suggested the claims of the Seleucidan era (1st September, B.C. 312), allowing for the omission of the current figure for hundreds, which is now discovered to have been the practice adopted by the Bakhtrian Greeks.

As the simplest way of stating my views, under the latter aspect, I quote in its integrity a letter I lately addressed to "The Academy," which has already attracted much attention among Numismatists.†

**"Bakhtrian Coins and Indian Dates."**

"December 16, 1874.

"Those of your readers who concern themselves with the vexed question of Indian dates may be interested to learn that evidence of some importance, in that direction, has recently been obtained from the coins of the Bakhtrian Greeks. Since Bayer's premature attempt to interpret a Mint-monogram on a piece of Eukratides as 108,‡ Numismatists have not lost sight of the possible discrimination of dates as opposed to Mint-marks on the surfaces of these issues.§

"In 1858 I published, in my edition of Prinsep's *Essays on Indian Antiquities*, a notice of the detached letters OR as occurring on a coin of Eukratides (No. 3, p. 184, vol. II.) and PI as found on the money of Heliokles (No. 1, p. 182), which letters would severally represent the figures 73 and 83; but these numbers were apparently too low to afford any satisfactory elucidation in their application as dynastic dates.

"On a chance visit to the British Museum, a short time ago, Mr. Percy Gardner was so obliging as to show me all the latest acquisitions of Bakhtrian coins, and among them a specimen of Heliokles with the full triliteral date, after the manner of the Syrian mints, of ΡΜΣ or 183,∥ which, when tested by the Seleucidan era (311-183), brings his reign under the convenient date of B.C. 125, and authorises us to use the abbreviated figures, under the same terms, as OR = 73 for 173 Sel. = 138 B.C. for Eukratides, and

---

* Monday, 14th March, A.D. 78, Julian style.
† *Num. Chron.* 1875, p. 5; Agra Archaeological Society, Annual Meeting, 1875.
‡ *Hist. Reg.* Graecorum Bactrianorum. St. Petersburg, 1788, p. 44.
∥ The unique coin of Plato lately purchased by the British Museum, which is closely associated in its obverse device with the money of Eukratides, is also dated, apparently, ΡΜΖ = 147 Sel., or 164 B.C. A full description, with an illustrative woodcut of this coin, has since been published by Mr. Vaux in the *Numismatic Chronicle* for 1875, p. 6.
the repeated \(\Pi \Gamma = 83\) for 183 Scl. = 128 for Heliokles, a date which is further supported by the appearance of the exceptionally combined open monogram \(\mathcal{A} (\Pi \Lambda)\), or 81 for 181 = 130 B.C. on his other pieces.

"In addition to the value of these data as fixing definitively, though within fairly anticipated limits, the epochs of these prominent Bactrian kings, the conventional use of the abbreviated definition introduces us at once to local customs, to which the Greeks so readily lent themselves, in their adoption of the method of reckoning by the Indian Loka Kāla,* which simplified the expression of dates, as we do now, in the civilised year of our Lord, when we write 74 for 1874.

"The domestication of the Seleucid era and its incorporation of Indian methods of calculation, leads on to the consideration of how long this exotic system of computation maintained its ground in Upper India, and how much influence it exerted upon the chronological records of succeeding dynasties. I have long been under the impression that this influence was more widespread and abiding than my fellow antiquarians have been ready to admit,† but I am now prepared to carry my inferences into newer channels, and to suggest, as a commencement, that the Indo-Seythian 'Kanishka' kings continued to use the Seleucidian era, even as they retained the minor sub-divisions of the Greek months which formed an essential part of its system; and under this view to propose that we should treat the entire range of dates of the 'Iushka, Jushka, and Kanishka' family of the Rāja Tarangini,‡ which their inscriptions expand from ix. to xeviii,§ as pertaining to the fourth century of the Seleucidian era, an arrangement which will bring them into concert with our reckoning from 2 B.C. to 87 A.D. A scheme which would moreover provide for their full possession of power up to the crucial 'Saka' date of 78-79 A.D., and allow for the continuance of certain local reigns as claimed by their subordinate public epigraphs.

"The Saka era, with its Indian months as recorded in the Gupta inscriptions,‖ belongs to a new order of things, but this much may be added in conclusion, that the earliest epigraph of Chandra Gupta, the fifth of that race, dated in 82 Saka, or 161 A.D., leaves a satisfactory margin for the heroic efforts and successful conquests of the second Vikramaditya (of Albiruni's legends) and his immediate successors."

I have no wish to press these suggestions for more than they are worth, or to precipitate a decision in their favour; but in addition to the incorporation of the Macedonian months in the Bactrian-Pālī inscriptions, which clearly, in their higher numbers, follow an identical era with the Mathurā dedicatory epigraphs couched in the Indian Pālī alphabet, there are many other evidences of the spread and continued use

---

* Albiruni, writing in India in 1031 A.D., tells us, "Le vulgaire, dans l'Inde, compte par siècles, et les siècles se placent l'un après l'autre. On appelle cela le Sanavatara du cent. Quand un cent est écoulé, on le laisse et l'on commence un autre. On appelle cela Loka-kāla, c'est-à-dire compté du peuple."—(Reinaud's Translation, Fragments Arábes, Paris, 1845.)


‡ P. 9, supra.


‖ Princeps Essays, vol. I. p. 231 et seq. (11546.)
of the Seleucid system of dating, which would have tended to commenit it to the less enlightened occupying Scythians who succeeded to outlying sections of the dominions of the Baktrian Greeks in India.

The Indo-Sceythian inscriptions extant at Mathurā are not dated in months, but in the old triple seasons, Grishma, Varsha, and Hemanta, like so many of the ancient writings in the caves of Western India, and it is a suggestive fact, as bearing upon the omission or non specification of the hundreds, that none of the Indo-Sceythian inscriptions at Mathurā run into three figures; they approach closely but do not touch the 100. And the first inscription, in situ, of later date, or 135 of some undefined Samvat, presents us with the earliest specimen among these records of a fully developed Hindu month (Pushya).

Since the publication of my letter of the 15th December 1874 Alblīrāni’s account of the method of dating, in the Lokakāla, by the omission of the even hundreds, has been opportunely confirmed by the discovery that the inhabitants of Kashmir follow this system of computation in all its integrity to the present day.

I am well aware that Menander had so far departed from the traditional Indo-Greek abbreviated dates, as to confine himself on his coins to regnal years, inasmuch as I am able to cite from his extant money the dates A 1, B 2, C 3, D 4, E 5, H 6; but this no more proves the general surrender of the consecutive eraal system of dating than the Mathurā regnal dates establish the rule in the mixed instances above adverted to.

I can also quote a newly discovered Parthian era, commencing in 248 B.C., which viewing its now ascertained employment in the Cuneiform documents of the

---

* Since proposing the above identifications, I have examined all the Bactrian coins within reach to seek for new examples of these abbreviated dates, but without success. I am able, however, to revert to two very curious contributions in the same line from the coins of Apollodotus, in the letters E = 60 and E = 66, published by me some years ago in Prinsep’s Essays, vol. II. p. 183, and in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. X. p. 22 (Monograms, p. 66). Under the system of omission of the hundreds, these dates would correspond with B.C. 161 and 146—a period which would not be at all inappropriate for this king, who has been variously placed by Lassen at 160 B.C., by Wilson at 110 B.C., and by Cunningham at 105 B.C. One coincidence in connexion with these two Greek letter-dates is that they are in both cases either preceded or succeeded by the letters no in a similar position at the foot of the device on the reverse, which may possibly stand for the initial letters of nouns “usage, custom,” &c., or some of its derivative forms, though this is avowedly a mere conjecture open to further investigation.


‡ This can by no possibility be made into a Vikramaditya date; it is more than a question if it can even refer to Saka. Similarly, in regard to these dates, I am altogether undisturbed by the Hindu month in the Gondophares inscription, p. 30 ante; in short, whenever we pass the hundred we lose Seleucid months, though it would be unwise to propound any absolute law on the subject with our present scanty materials.

§ This second inscription ends with the words Saka Kāla gatāvdhaśa 726—that is, “Saka Kāl years elapsed 726,” equivalent to A.D. 804, which is therefore the date of the temple. This date also corresponds with the year 80 of the local cycle, which is the Loh-kal of Kashmir or cycle of 2760 years, counted by centuries named after the 27 nabahastros, or lunar mansions. The reckoning, therefore, never goes beyond 100 years, and as each century begins in the 26th year of the Christian century, the 80th year of the local cycle is equivalent to the 4th century of the Christian century. General Cunningham, Arch. Rep. 1875, vol. V. p. 181. See also Dr. Bühler’s Report, quoted in the Athenæum of the 29th Nov. 1875.

|| Assyrian Discoveries, by George Smith, London, 1873, p. 339. From the time of the Parthian conquest it appears that the tablets were dated according to the Parthian style. There has always been a doubt as to the date of this revolt, and consequently of the Parthian monarchy, as the classical authorities have left no evidence as to the exact date of the rise of the Parthian power. I, however, obtained three Parthian tablets from Babylon; two of them contained double dates, one of which, being found perfect, supplied the required evidence, as it was
period, and obvious official preference may have secured a larger range of acceptance than could otherwise have been conjectured, and may thus, in its associate extension with the power of the race, arrogate some claim to rule and regulate our obscure Indo-Scythian dates. Testing the Mathurā figures by this system with its third century commencing in 48 B.C., we have another possible approximation towards the solution of this great enigma.

The comparative estimates by the four methods of computation, stand roughly as follows:

- Vikramāditya - B.C. 48 to A.D. 41.
- Šaka - A.D. 88 to A.D. 177.
- Seleucidan - B.C. 2 to A.D. 87.
- Parthian - B.C. 39 to A.D. 50.

Vāsudeva.

No. 1.* Gold.

Trésor de Numismatique, pl. LXXX. figs. 10, 11.†

Obverse.—Scythian figure, standing to the front, casting incense into the recognised small Mithraic altar. To the right a trident with pennons; to the left a standard with bosses and streamers.

Legend, around the device, portions of the full titles of PAO NANO PAO KOPANO.

Below the left arm ग prosecute, in the exact form of character to be seen in his Mathurā inscriptions.‡ To the left, on the side of the altar, the letter घ.

Reverse.—The Indian Goddess Pārvatī seated on an open chair or Greek throne, extending in right hand the classic regal fillet; Mithraic monogram to the left.

Legend, APADOXPO,§ "half Śiva," i.e. Pārvatī.

dated according to the Seleucidan era, and according also to the Parthian era, the 144th year of the Parthians being equal to the 208th year of the Seleucide, thus making the Parthian era to have commenced B.C. 248.

This date is written: "Month . . . . 23rd day 144th year, Arsaces, King of kings."

* The Roman numbers, further defined by a star (*), are used to denote such coins as do not find a place in the exclusively continuous Gupta series embodied in the Autotype Plate.

† Those who wish to see nearly exact counterparts of these types may consult the coins figured in plate XIV., Ariana Antiqua, figs. 19, 20. The latter seems even to have an imperfect rendering of the घ au on the obverse, with घ au (formed like pu) on the reverse. For corresponding types see also Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. V. pl. 86, and Prinsep's Essays, pl. 4. General Cunningham, Numismatic Chronicle, vol. VI. O. S. pl. I. fig. 2.

‡ Plate XV. figs. 8, 16, 20. The u is not curved, but formed by a mere elongation of the down stroke of the घ s, which constitutes the vowel, as in the case of the u on Samudra Gupta's coin No. 2 of the accompanying autotype plate VII.

The omission of the Deva on the coins is of no more importance than the parallel rejection of the Gupta, where the king's name is written downwards in the confined space below the arm. Passim of these inscriptions may also be consulted in Professor Dowson's paper on the Mathurā Inscriptions, Journ. As. Soc. vol. V. N.S. pl. IV. figs. 15, 16, &c. See also General Cunningham's remarks on Vāsudeva, ibid. p. 185. General Cunningham proposes to amend Professor Wilson's tentative reading of Baraun on the two gold coins, Ariana Antiqua, pl. XIV. figs. 14, 18 (p. 378); into PAO NANO PAO BAZOAH KOPO. The engraving of No. 14 certainly suggests an initial ब in the name, and the आ and ओ are sufficiently clear. We have only to angularise the succeeding ओ into a to complete the identification. These coins have a reverse of Śiva and the Bull.—Arch. Rep. vol. III. p. 42. Dr. Kern does not seem to have been aware of these identifications when he proposed, in 1873 (Rêvue Critique, 1874, p. 291), to associate the Mathurā Vāsudeva with the Indo-Sassanian Pulvī coin figured in Prinsep, pl. VII. fig. 6. Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XII. pl. 3; Ariana Antiqua, pl. XVII. fig. 9.

§ APADOXPO, Ard-Ugra. The latter is the name of Śiva. The preceding Khundphases Indo-Scythians had, for
GHATOT KACHA.

No. 1. Plate VII. Gold, weight 116 gr. Very rare. B. M.

[The numbers prefixed to these coins correspond, without break or interruption, with the serial order of the numbers entered in the accompanying Autotype Plate. The extra or casual specimens are marked by Roman figures, with a further discriminating .]

Obverse.—The King standing to the front, clothed very much after the manner of his Indo-Scythian predecessors. The right hand casts incense into the conventional diminutive Mithraic altar, while the left holds the typical standard of the rayed Sun.

Marginal legend imperfect.

Under the arm का cha.

Reverse.—Pārvaṭī holding a lotus flower in the right hand, with a cornucopia of western design on the left arm. In the field, the Indo-Scythian monogram ष.†

Legend.—वर्करावस्यचतुर्वर्मलक्ष्मी Sarvarājochchhottā. "The exterminator of all Rājas."

SAMUDRA GUPTA.

No. 2. Gold. B. M.

Obverse.—The King arrayed after the Indian fashion with a dhoti tightly bound round his loins, elaborate native head-dress, very large ear-rings, necklace, and armlets of chosen jewels, &c., in the act of shooting a tiger who faces him to the full front.

Legend, restored.—वचारपराक्रम Vyāghra parākrama. "The tiger hero."

Reverse.—Pārvaṭī with lotus flower and Garuḍa standard, standing upon a Dragon or some oriental type of marine monster.‡

Legend.—राजासमुद्रगुप्त: Rājā Samudra Guptak.

their reverse device, a figure leaning on a Bull (Naund), regarding which Professor Wilson remarks: "The figure leaning on the Bull appears, by the breasts and protuberant hips, to be female; but it is not invariably so, and is sometimes, what it probably always should be, of an androgynous outline, the figure being that of Śiva and his spouse in their composite character of Arodha nāriśvara, Śiva half-feminine."—Ariana Antiqua, p. 351.

† A very suggestive note on this question is to be found in Huen Tshang: "Après la mort du roi Ku-ni-se-kia (Kanishka), la race des Kril-to (Kriyās) s'arrouge encore en royauté, chassa les religieux et abolit la loi du Boudhak," ii. 173. These kings are subsequently spoken of, in the text, as "cette race ignoble," p. 179. The commentator adds at p. 454, vol. iii. "Kriyās ou Chinois Mai-te (hommes) achêtes." (See also, i. 248.) Hienou-Tshang, Paris edit. Cf. dīna, krita, and gupta under the sense of "protected," in connexion with note †, p. 25 ante; and also Elliot's Glossary, vol. II. p. 281.

‡ This monogram has a curious similitude to the old Egyptian symbol for the Bee ा which, as M. Oppert has shown, was the sign royal in the Hieratic, the prototype of sarru, ा of the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar at Borsippa. Journal Asiaticus, 1887, p. 143. See also Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. I. N. S. pp. 224, 482.

‡ A similar aquatic monster may be seen below the feet of an ancient statue at Nangarh (6 miles S.S.E. of Jajarmat). "The statue is made of the red-spotted sandstone of the Sikri quarries near Malhurā."—Cunningham, Arch. Report, vol. III. p. 161.
COINS.

No. 3. Gold. B. M.

Reverse.—King apparelled in close-fitting native costume, with the Indian dhoti, armlets, bangles, &c., reserving unexhausted arrows for a retreating lion.

Legend.—म राजाधिराज श्री

Ma ha rājaḥhirāja Śrī.

Reverse.—The Goddess Pārvatī seated on a lion, with fillet, lotus flower, and the usual Scythian monogram.

Legend.—श्री भद्वभिक्रम श्री सिन्हा पिक्राम. “The Lion-hero.”

No. 4. Gold. B. M.

Obverse.—A horse decked for the Āsvamedha sacrifice.

Legend (restored).—वज्रसध: राजधिराज पितीजिष्य

Navajamadah Rājadhirāja Priti jiyanta.

Below the horse से चे.

Reverse.—A rayed female figure (Pārvatī?) holding a chauri or Yāk’s tail, ordinarily used as a fly-whisk in the train of royalty.


A recent contributor to the Journal Asiatic, has taken me to task for discovering any traces of Scythism in the Indian Āsvamedha rite, and after other curious criticisms, intrenches himself in the direct assertion that “le cheval des sculptures est le cheval des légendes et du culte brahmanique.”

To my apprehension the Indian Aryans have put on record, in their own Vedas, a much more mundane account of their notions of the Āsvamedha sacrifice, which seems to have been little more to them than a religious feast, with all the sensual accessories of fat horse flesh, baked meats, aromas of cooking, with essays on the merits of skilful carving: descending at last into gross questions of skewers, and the stray remnants that adhere to the hands of the operators.

Far different is the impression conveyed by what we can gather from the local conceptions of the Āsvamedha; here the ideal seems to have been eminently Scythic, both in its inception and application; it was in effect a martial challenge which consisted in letting the victor, who was to crown the imperial triumph at the year’s end, go free

* Journ. Asiaticque, 1875, p. 126. Essai sur la légende du Bouddha, par M. E. Senart. The passage to which the author takes exception is to be found in my article in the Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1865, p. 57; it has been reproduced in my Indian Weights, p. 62.

† Rig Veda, ii. iii. sūkta, vi. vii., Wilson’s Translation, vol. II. p. 112, and note a, p. 121, also Preface, p. xii.—xv. ; Celebrooke’s Essays, Prof. Cowell’s edit., vol. I. pp. 50, 55, 56; Asiatic Researches, vol. III. p. 429; Max Müller’s Anc. Sanskrit Literature, pp. 37, 46, 357, 538.
to wander at will over the face of the earth, its sponsor being bound to follow its hoofs, and to conquer or conciliate the occupiers of all “fresh fields and pastures new” his equine pioneer chose to fancy.* Surely such a prototype shadows forth more of the conditions of the life of desert communities of the horseman class, than of the surroundings of Aryan cattle-drivers, entangled in the narrow passes of the Himalaya, or dubiously skirting the southern base of the outer range towards the plains of India in straggling companies. The original germ and development of the contrasted heroic aspect almost declares itself in associations belonging to Nomadic tribes, among whom a steed captured in hostile forays, had so frequently to be traced from camp to camp and surrendered or fought for at last.

Of course the ultimate decision of this and many other international questions, must depend upon how much of the Turánian element we are to recognize as having existed amid the occupying prehistoric races of India; a subject far too large to be discussed with advantage in this place.

**Kumára Gupta.**

No. 5. Gold. B. M.

Obverse.—King standing to the left, the right hand is extended as if casting incense into the small Mithraic altar, of which traces can still be recognised. The king is girt the *Khapā* or Indian straight broad-sword. To the right the *Guruṇa* standard, to the with left the initial letters of the name of Kumára, कु. Kumára.

Legend.—नमःकुमारश्रवणकुमार

Reverse.—*Párvati* seated on a raised throne, below which are expanded the leaves of the lotus. In the right hand, the Grecian fillet, with the recognized Scythian monogram above the shoulder.

Legend.—श्रीकुमारगुप्त

Sri Kumára Gupta.

**Mahendra Gupta.**

No. IỊ. Gold, weight 125.5 grains. Marsden,t No. MLIX. B. M.

Obverse.—King on horseback, to the right, with nimbus, seemingly bare-headed, with long flowing curls.

Legend.—महेन्द्रगुप्त

Mahendra Gupta.

---

* Wheeler’s *Mahābhārata*, vol. I. p. 377. Prof. Goldsticker has pointed out (in the *Westminster Review* for April 1888) that the passages here quoted belong to the more recent “Jaiminiya Asvamedha.” See also Wheeler’s *Rāmāyana*, pp. 10, &c.

† See also Princep’s *Essays*, pl. XXIII. fig. 39, vol. I. p. 387. See also variants, *ibid.* and *Ariana Antiqua*, pl. XVIII. figs. 16, 17. No. 16, has देवजनत after the Gupta.
Gupta Coins.

Reverse.—Pārvatī, seated on an Indian Mopā, feeding a peacock.

Legend.—चन्द्र वर्धाण Ajita Mahendra. “The unconquered king.”

No. III*. Gold, weight 119 grains. B.M. (?)

This is another coin of some interest, which I doubtfully attribute to Mahendra Gupta. It may be described as follows:

Obverse.—Standing figure with spear and flowing pennons, trident, and small Mithraic altar. Outside the spear the letters म Ma. On the inside प p.

Reverse.—Pārvatī seated, with traces of the Greek ΑΠΟΧΠΟ.

Nāra Gupta.

No. IV*. Gold. Ariana Antiqua, Pl. XVIII. fig. 22.*

Obverse.—King standing to the front, with Garuḍa standard on the right, and bow in the left hand. Device similar to the designs of Sumudra and Chandra Gupta’s coins (Ariana Antiqua, XVIII. 7, 8, 9, 4, Marsden, No. ML and MLVII.), but materially deteriorated in the artistic execution.

Legend, below the left arm.—ना Nā.

र ra.

At the foot गु Gu. Marginal legend?

Reverse.—The usual type of Pārvatī seated on lotus leaves to the front (disclosing greatly debased art.)

Legend, restored from other specimens.†—बलादिय Bālāditya.

The Sāh Kings of Surāśṭra.

The history of the Sāh kings of Surāśṭra is so interwoven with the progress and final supremacy of the Guptas, that we must devote full space to the consideration of their independent rise and advance to power—as well in regard to the monumental palaeographic records, in which the western coast is so rich, as in respect to the Numismatic remains of the dynasty which equally preserve marked local characteristics, and disclose instructive indications of a source and derivation other than Indian.

The inscriptions claim priority in the order of arrangement. These commence with a group of representative mural tablets which repeat the name of the presumed founder of the Sāh family, Nakapāna. I have transcribed the first of these records in full, as furnishing a specimen of the ordinary style and motive of this class of dedicatory

* I formerly had doubts about the due attribution of these coins; but now that I have examined several specimens, I concur in General Cunningham's assignment.—Bhilsc Topes, p. 145. The marginal legend is there quoted as Pāra-madhi Raja.

† There are three specimens in the British Museum.
epigraphs, reducing the subsequent quotations to the bare enumeration of royal names or other material data. For the preliminary materials I am indebted to a paper by Professor Bandarkar, which was presented to the London Oriental Congress of 1874, and which is now in course of correction for the volume embodying their Proceedings.

I.—Inscription of Nahapána in the Nágik Caves.

(No. 17 of Mr. West’s facsimiles.)*

“To the Perfect One! This cave and these small tanks were caused to be constructed on the mounts Trirámi in Govardhana, by the benevolent Us̄havādā, the son-in-law of King Kshaharátá Satrap Nahapána,† son of Dínikā, who gave three hundred thousand cows, presented gold, and constructed flights of steps on the river Bárāsāya, gave sixteen villages to gods and Brahmanas, fed a hundred thousand Brahmanas every year, provided (the means of marrying) eight wives for Brahmanas at Prabhánu ‡ the holy place, constructed quadrangles, houses, and halting-places at Bharukachchha, Dāsapura, Govardhana and Sóparaga; made gardens, tanks, and wells; charitably enabled men to cross Ihá, Parádá, Damaná, Taś, Karabá, and Dāhunuká by placing boats on them; constructed Dharmásálas, and endowed places for the distribution of water, and gave capital worth a thousand for thirty-two Nághigýras for the Charanas and Parishads in Pinditakáváda, Govardhana, Suvarnamukha, Sóparaga, Rámātirtha, and in the village of Nánagola. By the command of the Lord I went in the rainy season to Málaya to release Hirudha the Uttamabhadra. The Málayas fled away at the sound (of our war music), and were all made subjects of the Khatriyas the Uttamabhadras. Thence I went to Poksharaṇi, and there performed ablutions, and gave three thousand cows and a village.”

Remarks.

“The first part of this inscription is in Sanskrit. The latter part contains a mixture of Sanskrit and Prákrit.”

II.—Translation of Inscription No. 16 of Mr. West’s facsimiles, Lines 1, 1.

“To the Perfect One! This apartment is the benefaction of Dakhamitrá, the daughter of King Kshaharátá Satrap Nahapána and wife of Us̄havādā, son of Dínikā.”

Continuation of Translation of No. 16, Lines 3–6.

“To the Perfect One! In the year 42, in the month of Vaisákha, the son of Dínikā, and son-in-law of King Kshaharátá Satrap Nahapána, gave three thousand 3,000 to the priesthood from the four quarters residing in this cave, as capital for [providing] garments and kusána. Out of this sum on 1,000 the interest is three-quarters of a

† “I think upon the whole this way of interpreting the expression is more in consonance with known facts than making Nahapána satrap of a king named Kshaharatá.”
‡ “Prabhánu, as Dr. Stevenson says, is a place near Pattan Somnath. Bharukachchha is now known to be Brouch. Dásapura must be some place in Gujarát or in the Marāthi country bordering on Gujarát. It occurs in Inscription No. 1 of Mr. West’s series. Sóparaga is Supara near Bassein. The Damaná and Dāhunuká must be rivers flowing into the sea at those places in the Tanna District. Taśi is well known. The others I am not able to identify. Rámátirtha is, I am told, a small place near Supara. Us̄havādā’s charities do not seem to have gone further to the north than Gujarát, or further to the south than the northern district of the Puna zillah. The expedition to the south described in the inscription was occasional, the object being to assist a friendly race of Khatriyas.” (Conf. Ind. Ant. vol. III. pp. 100, 214, 322; vol. IV. p. 282; Yule’s Marco Polo, vol. II. p. 353.
—Damaná is doubtless the Damaná Gânga, and Dāhunuká the river of Dehnu to the south of it.—J. B.)
hundred [i.e. 75] Kārshāpaṇas. These Kārshāpaṇas bearing interest are not to be repaid. Out of this [sum] two thousand, which is the capital bearing an interest of one hundred Kārshāpaṇas is for garments. A capital of 8,000 Nādigeras was given in Kapurāhāra and the village of Chikhalapādra.

Remarks.

"From this and No. 18 of the same series it appears clear that Ushavadāta left three thousand Kārshāpaṇas; two deposited with one body of weavers, bearing an interest of 100 Paḍikas or Kārshāpaṇas, from which chīvarikas or garments were to be provided, and one with another body of weavers, bearing an interest of 75 Paḍikas, out of which kusana was to be given. Lines 4 and 5 of this and 3 of No. 18 are thus consistent with each other.

We see from the above that the cave was dedicated to the use of mendicants in the year 42, and from No. 28 that Ushavadāta bestowed other charities in the years 41 and 40. What era these are to be referred to will be considered in the remarks."

III.—Translation of No. 14 of Mr. West's series.

1. Son-in-law of Satrap Nahapāna
2. Usual deeds of Ushavadāta the Saka.*
4. In each village, in Ujjayini,† Sīkha . . [eleven lines more].

* "This has been usually taken to be Saka, as if there were no doubt about it, but it is not quite safe to do so in the mutilated state of the inscription.
† "This is not without doubt."

I quote Prof. Bandarkar's final summing up and the resulting conclusions, with a view of showing the difficulties which still environ the question of the Sāh dates. "In the first place we have the inscriptions of Ushavadāta, which mention a king of the name of Kharahārāta Nahapāna, who is also called Kharatrapa or Satrap. Kharahārāta looks very much like Kharagāra, and the characters in these inscriptions occupy a middle position between those of No. 6 and No. 26. Kharahārāta Nahapāna therefore may well have been the founder of the dynasty that displaced the Śāṭavāhanas some time after Kharahāra. And coins of a race of kings calling themselves Kings and Kharatrapas or Satrapas have been found in Gujarāt and elsewhere, and amongst them one of Nahapāna himself. There are two inscriptions also in Gujarāt, which mention some of these kings. Very likely therefore it was this dynasty that Gauṭamiputra displaced."

"These inferences would be rendered highly probable if what is known or believed with regard to the dates of these kings were made to harmonize with the similar information we have with regard to the dates of Kharahāra and Gauṭamiputra. The coins of the Satrap or Sāh dynasty bear dates, but it is not known to what era they are to be referred. For the dates of the Śāṭavāhanas kings the only authorities are the Purāṇas. Though there is no very satisfactory agreement amongst them as to the names and number of the individuals composing the dynasty, the period of its total duration, given by all, nearly corresponds. Starting from the date of Chandragupta Mauya, which is generally believed to be 315 B.C., and deducting 294, the number (Wilson's Varṣa Parvāṇa, chap. XXIV, book IV) of years for which the intervening dynasties reigned, we have 21 B.C. as the date of the foundation of the Andhārakurkura dynasty; and going on further in the same way we have 2 A.D. for Kharahāra's accession; and 319 A.D. for that of Gauṭamiputra. Now if we take Nahapāna to be the founder of the Saka era, and refer all the Sāh dates to that era, the information got from the caves and the inferences based on it are perfectly consistent with these dates. Nahapāna's career of conquest must have ended in A.D. 78, when the era began; and this agrees with what we have stated above that the Śāṭavāhanas were deprived of the province of Nāsik some time after Kharahāra. In the same manner, if the statement that Gauṭamiputra exterminated the race of Khagāra is true, the last of the Sāh dates must come up near enough to 340 A.D., that being the date of Gauṭamiputra's death, or, the end of his reign. This last date, if the era is Saka, is, according to Mr. Ferguson (Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. IV, N.S.), 376, in which case it would not agree with the other; but there is a mistake here. Mr. Justice Newton, whom he follows, assigns 235 (11548) F"
Other inscriptions of Nahapāṇa at Kārli and Junir:—

At Kārli—
"Peace! By Ushabhadāta, the son of Dinika, the son-in-law of Rāja Kshaharāta Kshatrāpa Nahapāṇa."

At Junir—
"[Construed by] Ayama, the minister of ———— Mahākshatrāpa Svāmi Nahapāṇa."

The next paleographic reference to the Sāh kings is an elaborate but imperfectly-preserved recapitulation of the consecutive repairs of the dam or bridge which retained the waters of the Palesni river. This document Mr. Burgess will give in full both in text and translation hereafter. I have merely to anticipate it by a brief quotation, with a view to secure the continuity of my serial evidence: which in this instance, however, is only important as confirmatory of a foregone date, already suggested by the coins. The greatest interest, to us Europeans, in this long detail of the fate and fortunes of the embankment, consists in the reference to its previous restoration by the agents of Chandra Gupta Māurya, our classical Sanyöko, whose name appears on this single occasion in the whole range of Indian epigraphy. This public

A.D. (Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. IX, p. 18) to Svāmi Rudra Sāh, the 25th in his list, on the supposition that the era is Vikrama's, whence it appears that he reads the figure on the coin of that monarch as 291. But if we turn to the copies of the figures given by him at page 28, vol. VII, Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc., we shall find that there must be some mistake as to the right-hand stroke on the mark for a hundred in the last of the three dates given under Svāmi Rudra Sāh. For the first of these is 224, the middle figure being the mark for 20, since the circle has one diameter (see the numerals in the Nāsik Cave Inscriptions, and my paper, p. 67, vol. X., Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.); the second 192, the mark for a hundred having no side stroke. It is impossible then that the king, whose date is 192, should be reigning in 291. It is extremely probable that this king, No. 18 in Mr. Newton's first list (Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. VIII.), or No. 25 in his second (vol. IX.), whose date appears thus to have been misread, is the same person as No. 12 in the former or No. 19 in the latter. For the name of the individual and that of the father is the same in both cases. There is only the prefix svāmi, "lord," in the former, which makes no difference, and the date 192 in the one case and 197 in the other. The final date of the Sāhs, therefore, is that of No. 17 (p. 28, vol. VII. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.), which is 250, for the figure resembling the letter व व stands really for 50, as I have shown in my paper (p. 72, vol. X. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.) on the Valabhi dates. This date in the era of the Sāka kings is 328. About that time, i.e. about nine years after his accession, the Sāhs must have been conquered by Gautamiputra. If, on the contrary, we should take the era to be Vikrama's, Nahapāṇa's date would be about 60 B.C., i.e. he reigned 62 years before Krishnaranja.; which, it will be seen, does not agree with the evidence of the caves, the Sāhavāna dynasty having been in possession of Nāsik in A.D. 2. In the same manner, the final date, which, according to Mr. Newton and Mr. Fergusson, is 235 A.D. on the hypothesis that the era is Vikrama's but which really should be 196 A.D. in conformity with my reading of the dates, is so remote from Gautamiputra's, 319 A.D., that he can in no sense be said to have exterminated the "race of Khaḍarāṇa." The Vikrama era will, therefore, not do. The objection brought by Mr. Fergusson against the Sāha is that if the dates were referred to it, the Sāha would overlap the Gupta's by a considerable period. But this period has now been reduced to about ten years, the Gupta's being supposed to have come into power in 310 A.D. And a difference of ten years in the uncertain condition of our chronology is almost nothing. Besides, there is nothing to show that the Gupta's obtained possession of the countries over which the Sāhs ruled in 319, or immediately after. Thus the date 319-340 A.D. for Gautamiputra, and the Sāha era for the Sāha dates, alone appear to be consistent with what we find in the cave inscriptions about that monarch and the Sāhavāna dynasty. The dates in Ushabhadāta's inscriptions, therefore, viz., 42, 41, and 40, would be 120, 119, and 118 A.D. respectively."
recognition of his dominion amid the memorial records of the western coast is a new
testimony to his influence in those quarters, of which we had already external evidence
in his traditional treatises with Seleucus.* So also is there an importance in the distinct
mention of his grandson Asoka, whose proper name is elsewhere subdued under the title
of Devanampiya Piyadasi throughout the entire series of religious manifestoes he
set up in so many chance places over the broad continent of India: one transcript
of which appears on the eastern face of this very rock, which, as has been seen, Nature
had constituted as the ready-prepared proclamation stone of successive generations.

THE SÁH OR RUDRA DÁMA INSCRIPTION, JUNÁGAR.

"To the Perfect one! This Sudarsana lake, being from Garanagar (Girinagar)
... to the foot ... constructed in its length, breadth, and height of unbroken masonry,"
&c.

"This work gave way in the 72nd year of Rája Mahákshatrapa Rudra
Dáma, whose name is oft repeated by the great, the grandson of Mahákshatrapa
Chastana of well accepted (propitious) name. Afterwards (?) by the Maurya Rája
Chandragupta ... his (governor?) Śyena Pushapagupta of Suráshta (?) (västriga only
visible) caused to be made ... and by the celebrated Yavana Rája of Asoka Maurya
named Tushaspa having been repaired."

[The text then goes on to proclaim the glories of the king, the enemies he overcame,
&c., and continues] "who himself acquired the title of Mahákshatrapa, who won, &c.,
... by this Mahákshatrapa Rudra Dáma," and concludes with his own account of his
special work in the ultimate repair of the dam.†

The last inscription in this list, which I have to notice, is the brief record on
the Jasdan pillar, which proves to be purely genealogical—and would be otherwise
immaterial were it not for its mention of the ancestral “Chashtana,” whose name
figures in such prominence in the initial order of the coin series.

INSCRIPTION AT JASDAN in the North of Káthiáwar prát.

"In the year 127 Bhádrapada (month) dark-half, 7th (day) of the moon, this Sátra
(tank) of Rája Mahákshatrapa Bhadramukha Swámi Rudra Sena, the great-
grandson of the son of Rája Mahákshatrapa Swámi Chashtana; the grandson of the
son of Rája Ksh(étrapa) Swámi Jayadáman, the grandson of Rája Mahákshatrapa
... ... Rudra Dáma, (son of) Rája Mahákshatrapa Bhadra-Mukha Swámi
Rudra. Of the son of Supra Náthaka of Mánasagotra, the grandson of Khara, with
brothers ... ... ."‡

* Justin, book XV, cap. 4; Diodorus, book XIX, cap. 24, book XX, cap. 12; Strabo, book II, c. 1, § 9,
and book XV, cap. 1, §§ 10, 36, 53, cap. 2, § 9; Pliny, vi. 17; Arrian, Ind., cap. v. Plutarch in Demetrias.
† Dr. Bhau Déji, Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Sec. vol. VII. p. 120.
‡ Ibid. vol. VIII. p. 235.
COINS OF THE SÁH KINGS.

Thus much for the inscription data, we must now fill in the canvas with the more expanded revelations of the coins. As I have not been able in the brief period which has chanced to intervene between the commencement of the present chapter and its call for the press, to re-examine the conflicting bearings of the evidence affecting the domination of the Sáhs, I content myself with reproducing the latest inferences of Mr. Newton, who from the first has exclusively devoted himself to the study of the Numismatic remains of this group of kings, and achieved a veritable speciality in this department. Though in making these quotations I must guard myself by saying that I by no means invariably concur in the interpretations or deductions of the author.

Mr. Newton, in one of his latest papers, has had to review, and in some cases to revise my own early contributions to this subject,* I am the more anxious therefore that he should be heard in his own words. He says in all frankness, "The arrangement (of the dates) having been thus discussed and fixed, there remains the determination of the era to which the dates on the Sáh coinage are to be referred. Professor Wilson, in his *Ariana Antiqua*, was able only to state the priority of the Sáhs to the Guptas, but he could not restrict the rule of the latter within smaller limits than 1 from the second or third to the seventh century of our era." Mr. Thomas in his article published in 1848, in the X. of the *Journ. R. As. Soc.* (to which I have been, in many respects, much indebted), being compelled by the supposition, then entertained, that the first numerals on all the Sáh coins represented 300, was led to reject eras, which would otherwise doubtless have appeared preferable, and to select that of Śrī Harsha, dating 457 B.C., made known to us by Abhirámá, as the one which seemed best to meet the apparent requirements of the case. . . . Mr. Thomas thus placed the Sáh dynasty between about 170 and 50 B.C., and Mr. Prinsep placed the last member of the series in 153 B.C. The initial numerals being now read as 100 and 200, the era of Vikramáditya at once suggests itself as the one to be preferred."†

Proceeding upon these principles Mr. Newton subsequently framed the subjoined list of the Sáh kings, in which he was able to insert the names of six newly identified monarchs.

1. Nahapán, B.C. 60 or 70.
2. The unknown King whose coin is given as figure 10 of the plate (p. 4, *Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.* vol. IX.)
3. (Śyamotika) tika.
5. Jaya Dámá, son of Chashtana.
6. Jiva Dámá, son of (Dámá?) Śrī, A.D. 38.
7. Rudra Dámá, son of Jaya Dámá.
9. Rudra Sáh, son of Rudra Sinha.

---

* *Journ. R. As. Soc.* vol. XII., 1848, p. 32.
COINS OF THE SĀH KINGS.

10. Śrī Sāh, son of Rudra Sāh.
11. Sanghā Dāmā, son of Rudra Sāh.
12. Dāmā Sāh, son of Rudra Sinha.
15. Vīra Dāmā, son of Dāmā Sāh.
16. Iṣvara Datta.
18. Dāmajata Śrī, son of Dāmā Sāh.
23. Rudra Sinha, son of Svāmī Viśva Dāmā, A.D. 173 or 213.
24. Yaśa Dāmā, son of Rudra Sāh.

I shall reserve any comments or observations upon the still vexed subject of the era to which these coin-dates belong, till I come to compare the entire range of recorded time-marks supplied by the more recent archeological discoveries; but I may remark, parenthetically, that the A.D. 235 of the twenty-fifth king in the above list, comes into conflict with the age I am disposed to assign to the Guptas under the Śaka text.

As to the correction in regard to the increase of the values of the sign for hundreds by the addition of side strokes, I long ago arrived at a similar conclusion, having, indeed, myself first suggested the probability of such a method of augmentation which the materials available in 1848 did not suffice definitively to establish.†

* "The inscriptions do not tell us that Nahapana had a son, and I have not inserted the name of his son-in-law as he is not shown to have succeeded to the sovereignty. For the same reason I have omitted the name of Chashtana's father. It is given on the coin, but we do not know that he reigned. Though no coin intermediate between Nahapana and Chashtana has yet been found, I am sure that several years intervened between them. The difference of type and execution observable between their coins is certainly greater than that which exists between that of the former and the coins of the Indo-Bactrians. I have, therefore, adopted a longer interval, and hope that coins of at least two or three kings between Nahapana and Chashtana may yet be found. It does not appear that Nahapana's or Chashtana's coin bore a date, and it is almost certain that none was marked on the copper coin of Jaya Dama. If the interval which I have placed between Nahapana and Chashtana and the reigns which I have assigned to Chashtana and Jaya Dama be considered too long, I should be led to shorten these rather by assigning to them and all the subsequent sovereigns of the Sāh series earlier dates than by bringing down Nahapana to a time further removed from the Indo-Bactrians.

† I see no reason to modify in any respect the results arrived at in my paper of 1862 as to the succession of the Guptas to the Sāhs, the Valabhi kings to the Guptas, and the Indo-Sassanians to the Valabhi line.

‡ The limits of the Gujarāt sovereignty in Nahapana's time must now be extended beyond the territories which I was enabled in the paper above referred to assign to the dominion of the Sāhs. The extent, however, of the districts held in subjection probably varied from reign to reign."

THE SAH KINGS OF SURASHTRA.

NAHAPANA.

No. 6. Silver; weight 31 gr. Unique, trilingual. Mr. Newton.*

Obverse.—King's head to the right, with rough hair bound with a fillet. Very coarsely executed.

Legend, imperfect Greek.—ΤΩ ΠΑΝΝ

Reverse.—A crude spear, with an axe on the side,† and an Indian definition of a thunderbolt.‡

Legend, in BACTRIAN-PĀLI characters, reading from the right, commencing below the point of the spear, धन्यानु NAHAPANASA, following which, reading from the inside, but in the reverse direction, in INDIAN-PĀLI letters, नर्मदनव Naramanav.

The engraver or designer of this die was evidently more conversant with the outlines of the Bactrian alphabet than he was with the forms of the character of the concurrent system of writing of Indian origin.† The repetition of the letters of the name of the King in the latter alphabet, retain so much of the appearance of Bactrian writing, that at first, I imagined the line of the legend followed uniformly on to the left of the Semitic version of the leading name; whereas there is an obvious break in the continuity of the legend, and a complete reversal of the run of the alphabetical signs, a system

---

* Mr. Newton's description of this coin is to be found in Mr. Burgess's text, p. 16 ante.
† The custom of placing the axe half way down the staff was common with the Indo-Scythians, see Kadphises series, Ariana Antiqua, pl. X. figs. 12-21, and pl. XXI. fig. 19. Prinsep's Essays, pl. VIII, &c.
‡ Mr. Burnell, in his elaborate review of "South-Indian Palæography" (Mangalore, 1874), has naturally had to refer to the earlier types of the alphabets of Northern India, regarding which our views to some extent differ. The author has quoted certain passages from a footnote of mine, published in the 5th volume of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, N.S., p. 420. This is not the place to enlarge upon subordinate transitions of alphabets extending over some centuries, but I wish to explain, in reply to Mr. Burnell's queries, that my inference regarding the Turanian or quasi-Dravidian origin of the lāṭ character of Asoka's inscriptions does not imply a copying or imitation of any given Tamil alphabet, and far less so of the modern form now current; my object in giving the series of the romanized letters of that alphabet was merely to show what letters were required, and what were not required, to express one group of Dravidian languages. I estimate Mr. Burnell's services to the cause of Indian archæology so highly that I trust he will do me the honour to read what I have elsewhere written upon these subjects, when he may discover how little we really disagree on most points, though I certainly should object to the evidence of Asoka's monuments, as found in two separate sets of characters of 250 B.C., being tried by the test of the Vattelletts, in which the author detects "most points of resemblance to the Sasanian of the Inscriptions" [of A.D. 226-384] (p. 41).

As I write a curious item of testimony as to the guiding and abiding influence of the old Asoka letters comes to us from Ceylon in the letter on Dr. Goldschmidt's report on the "North Central Inscriptions" of that island, published in the Academy of 20th November 1876, in which he says, "by finding the links between the old Indian [i.e. Asoka Lāṭ] alphabet and the modern Sinhalese, I was enabled, after a short time, to decipher inscriptions of all ages."
of definition equally maintained in the coin of Chashtana (No. 7), where, on the other hand, the Bactrian characters were subordinated and evidently left to the mercies of Indian die-cutters trained in the conventional schools of their own land.

It is interesting to observe the conjoint employment of the two local alphabets, in concurrence with the facing lines of the Greek, and the retention on both these coins, in a subsiding degree, of the Bactrian system of writing which marks its erratic spread into Surāshira, following probably the line of the Indus downwards from Bhāwalpur,* hitherto the lowest point to which its presence could be traced with any degree of certainty.

CHASHTANA.

No. 7. Silver; weight 23 gr. Unique.—Legends, in three different characters.

MR. NEWTON.

Obverse.—King’s head to the left, with flat cap and well executed profile.

Legend, imperfect Greek.—τηριANN.

Reverse.—A chaitya, composed of superimposed arches, with a demilune capital. Wavy line below; above a well-defined sun to the right and moon to the left.

Legend,† in INDIAN-PĀLi.—राज नाहापास . . . . जीतक पुत्रस् चास्तनास .

\[\textit{Rajno mahakshatrapasa . . . jatika putrasya Chashtana—Chastānas.} \]

Any attempt at the decipherment of the Greek legends on these two coins has hitherto, perhaps wisely, been avoided. But I have so often found myself indebted to numismatic hints, extending even to the right appreciation of single letters, that I feel bound to put on record even my own short-comings in this instance. The materials it will be seen, are not very promising, but I may mention that the accompanying Autotype Plate only represents copies of copies‡; short of the coins themselves, I have before me first reproductions in electrolyte, and photographs taken direct from the originals in the possession of Mr. Newton, so that my decipherments may possibly appear in advance of my ostensible illustrative proofs.

* See inscription of Kanishka, ante.

† Mr. Newton’s reading of this legend, in July 1868, was “Rajno Mahakshatrapasa (Syam) jatika putrasya Chastanasa (dala) rama.” He did not detect the repetition of the name in the Bactrian character. General Cunningham subsequently improved Mr. Newton’s decipherments, remarking, “I notice that the native legends of the coins of Nahapana and Chashtana have only been partially read . . . It seems to me from the engravings that the names of both rulers are repeated in Aryan-Pali. Thus the legend on Nahapana’s coin appears to me to be Chaturapu Nahapanasu, perhaps Chatrapu putrasu; and on Chashtana’s coin I read Chashtanasu in Aryan-Pali. The Indian and Aryan names are brought together.”—\textit{Jour. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.}, Vol. IX, p. clx.

‡ Repeated in Bactrian-Pali. The Hebrew type will only imperfectly render the adapted Aryan letters of their common Semitic prototype. I have pointed the consonants after the system of Michaeli.

§ \textit{i.e.}, the plaster casts here photographed have themselves been taken from electrolyte reproductions of the original coins, which I was favoured with by Mr. Newton some years ago.
The only letters which strike the eye, at the first glance, are ANN above the king's head in No. 7, and in the same position in No. 6, we can trace in coarser outlines the forms of PANN and a possible Y before the P. Reverting again to No. 7, as exhibiting the best cut characters though they depart more obviously from normal Greek forms, we have a suggestive O after the second N, but the concluding letter or letters are only vaguely preserved in either specimen. The next point to determine is whether the legend should be assumed to run round the central device in one uniform line, as is the exceptional case in some of the Bactrian coins,* or whether we should look for a break in the continuity, consequent on the insertion of the King's name at the foot of the bust, which is the more constant rule in the Greco-Bactrian currencies.

The balance of evidence—apart from the reverse coincident testimony—would preferentially lead to the latter conclusion. The opening N in the name of Nakapana is sufficiently pronounced in its top lines under such conditions; but what then is to be said of the prefix to the possible teθανν representing in space 6 or 7 letters, and what is to be understood to follow that title to the right in the circular legend? These are, perhaps, questions that had better be left for future solution under the auspices of better numismatic specimens, but thus much may be indicated from the struggling letters which seem to complete the list of titles that they may possibly represent in a degraded form ἘΠΑΤΙΧΙΟΣ for στρατηγός, or, assuming a still greater failing in the local definition of the Greek alphabet, a more directly imperfect rendering of the title of ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ which commends itself under a closer examination of the prominent letter X which may easily be reduced to an MS. Greek Χ.

An important branch of the general inquiry here presents itself as to the course and survival of the Greek alphabet in India, which followed the conquering progress of the Bactrian Hellenes, as the affiliated alphabet of Semitic origin attended the more complete domestication of the Aryan races. The accessory incidents differed, however, in this respect, that the Greek language was reserved more exclusively for the ruling classes during their ephemeral sway, though its literal system was preserved in a degraded form, obviously beyond the duration of the currency of the Semito-Aryan character. Its geographical extension may be defined as nearly parallel to that of the Aryan writing towards the Gangetic provinces, while it penetrated in a comparatively independent identity to the Western coast. It is singular that there is no trace of any solitary inscription in the Greek language in India, which might, however, easily be accounted for; but, in its numismatic form, it remained the leading vehicle of official record, with a subsidiary vernacular translation, during more than two centuries under Greek and Scythian auspices. It was similarly employed in conjunction with Aryan legends by the Kadphises Indo-Seythians (Ariana Antiqua, pl. X. figs. 5, et seq.), while the Kanerki Horde used it solely and exclusively in the definition of their barbarous titles (Ariana Antiqua, pl. X. figs. 5, et seq.). The gold coins of the latter merge into those of our Guptas, but the degraded Greek, as we have seen, gives place to a cultivated type of Indian-Pali letters.

Alexander's (Greek) colonies settled in India must have been both numerous and important, if as Arrian (Justin, xiii. iv.) and Orosius (iii. c.) declare they were erected

* Antinachus, Ariana Antiqua, plate II. fig. 16; Memander, do., plate IV. fig. 1; Apollodota, do., plate IV. fig. 16; Prinsep's Essays, plates XIV. fig. 1; XV. fig.
into an independent charge under Python the son of Agenor, on the distribution of the provinces after the death of the conqueror. Later on, we have evidence of the retention of this political organization in the Indo-Greek contingent, under Eudamus, which joined Seleucus with horse, foot, and 120 elephants (Diod. Sic. xix. 1.)

The mention of Antiochus and the four Greek kings by name,* in the edicts of Asoka, would also imply an intercourse more or less free, between the East and the classic West, coupled with the incidental use of the Greek language in states within or adjoining Indian boundaries. And the settlement of the Bactrian kings must largely have encouraged the domiciliation of Greek adventurers and with it the renewed continuity of the use of their language.

Our coins have long since testified to the occupation of the districts around Mathurá by the Bactro-Greeks, and Sanskrit texts have recently established the extension of their conquests to Sáketa (Oude) and Palibothra (Patna).†

Incidentally we learn from the Indian Embassy to Augustus (22–20 B.C.) that the credentials of the emissaries were written on parchment (δείπτα) in the name of Porus and in Greek (Journ. B. As. Soc. XVII. p. 309), the very mention of the employment of skins indicating a custom opposed to Indian predilections.

* General Cunningham has lately published an admirable fac-simile of a portion of the Indian-Páli Inscription at Khalisi (Archaeological Report, vol. I. p. 247), and an improved eye-copy of the XIII. tablet of the Semitic Asoka edict at Kapur-di-giri (vol. V. p. 20). Those revised texts are valuable in the geographical sense as suggesting new identifications; and the clear mention of Andra is of considerable importance in fixing the epoch of a race of kings about whose period there has been much discussion. I have, therefore, tentatively transliterated the joint texts and added the parallel fragmentary version from Gírínár.

**Transliterations of the Asoka Inscriptions of Kapur-di-Giri, Khalisi, and Gírínár.

1. Kapur-di-Giri. Antiyeka namá Yona rajā parān cha tenan Antiyekena chatura IIII rajāno Trumamayo
2. Khalisi. Antiyega námá Yona . . lau chā tena Antyvā. nā chātal + lajane Tulamayo
3. Gírínár. . . . . Yona rajā parān cha tena . . chatena [sic] rajāno Turamayo
2. K. nāma Antekina. nāma Mākā namā Alkṣasādāraya nāma nichām Čoṭa, Paṇḍiya,
4. 1. K. Āvan Tāmbapunyāya hevamvanāmaya raja Viśhālidi Yonam Kambyayayu Nībha Ka
2. K. Āvaṃ Tambapunyāya hevamvanāmaya ījjā Viśhavasi Yonam Kamboju Nībha Ku
3. G. . . . .
5. 1. K. nabhātān Bhojān Piti Nīkēna, Andrapulidesu savatām
2. K. nībha Pantiśā Bhojā Piti Nikesa Adhapiśāda savatā
3. G. . . . nāhepirandesa savata

Under the Elephant at Khalisi, Gajatemṛa* at the foot of the XIII. tablet at Gírínár: Sveto hasti savaloka sukhāhara nāmanam.

† † Thus the viciously-Greek, after reducing Sáketa (Ayodhya, Oude), Panchalā-country and Mathurā, will reach (or take) Kusamaṭhajaya (Palibothra); Pushapunā (Palibothra) being reached (or taken) all provinces will be in disorder, undoubtedly." "The fiercely-fighting Greeks will not stay in Mālayadēp; there will be a cruel, dreadful war in their own kingdom." "It appears that for a time after the Greeks, a rapacious Šāka, or Scythian king, was most powerful." Dr. Kern, from the Yagaparṇa of the Gārgī-Sahihata pp. 35, 38, 39; his Preface to the Brhat Sanhitā (Calculta, Bibliotheca Indiae, 1885). The Yagaparṇa is assigned by Dr. Kern to B.C. 50. "We may see that Pāunjali lived in the reign of Pushpamītra" . . . and "we thus see that when this portion of the Bhāṣāya was written, a Yavana king (Menander?) had laid siege to Sáketa or Ayodhya, and Pushpamītra was reigning at Pitāpmītra." Professor Bhandarkar, Indian Antiquity, i. p. 269. See also ii. 59, 70, 96, and likewise Professor Weber, in Indian Antiquity, i. 173, 175 note, 239; ii. 59, 143; Goldscheider Pāñcā, 230; Bāna Rajendra, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 1874, p. 263.

(11540)
Could we rely upon the statements of Apollonius of Tyana, they would carry us still further towards the proof of the extended currency and survival of the Greek language in India up to A.D. 50. We are supposed to discover Phraates, king of Taxila, conversing fluently in that tongue, and Iarchus, chief of the Sophoi, is said to welcome his visitor "in Greek;" in like manner certain villagers are reported conventionally, and without effort, or pretence, to have used that form of speech. (Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XVII., pp. 78, 81, 90). This might perchance explain the unusual occurrence of so many numismatic examples of legends couched in current-hand Greek letters as opposed to the ordinary or what we term uncial capitals of monumental Greek, which gradually fell out of use about this period (Ariana Antigua, Pl. XIV., figs. 12, 13), and finally merged into the unintelligible jumble of other Scythic examples discovered on Nos. 16 and 17 of the same plate.

If the decipherment of the four most prominent letters "PANN" of the Greek legends in the allied coins of Nahapana and Ohashtana proves correct, it may open out several new lines of inquiry as to the status and position of Ohashtana and his contemporaries; and in the enlarged numismatic associations, establish connecting links, both epochal and geographical, that we have hitherto scarcely dared to speculate upon.

A short time ago Mr. Percivall Gardner, of the B.M., published a representative coin of a Saka king named "Heraus," of which the following wood-cut is a fac-simile, with his appended description, originally printed in the Numismatic Chronicle.

![Numismatic Chronicle](image)

HERAUS, SAKA KING.

No. IV.* Silver. B.M.

Obverse.—"Bust of a king, right, diadem and draped; border of reeds and beads

Reverse.—ΤΥΙΑΝΝΟΥΝΤΟΣ ΗΙΑΟΤ
ΣΑΚΑ
ΚΟΠΙΑΝΟΤ.

(Tυραννοῦντος Ἡραύς Σάκα κοίμαντον.)

A king, right, on horseback; behind, ΝΙΚΗ, crowning him."

The assignment of this piece to Heraus has been objected to by General Cunningham, who claims its attribution to the well-known king "Manas," whose coins cover a large range both in number and variety of types.† It is quite true that the

* Numismatic Chronicle (1874), XIV., N. S. p. 161.
† General Cunningham reads the name as ΜΙΑΙΟΤ ΚΟΠΙΑΝΟΤ. See also Numismatic Chronicle, p. 109. Colonel Pearse, R.A., possesses a small silver coin, displaying the obverse head in identical form with the outline in the wood-cut. The reverse type discloses an ill-defined, erect figure, to the left, with two parallel legends in obscure Greek, the leading line with the title, is altogether unintelligible, but its central letters range εις ΙΑΙΝ or εις ΙΑΙΗ. The second line gives a nearer approach to "Maa" in a possible initial Μ, followed by the letters TextWriter.βις, μαίας, μαίας, &c.
imperfectly defined designation might be read as Mauas, though the additional second letter in the name is against such a rendering.*

But the difference in the style of the legends and the typical details of the piece seem to separate it from all other published examples of Mauas’ money, and to connect it, in a marked manner, with the Parthian rather than the Partho-Bactrian section of the occupying conquerors of India.

To commence with the indications furnished by the legends, the unusual form of the kingly title ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΟΝΤΟΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ which we now understand to imply direct administrative exercise of power, under the confessed authority of an imperial superior,† appears for the first and only time in the Parthian mintage on a coin of Arsaces XII. Phraates III. B.C. 70-60, which may, as General Cunningham suggests, indicate his position as joint or sub-king under his father, in charge of a province of the empire, in contrast to the ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ,‡ which he, subsequently, insisted on so emphatically in his correspondence with Pompey.§

The first example of the use of the term ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΟΝΤΟΣ among the Indo-Parthian currencies occurs on a coin of Gondophares similar to No. 5, (Prinsep, vol. II. p. 215),∥ which is repeated on the money of Arsaces (Prinsep, vol. II. p. 217, and Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. XI. p. 139). The coins of Mauas, on the other hand, appear to confine themselves to the ordinary legends of ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ, and ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ ΜΑΤΟΥ.¶

Moreover on no occasion do they display the title of ΚΟΙΡΑΝΟΣ, still less that of the unique definition of the all-important ΣΑΚΑ of the coin of Heracls.

The practical question then presents itself, as to whether this departure from ordinary routine, in the case of Gondophares and Arsaces, does not imply a recognition of the Imperial power held by the nominal head of the family in Persia, and co-relatively whether the employment of the nearly parallel form of ΤΥΡΑΝΝΟΝΤΟΣ does not in like manner, indicate merely executive administration and allegiance to a distant suzerain? The ΚΟΙΡΑΝΟΣ the dictionnaires tell us, is simply a synonym of ΤΥΡΑΝΝΟΣ,** and we know that the Parthians were eccentric in their selection of Greek titles, the force of which they, perhaps, did not always comprehend, so that we must not criticise, too closely, any titles a Saka, whose still more vague ideas of Greek filtered through such dubious channels, may have chosen to adopt.

---

* The Bactrian-Pall rendering of the name on the coins is invariably Mauas, which has been assumed to correspond with the Inscript definition of Mogusa; see ante, p. 17.
† Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XX. p. 126; Numismatic Chronicle, (My article) vol. II. N. S. p. 186; and General Cunningham’s article, vol. IX. N. S. p. 29.
‡ Mr. Lindsay remarks, “the title of ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ appears on the coins of Arsaces XII. for the first time since (its disuse after) the reign of Arsaces VI.”—Coins of the Persian, Cork, 1852, p. 21.
§ Plutarch in Pompey, § 38; Dio Cass. cap. XXXVII. § 6; Lindsay, p. 21; Rawlinson, p. 145.
∥ This example is as yet unpublished. The coin belongs to Sir H. Dryden.
** “Τύραννος, strictly Dor. for κυρωνις, from κυριος, κυριος, a lord, master.” The editors add, “the term rather regards the way in which the power was gained than how it was exercised, being applied to the mild Pissatarus, but not to the despotic kings of Persia.”—Liddell and Scott. The ancient Persians must have been fully conversant with the use and meaning of the term, in the Ελληνιστικα μεν τυραννος of Darius, referred to by Herodotus IV. cap. 137, who elsewhere seems to admit that its interchange with βασιλεις was optional and unimportant.
It is in regard to the typical details, however, that the contrast between the pieces of Muanas and Heraüs is most apparent. Muanas has no coins with his own bust among the infinite variety of his mint devices; nor has Asias, who imitates so many of his emblems. But, in the Gondophares group, we meet again with busts and uncovered heads, the hair being simply bound by a fillet, in which arrangement of the head-dress Pakores, with his bushy curls, follows suit. But the crucial typical test is furnished by the small figure of victory crowning the horseman on the reverse, which is so special a characteristic of the Parthian die illustration.

We have frequent examples of Angels or types of victory extending regal fillets in the Bactrian series, but these figures constitute as a rule the main device of the reverse, and are not subordinated into a corner, as in the Parthian system. The first appearance of the fillet in direct connexion with the king’s head in the Imperial series, occurs on the coins of Arsaces XIV., Orodes,* (B.C. 54-37), where the crown is borne by an eagle,† but on the reverses of the copper coinage, this duty is already confided to the winged figure of Victory. ‡ Arsaces XV., Phraates IV. (37 B.C.-4 A.D.), continues the eagles for a time, but progresses into single§ and finally into double figures of Victory eager to crown him,|| as indicating his successes against Antony and the annexation of the kingdom of Media.¶

Henceforth these winged adjuncts are discontinued, so that, if we are to seek for the prototype of the Heraüs coin amid Imperial Arsacidan models, we are closely limited in point of antiquity, though the possibly deferred adoption may be less susceptible of proof.

Supposing this adoption, however, to have been contemporaneous, the dates B.C. 37 to A.D. 4 will mark the age of Heraüs, whereas Moas is speculatively assigned to a much earlier period.** But we must await the authoritative determination of many international complications in the annals of Western Asia before we can venture to draw definite inferences from the typical devices of the border-land of India.

I feel that no apology is needed for still further breaking the continuity of the leading subject of this paper by the introduction of a rare and important class of coins, which appear, in a measure, to be connected with the unique piece of Heraüs, while their Parthian peculiarities are associated with seemingly Indian forms of costume, which our friends in the Western Presidency may perchance identify, and further secure new numismatic specimens to aid a final decipherment. Though† Russia has hitherto contributed the best of our examples,‡ several have been traced to the lines of the Lower

---

* I see that the French numismatists quote the coins of Paserus I. (joint king under his father Orodes I.), which follow western models. These coins exhibit the figure of Victory.
† Lindsay, History of the Parthians, Cork, 1852, pl. III. fig. 2; pp. 146-170; Trésor de Numismatique, pl. LXVII. fig. 17.
‡ Ibid., pl. V. fig. 2, p. 181.
§ Ibid., pl. III. fig. 50; V. fig. 4, pp. 148, 170; Trésor de Numismatique, pl. LXVIII. fig. 18; pl. LXIX. fig. 5.
¶ Ibid., pl. III. figs. 61-63.
¶† Lindsay, p. 37; Rawlinson, The Sixth Monarchy, p. 182.
** Wilson, 100 B.C.; Lassen, 120 B.C.; Cunningham, after 126 before 105 B.C.; Princep’s Essays, vol. II. p. 173.
†† Il y a quelques semaines qu’en Russie (au gouvernement de Perm) a été découvert un petit vase en bronze renfermant quatre monnaies en argent, dont j’ai l’honneur de vous envoyer les empreintes ci-jointes.
“A juger d’après le type de ces monnaies je serais tenté de les attribuer à quelque roi indo-seythe, mais cette supposition me semble être revoquée en doute par une autre trouvaille (faite en 1851 dans la même contrée) qui montre une monnaie du même genre contenant quelques monnaies sassanides (du VIIe siècle) et des monnaies
INDO-PARTHIAN COINS.

Indus, localities which, as far as may be gathered, cannot be far removed, from the site of issue of the coins themselves.

These coins, whatever grade in Eastern history may be finally assigned to them, are of considerable typical importance in opening out an entirely fresh field of numismatic research. I must admit, however, that hitherto my success in their decipherment has not been commensurate with the bold outlines and apparent clearness of their legends. Nevertheless, I have not hesitated to put on record what little I have been able to unravel, and to follow out more largely the associations involved in the die-devices, with the aim of drawing attention to this promising subject of investigation, and in advocating a renewed search for similar specimens in public and private cabinets:* as it is well known that a single letter, on many a defaced piece, will often give the clue to a legend, comparatively complete in itself, but still wanting in the touch of legible vitality. While in the preliminary stage, I must frankly premise, that, though, in this case, almost every typical coincidence points to a near association with the Parthians in Bactria, or, preferentially, with their spread in more directly southern and western localities, the leading geographical evidence tending to a similar conclusion; yet the authoritative reduction of the ornamental scroll over the horse’s loins (in No. V.) into the Kufic word فل، would fatally reduce the epoch in point of time. The unknown letters on the margin, at the foot of coins Nos. VI., VII., VIII., have, moreover, a suspiciously current or cursive appearance, and, certainly, do not accord with the stiff and formal outlines of the freely legible مالك, in the opening letters of the variety of Syriae here employed.

We have too many striking instances, in the series of Indian and quasi-Indian coinages, of the indigenous faculty of imitation, and aptitude in the reproduction of fixed and accepted designs, at times persevered in, mechanically, till all trace of the original fades before the eye and vanishes into thin air; so that typical resemblances and even close and seemingly immediate copies can hardly be held to prove what they would establish under other and less exceptional circumstances. Hence we may yet have to surrender the choicest of our specimens, in this limited list, to stand as a subdued monument of Bahram Gor’s visit to India, or as a still more modern sign and

byzantins d’Hénaclius et de son fils Constantin. Puis les lettres qu’on voit sur ces monnaies différent de celles qui se trouvent sur les monnaies indo-scythees.”

* Since these illustrative wood-cuts first reached me, a coin similar in general characteristics to Nos. V., VI., VII., has been found in the collection of General Abbott, acquired in the Hazara districts of the Panjûb, which has recently been added to the Numismatic Treasures of the India Office. The piece in question, though it contributes nothing to our knowledge in the matter of types or legends, gives very significant hints in the direction of identities of metal which, in the greasy alloy, opens up mineral and geological connexions with Arachosian and other Nickel-using nationalities. See Apollonius of Tyaüs, quoted in Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. XVII. pp. 72, 77; Strabo, bk. XV. cap. ii. § 10, bk. XV. cap. iii. § 14, and bk. XXV. cap. i. § 69; Pline, Nat. Hist., bk. XXXIV. cap. ii. (§ 2, Aurichalcum, “fine copper,” Oricalcum, Caudiciam?), and bk. XXXVI. cap. xiii. ; Marco Polo, cap. XIV., XX.; and in these days Kenrick’s Phœnicia, p. 206; General A. Cunningham, Numismatic Chronicle, N. S. vol. VIII. p. 279, etc.; with Dr. W. Flight, third, p. 305; and My Indian Weights, p. 43.

I have lately been favoured with two new examples of this class of coin—the one from the Royal cabinet of Copenhagen, and a new piece from Russia. They must both be placed, typically, before No. VI., as the horseman is more on the move, and the general execution of the dies approaches nearer to the style of No. V. Both coins show very elaborate horse-trappings, with the quiver full of arrows behind the right thigh of the rider. The legends in front of the profile, on the obverse, seem to follow Pehlvi tracings, but they are no more definitively legible than the scroll on No. V.; and the reverse legends fail to add anything to our previous knowledge.
symbol of Muhammad bin Kásim's first Arabian settlement on the banks of the Lower Indus.

No. V.* Silver. Musée Asiatique, St. Petersbourg.

There is little or no trace of pure Parthianism in these devices, except in the peculiar tooling of the neck ornament.* The obverse head would almost seem to represent a young Indian-born Greek, who was so far reconciled to local customs as to cultivate with shaven cheeks a small moustache, and to recognise the manifest advantage of a turban. The eccentric eagle crowning the rider on the reverse may, possibly, imply a newly erected kingdom, or a more moderate extension of ancient boundaries.

The free action of the horse recalls the attitude of the front charger of the classic Diodon of Eucratides, or the single light horseman of the Baktrian Philexenes;† but, here, the huntsman supplants the warrior, and the seat and saddle, and even the horse itself, if truly designed, are Indian, in ideal and execution, rather than imitations of Greek designs. The dog (if such it be)‡ is, also, an innovation upon any hitherto recognised medallic device. The use of the distinctive adjunct of the eagle placing a chaplet on the king's brow, as we have seen, was derived, in the first instance, by the Parthians from Roman teachings; it appears on the coins of Phraates IV. and Tiridates II. (B.C. 37),§ but soon gives way to the more natural winged figure of victory. The legend on the obverse I am as yet unable to decipher, but I must add, that I have neither seen this particular coin, nor even obtained rubbings or impressions of it. The curious ornamental scroll over the grupper of the horse has been read by my friends in St. Petersburg, who have sent me this wood-block, as the Arabic term جلالة "excellence, wisdom;" but, though such an interpretation might be put upon the letters as they appear in the wood-cut, I should not at present be disposed to concur in any such rendering, though I must confess that the word in front of the king's profile looks more like cursive and comparatively modern Sassanian Pahlavi than any other style of writing of which I have knowledge.

---

* The letters on the Parthian coins are what we should call nail-headed (not arrow-headed), i.e., the characters, instead of being cut out and sunk on the die, in continuous lines, are produced by a series of holes drilled in consecutive order upon the general outline of the letter, and connected more or less clearly by minor attaching links. On the coin itself these studs stand up like the nail-heads on a well-made mediaval chair. A similar system of dotting the leading outlines of the letters was in favour among the Indo-Scythians in India. An authoritative ink-tracing could by this means be followed, mechanically, with great exactness, where a free line engraving might, under the circumstances, have simply proved difficult and delusive.

† Journal des Savants, 1836, pl. II. fig. 5; Ariane Antiqua, pl. II. fig. 17; Prinsep's Essays, vol. II. p. 187, pl. XV. fig. 1.

‡ It may possibly be the foal following the mare.

§ Longpérier, pl. IX. figs. 8, 9; pl. X. figs. 6, 7; Lindsay, pl. III. figs. 55, 56, 57.
This coin and the two succeeding specimens present us with more distinct Parthian identities. The head-dress on the obverse would, at first sight, appear to have nothing in common with the ordinary upright Tiara helmet of the Imperial dynasty; but, though the local turban is retained in a somewhat reduced and modified shape, the scroll-like ornament at the top, so seemingly exceptional, can be readily traced to an association with the crest pattern first introduced by Phraotes II. (B.C. 136–126) and maintained in occasional use by Sanatrecce* (B.C. 77–70), finding favour among the local kings of Edessa,† and appearing, in a less formal design, on the Eastern Parthian coins of Sanabares‡ (A.D. 2). The horseman, on the reverse, is a close copy (even to the details of the double-thonged whip and occasional hooked-ankus, or subdued elephant-goad,) of the charger, which continued to furnish the standard device of so many monarchs of the Parthian race in Scytho-Bactria, typified in the devices of Gondophares, Abdagases, Arsaces, &c., whose dates are roughly assumed at from about B.C. 26 to 44 A.D.; and, singular to say, we have an example of a nearly similarly outlined horse in the Parthian Imperial series proper, on the money of Artabanus III. (on a coin dated in A.D. 13), where the unkempt hair around the front face of the monarch, typical, perhaps, of the rude fashion prevailing amid the camps and tents of the Dahae, nearly fills one surface of the coin, while his charger on the reverse, either in bone or limb, may fairly claim kindred with the stud-bred representatives of the Bactrian stables.§

The physiognomy of the king on the obverse of Nos. VI., VII., VIII., bears no analogy to the conventional Parthian portraiture, but is clearly derived from Indian ideals of the human face. The almond eye, the slight moustache, and the smooth-shaved rounded jowl, all associate themselves with Eastern models, ranging from the Kodes coins of Sistán|| on the one side, to the Sunashtran pieces of the Sàh kings,|| and the types special to the Guptas.** Hence, in admitting local influence in the composition of the profile, we must infer, either an entire surrender of Parthian predilections, a facile concession to indigenous art, or a confession of fealty by the established dynasty, and their recognition, as local rulers, by a Parthian Suzerain. Among the minor indications may be noticed the germ, or possibly, according to the age eventually to be assigned to the coins themselves, the later development, of the Sassanian broad floating fillet, together with the

---

* Longpérier, pl. V. figs. 7, 8, 9; pl. VII. figs. 4, 5.
† Bayer, Historia Osrhoena. Abgar's tiara, p. 130.
‡ Longpérier, pl. XII. fig. 4; My Sassanian Inscriptions, p. 121, Prinsep's Essays, vol. II. p. 215, note.
§ Visconti, Icon. Graeca, pl. L. No. 2; Longpérier, pl. XII. fig. 9.
crescent in front of the head-dress, which, though essentially Sassanian, was not exclusively so, as the Guptas alike affected the symbol.*

One of the grounds for preferring the later date for these coins consists in the fact, that the similitudes of the wave of the curl and general arrangement of the crest are undoubtedly closer, and more marked between the comparatively subsequent Parthian issues of Pacorus II.† and Vologeses IV. (A.D. 148–190),‡ than those of the primary patterns employed by Phraates II. and Sanatruces; and the elegant leaf-scroll, pendant from the Indian turban of Nos. VI. and VII., finds a curious and almost exact counterpart in the ornamental fall at the back of the Parthian tiara introduced by the same Vologeses IV.,§ and revived or retained in use by Vologeses VI.,|| and Artavasdes,¶ with whom the Arsacid dynasty became finally extinct. But, here again, we must be cautious how we pronounce in favour of any definite period for these fashions, or pretend to determine priority of usage, which may have been dependent upon so many contrasted motives—old institutions, recent conquests, or prevailing provincial designs, which would necessarily repeat themselves in the outlying portions of conterminous territories.

Nos. VII. VIII.* Silver. Cabinet of Comte Stroganoff.

The monogram, at the back of the horseman on the reverse, offers another instance of the strange modifications ancient devices were liable to be subjected to, in the hands of artists who, probably, did not comprehend the intent and meaning of the prototype. I have felt some diffidence in identifying the odd jumble of lines on No. V. as a reproduction of the Parthian eagle; but, in truth, the original designs on the Imperial mintages, did not contribute any very exact delineation of the form of the sacred bird, and the Indian copyist may have been even less instructed in ornithology and less conversant with the flight of eagles than the Western designers; while his own local imitators may well have failed to detect a likeness he himself was incompetent to give effect to. Be this as it may, the symbol or device on Nos. VI., VII., and VIII. has clearly arrived at the monographic stage, though quaint traces of the bird’s head are still to be detected on Nos. VI. and VII. The monogram, in its advanced form, is assimilated to several designs in established favour with neighbouring dynasties; in its lower limbs it singularly accords with the special symbols or crypto-monograms employed by kadphises, Kanerki and

* _Journ. R. As. Sec._ vol. XII. pl. II. figs. 39, 49; _Ariana Antiqua_, pl. XV. figs. 17, 18; Prinsep’s _Essays_, pl. XXVII.
† Longpérier, pl. XV. fig. 6.
‡ Ibid., pl. XVI. fig. 11.
§ Longpérier, pl. XVI. fig. 11; pl. XVII. fig. 7; _Trésor de Numismatique_, pl. XXI. figs. 13, 14, 17.
|| Lindsay, pl. VI. fig. 28.
¶ Longpérier, pl. XVIII. fig. 6; Lindsay, pl. VI. fig. 31.
* Longpérier, pl. XVIII. fig. 11; _My Sassanian Inscriptions_, London, 1868, p. 127.
Oerki (Kanishka and Hovishka)*; while, in its central, upper portion it approaches nearer to the Indo-Sassanian typical design, which occupies the entire coin reverse, as depicted in pl. XVII. fig. 20 of Wilson's *Ariana Antiqua*,† and otherwise, in general characteristics, it has much identity with the ordinary mystic diagrams of the Sassanian seals ‡; but both these latter may merely represent continuous imitations or developments of an abiding ideal, furnishing a fixed point of departure, which, varied in its minor details, according to the ruling conceptions or acquired tendencies of the nation, under the religious teaching dominant at the moment.

No. IX.* Copper. Musée Asiatique, St. Pétersbourg.

The obverse head, in this instance shows a considerable amount of degradation, even from the imperfect models, which it clearly follows. The variation in the reverse device is of moment, not only as removing the mintage from any very close connexion with its predecessors, but as shadowing forth a possible change in locality. The symbol which occupies the field belongs to one of the many forms of the Indian Trigula, or trident, of Śiva,§ which crops up upon so many occasions amid the emblems of the East and the West, and which acquires an importance in the present inquiry, on account of the prominence similar devices will be seen to hold in collateral issues.||

Having completed the incidental references to the Numismatic devices, I have to encounter the more difficult task of explaining the purport of legends.

Those illiterate savages, the Parthians, finding themselves, amid the chances of conquest, so often domesticated as alien rulers; in the absence of any alphabet of their own, very wisely accepted the casual varieties of writing current in the localities in which they held sway. Among the leading and more important systems thus adopted the following may be enumerated:

1. Greek, which was taken over as part and parcel of the Court and Official language, prevailing in the dominions of the Seleucidae, about 255 B.C.

2. Bactrian, or the special adaptation of a normal Semitic alphabet for the

---

* *Ariana Antiqua*, pl. X. fig. 5; pl. XI. fig. 16; pl. XIV. fig. 1; and pl. XXII. No. 155, *et seq.*, ante, p. 17.
† See also pl. XVII. fig. 21.
‡ *Journ. R. As. Soc.* vol. XII. p. 425, *et seq.*; Merwitmann Zeitschrift, 1884, Nos. 63, 101, 124, 140; Lajard, *Celle de Mithra*, pl. X., numerous examples, but especially No. 13. Also plates XLV. figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 15, and plate LIV. figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9-16, 19, 20, 21.
§ See coins of Kadphises (105 B.C.); *Ariana Antiqua*, pl. X. figs. 5, 12, *et seq.*; and of Kauerk, pl. XII. fig. 4; Oerki, pl. XIV. fig. 14.
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definition of an Aryan tongue, which was largely developed in India about B.C. 250, but which first appears upon Parthian coins, only in 110 B.C.

3. Various forms and modifications of Phoenician and Aramaean, employed on coins of an imitative type of the Tetradrachms of Euthydemus of Bactria (now assigned to Characene) of uncertain date; and other survivals of an old type of Syriac, such as that found on the coins of Edessa, and in allied branches of coinage of indeterminate locality.

4. The double alphabets of the ancient Pehlevi, discriminated as Chaldaean and Sassanian, which intrude among the Greek legends of the Imperial series so early as A.D. 2, and which finally supersede the Greek itself in the official records of Western Asia about the third century, A.D.

I release my Indian readers from the dry details of any attempted identification of the hybrid letters of which the coin legends V.—VIII. are composed, and simply say that I can only decipher with any pretence to certainty, the word מִרְכָּב מֶרֶה Marka, for Malko, which commences in front of the head of the horseman, and is to be read from the outside of the piece. The succeeding letters seem to belong to a different alphabet, and the utmost I venture to guess at is something approaching the sounds of Shahach or Shemach,* on fig. V., which interpretation, however, is seriously shaken by the almost modern Arabic style of the letters on VI., VII., and VIII., which might be taken for لعیسٌ or لعب.

I now revert to the largely interrupted serial succession of the local Sâh kings of Surâshtra, of whose coins, however, I propose to give merely typical examples.

Íswarâdatta.

No. 8. Silver. B.M.

Obverse.—The typical and "numismatically" constant Sâh head, in profile.
Legend, imperfect, with vague outlines of the Greek characters.—A C I T Y

Reverse.—The conventional Choitya.
Legend.—राजी महान बलपन बहर देश के रवें महान।
Rājā mahā balapana hākara dattana, varsha prathane.

(Vārsha prathane, in "the first year" of his reign?)

It still continues an unexplained mystery, why the coins of the XVI. king in Mr. Newton’s serial list, p. 44, should depart from the established custom of inserting a date at the commencement of the Greek legend, and supplant it by a new form of regnal date at the conclusion of the monarch’s titles and designations in the local character on the reverse.

Vijaya Sáh.

No. 9. Silver. Royal Asiatic Society. (Dates, according to local custom, 140 to 154.)

Obverse.—Sáh head as usual.
Greek legend, imperfect.—... IIIIOIOICVA
Date behind the head, expressed in ancient Indian numeral figures, following the initial I, 154. Confirmatory dates, 142 (Mr. Freeling's coin),* and 153 (B.M. coin).

Reverse.—Chaitya, half-moon and a cluster of nine stars.

Legend.—राणो महा चचप्प विजय माहस राणो महा चचप्प दामा माहस पुत्र
Rájno mahá Kshatrapasa Vijaya Sáhase, Rájno mahá Kshatrapasa Dámá Sáhase putraka.

Dama Jata Śriyāh.

No. 10. Silver. Royal Asiatic Society.

Obverse.—The usual Sáh head.
Legend, illegible. Date, in ancient ciphers, 1*7.†

Reverse.—Chaitya, half-moon and cluster of four stars.

Legend visible on this coin.—.......

Full legend restored.—Rájno mahá Kshatrapasa Dámá jata Śriyā, Rájno mahá Kshatrapasa Dámá Sáha-putra.

Kumára Gupta.

Sauráshtran Series.

No. 11. Silver. Mr. Burgess.

Obverse.—The standard Sáh head, but much corrupted in the die execution.

Reverse.—The goddess Párccot, apparently imitated from the Eastern type of that deity,* found on Kumára's gold coin, No. 5. Proving, in effect, the purport, hitherto unsuspected, of the original design, which is so strangely distorted in all other contemporaneous issues. Cluster of six stars, as in the Sáh coins, but located in a new position in the lower portion of the field.

Legend.—परव भगवत महराधिराज श्री कुंजर गूः गौरवदिगुः
Paraṇa Bhagavatam Mahārājadhīrāja Śrī Kumāra Gupta Mahendraditya.

† There is another doubtful date, of 1*4, on Dr. Stephenson’s coin.
No. 12. Silver. Mr. Burgess.

Obverse.—The usual imitation of the typical Sāh profile.

Reverse.—Parvati, one degree less recognisable than in No. 11. Cluster of six stars, in the old position, above and to the right of the central figure.

Legend as in No. 11. Legible portion.—Parama Bhagavata Maha . . . . hendraditya.

No. 13. Silver. Mr. Burgess.

Obverse.—A totally new style of treatment of the typical Sāh head, shown in the sensual air, thick-necked profile, short curled moustache, and altered form of ear-ring.

Legend in barbarous Greek.—O NONO O, constituting a corrupt rendering of fragments of the standard Scythic legend of PAO NANO PAO. Our Tao of modern days, combined with the NANO, which is referred to the masculine moon, the associate of the Babylonian NANA, NANAIA. This may possibly suggest identities, more or less remote, with the Indian Chandra Vraṇas?*

Reverse.—Parvati, further degraded from the original type, but still freely identifiable. Cluster of eight stars.

Legend as in No. 11. Portion legible.—. . . . rama Bhagavata Mahārājadhirāja Sri Kumara Gupta . . .


Obverse.—The original Sāh head, but slightly modified in its details, and more closely adhering to the local prototype than the preceding examples.

Legend.—Traces of badly-formed Greek letters. The style of writing follows the unintelligible mechanical Sāh model more closely than the independently debased and free-hand Greek legend on No. 13.

Reverse.—Parvati, degraded type; with cluster of six stars.

Legend, expressed in bolder Nāgarī letters than in the previous specimens. Portion of superscription visible.—. . . . maha rājadhirāja Sri Kumara Gupta.

No. 15. Silver. Mr. Burgess.

Obverse.—The Sāh head, debased in execution.

Legend, degraded Greek.—ONOU.

Reverse.—Parvati, still less recognizable, but clearly following, longo intervallo, the established model. The cluster of stars is driven up, in the want of surface space, into the run of letters of the legend.

Legend, visible on the coin.—Mahārājadhirā . . . Śri Kumara Gupta.

* Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. XII. p. 15; Journal Asiatique, 1839, p. 7; Ariana Antiqua, pp. 358, 364; My Ancient Indian Weights (Marsden), p. 46. Certain gold coins were called, after the Greek name of NANO, in Sanskrit नानक, नानकिस, described as coins with the mark of Śiva.
No. 16. Silver. ME. BURGESS.

Obverse.—Sáh head, further debased.
Legend.—UHOU (NANO).

Reverse.—Párvati further disintegrated. The Sáh stars continue to find a refuge amid the ordinary course of letters of the superscription.
Legend, expressed in coarse ill-defined characters: visible on the coin.—jadhirája Śrī Kumara Gupta.

No. 17. Silver. Royal Asiatic Society. (Presented by the late Ráo of Kutch.)

Obverse.—The Sáh head, finely rendered, with an air and suggestion of Greek art.
Legend.—ONO (NANO).

Reverse.—Párvati, scarcely recognizable, though the execution of the die is otherwise sharp and unhesitating.
Legend, in bold, well-cut square characters.—

परम भगवत राजधिरा श्री कुमार गुप्त

Parama Bhagavata Rájadhirá(ja) Śrī Kumara Gupta (Mah)endraváya.

This piece represents a class of money of which we have absolutely multitudes of specimens,* it has been entered in the plate, to illustrate a well understood distinction from Nos. 11–16, indicated by the absence or omission of the quasi-superlative Mahá before the “Rájadhirája.”

The intention of this titular discrimination, as I understand it, was to mark the relative grades of Kumára’s dignity; I suppose the class of coins of which No. 17 is the representative to have constituted the currencies of the Prince while acting as Viceroy on the part of his father in the Kingdom of Guzráit. He was then a “King over Kings,” but not a “Great King over Kings” as he became in later days on succeeding to his father’s imperial throne and the position of Lord-paramount of India.†

---

† Objection might be taken to this conclusion on the ground that the typical degradation of the central figure on the reverse in No. 17 is greater, and evidences a more distinct departure from the prototype than the device on the coin bearing the imperial prefix to Kumára’s name. But the character of work of the No. 17 class is better as a rule, while more local in adhering to the Sáh model, than that of the coins with the improved definition of the figure of Párvati, which perhaps may have been entrusted to artists sent from the capital on the accession of the new Emperor, and who would have understood the intent and meaning of the device they had to execute better than the provincial die-cutters, who perhaps worked mechanically from their own anterior models. It will be noticed that the heads on the obverses of Nos. 11 and 13 follow different ideals, and are less finished than those on Nos. 10 and 17; and the style of the Greek character further marks a different school.
No. X. Silver. Mr. Newton.

Obverse.—

Reverse device similar to No. 18, Autotype Plate, and Bakra Gupta's coin, No. XI. One of the most suggestive coins in the entire series emanating from the Western mints is the piece here reproduced, on wood, from Mr. Newton's original design given in his Plate, p. 3, Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. VII.

The coin bears the conventional imitation of the Sāh profile, with the still clearly marked system of local dating so far as the position is concerned, commencing from the base of the skull on the left, and retaining the ordinary initial prefix of the iota (I), whose purport is as yet unfathomed; after this symbol, if originals and copies are not at fault, we encounter the distinct and universally accepted sign for 90 (ॐ); following this, in the ordinary line of reading of the Greek legend, some vague outlines of a unit may be traced, which would still keep the date within the reasonable limits of Kumárā's succession, i.e. within the full hundred, or up to seven indeterminate years subsequent to the inscription date of 93 of his father Chandra Gupta II.

The given 90 or any number up to 99 may be tested by three different systems of interpretation; first, under the theory of the omission of hundreds seen in Bactrian and other examples, but alien to the ordinary course of Surāśṭran definitions; second, under the supposition of a casual default in the expression of the sign for hundreds, and the implication of an immediate succession by Kumárā to Swámi Rudra Sāh, who concludes the series of Sāh coin dates, in the numbers 280–292, expressed in the ciphers of their own system, which would, in so far, account for the consecutive appearance of the 90 odd on Kumárā's coin;* or, third, under the more satisfactory and conclusive inference that the number 90 had reference to the family system of dating already in use in the home dominions of the Guptas, which would curiously confirm many independent verifications of their epoch. It is, therefore, under this last head that I propose to class the formulated date in question. Thus, taking it in consecutive order with the 93 of Chandra Gupta II, Kumárā must have succeeded to the throne some time before 100 of his dynastic system of reckoning and assuming this to have followed the era of Saka, about A.D. 179.

No. XI. Silver. Mr. Newton. (Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.) 1862, p. 3, Plate (un-numbered) Fig. 11.

Obverse.—A very straggling and chaotic outline of the Sāh profile, its defects are apparently less attributable to the ineffectual efforts of the modern native copyist than to the faulty dies of the ancient mints.

Reverse.—The device shown in the accompanying wood-cut, which has been copied implicitly by Mr. Adeney from the original in the Bombay lithograph.

* Mr. Newton apparently advocated this view of the question (Journ. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. VIII, p. 10), though he was quite clear about the absence of any cipher before the 90, and recognized the I, or, as he calls it, the "figure which appears to be a mint mark, commonly found on the Sāh coins."
Legend.—Mr. Newton, who had the original piece before him, confidently transcribed the characters as Parama bhagavato (rājadhirajā) Śrī Kumāra Gupta Mahendrosya. The Kumāra Gupta is clear in the wood-cut, but the device separates the piece from the ordinary issues of that King.

Bakra Gupta. *

No. XII. ♦ Silver. Mr. Newton.

Obverse.—Sāh head but slightly varied, and still retaining the conventional ornamental collar.

Legend.—Traces of NANO.

Reverse.—Pārvati, not far removed from the type shown in No. 15 of the accompanying Autotype Plate. Cluster of seven stars.

Legend.—Parama ...... Ṛajaḥirajā Śrī Bakra Gupta Vihranditya.

Skanda Gupta.

Surāśkrta Series.

No. 18. Silver. Royal Asiatic Society. †

Obverse.—The typical Sāh head, greatly debased.

Reverse.—Pārvati reduced to fragmentary lines and dots.

Legend, in full, restored from better specimens—

Parama Bhagavato Śrī Skandha Gupta kramāditya.

Visible on this coin, Parama ...... Śrī Skanda Gupta kramāditya.

No. 19. Silver; double struck. Royal Asiatic Society. ‡

Obverse.—The Sāh head, obscured by the second impression of the die.

Legend.—Traces of NANO.

Reverse.—Figure of Śiva’s Bull, Nandi, recumbent.

Legend, restored.—Parama Bhagavato Śrī Skandha Gupta kramāditya.

Legible of the first die impression, Bhagavato Śrī Skanda Gupta kramāditya.

Traces of the second or superstruck die, .. ya par .. .

* Published by Mr. Newton, Journ. Roy. Br. R. As. Soc., 1882, p. 11. The coin is stated to have been found in company with a collection of pieces of Kumāra Gupta.
† Engraved as No. 20, pl. XV., Ariana Antiqua. So unintelligible was the device, that Pārvati was placed both by the author and the engraver, upside down.
‡ See also engravings of this coin in Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. XII. pl. II. fig. 46, p. 68; and Ariana Antiqua, pl. XV. fig. 16.
Coin similar to the last.

Legible, on reverse of the original piece.—Parama Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta.

The recumbent Bull, Nandi, which figures on the reverses of these coins was adopted intact as the emblem of the succeeding dynasty of the Valabhis; hence we find it on the seals of the copper-plate grants of Sri Dhara Sena* and Dhruvra Sena,† which are further attested with the regal stamp of जीमारकः: Sri Bhaṭārkah, below the Bull.

No. 21. Silver. B. M.

Obverse.—The typical Sāh head, much debased.

Legend.—NAN ...

Reverse.—A small Altar, which may be intended either for the Mithraic altar, figured on Nos. 1 and 5 ante, or for the conventional shrine of the sacred Tūsī tree of the Hindús.

Legend restored.—परम भगवन श्री संहङ्ग गुप्तेऽक्षणयति

Parama Bhagavata Sri Skanda Gupta kramāḍatya.

Legible on this specimen, Parama Bhagavata. Skanda Gupta kramāḍatya.

It is worthy of remark that this altar symbol, like the Bull of Skanda Gupta's other type of money (Nos. 19, 20), which passed on as the heritage of the Valabhis, is adopted by his Gurjara successors as their distinctive emblem. It may be followed in its course on the copper-plate grants of Prasānta-Rāga, a monarch "devoted to the worship of the Sun," under the dates of 380 and 385 Śaka.‡ The interpretation of the parallel dates by the Śaka-era test seems to be almost necessitated by the discovery of a later grant of 417, to which date the words Śaka Nṛipa are subjoined.§

Śrī Gupta.


Obverse.—The original device of the Sāh head, closely approximating to the normal outline.

Legend, in imperfect Greek.— . . ΑΔΙΟΙΟ

Reverse.—The standard Pāreati device, deteriorated to the extent shown in the accompanying fac-simile, with the Sāh cluster of stars and associate half moon.

Legend.—Tentative reading.—ची चन्द्रावकमब्रह्म चौमुस

|| Princep's Essays, vol. II. p. 94.
I am afraid that we must reduce the pretensions of the Sri Gupta, whose name appears on this unique coin, from the possible position of father of the family, down to a very minor and incidental succession to the later glories of his falling race. Whatever speculations may have been encouraged by the mere discovery of the name of Sri Gupta must now give way to the stern determination of numismatic facts. Tried by such tests the reverse of our specimen sinks it into comparative obscurity and carries down, with its own typical degradation, the claims of the king who issued it.

Kumára Gupta.

Peacock types.


Obverse.—A localized and greatly debased imitation of the Sáh head, especially disfigured by the Oriental rendering of the almond eye.

Legend.—In this class of coins all pretence of copying or attempting to reproduce the imitative Greek legends is fairly abandoned.

But in lieu thereof we are presented with the far more definite record of the three-figured date transposed from the ordinary position behind the Sáh head, to the less contracted space in the field, in front of the profile. In these cases the use of the indigenous ciphers, each of which expressed its own full number, arranged in the same perpendicular order as the initials of the royal names on the gold coins (Nos. 5, &c.), has this advantage over any system of dating in figures dependent on relative position, that in broken sequences, so inevitable in hand-struck pieces, we can pick out the hundreds, tens, and units, with absolute certainty, and combine the general result from independent specimens, without being tied down to the proof of a continuous entry on any single coin.

Reverse.—An admirably executed figure of a Peacock with full front expanse of plumage. To the right, at the foot, a reduced cluster of three stars.

Legend.—देवति विजयनिति विजयनिति कुमार गुप्त

"Devojyaty vijjatvāravijjatā Kumāra Gupta.

"His Majesty, Kumāra Gupta, who has subdued the earth, rules."

* When once fairly deciphered, these obscure legends will be seen to present but few difficulties. The lapidary inscriptions have already proved that the Gupta artists indulged in faulty Sanskrit orthography as well as in grammatical errors, so I need not detain my readers by any comments upon minute imperfections, while the general sense of the legend remains sufficiently clear. I must mention that, in my Devanāgari transcripts, I have adhered servilely to the original legends impressed upon the coins; the version in the Roman type has been corrected up to Sanskrit requirements, by Dr. Fitzedward Hall.

There is a superfluous घ य (or possibly an म म) after the गुप्त on Skanda Gupta's coins, the use of which is not apparent, but which clearly takes the place of the final ऋ in Kumāra's legends.

I may note that Kumāra Gupta's coins display both the old form of म म and the more specially Gupta outline of that character. (Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. IV, pl. XXIX., figs. 10 and 12.) The घ य is also seen in its transition state from the triple-lined letter of early days to the almost modern form; while at times it appears, on Skanda's money, as a character not easily distinguishable from the later Kumāra म म just adverted to. This extensive modification of the घ य in the numismatic alphabet, is the more curious, as the corresponding lapidary character retains all the essentials of its ancient outline throughout the Gupta inscriptions, from the Allahābād pillar to Buddha Gupta's record at Eran; and even on to Toramāna's inscription at the same place.
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The range of dates on this class of Kumāra coins is more complete in the units than in the tens. We have but a single example of the latter which, however, recurs frequently and constitutes unmistakeably the 8, or casual likeness of that character, which stands for 20. The units for the numbers 1, 4, 8, * 9 and entered below the 8 are equally positive.

SKANDA GUPTA.

Nos. 24 and 25. My Cabinet.

Obverse.—Head as above. Traces of a date in front of the profile. The figure for 100 is quite plain and distinct on the original of No. 24.

Reverse.—Peacock as above. The stars are omitted.

Legend.—विजिताविरचनपति जयति देव स्तव्य गुप्त

Vijitāvarcinnapatih jayati deva(ḥ) Skanda Gupta-y.

BUDHA GUPTA.


Obverse.—Head as above. Date in front of the profile, 155.†

Reverse.—Peacock as in No. 25.

Legend.—देव जयति विजिताविरचनपति श्री बुध गुप्त

Deva(ḥ) jayati vijitāvarcinnapatih Śri Budha Gupta.

TORAMĀṆA.

Nos. 27 and 28. Silver. B. M.

a. Colonel BUSH’s coin; b. Miss BARING’s late donation to the B. M.

Obverse.—Gupta head, facing to the left, thus marking an intentional modification of the conventional Gupta dies.

Legend, in front of the profile, reading downwards, from the outside. 82 or rather 182, the figure for 100 is obliterated.

Reverse.—Peacock as in the proper Gupta series, greatly debased in form and design.

Legend restored.—देव जयति विजिताविरचनपति श्री तोरामाण

Deva(ḥ) jayati vijitāvarcinnapatih Śri Toramāṇa.

* The 8 has not hitherto been quoted. It may be seen on one of the coins of Kumāra, in the Sicey Collection in the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The same collection contributes the unique figure of 9.
† The unit on the British Museum coin figured in my plate II. Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. XII. No. 66, would seem to carry us on to 167.
Bhaṭṭaraka Kings.
Nos. 29, 30, 31. Debased silver. Mr. Burgess.

Obverse.—The Sāh head, but little modified.
Reverse.—Fragmentary traces of the design exhibited in coin XI.* and in the wood-cut of the copper coin, No. XIV.*

Legend, partially restored.—राजी मह चन्द्ररस ... कम मच्छ ... महरस
Rajī maha Khatraparasa ... Mahasa ... Bhāṭṭarakaśa.

Nos. 32, 33. Copper.

Obverse.—Sāh head.
Reverse.—The combined form of the bow and trident, greatly obscured.
Legend. As in No. 29.

No. XIV.* Copper. Weight, 12 grains.

Obverse.—Humped Bull to the left, with a dotted circle.

Reverse.—Strung and drawn bow, with arrow projecting into a curved trident, of which it forms the central prong.

This little mite of copper proves to be worth far more than its weight in gold, for the light it throws upon the primary design of the hitherto incomprehensible device on the class of Surāśtran coins Nos. 29-33. But far beyond the mere mechanical identification of an obscure symbol is its value, in the historical sense, in the link it establishes between the Guptaś, or their immediate successors, and the proximately contemporary dynasty of the nine Nāgas, adverted to the quotation from the Vīshnu-Purāṇa (p. 11 ante).

The reverse devices of the Gupta Surāśtran coins have already exercised our conjectures: the Pārvati solution, in the one case, was as unexpected as the discovery of the prototype of the device of No. 29 in the simple bow and arrow combination with Śiva’s trident, disclosed in the wood-cut.

Many and various have been the guesses as to the purport of this combination of lines on these coins. My latest impressions were in favour of a crude copy of the figure of “Minerva Promachos” of the currencies of Apollodotus and Menander, which entered so largely into the circulating media of Western India, the degraded types of which would almost have justified any shortcomings on the part of native imitators. Looking at the autotype reproductions of Nos. 30, 31, 32, 33, from the top of the page, the flowing garments and the extended shield readily suggest themselves; but now we discover, under the teaching of the independent home device, that the triṣula or special emblem of Śiva, whose worship is so distinctly to be traced by independent testimony, constituted the banner of the Bhāṭṭarakas, and Minerva’s shield subsides into the light.
battle-axe of the Scythians, which is preserved in its form and relative position on the staff of so many village weapons of Northern India to this day.*

The Numismatic identifications of the currencies of the Nágas have been followed out in detail, in General Cunningham’s later Archaeological Reports; it will be sufficient for my present purpose, to append his remarks in a foot note.† Merely premising that the connection between the Nágas and the Western successors of the Guptas is indicated in the identity of the outline of the Bull on coins Nos. XIV.*, XV.*, and that the

* The presence of the trisul or trident is an indication of the adoption of the worship of Śiva; and the trident, it may be remarked, is combined with an axe on one side of the staff like the tridents at Barhat and Gopeswara.—Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 1836, p. 485; H. H. Wilson, Ariana Antiqua, p. 340, pl. X. figs. 12–21, pl. XXI. fig. 19, and Chandra Gupta coin, pl. XVIII. fig. 10.

† "If I am right in the identification of Narwar with the Purânas of the Purânas, we obtain one of the most interesting and important facts in ancient Indian history in fixing the actual locality of the kingdom of the nine Nágas. The identification is strongly corroborated by the numerous coins of various Nág king which have been found at Narwar, Gwalior, and Mathurá, all of which have been described by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society [loc. cit.]. It is further supported by a passage in the 18th line of the Allahábád pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta, in which the king boasts of the extent of his dominions, and enumerates the different princes and countries which had become subject to this power. Amongst the former he mentions Ganapatí-Nága as one of the tributary princes of Aryavarta. Now, Ganapatí or Ganendra is the name of the Nág Raja, whose coins are the most common and the most widely diffused of all these Narwar kings; and as the legends of his coins are in the very same characters as those of the Gupt coins and inscriptions, it is certain that he must have been a contemporary of one of the princes of that dynasty. I think, therefore, that there is every probability in favour of the identity of the Ganapatí-Nága of the Narwar coins with the Ganapatí-Nága of Samudra’s inscription. My discovery of an inscription of Samudra Gupta in Mathurá itself is sufficient to show that the Nágas must have lost their dominion over that city at least as early as the reign of Samudra."

"The period to which the nine Nágas must be assigned depends solely on the date of their contemporaries the Guptas, whose power became extinct in A.D. 319. If, therefore, we refer the rise of the Gupta dynasty to the Saka era, the date of Samudra Gupta will fall in the first half of the second century of the Christian era. But as in his reign the power of the Nágas had already begun to decline, I think that the establishment of the Nág dynasty may be fixed with some certainty about the beginning of the Christian era. According to this view, the rule of the nine Nágas would have extended over the whole of the first and second centuries, or from A.D. 0 to 225. In the following list I have arranged the names of these Nág Kings according to the devices of their coins, beginning with those types which seem to me to be the earliest on account of the more ancient appearance of their accompanying inscriptions. It is worthy of note, as corroborative of the date which I have assigned to the Nágas, that the whole of the devices of their coins are to be found also on the silver coins of the Guptas themselves, or on those of their acknowledged contemporaries:—"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>A.D.</th>
<th>Names on Coins</th>
<th>Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bhima Nága</td>
<td>Peacock to the left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kha* Nága (? Khavijura, or Kharpava)</td>
<td>Ditto to the right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Va* Nága (? Varni, or Vatsa)</td>
<td>Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Shandra Nága</td>
<td>Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Brhaspati Nága</td>
<td>Ball recumbent to the right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Ganapatí, or Ganendra</td>
<td>Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Vyághra Nága</td>
<td>Ball as in coin No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII.</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>Vásu Nága</td>
<td>A wheel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Deva Nága</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII.</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Close of the dynasty.
association of the Nágas with the central Indian Guptas is more distinctly shown in the annexation by the latter of the typical Peacock of the first-named dynasty, who, singular to say, latterly abstained from its use, and adopted the new device of the Bull under Skanda Nágá.∗

GANAPATI NÁGA.

No. XV.* Copper. Weights (in full currency order) average 36'4, 18'2, 9'1 grains.† Prinsep’s Essays, pl. VIII. fig. 9, pl. XXXIV. fig 31, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., 1834, pl. XXVI. fig. 9, 1865, pl. XVIII. figs. 7, 8, 9.

Obverse.—Bull, as in the coin above figured, (No. XIV.*) with a margin of dotted lines of identical design.

Reverse.—No devices. The field is filled in with the circular legend.

Legend restored.—गणपतिय श्री गणपति

Śrī Ganapatya.

PÅŚUPATI.

No. XVI.* a. Copper. Weight, 92 grains. Fig. 15, pl. XVIII., Jour. As. Soc. Beng. 1865, p. 115; and Prinsep’s Essays, pl. XXVIII., fig. 28.

Obverse.—Figure of the King seated cross-legged in the Indian fashion, his right hand holding a flower, and his left resting on his hip; the whole surrounded by a circle of large dots.

Reverse.—A vase surmounted by a crescent and star, or perhaps a flower, and enclosed in a circle of large dots.

Legend, in Gupta Nágari characters.—पशुपति

Paśupati.

No. XVII.* b. Copper. Weight, 92 grains. Fig 17, ibid.

Obverse.—A short trident or trisul, on a stand surrounded by a circle of small dots.

Legend in two lines.—प ति Pa ṭi

Reverse.—The sun, with prominent rays surrounded by a dotted circle.

Legend as in Obverse.

∗ "As the Nágas would appear to have been tributary to the Guptas in the time of Samudra, I think it most probable that the kingdom or district of Narwar must have remained subject to them, until near the close of their dynasty, about A.D. 275, when their sovereignty to the south of the Junna fell to Toramána."

∗ Of Toramána’s dynasty we have two inscriptions, one of himself at Eran to the south of Narwar, and the other of his son Paśupati at Gwalior to the north of Narwar. From the relative positions of these inscriptions we may fairly infer that the intermediate country must also have belonged to the Toramána dynasty. The date of Toramána himself is fixed by Mr. Thomas on the authority of a silver coin to the year 180 [proved by the second example in the plate from, No. 28] * odd of the Gupta era, which referred to the initial year of Šaka would place him in A.D. 260. If, then, we allow twenty-five years to each generation, the reign of Toramána will range from 260 to 285 A.D., and that of his son, Paśupati, from 285 to 310 A.D."

† These coins are common and abundant in the extreme. Colonel Stacey’s collection alone contained no less than 3479 specimens; and General Cunningham mentions that he has acquired, at various times, many more than 3000."
Résumé.

The description of the Gupta coinage, with its provincial ramifications, in unstinted array, has now been extended, far beyond my original design, in the previous pages.

The critical observer of my text will notice an apparent absence of method, leading me to expand on the one part and contract on the other the general scope of my annotations. These anomalies have been chiefly due to the uncertain demands of a printing office in England, and the irregular reception of editorial sanction from the Archaeological Surveyor of the Western Presidency, who is once again at his post, occupied with the duties of a new season's operations. Thus, as chance would have it, I have had ample opportunity of completing progressively certain minor details, but find myself limited in point of time, at the last moment; so that I have had to withdraw, perhaps, the most interesting chapter of the whole series, consisting of a comprehensive essay on the source, progress, and development of the ancient Indian numerals, as well as to defer a more complete review of Indian dates as rectified or confirmed by the numismatic evidence above submitted; so that I have had to reduce my recapitulation of the Gupta and other international dates to the abstract form embodied in the subjoined table, which however effectively combines most of the existing data available for the scrutiny and ultimate adjustment of independent commentators.

### Abstract of the Recorded Gupta Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of Kings</th>
<th>Inscript.</th>
<th>Coins</th>
<th>Tradition</th>
<th>Result. A.D.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gupta</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>The first Mahārājādhirāja.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ghaṭot Kacha</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chandra Gupta I.</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Reigned 80 years after the conquest of Surāshtra.</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Samudra Gupta</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chandra Gupta II.</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Kumāra Gupta</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Skanda Gupta</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Reigned 20 years.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>Coin of Kumāra, No. X.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Budha Gupta Toramāya</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Seraphim before Skanda's death.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other local unrecorded Gupta Kings</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallabhis</td>
<td>90 odd</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first even nominal Mahārājā in the irregular dynastic lists is the third Sendpatis. The VIIIth ruler, in the same order, seems to have been the earliest Monarch of any real pretensions.
COINS OF THE ARABS IN SIND.

Some of the less prominent examples among Mr. Burgess's recent acquisitions may possibly prove of more direct and immediate interest to Antiquarians in Western India, than the numismatic remains of unrecorded history with which we have hitherto been concerned.

The conquest of Sind by the Arabs, in A.H. 93 (A.D. 712), constitutes a marked epoch in the annals of the land, and is associated with many instructive coincidences—in its inception, in the domestication of the conquerors on an alien soil, and their abrupt disappearance into comparative obscurity.

The daring and chivalric advance of Muhammad bin Ḫāsim, was freely backed by the encouragement and support of the celebrated Hijāj bin Yūsuf, who so completely reversed the Khalif 'Umar's policy of non-extension of the Muslim boundaries to the eastward.

It is curious to note the readiness with which the conquerors settled themselves as residents and the facile refuge this extreme corner of the Muhammadan world afforded to persecuted or heretical members of the new faith, while they retained among themselves so many of their ancient tribal divisions and jealousies; and it is instructive to follow the untold tale of ethnic subsidence and final absorption into the Indian native element, when the true Arab blood came to be exhausted by foreign admixture, as in other cases wherever the standard of the Prophet carried with it, the loose teachings of polygamy, beyond the nomadic tents of the desert.

The sole preface to such obscure investigations as the present must be gleaned from the casual contributions of Arabian writers to the annals of an outlying province, with which they were seldom brought in contact.

In the subjoined table of the Arab rulers of Sind, I have taken, as my leading authority, a writer, who seems to have had extensive and exceptional knowledge of his subject. This list was originally compiled from Reinaud's text and translation of Betāzārī for my edition of Prinsep's Essays, being further collated with Sir H. M. Elliott's excellent work on the Arabs in Sind, which has since been incorporated in his Historians of India, vol. i. p. 113.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.D.</th>
<th>A.H.</th>
<th>Ruler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>711-712</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Muhammad bin Ḫāsim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714-715</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Yazid bin Abū Kabahah ar-Saksaki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725-726</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Ḥabīb bin Muhallab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Amrā bin Muslim Al-Bakhtī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Junaid bin 'Abd al-rażmān Al-Marrī (under Hishām).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tamīm bin Zaid Al-'Ubi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Al ḫakim bin 'Awānāsh Al-Kalbī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>('Amrā bin Muhammad).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Subhānā bin Hishām and Abū Al-Khattāb)† under the 'Abbāsides.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Appendix to the Arabs in Sind: Cape Town, 1853. Elliott quoting “Tohfat ul Kirān,” Historians of India, 1., 443.
8. 'Abd al rahman bin MusliH 'Al-Abdi defeated by MaHmur bin Jamhir Al-Kalbi: the local Governor under the Ummash Khalifas.
9. MaHmur bin Jamhir Al-Kalbi: the local Governor under the Ummash Khalifas.
10. MusuH bin Kaab, Al-TarniH; overpowers MaHmur. (The TohfiH ul Kirdan attributes this victory to DaHud bin 'Ali.)

7378140 11. HiaHum bin 'Amru Al-TaqHliH.
12. 'Amur bin Hafs bin 'Usman, Hazarmard.*
7701514 13. Ruh bin Hjatin,†
800184 14. DaHud bin Yazid bin Hjatin.
15. BaHhir bin DaHud (about 200 A.H., Reinaud).
828213‡ 16. GhasHin bin 'Abd,†
17. MusuH bin Yahia bin Khajiy, Al BarmaHi (dies in 221 A.H., 836 A.D.)
18. 'Amr bin MusuH.§
19. Fazl bin Muhami.
20. MuHammad bin Fazl, his brother Muhami rebels, and eventually The Native races regain possession of the soil.

In addition to the kingdoms of Mansurah and Multan there were other quasi independent governments at Bana, where 'Umar the son of 'Abdul 'Aziz Habbari seems to have held sway, and at Kasdar where the governor, in Ibn Haukal's time (A.D. 948) was Mu'in bin Ahmad. But in all these cases, as indeed at Mansurah and Multan, the Khutibah, or public prayers, were read in the name of the Khalif.

I have one remark to make with reference to the peculiarly local characteristics of the numismatic remains discovered by Mr. Bellasis near the old site of Brahanabad and the identification of the new town of Mansurah, as tested by the produce of the inhumed habitations hitherto penetrated, in the fact of the very limited number of Hindu coins found among the multitudes of medieval Muhammadan pieces, and that the former, as a rule, seem to have been casual contributions from other provinces, of no individual uniformity or appearance of age such as should connect them with the ancient Hindu capital.**

---

* Transferred from Sind to Africa in A.H. 151. Reinaud, p. 213.
† A.H. 160 to 161. Reinaud, p. 213.
‡ Gildemeister quoting Al-Bidin, II. 150.
§ Iba Haukal, p. 231 text

---

** The note which I compiled in 1858 to aid my first fragmentary description of the coins discovered by Mr. Bellasis at Brahanabad, contains so many references that may prove useful to Antiquarins in Western India, that I have thought it advisable to correct and enlarge it, as far as possible, up to the requirements of the present day.
The first coin introduced into the following list is not supposed to belong to the province of Sind. It has been inserted here, with a view to trace the apparent prototype, upon which the arrangement of the reverse devices of the local coinage was based.

'Abd al Rahman bin Muslim.

No. XVIII.* Copper. A.H. 133, 4, 5, 6. (A.D. 750–753, 4.)

---


* In Frahm's Recensio (1826, p. 18) a second similar piece is given of the year 135 A.H., a new specimen of the same date is quoted by Stikel (Jena collection, 1845, p. 5). Torbernberg cites a coin of 136 A.H. in his Symbola ad Rem nummarum Muhammedanorum (Upsalia, 1856), p. 8; and finally M. Tiesenhausen produces a specimen bearing the date of A.H. 133, Monnaies des Khalifes Orientaux (St. Petersbourg, 1873), pp. 65, 66.
Mansur the son of Jamhum, Al Kulli.

No. XIX. Copper. Weight, 33 grains. Size, 6 of Mionnet’s scale. Mr. Bellasis. Mansurah, a.h. ?

Obverse.
Area.
لا الس ا
الله ورد ا
لاشريکت له

Reverse.
Area.

Margin.—Illegible.

No. XX. Copper. Size, 4. Mr. Bellasis. Mansurah, a.h. ?

Obverse.
Device.

Reverse.
Area.

Margin.

"In the name of God, this copper coin was struck, at Mansurah, under the orders of Mansur (r)."

Aed ul-Rahman.

No. XXI. Copper. Size, 5. Weight, 44 grains.

Obverse.—Central device, a star, reduced to four points, on the sides of which are disposed, in the form of a square, the words مصعوس الاله عبد الرحمن The outer margin of the piece displays a line of dots enclosed within two plain circles, with four small dotted semicircles to fill in the space left vacant by the angular central legend.

Reverse.—A scalloped square, surrounded by dots, within which, arranged in three lines, are the words, بالله عبد الرحمن لسلیم ; the concluding word I am unable to decipher, it is possibly the name of ‘Abdulrahman’s tribe.

When the English government originated a "Star of India," they were perhaps not aware that Sind had a star of its own; a very special and discriminative symbol, which attained such permanent recognition in and around the province itself, that the device here discovered on ‘Abdulrahman’s coins, continued to constitute, in a slightly modified form, the typical emblem of the state, down to the time of Táj-ul-dín Ilduz, the lieutenant of Muhammad bin Sám, eventually independent Sultan of Sind, and likewise that of his opponent and successor Kubáchah, another general of the Ghorí conquerors.
of India, who established himself in Sind about 600 A.H. (1203-4 A.D.) to fall at last before the troops of the chivalric Jalâl-ud-dîn Khârîzmi, who, in his turn had to swim the Indus for his life, before the hordes of Chagis Khân.*

**MUHÂMMAD.**

**No. XXII.** Copper. Size, 3.

A unique coin of apparently similar type, (though the obverse is, in this case, absolutely blank,) replaces the name of 'Abd-ul-rahîm on the reverse by that of Muhammad. The concluding tribal term seems to be identical with the designation embodied in the Kufic scroll at the foot of the reverse of No. XXI.

**'ABDALLAH.**

**No. XXIII.** Copper.

**Obverse.**—Device as in No. XXI. ('Abd-ul-rahîm).

Legend: سّمّحّد [رسول الله] عبّد اللّه

**Reverse.**—Blank.

**No. XXIV.** Copper. Size, 3½. Weight, 18 grains.

**Obverse.**—Central device the conventional four-pointed star, as in No. XXI, around which, in a circular scroll, may be partially read the formula لا إله إلا اللّه وحده لا شريك له

**Reverse.**—Central device composed of the name of Abd-allah; the two portions اللّه and عبد-الله being crossed at right angles, so as to form a tughrâ or monogrammic imitation of the outline of the star with four points of the obverse device.

The marginal legend is arranged in the form of a square, and consists of the words مسّحّد رسول اللّه [ال]سير

**No. XXV.** Silver. Size, 2. Weight, 8½ grains.†

Palm branches, roses, stars, and all other mundane devices are rejected and replaced by simple Kufic legends, so cherished by severe Muhammadans, to the following effect:

**Obverse.**—لا إله إلا اللّه وحده لا شريك له

**Reverse.**—مّسّحّد رسول اللّه [ال]سير عبد اللّه

**No. XXVA.** Copper, bearing similar legends. Other specimens vary in the division of the words, and omit the title of Al-Amîr.

---

* Idâ'uz’s special symbol was a “star” beneath the conventional figure of the Râjput horseman. See coin No. 24, p. 31, of My Pathân Kings of Delhi, Trübner, 1871. Kubaâlah follows in the occasional use of the Star, No. 87, p. 101, *ibid.;* so also Muhammad bin Sâm’s own coin, No. 7. (Princeps’s *Essays,* pl. XXVI, fig. 43,) and Altamâsh’s coin, No. 48, continue to display the local device. The coins of Uzbeg Pâ’î, the Indian General of Jalâl-ud-dîn, Khârîzmi struck at Multân, reproduce the identical cluster of the seven stars of the Sâh Kings, and the Guptas (plate VII, figs. 9–13 ante)—which discriminating mark survived, till lately, on the native currencies of Udiyâr and Ujjain. *Pathân Kings of Delhi,* No. 86, p. 99; Princeps’s *Essays,* Useful Tables, No. 18, p. 67.

† Among the silver coins exhumed from the so-called Brâhmanâbâd, some are so minute as to weigh only 1½ gr.
BANÚ-DÁÚD. (Dáuíd-putra's?) *


The archaic form of Kufic stamped on these coins, would, under ordinary circumstances have placed them in a far earlier position, in point of time, than their apparent associates in size and style, whose almost identical legends are couched in less monumental letters; but I prefer to attribute any divergence in this respect to local rather than epochal influences, regarding which we have had so many instructive lessons in the parallel Nâgâri alphabets of India.†

BANÚ-ÚMAR. ‡


Obverse.—Legends arranged in five lines.

Marginal lines, plain or dotted, complete the piece.

Reverse.—Kufic legends in three lines.


Legends as in the silver coins, with the exception that the "Din" is placed, for economy of space, in the opening between the two ١'s of بالله.


Obverse.—Blank. Reverse.—

Centre:

Margin:

---

* Dáuíd-putra's, Journ. R. As. Soc., vol. VII. p. 27.
† The patronymic, in its local application, may have been derived from the Dáuíd bin 'Ali bin 'Abbás No. 10 in the above list (p. 72), who was so prominently associated with the overthrow of the 'Umâmah Khalîfah. (Tabari IV. pp. 289, 326, 342.) As uncle of the new Khalîf he was all powerful, and as governor of Kufah (in A.H. 132), of which Sîd was a dependency, his troops would naturally have effected the final transfer of dominion in that province. Ma'sûdî VI. pp. 88, 91, 98; price II. pp. 2, 4.
‡ I am inclined to identify this ruler with the Abûl Manzâr Úmar bin Abdallah, indicated in the general note p. 75 ante, as the reigning sovereign of Mânsûrah, in A.H. 200—, at the period of the geographer Ma'sûdî's visit to the valley of the Indus, and of whom he speaks further in the following terms:—"There is some relationship between the royal family of el-Mansûrah and the family of esh-Shawârîb, the Kâdi, or the kings of el-Mansûrah are of the family of Habbâr ben el-Aswad, and have the name of Beni 'Amr ben 'Abd el-Asîz el-Karshâ, who is to be distinguished from 'Amr ben 'Abd el-Asîz ben Mârîb, the Omâyâid (Khalîf)."—Sprenger's Meadow of Gold, p. 355. The Arabic is from M. B. de Meynard's edition, p. 377. See also Gildemeister, quoting Ibn Haukal, p. 166; and Elliot, citing the same author (Historians of India), p. 63; and Professor Dowson's edition, vol. I. pp. 21.
THE ARABS IN SIND.

BANÜ 'UMAR.


Obverse.—Central device, four lines crossing each other at a common centre, so as to form a species of star of eight points; four of these are, however, rounded off by dots. Legend, arranged as a square:

محمد رسول الله ﷺ  
WITH single dots at the corner angles, and two small circles filling in the vacant spaces outside of each word.

Margin.—Two plain circular lines, with an outer circle of dots.

Reverse.—Central legends in three lines within a triple circle composed of dots, circlelets, and an inner plain line. I transcribe the legend, with due reservation, as:

بَاللَّهِ بَنُو عَمَرو بْنِ مُتَّرَدَّ

AHMAD.

No. XXXI. Silver. Mr. Burgess. Unpublished.

Obverse.

لاَّ إِلَهَ إِلَى ﷺ  

Reverse.

مَحَمَّدٌ ﷺ

'ABBAD-ALLAH (Wali and Malik)


Obverse.

مَحَمَّدٌ ﷺ

Reverse.

بَاللَّهِ وَيْليُّ ﷺ  

In terminating this brief Muhammadan section, I ought to advert, momentarily, to the information obtained from the early Arabian travellers in India, respecting the mixed currencies of Sind and the adjoining provinces.

The Merchant Sulaimán, A.H. 287 (A.D. 851), is the first who affords us any insight into the condition of the circulating media of the land; he tells us that, among other pieces used in commerce in the dominions of the Balhār, Tātariyya dirhams took a prominent place, and that these were reckoned in value as equal to 1½ of the ordinary coins of the King.*


So, later in point of time, the Egyptian author of the Masālik-al-Abṣār refers to the "Tanak d'or" as equal to 3 Mīthkālī. This was the modern representative of the normal ancient weight of 100 Ratis, (Ṣatarahikā), or, as nearly as possible, 175 grains. See My Pathan Kings, pp. 217 et seq., and My Ancient Indian Weights, pp. 12, 36, 70.
The identification of this term Táhiriya, has formed the subject of much vague speculation; M. Reinaud’s latest conjecture pointed at a derivation from the Greek σταρίδ, Stater. *

I myself have, for long past, persistently held that the true term was to be found in Táhiriya, the name of a dynasty dominant above all others in Eastern Asia at the period of the Merchant’s visit to India. †

This conclusion has gradually been strengthened by the discovery of the exact generic word in the unique Oxford MS. text of Ibn Khurdádbih, ‡ and in the more critical version of Mas‘uđi, § lately completed in Paris.

To these evidences, I am now able to add the definite legend of a coin of Talhah bin Táhir, struck at Bust, on the Helmund, in A.H. 209 (A.D. 824).

**Talhah bin Táhir, A.H. 209.**

Copper: size, 5½; weights, 30, 31, and 22½ grains. Bust. A.H. 209 (A.D. 824). Two specimens, Cunningham collection, B.M. A third coin, recently acquired, by the B. M., contributes the legible name of the Mint. ||

**Obverse.**

Centre: —

لا الله إلا الله وحده لا شريك له

Margin: —

بسم الله جرب هذا الناس بمست سنة تسع ومائتي

**Reverse.** — Central device, a reduced Sassanian head, to the right, with the usual flowing back-hair, and traces of the conventional wings above the cap; the border of the robe is bossed or beaded.

In front of the profile the name of the mint is inserted.

Margin: —

ماحجد رسول الله مما أمره الأمر طلاقة علي، بهي عبد الله

This coin has further claims upon our attention, in its testimony to the survival of old types and the continuity of the recognition of Sassanian devices in Scis tán, extending, in its local influences, even to the confessed followers of Islam, up to so late a period as 209 years after the Hijrah of Muhammad.

---

* “La monnaye qui circule dans ses États consiste en pièces d’argent, qu’on nomme thatherya. 

Chacune de ces pièces équivalant à un dierchin et demi, monnaye du souverain.” Relation des Voyages, Paris, 1845, I. p. 45; Reinaud, L’Inde, 1849, p. 235; Gildemeister, de Rebus Indiciis, Bonn, 1858, p. 196; Tod’s Rajasthan, quoted in Prinsep’s Essays, I. 86. Dr. Sprenger, in his edition of Mas‘uđi, proposes the interpretation of Talatawiya.

† The Arabic text of Yaqūb, edited by Juyaboli (Lugd. Bat., 1861), gives the dates of this family as follows:—

- Táhir bin Al Husain
- Talhah bin Táhir
- ‘Abdallah bin Táhir
- Táhir bin ‘Abdallah
- Muhammad bin Táhir
- Yaqūb bin Liṣ

- A.H. 205
- A.H. 207
- A.H. 215
- A.H. 230
- A.H. 248
- A.H. 259

- A.D. 820–1
- A.D. 822–3
- A.D. 830
- A.D. 844–5
- A.D. 862–3
- A.D. 872–3

See also Prinsep’s Essays, I. T., p. 304; Hanne Iylahóni (Gottwaldt), pp. 177, 228, &c., &c.


|| Mr. S. L. Poole discovered the correct reading of this mint from a later coin of Liṣ bin ‘Ali, A.H. 298. N.C. vol. XIII. p. 169.
Considered under this aspect of fixity of national designs, it may instruct us in the classification of some of the devices previously noticed,* about which our knowledge is at present indeterminate in the extreme. We know from the later developments of the Indo-Muhammadan coinages of the immediate successors of Mahmūd of Ghaznī,† that the Eastern Turkī Muslims were less strict in their denunciations of emblems and figures, than their presumably more orthodox co-religionists of the West, and that in these cases the Northern invaders of India freely accepted the national types of the conquered kingdoms, which in this sense may furnish data for tracing back and discriminating the earlier examples of parallel assimilations.

To return to the material estimates of the Sindī currences, we are in a position to cite the consecutive testimony of Istakhrī and Ibn Haukal, whose verbatim texts in their latest exhaustive form are reproduced in the foot-note.† These restored versions authorize us to infer that there were, among other impinging or still extant national methods of weighing and estimating metallic values inter se, certain market rates, or prices current, for international exchanges, which were quoted in fractions at that time, as our half-crowns still count, in defiance of decimals, in the London stock lists.

From these returns we gather that there were coins termed "Victorious" equivalent to five ordinary dirhams in the local exchange, and that, concurrently the Bāzār or open market recognized a totally different scale, based upon a coinage only plus ⅛th or ⅓rd above the home issues.

With the very imperfect numismatic materials extant, it would be presumptuous to pretend to fix, even approximately, the coin weights and measures obtaining in such a vague international crossway as Mansūrah; but I could quote within narrow geographical or epochal limits, such extreme variations of weights of dinārs, dirhams and copper coins a discretion, that, if I wished it, I might prove almost any given sum to momentary demonstration, an exercise which, as a collector of positive facts, I specially desire to avoid.

* p. 40 ante.

The conversion of the Kaheriya into Kandahariya seems to have been a purely arbitrary correction, and one not justified by the tenor of the associate text.

Kandahar is not mentioned elsewhere in Ibn Haukal's geographical lists. The town at this period does not appear to have attained any degree of importance. See Goeje's text, p. 297. The name, however, occurs in Ibn Kahrādbih, IV., p. 278.
IV.—THE VALABHI DYNASTY.

After the Sāhas come the Guptas of Kanauj* who introduced an era of their own, commencing in A.D. 319. These apparently governed by Senāpatis or Viceroys, and it is not necessary, as seems to have been supposed, that the Sāh dynasty should have terminated before the rise of the Guptas.† The latter doubtless arose to considerable power before they added Kāthiawād to their dominion. Indeed it is said in Surāshṭra that the conquest of the country was only effected by Kumārapāla Gupta early in the reign of his father, and that he left a Senāpate, or provincial governor, who ruled at Wāmanasthali, the modern Wanthal near Junagadh. This, I incline to think, was probably between 400 and 405 A.D.; for Chandragupta is said to have reigned for twenty-three years afterwards, and to have been succeeded by Kumārapāla Gupta, who ruled for twenty years (cir. 107 to 127 of the Gupta Kāl).

He was succeeded by Skanda Gupta, one of whose Viceroys at Wāmanasthali was Purnadatta, “but this king,” says the legend, “was of a weak intellect. His Senāpate Bhaṭārka, who was of the Gehloti race, taking a strong army, came into Surāshṭra and made his rule firm there. Two years after this, Skanda Gupta died.” The Senāpates afterwards assumed the title of kings of Surāshṭra, and having placed a governor at Wāmanasthali, founded the city of Valabhinagar.‡

Valabhi, identified with the buried city at Wālā, in the east of the peninsula, eighteen miles north-west of Bhau Nagar, now became the capital of the new dynasty; and when “the Gupta race were dethroned by foreign invaders,” the Valabhi kings extended their sway “over Kachh, Lāṭ-dēśa,§ and Mālwa.”

Bhaṭārka must have established himself at Valabhi about A.D. 480; and of the dynasty he founded we have numerous copper plates, discovered at Wālā and elsewhere in the peninsula, which, in recording grants to Brahmans and Baudhā ascetics, give also the genealogy of the family and important dates in their reigns. From such of these as have been translated we gather that:

I. Bhaṭārka Senāpate was followed by four of his sons in succession.

II. Dharasena Senāpate, eldest son of Bhaṭārka.

III. Dronasiṣṭha Mahārāja, a second son of Bhaṭārka, “whose royal splendour was sanctified by the great gift, his solemn coronation performed in person by the Supreme Lord, the Lord Paramount of the whole earth.”¶

† See note, p. 30.
§ The collectorates of Surat, Bharuch, Khāḍ, and parts of Baroda territory.
IV. Dhruvasena I., a third brother, whose sister's daughter Duddā was a Baudhā devotee, and founded a monastery. The plate mentioning this is dated Samvat 216 (evidently of the Gupta era), or A.D. 534; other two bear dates 207 and 210.

V. Dharapatta, the youngest son of Bhaṭārka, who was succeeded by—

VI. Guhasena his son, of whom there are three copper plates known, dated respectively 258,* 256 (or 260),* and 258,† i.e. A.D. 568, 574 (or 584), and 576. The second only has been translated, and grants four villages to "the community of the reverend Śākya monks belonging to the eighteen schools† [of the Hinayāna], who have come from various directions to the great convent of Duddā, built by the venerable Duddā."

VII. Śrī Dharasena II., the son of Guhasena, of whom we have also two grants, dated 272 and 277,‡ or A.D. 590 and 595.

VIII. Śīlāditya (Dharmāditya) I., son of Dharasena, also made a grant to a Baudhā community dated G. 286 or A.D. 604.§

IX. Kharagraha, his brother (cir. A.D. 610–617).

X. Śrī Dharasena III., son of Kharagraha (cir. 617–630).

XI. Dhruvasena II., younger son of Kharagraha (cir. 630–642).

XII. Śrī Dharasena (Balāditya) IV., second son of Dhruvasena, of whom there are two grants both dated G. 326, or A.D. 644,—one to priests of the Mahāyāna school, belonging to a monastery erected by Divirapati Skandabhāṭṭa; and the other to Brahmins of Siṁhapura,‖—the modern Sihor. A third grant is dated S. 329.

XIII. Dhruvasena III., the son of Derābhaṭa and grandson of Śīlāditya I. (cir. A.D. 650–660).

XIV. Kharagraha II., the brother of Dhruvasena III. (cir. 660–666).

XV. Śīlāditya II., son of Śīlāditya, the brother of Dhruvasena III. and Kharagraha II.

XVI. Śīlāditya III., his son, of whom there are two grants dated 356, and one unpublished dated 358.¶

XVII. Śīlāditya IV., son of Śīlāditya III., of whom a plate has been found dated S. 403, i.e. A.D. 722.

* Ind. Ant., vol. III. p. 304; vol. IV. p. 174. In these dates the second figure is read by Bhagvanlāl Indraji and Cunningham as 40, by Rāmkrisna G. Bhandarkar as 50, and by Dr. Bühler as 60.
‡ In these dates, the second sign is read by Bhagvanlāl as 60, by Dr. Bühler and Bhandarkar as 70.
‖ Ibid., pp. 14, 45.
¶ Journ. As. Soc. Beng., vol. VII. p. 966; Journ. B. R. R. As. Soc., vol. III. pt. ii. p. 213. In the date 348, the second sign would be read by Bhagvanlāl as 50, since he takes ṛ to be 40, but Dr. Bühler, who has read the plate for me, says he feels at present "utterly uncertain as to the import of ṛ, ṛ, ṇ, and waits for more plates." He adds that he "has discovered new points that go in favour of the epoch of 319 A.D. for the era." As in the case of Guhasena’s plates, he reads the second symbol of the plates of Śīlāditya III., as 60 (see note * above).

(11540.)
The following will illustrate the genealogy of the dynasty:

1. Bhārāka.


There are many other plates of this dynasty not yet translated, and every year considerable numbers are turned up in the ruins of their ancient capital, now used as a quarry for the neighbouring district. If these plates could only be secured as they are found and translated, they would doubtless yield many fresh and interesting results.

It was during the reign of Dhruvasena II. (cir. A.D. 632–640) that the Chinese Baudhā pilgrim Hiwān-Thsang visited Western India, and apparently Valabhi itself. His account runs thus:—"The kingdom of Fa-la-pi is about 6,000 li (1200 miles) in circuit, the capital has a circumference of 30 li (6 miles). As to the products of the soil, nature of the climate, the manners and character of the people, they are like those of Ma-la-p'o (Maiwa). The population is very numerous, and all the families live in wealth. There are a hundred whose wealth amounts to a million. The rarest merchandise from distant countries is found here in abundance. There are a hundred convents where nearly 6,000 devotees live, who, for the most part study the doctrines of the Ching-liang-pu (school or nikāya of the Sammatiyas) which adheres to the 'lesser translation' (Hinayāna).† We count several hundred temples of the gods; and the heretries of various sects are exceedingly numerous."

"When the Tathāgata (Buddha) lived in the world, he travelled often in this region. Wherefore in all the places where the Buddha rested King Aśoka raised pillars in honour of him or constructed stūpas. We observe at intervals the monuments that

* As noticed in the preceding notes I am indebted to Dr. Bühler for several of the dates given here.
‡ In Chinese, Siao-ching; Sans. Hinayāna.
mark the places where the three past Buddhas had sat, performed deeds, or preached the law.

"The kings of the present age are of Tse-li-li (Kshatrya) race; all are nephews of King Shi-lo-lie-to, (Siladitya) of Malwa. At present (about A.D. 636) the son of King Siladitya of Kie-jo-ka-she (Kanyakubja), has a son-in-law called T'u-lu-po-po-lu* (Dhruvapaṭu).† He is of a quick and passionate nature, and his intellect is weak and narrow: still he believes sincerely in 'the three precious things.'‡ For seven days every year he holds a great assembly at which he distributes to the multitude of recluses, choice dishes, the three garments, medicine, the seven precious things, and rare objects of great value. After giving all these in alms, he buys them back at double price. He esteems virtue and honours the sages, he reverences religion and values science. The most eminent holy men of distant countries are always objects of respect with him.

"At a little distance from the city there is a great convent, built long ago by the care of the Arhat Oche-lo (Achāra). It was there that the Bodhisattvas Te-hoei (Gnāmaṭi), and Kien-hoei (Sthiramati) fixed their abode and composed several books which are all published with praise.'

"On leaving this country he went about 700 li (140 miles) to the north-west, and arrived at the kingdom of O-non-lo-po-lo. The kingdom of (O-non-lo-po-lo) Anandapura has a circuit of about 2,000 li (400 miles); the circumference of the capital is a score of 1 li (5 miles). The population is very numerous, and all the families live in wealth. There is no (native) prince. The country is dependent on Mu-la-po (Malwa) which it resembles in the products of its soil, nature of the climate, written character, and laws. There are a dozen convents counting somewhat under a thousand devotees who study the doctrine of the Ching-liang-pu (nikāya or school of the Sammatiyus) belonging to the 'lesser translation' (Hinayāna). There are many dozen temples of the gods; heretics of different sects live intermixed.'

"From the kingdom of Valabhi he went about 500 li (100 miles) to the west, and reached the kingdom of Su-la-ch'a (Surāśṭra). This realm is nearly 4,000 li (800 miles) in circuit. The capital, whose circumference is 30 li (6 miles) upon the west side, touches the river Mu-hi (Mali). Its inhabitants are very numerous, and all the families are wealthy. The country is subject to the kingdom of Fa-la-pi (Valabhi). The soil is impregnated with salt; and its flowers and fruits are few. Though heat and cold are equally distributed over the year, storms of wind never cease. Indifference and coldness characterise the manners; the people are superficial, and do not care to cultivate learning. Some follow the true doctrine, and others are given to heresy. There are some fifty convents, where they count about three thousand recluses, who study the doctrines of the Shang-lo-so-pu school (the school of the Sthaviras), which holds by the greater translation (Mahāyāna). There are a hundred temples of the gods (Devālayas); and the heretics of different sects live together. As this realm is on the way to the

---

* En Chindo Ch'ung-jui, "constamment intelligent."
‡ Sans., Trivatna.
Western Sea, all the inhabitants profit by the advantages the sea affords, and give themselves to trade and barter.

"At a short distance from the (capital) city rises Mount Yeu-shen-ta (Ujjanta*) upon the top of which a monastery is established. The chambers and galleries have been mostly hollowed out in the face of a scarped peak. The mountain is covered with thick forests, and streams from the springs surround it on all sides.† There holy men and sages walk and fix their abode, and thither resort crowds of Rishis endowed with divine faculties."

Such is the account of the Chinese pilgrim. The convent of 'Oche-lo, which he mentions as being in the vicinity of Valabhi, Dr. Bühlker has found mentioned in a grant of Dharaesena II., as founded by Atharya,‡ not "Achāra," as Julian had transliterated the Chinese name.

The Anandapura here mentioned is probably the same as that referred to in the Kalpa Sūtra of the Jainas, as one of their early centres of learning, and where that work was composed by Śri Bhadra Bāhu Svāmi, in the year 380 of their era.§ during the reign of Dhruvasena II. (cir. A.D. 640), who had just then been deeply afflicted by the loss of his beloved son Senāga. M. Vivien de Saint-Martin, following Stevenson, places it outside the peninsula—at Bādnavgar, or Vaḍanagar in northern Gujarāt, about twenty miles east-south-east from Siddhāpur.|| From the connexion in which it occurs, however, we might expect it rather to be within the peninsula; and though the distance does not agree with Hiwan-Thsang's, there is still a place called Anandapur fifty miles (250 li) north-west from Valabhi, which was very probably in early times the capital of a province, including parts of the modern Jhālalavād, Kāthiavād, and Hālar. This gains support from the mention of Dhruvasena of Valabhi, who must have been closely connected with Anandapura, to lead the writer of the Kalpa Sūtra to refer to his family afflictions; and the accuracy of the latter is corroborated by Dr. Burns's copper plate, stating that Śri Dharaesena IV. was Dhruvasena's second son.§

The Śatruniyaya Māhātmya a legendary Jaina work composed to celebrate the mountain of Śatruniyaya, beside Pāltāṇa, is a still older work than the Kalpa Sūtra, and was written, according to statements contained in it (i. 13–15, xiv., 282–286, 342) at Valabhi, by a Jaina teacher Dhanesvara, who describes himself as "a guru endowed with wisdom, endowed with the qualities of all the devas, the moon of the sea of the Chandragachhā, who instructed Śīlāditya, the lord of Valabhi in the purifying Jaina religion, and caused him to expel from the country the Saugatas (Buddhists), to settle the tirthās in peace, and to build many Chaityas or temples."

* Ujjayanta, one of the names of Rāivata or Girnar.
† Or—"and one hears the murmur of gushing fountains."—Vie de Hionen-Thsang, Documents Géographiques, p. 448.
§ If this date could be depended on, it would place the death of Vīra, the last Tirthākara, about 340–350 B.C. The Jains themselves place it in 326 B.C., or seventeen years after the Śīlarase date of Buddha's Nirvāna, and this latter event probably took place between 370 and 390 B.C. Kern, Over de Jaurelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten, pp. 28–31; Ind. Ant., vol. III, p. 79.
"When 477 years had passed since Vikrama," he adds, "Silâditya, who brings the law to a new bloom, arose the frontal jewel of the Yaduvañ̄ga."

Weber has noticed these dates,* and argued from the knowledge we had of the Valabhi plates, nearly twenty years ago, that Silâditya must have reigned from about A.D. 552 to 602, and that the Mahâdânya was written in 598, and the Kalpa Sûtra in 632. We now know that Silâditya did not ascend the throne till after A.D. 590, that he was still living in 604, and that Dhruvasena II. must have ruled about A.D. 640, so that the dates assigned by him for the composition of these two works need scarcely be disturbed. The date in the Vikramâditya era, like certain other portions of the work, may be a later interpolation, probably by a Jaina writer, and this perhaps accounts for its being so incorrect, for by no arrangement could Silâditya be relegated to S. 477 or A.D. 421. If we might read S. 677, i.e. A.D. 621, Silâditya might still have been living then, but the date of the Kalpa Sûtra—33 years later—would not then fall within the reign of Dhruvasena, which must have terminated before A.D. 644.†

How the Valabhi dynasty ended we do not exactly know. We see that late in the seventh century it still held Sorañâ, and tradition is almost unanimous in asserting that Silâditya was overthrown and slain by a foreign invader. Merutunga, the Jaina chronicler, gives a legendary account of its destruction.† A Mârâvâdi, he says, from Palli had settled at Valabhi and attained to great wealth. Silâditya forcibly took the jewelled comb of this man's daughter to give to his own daughter, which so offended the Mârâvâdi that, to be revenged, he went to 'the Mlechcha country' and offered the king an immense reward to destroy Valabhi. The Jaina priests had warning and took to flight, carrying their favourite idols with them, and by this Mlechcha lord Valabhi was utterly destroyed in Samvat 375.§ As Silâditya IV. was alive in S. 403 this date cannot be correct, whatever be the epoch from which it is reckoned. Moreover Silâditya IV. may not have been the last of the dynasty, so that if Valabhi was destroyed by a foreign, it was probably by a Muhammadan, invader from or through Sindh—not earlier than 720 A.D., and possibly 50 or 60 years later.‖ In an inscription from Baroda‖ of Râja Karka II., dated Saka 784, or A.D. 812, it is said that, under Karka I. Surâshta

* Über das Çatrañâja, Mahâdânya, pp. 11, 12. The Bhaṭṭikârâya was likewise composed at Valabhi (Bhaṭṭika xxxii. 35) during the reign of one of the Śrî Dharasenas: conf. Weber, ut sup. p. 14.
† Is it possible that the equation of the Saka Samvat date could have been applied to the Gupta era, thus 282 + 155 = 437 (812) and this have again been written by mistake 820 = 477?
§ It may be observed, however, that 375 is just the equation of the Vikramâditya and Valabhi eras, and the Samvat 375 = A.D. 318, is the initial date of the Gupta era used by the Valabhi dynasty, not of the fall of the capital.—Conf. Tod's Râjâstâhan, vol. I. p. 801; Western India, pp. 51–53, 220, 238, 506.
‖ Tod's date of Gupta Samvat 205, or A.D. 524, is evidently 300 years in error—the date G. S. 305, A.D. 624, which he mentions but to reject, shows that his authorities differed. A.D. 724 would be nearer the probable date.—Râjâstâhan, vol. I. pp. 217, 250, or Mad. ed. pp. 180, 191. General Cunningham, taking Tod's converted date, Sam. 380, argues (Ancient Geography, p. 318) by a false process for Saka 550, or A.D. 658, as the date of the fall of Valabhi.
had "lost its appellation of Saurája from the ruin that had fallen upon it."
This destruction of the country may refer to forays by the same invaders in
the first half of the eighth century, perhaps during the time of Shihâdiya IV., and
half a century before the time when Vana Râja founded the Châvaḍâ kingdom
of Añhlilvâda in northern Gujarât."

Tradition says that, on the fall of Valabhi, the Vâlâ governor of Wâmanasthalî
became independent. Râja Râma had no son, but his sister was married to the Râja
of Nagar Thâtâhâ in Sindh, who was of the Samâ tribe. This sister's son was named
Râ Gârio, and Râma Râja bequeathed the kingdom of Junâgaḍh-Wanthâlî to this
nephew, who was the first of the Chuḍasamâ Râs of Junâgaḍh. This Râ Gârio,
the grandson of Rai Chuḍa, is said to have extended his dominions into upper India,
conquering Kanauj, Gwalior, and Dohad in Malwa.†

There were petty kingdoms, however, established in various parts of the peninsula,
as at Dhanak, Deva Paṭṭan, &c. of the history of which we know but little. The Châvaḍâs
and Solankis of Añhlilvâda Paṭṭan made frequent inroads against these chiefs, but
do not seem to have ever permanently subjugated the western portions of the country
where the Jêthvâs and Chuḍasamâs held sway, the latter till the fifteenth century,
when they were reduced by Mahmûd Bigarâh in 1460-70.

Wilford, in his Essay on Vikramâdiya, says that in the fourth century mention is
made of the island of Dîu, on the south coast, "under the denomination of Dibu or
Divu,†—its inhabitants were called Divâî, Dibeni, and Diveni; and it appears that
this denomination extended to the whole peninsula."‡ The references are to Philostorgius
and Ammianus Marcellinus, the former of whom says that Constantius (cir. A.D.
356) sent an embassy to the Homerites, and "at the head of this embassy was placed
Theophilus the Indian, who had been sent when very young as a hostage from the
Dibious to the Romans, when Constantine was at the head of the empire. The island
called Dibu is a portion of their territory, and the inhabitants of it are called Indians.
... Theophilus having arranged everything with the Homerites crossed over to the
island of Dibu (Διβος or Διβώς), which, as we above showed, was his native country.
Thence he made his way to the other districts of India, and corrected many disorders
among their inhabitants," &c.|| Nicephorus, however, says it was to Adiabene that
Theophilus went—"A large and well-known Indian country";¶ and what Ammianus
Marcellinus, speaking of the Emperor Julian (A.D. 362), says is simply this: "And
as the fear of his approach pervaded both neighbouring and distant countries,
embassies hastened to him with unusual speed from all quarters; at one time the
people beyond the Tigris and the Armenians sued for peace; at another the Indian
tribes vied with each other, sending nobles loaded with gifts even from Dib and

---

* In Prinsep's Useful Tables (Ed. Thomas), p. 168, the date of the foundation of Anhillawâdî, S. 802, or
A.D. 746, is given as that of the destruction of Valabhi.
† Indian Antiquary, vol. II. pp. 312 ff.
‡ Dîu is called Dib in the Agin Akbari, Gladwin's translation, vol. II. p. 94.
§ Asiatic Researches, vol. IX. p. 224.
|| Philostorg., Epit. lib. III. c. 4, 5, ed. Gothofred (1612), pp. 25, 28; Walford's translation (ed. Bohn),
pp. 444, 445; Conf. V. Valesii ad loc. cit. annotat.; Agatharcides de Mare Eryth. § 95; Priaulx's Apollonius of
Tyana, &c. p. 188.
Serendib;" * This latter is so vague that one is almost inclined not to question the accuracy of the translators who have rendered it by "Maldive Islands and Ceylon;" † and even the former passage is scarcely conclusive as to Diu being meant.

V.—THÂN.

The railway now extends to Wadhwān in Jhālāwād, from which I made a hurried trip to Durangadhrā, and then moved westwards to Mūli, where is a fine large temple belonging to the followers of Svāmī Nārāyana, much like others of the same sect throughout Kāthiāwād and Gujarāt.

Thân is a village to the north of the main road from Wadhwān to Rājkot, twelve or fourteen miles north-west from Mull. This place is interesting for its traditions rather than for the few remains now existing; and at my request Major J. W. Watson has favoured me with some account of the place, which is as follows:

"Thân is one of the most ancient places in India and the whole of the neighbourhood is holy ground. Thân itself derives its name from the Sanskrit sthān, 'a place,' as though it were the place, hallowed above all others by the residence of devout sages, by the excellence of its city, and by its propinquity to famous shrines, such as that of Trinetresvara, now called Tametar, the famous temple of the Sun at Kaṇḍola, and those of the Snake-brethren Vāsuki and Banduk, now known as Wāsangji and Bāndībālī respectively.

"Thân is situated in that part of the province of Surāshṭra called the Deva Panchāl—so called, it is said, from having been the native country of Draupadi the wife of the five Pāṇḍava brethren, from which circumstance she was called Panchālī, and from her this division of the province is called the Panchāl; and because it is peculiarly sacred it is called the Deva Panchāl. Nor is Thân famous in local tradition only; one of the chapters of the Skanda Purāṇa is devoted to Trinetresvara and the neighbourhood, and this chapter is vulgarly called the Thân Purāṇa or Tametar Mahātmāya. Here we learn that the first temple to the Sun was built by Rāja Māndhātā in the Satya Yuga. The city is said then to have covered many miles, and to have contained a population of 36,000 Brāhmāns, 52,000 Vāṇīs, 72,000 Kshatriyas, and 90,000 Śūdrās— in all, 250,000 souls. Thân was visited also by Krīṣṇa and his consort Lākṣṇī, who bathed in the two tanks near the town, whence one has been called Pritam a contraction from Priyatam, 'the beloved,' after Krīṣṇa,—so called as being the beloved of the Gopis; and the other Kaṇḍala, after Lākṣṇī, who from her beauty was supposed to resemble the Kamala or lotus-blossom. The central fortress was called Kaṇḍola, and here was the celebrated temple of the Sun. Immediately opposite to Kaṇḍola is another hill, with a fort called in more recent times Songadh, and another large suburb was

* Amm. Marcell. lib. XXII. c. 7. § 10: "Præinde timore eijus adventus per finitimos longeque distantes latius explicata legationes unamique solito oculis concurrebant: hine Transtigritani paceor obscurantibus et Arminis, inde nationibus Indiciis certamin cum donis optimates mittendibus ante tempus absumque Divis et Serendivis."

† Yonge's Amm. Marcell. pp. 285, 286.
named Māṇḍvā. Within a few miles was the shrine of the three-eyed god Trinetreśvara, one of the appellations of Śiva, and close to this, the celebrated kund, by bathing in which all one's sins were washed away. This kund was called, therefore, the Pāpānānu or sin-expelling, as the forest in which it was situated was called the Pāpānānu-vana or the Forest of the Sin-destroyer. Close to Than are the Māṇḍhav hills, distinguished by this name from the rest of the Tāṅgā range, of which they form a part; and the remains of Māṇḍhavagdā, such as they are, may be seen close to the shrine of Bāndīa Beli, the modern name of Banduk, one of the famed snake-brethren. But Than is sadly fallen from its former state, when it could be said—

चौटोड़ी दे सूंदरो चन्द्रेषु माता चिन।
विवेक नगर बल्लाणोस द्रादर चलारस पोम॥

"(One gate is at) Choṭila, a second at Suṇḍari, the third at Māṭī Hol:
Let us praise the fourth gate at Viso Nāṭāl."

"The shrine of Hol Māṭī is in the lands of Mahikā, under Wānkāner; Suṇḍari is a Dhrāṅgadhā village; while Viso Nāṭāl is the shrine of a Māṭī not far from Mulī.

"Modern tradition only carries us back as far as the Bābriās, who ruled here until driven out by the Parmārs, who were expelled by the Kāṭhs, who, in their turn, were dispersed by the Shujā′at Khān, Subāḥdār of Gujarāt, and were succeeded by the Jhāḷās. Their rule still survives in the well-known couplet:—

दूरो॥ शान कंडोला मंडवा नबमे बाब कुवा
राणा पेला राणीसा चाल बादरीया क्रवा॥

"(At) Than Kandolā and Māṇḍhā there are 900 wells and wells:
Before the rule of the Rāṇās the Bābriās reigned at Than."

"The Rāṇās alluded to in the couplet are the Jhāḷās, whose title is Rāṇā. The Bābriās were expelled by the Parmārs, who were driven out by Wāloji Kāṭhi when himself fleeing from Pāwargadh, in Kachh, pursued by Jām Abjā. Jām Abjā, it is said, followed Wāloji to Than and laid siege to the place, and Wāloji contemplated flight when the Sun appeared to him in a dream and assured him of his aid. Wāloji risked a battle, and Jām Abjā was defeated and forced to return to Kachh. Wāloji and his Kāṭhs now established themselves at Than, and Wāloji, in gratitude to the Sun, repaired the temple of that luminary on the Kandolā hill. This temple, as before stated, is said to have been founded by Rāja Māṇḍhāta in the Satya Yuga, and there is no doubt that it is really a most ancient fame. It was, it is said, repaired by the celebrated Lākhā Phulānī, who for a short time appears to have ruled here, but at what date does not appear, though the neighbourhood abounds in traces of this celebrated chieftain: a neighbouring village is named after him Lākhāmāni or Lākhā's stool.

"This temple has undergone so many repairs and re-buildings that the original structure has entirely disappeared and its present appearance is by no means imposing. Wāloji had a daughter named Sonabāi, whom he made a priestess in this temple, he married her to one Wālerā Jālu and gave her twelve villages as her marriage portion, and named after her the fort rebuilt on the hill opposite to Kandolā, Songaḍh. The
village of Songadh is a few hundred yards from the old fort of Songadh, and the present descendants of Waler Jalu to this day enjoy land at the place. As Sonabai was a ministrant in the temple of the Sun, her offspring were called Bhagats (worshippers), and from her sprang that Shalaka or sub-tribe of Kathsis called Bhagats.

The Parmars are said to have entered Jhalawad early in the thirteenth century Samvat, and to have received the chovisi of Thangan-Kandola and Chohtagadh (now Chotili) as a reward for the extermination of Aso Bhill, from Visaldeva the then Waghela sovereign of Wadhwan, at that time the chief city of Jhalawad. The grant was accompanied, however, with the condition that the Babiars should be expelled, a condition which Visaldeva considered it impossible to effect. The Parmars, however, succeeded in ousting the Babiars, who fled thence to Dhandhalpur. The Parmars did not hold Thangan long, as they were ousted by the Kathis under Waloji who, as mentioned above, was himself fleeing with his Kathis from Jambhraw.

When Kirtalab Khan (who had been honoured with the title of Shuja'at Khan) was Subadar of Gujrat, the Kathis extended their marauding expeditions to the Khandel districts, harassing especially the parganas of Dhandhuka, Virangam and Dholka; their excesses at length became so serious that Shuja'at Khan, when on his usual mutkyiri circuit in Jhalawad, marched from thence, in about A.D. 1690, for Thangan, which fort he stormed, after a great slaughter of its defenders, dispersing the Kathis and destroying the temple of the Sun. Since this the Kathis never returned to Thangan, which was occupied by the Jhalas shortly afterwards. On this great dispersion of the Kathis, the Khachar tribe made Chotili their head-quarters, which they had wrested from Jagsio Parmar previously, while the Khawads who had acquired Sayil, in about A.D. 1769, remained here. The Wala's head-quarters were at Jetpur-Chital and the Khumais at Mitieli, and afterwards Sabar Kundla, at the time of Shuja'at Khan's storm of Thangan, it was principally occupied by Dhandhals, who have now been dispersed far and wide; and though still to be found as Mulgirasiyas in Jhalawad, their chief possessions lie in the Dhandhuka pargana, and to this day they retain—in memory of the Snake-worship at the shrines of Wasuki and Banduin Beli which they had adopted—a great reverence for the Cobra.*

Close to the village is a small rock-cut apartment, apparently never quite finished. It has two pillars supporting the roof, and at the back a small shrine advancing into the cave, with a stone bench in it, as if for an image; but beyond this, and the probability that, like the majority of other caves in this province, it may be Baudha, there is nothing further to indicate the sect that excavated it, nor the age in which it was made.

About 600 yards south-west from the village, in a rock or low rocky hill, is another similar cave somewhat smaller and very rudely formed; the roof is also supported by two pillars much worn, and two others at the back not quite detached from the rock. It is low and the sides unfinished. There have also been other excavations in the rock close by, but the stone is easily weather-worn, and little of them remains.

---

Outside the village, on a long raised platform, are seven small structural shrines in line, each with a small open porch, and containing the charana of the Bhaktas of the Kathis,—except one in which a linga is placed. In another, a little advanced from the line, is a small brass image of Kanya or Lalji. On each side of him is what they call "Niklanga"—a man on horseback—representing the tenth avatar of Vishnu, and in front of the altar are the paglu of Jādra Bhakta—apparently a recently deceased Sadhu.

Throughout the country and in Kachh, the custom long prevailed of erecting a stone called a Pāliyā to the memory of those who died a violent death, but in more recent times it seems to have become common also to those who died from natural causes. Like grave-stones in other countries they are of very varied workmanship, from the plain stone with a rude symbol above and the name, date, and mode of death, engraven in rough ill-shapen characters and mis-spelt words, to the moulded stone surmounted by a figure of the deceased mounted on a horse or camel, or on foot, with shield and sword or spear, indicating how the deceased fell. They are also to be seen in cars, and, in the case of fishermen or pirates, on board ships.* These pāliyās are sometimes erected on raised platforms, and in rarer cases they are covered by a pavilion or chattri. They are also raised to the memory of satīs, and then have a woman's arm engraven upon them. Usually they are flat upright stones; but in some cases they are square or octagonal below, with a wider cubical block above, surmounted by a moulded pyramidal top, the cube bearing the inscription on one side, the figure of the deceased on another, and other symbols on the remaining two. These monuments are usually erected outside the gate of a village or town, and not unfrequently on the embankment of a tank. As in the old lawless times villagers frequently fell in defence of their homes and families, the number of pāliyās a village could show would be an indication of the warlike disposition of its people, and a standing exhortation to those whose ancestors had fallen in defence of their homes and kin to be foremost on all occasions of danger.

Almost any village in Kathiawād would supply abundant illustrations of pāliyās and at some are to be found very picturesque groups, of various pretensions as to size and elaboration. The accompanying Plate VIII., representing a chattri at Than and a portion of the group of pāliyās round it, will show the ordinary character of these stones.

Snake-worship still lingers among the Kathis about Than. On the west side of a tank near the village is a small temple devoted to it. The Devatā is Wasukhi (vulgarly pronounced "Vasauni") one of the snake brethren; another being Bandia Beli, who has also a shrine at a place about three miles from Than, where is a slightly warm spring, close to the ruins of Mandavgad (in the Mandav hills). Wasukhi is deified as Śesa Nārāyaṇa, and represented in the temple, on a slab, by a triple-headed snake with the tail coiled up spirally, and two smaller monoecephalous ones, one on each side. On their right (the spectator’s left) is a figure of Nārāyaṇa or Vishnu. Both images are smeared red all over, and before them are laid sāligramas and sañkhas.

---

* A neat one of this sort is to be seen at Mundra in Kachch.
The pûjârî is a sannyâsi from near Banâras, and wears a brick-red cloth, and uses a Rudrâksha Mâlâ, or rosary, of nineteen beads. Shading the temple is a large Râjâna* tree,—the close foliage of small dark green oval leaves, which makes its shade so grateful, apparently having had to do with its being consecrated as a sacred tree in Western India, where it is specially dedicated by the Jains to their first Tirthankara, Rishabhanâtha,—the patron saint of Satruñjaya, no shrine to him being complete without a Râjâna tree overshadowing his charaṇa or footprints.

In the court of this temple are many slabs of pottery, with images in alto-rilievo of the three snakes, similar to that in the shrine: they are apparently votive offerings. Doubtless much curious information respecting snake-worship and the worship of the sun could be obtained in this neighbourhood by anyone who had the time and tact to elicit it.

The legendary history of the two snake shrines at Thân is thus given by Major Watson:—

"Brahmâ had a son named Marichi, whose son was Kaśyapa. Kaśyapa had a hundred sons by a nāga-kaṇḍyā, the chief of whom were Śeshâ, Vasûkhi (corrupted into Wasângi), Bânduk (corrupted into Bandâ Béli), Dhunrâksha, Pratîk, Pañdârik, Takshâk, Airâvat, Dhûtirâśṭra, &c., &c."

"Five rishi† named Kârâ, Gâlâv, Aîgirâ, Antath, and Bûhâspatî (all sons of Brahmâ) during the Treta Yuga, set out on a pilgrimage round the world, and in the course of their wandering came to Devâ Pânchâlâ land, and encamping in the forest of Pâpânâd, near Thân, determined to perform here religious austerities. They accordingly commenced their ceremonies by performing the Brahmâyajna or adoration of Brahmâ by means of the sacrificial fire. Information of their intention having reached Bhûmâ, who reigned at Bhûmapurî, the modern Bhûmora, he determined to throw obstacles in their way, and with this view commenced to annoy them, and owing to his persecution the Rishis were obliged to remove their residence to the bank of Pânchâlâ tank, close to Thân, and there commence their penance. Their austerities were so severe that Brahmâ was pleased with them,‡ and appeared before them in person. On this the Rishis implored him to destroy Bhûmâ. Bhûmâ replied that Bhûmâ was destined to die at the hands of Śeshâ, Vasûkhi, and others of the snake family, and that, therefore, they should address their prayers to them. So saying Brahmâ became invisible, and the Rishis besought the snake deities to aid them, and the whole snake family appeared to answer to their entreaties. The Rishis requesting them to destroy Bhûmâ, Śeshâ at once started for Bhûmapuri, and there by the force of his poison slew Bhûmâ, and returning, informed the Rishis of his death. They overwhelmed him with thanks, and begged him to reside constantly in Thân for their protection. As Śeshâ was king of Pâtâl, he was unable to comply with their request; he however ordered his brothers Vasûkhi

* The Râjâñâ of Sanskrit writers (cont. Satruñjaya Mâhâtm I. p. 270), the Minusops Kauki, or Butea frondosa according to Wilson.
† The great rishi who aided Brahmâ in the work of creation are seven; they are identified with the seven stars of Ursa Major. See my Elephanta, § 42 and note 68.
‡ By penance and austerity it is supposed that unbounded power—even over the gods—may be attained.
(Wasangji) and Banduk (or Bandiá Beli) to remain at Thán and Mándhavgadh, and accordingly these two snake brethren took up their residence at Thán and Mándhavgadh respectively, where their shrines are to this day. Sêshají then became invisible. To the present day no one is allowed to cut a tree in the grove that surrounds Bandiá Beli's shrine, and it is said that should anyone ignorantly cut a stick in this grove, the snake appears to such person in his dreams and orders him to return the stick, and should he fail therein, some great calamity shortly befalls him, and in fact in or near this grove may be seen many such logs or sticks accidentally cut and subsequently returned.

Some of the more famous snake brethren are, (1) Sêshjí, lord of Pátal; (2) Vásukhi; (3) Banduk, all mentioned above; (4) Kâli Nâga, this brother was a snake of renown; he first resided in the Kâlandri pool of the Jamnâ river near Gokal in Hindustán proper. From thence he was ousted by Krîshña, and is now supposed to reside in the island of Râmnad near the shrine of Setubandh Râmeśvara. (5) Bhujângâ, who is worshipped at Bhuj. It is said that in ancient times the inhabitants of Kachh were harassed by Daiyás and Râkshasas, and petitioned Śri Vásukhi, who ordered his brother Bhujângâ to go to their assistance. Bhujângâ went, and effecting their liberation, at their entreaties took up his residence in Bhuj, so named after him. He is popularly called the Bhujio. (6) Another famous brother is Dhumrâksha, worshipped as the Khambhdiâ Nâga, in the village of Khambhâ, under Dhrângadhra. (7) Another Nâga shrine in Kâthâlâwâd, is that of Pratîk at Talsâmâ in Jhâlâwâd; and another (8) is that of Devânâk Charmâlio, in the village of Chokdi, under Chudâ. The shrine of another brother (9) Pandarîka, is said so be at Pandarpura in the Dekhan. (10) Takshâk resides in Kurukshêtra; (11) Airâvat in Hastinâpur; and (12) Dhritarâshi in the Dekhan, &c., &c.

It will be seen from the above legend how intimately the old tree and snake worship are connected. The Nâgas seem to have been an aboriginal race in Gujarât, and to have worshipped the elephant, cobra, tiger, monkey, and trees; and the earlier Hindu immigrants have probably derived from them the cult of Gâpeśa, Hânumâm, Wâgheśvarî, Mâtás, &c., &c. In the lapse of time the descendants of these Hindu immigrants began to confound these Nâgas with whom they had intermarried with the cobras (nâgas), and eventually the legends of Nâga-kanyâs, &c., sprang up."

Four miles south from Thân is the ruin of an old bând or dam known as the Sândâsar bând, built originally of massive stones, but burst by the force of the retained water, and the stones are now found scattered down the stream for several miles. Just above the east end of it, on a rocky rising ground, stands a small deserted temple called Muni Bâwâ's. When entire it must have been a very pretty shrine—pretty situated where it commands an extensive view, much more beautiful doubtless when the Sândâsar dam formed an extensive reservoir, almost in front of it. There is no inscription on it except on the jamb of the shrine door, where we read—

चंत १५३६ वर्ष

"The Samvat year 1537," or A.D. 1501,—but this seems to have been cut by some

visitor, for the temple must belong to about the same age as that of Surya Nārāyaṇa at Somnāth Patītan, and is probably the older of the two—possibly dating from the tenth or eleventh century. The plan is the usual one for a small temple—a broken square of twelve columns, with two outside on each face, forming bays to the side windows, a vestibule to the shrine, and an inner porch; each area measuring 6 feet 3 inches by 3 feet 4 inches. The square inside measures 15 feet 2 inches between opposite columns. The pillars are square below, and built partly into the high screen wall that surrounds the maṇḍap; above the screen they are octagonal, with round capitals supporting brackets. Each bracket has a four-armed figure carved upon it—each figure different from the others or in a different position; one is a Gāṇapati, another has a dog’s face on his stomach, and holds the mouth of it open with his fingers, one has his head turned downwards and his back outwards, and supports the upper member of the bracket with his feet; some gape; and most of them are comical or whimsical.

One pillar of the maṇḍap and much of the sculpture on the Śikhar or spire has fallen. The shrine door is neatly carved with a running flower pattern on the jambs, human figures below at each side, and three bands of small ones on the architrave, outside the jambs. Gāṇapati is carved on the lintel, indicating a Śaiva shrine, and the frieze above is divided into seven compartments by colonnettes; the central one is occupied by a sitting figure, and the others by standing ones.

The roof is domed on eight pillars—the central pair on each face of the square—and has been neatly carved, as have also the roofs of the porch and shrine.

Outside, round the vimana or shrine, are carved a number of mythological figures; one of them, on the back or west end, is a three-faced figure or trimūrtī—possibly intended for Brahmā. In all the receding compartments are figures of a curious nondescript animal, a sort of griffon—grāḍḍiḍ—which again occurs in a much less prominent form at Gumli, but figures in Indian sculpture from the age of the Buddha caves downwards; perhaps it is intended for a sīṅha or lion, but sometimes it is carved with a long snout like a tapir’s, or an elephant’s trunk, and sometimes with very long horns like an antelope’s. Here it is repeated again and again as a principal figure, assailed by men with bows, spears, &c.

At Songadh the old temple of the Sun has been pulled down, and a modern shrine raised on the site.

VI.—THE AŚOKA INSCRIPTION AT JUNĀGADH.

JUNĀGADH, “The Old Fort,”—not, as Lassen supposes, the Yavanagadha or “Grecian Fort,”*—is probably one of the most ancient cities of India, and, with its Uparkot or citadel, now overgrown with custard apple, notwithstanding four centuries of Muhammadan Vandalism, is probably a rich mine of buried antiquities. Here lived the lieutenants of the great Maurya kings, Chandragupta, Vimbisāra, Aśoka, and their

* Mirza Muhammad Sādik Isfahāni is quite correct when he says in his Tahkik al İrub,—“Jūnāgadh spelt with the Indian ḍ, a fortress Gujaraṭ (گجرات) in India; it is also called Karnāl (کرناول) the name Jūnagadh (جونگادھ) signifies ‘an ancient castle.’” Jīrān Kōt has a similar meaning.
successors, of the Sāhus, and of the Guptas; and here the later Chudêsamâs kept their court, though Vanthali, the ancient Wâmanasthali, was often also the royal residence.

The modern city walls enclose a very extensive area of an irregular form. The Uparakoṭ, an inner fort or citadel, on a raised platform of rock, occupies a portion of the east side; but the greater part of it and of the northern end of the enclosure of the city walls are covered with jungle, hiding innumerable Muhammadan graves. The population may, perhaps, amount to 25,000 or 30,000, and occupies the area to the south-west of the Uparakoṭ. The streets are narrow. The palace is a large square nondescript pile, enclosing a small open square, and overarching the houses, but in a narrow street. A spacious addition in the Italian style, however, has recently been added, and a square formed in front of it, which is a vast improvement on what was six years ago.

The temple of Swâmi Nârâyanâ is a somewhat imposing modern structure, and beside it is a sort of monastery of very considerable extent, built and kept in repair by its inmates, who number among themselves members of all trades, such as carpenters, bricklayers, smiths, &c. The details of the economy of such a fraternity would form a curious, if not instructive, chapter in the history of modern Hindu religious habits.

But to begin with the Buddhist remains:—The Rock-Inscription of Junâgâdh or Girnâr is without exception the most interesting antiquity in the province. It is nearly a mile to the west of the city, and at the entry of the dell or gorge which leads into the valley that girdles the mighty and sacred Girnâr. It was first noticed by Major James Tod on his visit to Girnâr in December 1822, and his account* may be worth quoting almost in extenso. It runs thus:—

"The magnificent vanity of Sundarji, the horse-merchant, has commenced and proceeded far in his work, which will immortalize his name, while it secures the benedictions of the pilgrims, for making easy the road to the great object of adoration. From the walls of the city he has cut a noble avenue through the forest, planted on either side with mango, jamun, and other trees, which in due time will afford both shade and food to the weary votary. At the point where the avenue meets the Sonarekhâ is an extensive paved causeway, running parallel with it; and terminating where the river runs directly across the gorge of the pass with a bridge of three arches of great strength and in excellent taste, having an open casemated parapet. While it adds greatly to the picturesque effect of the scene, the utility of the work enhances its beauty; for not only does it give bread to a great body of poor people, but, when finished, it will entirely remove all danger from the devotees formerly apt to be swept off by the sudden rise of the river. It is already carried over the most difficult part; and although Sundarji is dead, it does not languish under his son and successor, who, with religious zeal, is executing his father's commands to continue the causeway to the second ford of the stream, beyond which it would be more ornamental than useful. The views from the bridge are sublime: in front, seen through the range called the portal of Durgâ, is the mighty cone of Girnâr, towering in majesty, while behind, the 'ancient castle' lowers 'in proud decay,' seeming as if erected as an outwork to defend the pass leading to the holy hill."

* Travels in Western India, p. 369 ff.
"Leaving the bridge, let me describe what to the antiquary will appear the noblest monument of Saurashtra, a monument speaking in an unknown tongue of other times, and calling to the Frank vedavān, or savant, to remove the spell of ignorance in which it has been enveloped for ages. Again, thanks to Sundarji, but for whose liberality it would still have remained embosomed in the pathless forest, covered with its tangled veil of the impervious babool. . . .

"The memorial in question, and evidently of some great conqueror, is a huge hemispherical mass of dark granite, which, like a wart upon the body, has protruded through the crust of mother earth, without fissure or inequality, and which, by the aid of the 'iron pen,' has been converted into a book. The measurement of its area is nearly 90 feet; its surface is divided into compartments or parallelograms, within which are inscriptions in the usual antique character. Two of these cartouches I had copied, by my old Guru, with the most scrupulous fidelity, and a portion of a third, where the character varied. The affinity of the former to the inscriptions on the triumphal pillars at Dihili, on the 'column of victory' in the centre of the lake in Mewar, and in various of the most ancient cave-temples in India, is apparent. Each letter is about two inches long, most symmetrically formed, and in perfect preservation. The examples of a more modern character are, from the vertex and the west side of the mass, similar to those on the Indo-Gothic medals I engraved for the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, and of which I found several specimens in the ruins of Calico and other ancient cities on the opposite side of the gulf. . . I may well call it a book; for the rock is covered with these characters, so uniform in execution that we may safely pronounce all those of the most ancient class, which I designate the 'Pandu character,' to be the work of one man. But who was this man? They are of an age so evidently anterior to Menander and Apollodotus, the conqueror of the Suvioi, that despite the curious admixture of characters decidedly Grecian, we cannot suppose this to have been a landmark of their visitations amongst the Rājputs or of their victory over Tessarioustos,† or Teja Rāja, in all probability the Yadu prince of Junagadh."

The large granite block or boulder is just at the entrance of the causeway on its right or east side, and besides fourteen tablets or edicts of Aśoka, which cover nearly the whole of the north-east face, it bears on the top a long Sāh inscription of Rudra Dāmān, and on the west face a third of Skandagupta. The first of these was probably almost perfect when Tod saw it in 1822, but most unfortunately Sundarji's people when making the causeway seem to have broken a large piece from the stone, carrying away part of the fifth and a large portion of the thirteenth tablet. The rock, however, even after the interest of its inscriptions was discovered, was left quite uncared for; and in 1869, when I first visited it, a house had been built beside it, and was occupied by a lazy, sanetimious, naked devotee, whose firewood lay against the sides of the stone, whilst fragments of broken earthenware covered the top of it, where the Rudra Dāmān inscription had begun to peel off. Removing these, the photograph which forms Plate IX. was taken from the wall of the causeway. A representation was also made to the

† Tod is here misled by the corrupt reading in Strabe.
Government of Bombay, which resulted in the erection by the Junagadh darbâr, of a roof over the stone to protect it from the sun and rain.

The first transcript of the whole of the Asoka inscription was obtained by the Rev. Dr. John Wilson of Bombay, who forwarded a copy of it to Mr. James Prinsep of Calcutta, early in 1837. By a fortunate coincidence Lieut. Kitchie had discovered a long inscription at Dhauli in Katak which proved to be identical, or nearly so, with that of Junagadh, but with the omission of the last three tablets.* Prinsep, who had recently discovered the key to the character of these inscriptions, was not long in bringing their contents to notice.

In March 1838 Lieut. W. Postans was deputed by the Bombay Government to visit Junagadh and copy the inscriptions; this he did in company with Capt. Lang, and the copies were sent to the Royal Asiatic Society. In 1842 Capt. (now General Sir G.) Le Grand Jacob and Professor Westergaard of Copenhagen, made a very careful copy of the whole inscription, which has proved the most faithful transcript of any of the inscriptions yet published.

Again, M. Court in the service of Ranjit Singh, in a memoir on Taxila and Peukalaotes, a notice of which appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for August 1836, first communicated to the world the fact of the existence of a Baktro-Pali inscription on a rock, quite close to the village of Shâh-bâz-garhî about thirty-six miles north-east from Peshawar. In the spring of 1838 Capt. Burnes sent an agent to look after the inscription, who returned with a paper impression, which made obvious the importance of having a more perfect representation of it. In the end of the year Mr. C. Masson sent another agent, who brought back copies of a portion of it with information that led Masson himself to visit it in October 1838, when he discovered that both sides of the stone were inscribed, and brought away impressions on calico of the whole.† These were successfully deciphered by the late Mr. E. Norris and Mr. Dowson in 1845, and found to be essentially the same as those of Girnar and Dhauli.‡ The three texts were afterwards compared, using Westergaard and Jacob’s excellent transcript for that of Girnar, and a revised translation published by the late Professor H. H. Wilson§ in 1849: they were also briefly discussed by Lassen.|| Certain of the edicts were further examined, and improved translations of them given by the late lamented E. Burnouf, which were published¶ after his death in 1852. Several of them have again been re-examined by Professor H. Kern of Leyden in an admirable memoir published at Amsterdam in 1873: his translations, so far as they go,** we shall reproduce in the following pages as the best that have yet appeared.

A fourth Asoka inscription was discovered by Mr. Forrest in 1860 at Khâlsî, on the banks of the Jamunâ, in a very perfect state of preservation, and, like those at Girnar and Dhauli, in the Pali character; and a fifth has been found at Jogada.

---

‡ Ibid., p. 303.
¶ Lotus de la Bonne Loi, pp. 710–774.
** Over deJaartelling der Zuidelijke Buddhisten en de Godenstukken van Asoka den Buddhist, pp. 43 ff.
Naugam in the Ganjam district,* near the coast of the bay of Bengal; but no satisfactory copies of these two have yet been published.

The Aśoka inscription at Girnar covers considerably over a hundred square feet of the uneven surface of a huge rounded and somewhat conical granite boulder, rising 12 feet above the surface of the ground, and about 75 feet in circumference at the base. It occupies the greater portion of the north-east face, and, as is well known, is divided down the centre by a vertical line; on the left, or east side, of which are the first five edicts or tablets, divided from one another by horizontal lines; on the right are the next seven, similarly divided; the thirteenth has been placed below the fifth and twelfth, and is unfortunately damaged; and the fourteenth is placed to the right of the thirteenth.

Though better copies had been made of this inscription than of any of the others, there were still some doubtful readings, and it was therefore desirable, as had recently been pointed out by Professor Weber in the Centralblatt, to have a perfect facsimile of it. These remaining doubts, I trust, the estampages taken will now settle.

The taking of facsimiles was a work of considerable time and difficulty; and as I had no trained hand, I had to do it myself with the aid of my assistant, who, however, soon became quite expert in the manipulatory process. We wrought steadily from eight to nine hours a day at it, and after the first trials, which were disappointing owing to some of the paper containing size or other adhesive substance, I tried using a thicker and firmer paper brought from Ahmadābād for the first layer, and the thinner, softer paper from Junar for the second, and, as far as my stock of it would allow, for a third layer. This wrought very well. Unfortunately the paper ordered by me at the India Office had not come to hand at Bombay, and I could not get a further supply similar to the Junar sort at Junāgadh. This prevented my taking some of the edicts in duplicate, and for some time I could only use two layers of paper. The originals are deposited at the India Office Library, and represent with great fidelity the surface of the stone; from them the accompanying collotype plates (X.–XIII.) have been derived, by piecing the different estampages in groups, as on the stone, and photographing them.†

The principal new readings have been pointed out for me by Professor Kern, and will be noticed in connexion with each tablet or edict. The latest translation available is also given of each in order; but all are subject to revision. Professor Wilson's were offered as "subject to correction in every page;" and in his paper he bears this high testimony to Prinsep's earlier work: "With regard," he says, "to the translations which we owe to the learning and ingenuity of the late James Prinsep, we must remember that they were the first attempts to convey a knowledge of the purport of documents in a new character and unknown language; and that copies of the Lāt inscriptions had been published for many years, but had baffled the most eminent scholars, and remained undeciphered, until James Prinsep discovered their real nature and rendered them readable by his successors, without which they would probably have continued to the present day as unintelligible as ever. Whatever may be objected to particular

---

† The third edict, having been taken with a yellowish paper, appears much darker than the others. Under a low magnifying power these plates will represent pretty well the state of the surface of the rock; only the photograph having been taken from the under side of the estampage, the depressions of surface appear as elevations. The letters are sunk—in intaglio, not in cameo.
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passages, the substance of the inscriptions is no doubt correctly translated. Its incorrectness, even if established, will not invalidate his claims to our acknowledgment and admiration for what he has accomplished with unequalled labour, incomparable ingenuity, and unrivalled success."* Not less graceful is M. Burnouf’s manner of speaking of his corrections. "Si je viens à mon tour, après de si savans hommes, proposer mon interprétation, c’est que comme personne ne peut se flatter d’arriver du premier coup à l’intelligence définitive de ces monumens difficiles, il n’y a personne non plus qui ne puisse se flatter d’aider à leur interprétation."†

**Tablet or Edict I.**

The first edict of the series, at the head of the left-hand column (see Plate X.), consists of twelve lines, and reads thus:—

1. Iyañ dharmalipī Devānāṁ piyena
2. Piyadasinā Rānā ākhāpitā. Idha na kum-
3. chi jivam arabhittā paju hitavyam
4. naccha samājo katavyo balukam hi dosam
5. samājamhi pasati Devānāṁ pīyo Piyadasi Rāja
6. asti pītu ekdhā samāja saddhumatā Devānān-
7. pīyaśa Piyadasinā rāno purā mahānase māmā
8. Devānāṁ pīyaśa Piyadasino rāno anudivasaṁ ba-
9. hīni pāṇa satasuhasani arabhisu sūpāthaya
10. sa aja yadā ayaṁ dharmalipī likhitatī eva pā-
11. nā arabhire sūpāthaya dvamera eksu mato so pi-
12. magona dhuvo ēte pāti pāṇa pachhā na arabhisaṁde.

The corrections in the estampage here are few, viz.:—

At the end of line 2 - - kai̯i for kai̯i
In line 4 - - samājo for samaje
At the end of line 7 - - māmā for jamā
And in line 8 - - anudivasan for anudivasam.

The translation of this edict has not been revised by either Burnouf or Kern, and in place of a better we must be content with the following which is Wilson’s version:—

"This is the edict of the beloved of the gods, the Rājā Priyadasi. The putting to death of animals is to be entirely discontinued, and no convivial meeting is to be held, for the beloved of the gods, Rājā Priyadasi remarks many faults in such assemblies. There is but one assembly indeed which is approved of by the Rājā Priyadasi the beloved of the gods, which is that of the great kitchen of Rājā Priyadasi; every day hundreds of thousands of animals have been slaughtered for virtuous purposes, but now although this pious edict is proclaimed that animals may be killed for good purposes, and such is the practice; yet as the practice is not determined, these presents are proclaimed that hereafter they shall not be killed,"†

† Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 738.
‡ Wilson, Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XII. p. 164.
TABLET II.

The second is in eight lines somewhat longer than those of the first, and is fully commented on by Professor Kern.

It reads thus:—

1 Savata vijitamhi Devanâmpriyasa Piyadasino râño,
2 evamapi pâ chaṁtesu yathâ Choḍâ Pañḍya Satyaputo Ketalaputro ā Taṁba-
3 parâṇi, Aûtiyako Yonarâjâ, yevâpi tasa Aûtiyakasâ sampiṁ
4 râjâno, savata Devanâmpriyasa Piyadasino râño dve chikichhâ katâ,
5 manusachikichhâ pasuchikichhâca; csaññhânicha yâni manusopagânîca
6 pasopagâni cha yata-yata nâsti, savata hârâpitânîca ropâpitânîca
7 mûlânîca phalânîca yata-yata nâsti, savata hârâpitânîca ropâpitânîca;
8 parâthesû kûpacha khanâpitâ, vachhâcha ropâpita paribhogâya pasumanusânâm

The only corrections supplied here are:

In lines 2 and 3 - - - - - - - à Taṁbopâṇi for a Tâmbopâṇi
In line 3 - - - - - - - râjâ for râja
And in line 4 - - - - - - - râjâno for râjano.

Dr. Kern translates this literally into Sanskrit as,—

1 Sarvatra râśitre Devanâmpriyasya Priyadarśino râjas,
2 tathaivo prâtyanteshu, yathâ Choḍâh, Pañḍyâh, Satyaputraḥ, Keralaputraḥ ā Tâmr-
3 parâṇi, Aûtiyako Yavanarâjâ, yevâpi tasya sâmantâ,
4 râjânah, savatra Devanâmpriyasya Priyadarśino râjino dvayi chikitsâ kritâ,
5 manusyachikitsâ pañchuchiktâcha; aushadâhanicha yâni manusyopagânîca
6 pasûpolagnîcha yata-yatra na santi, sarvârâhâritânîcha tadropâpanîcha kâritoṁ,
7 mûlânîcha phalânîcha yata-yatra na santi, sarvârâhâritânîcha tadropâpanîcha kâritoṁ,
8 kûpâcha pathâshu khânîtâ, rîkshânañâñîca ropâpam kâritoṁ paribhogâya* pañmanusyânanâṁ.

Translation.†

"In the whole dominion of King Devânâmpriya Priyadarśin as also in the adjacent countries, as Choḷa, Pañḍya, Satyaputra, Keralaputra, as far as Tamraparâṇi, the kingdom of Antiochus the Grecian King, and of his neighbour kings,† the system of care for the sick both of men and cattle, followed by King Devânâmpriya Priyadarśin has been everywhere brought into practice; and at all places where useful healing herbs for men and cattle were wanting he has caused them to be brought and planted; and at all places where roots and fruits were wanting he has caused them to be brought and planted; also he has caused wells to be dug and trees to be planted, on the roads for the benefit of men and cattle."

"Choḷa," Lassen remarks, "is to be regarded as another spelling of Chora (as Gauḍâ is pronounced Gauḍa), and an older form than Choḷa; the ancients called the

* Dhoulī—pratibhogâya.
† Kern, u. s. p. 91. These translations have been very kindly made for me by the Rev. Adam Milroy, of Moneymore.
‡ In the first place Baktria.
people of these parts Sola.* As the word is in the plural it is to be taken as the name of a people. The inscription has Pàdá, which, however, has arisen from an injury to the stone in the course of time. Pídá was situated to the north of Chola in the vicinity of Arkat, and was called Pira-icca.† Pídá-Satipapatana is to be considered a compound, the Satipattra of Pídá; it was probably a Buddhist title the son of truth, like the Dharma-rája in Butan. Through carelessness, the engraver has carved Ketala for Kerala (the Malabar coast).‡ It is said as far as Tambapanní (Ceylon), which is thereby indicated as the most southerly and distant country in that direction.§

**TABLET III.**

This is in six lines, still longer than those of Tablet II., and reads:—

1 Devánámi píyási rája evam áhá drádasas vásáábhisitena mayá idám áñipitañ
2 savata vijite mama yutácha rájakecha padesike cha paúchasu panchasu váseu anusañ
3 yánu niyáta etáyeva atháya imáya dhaínánusastiya yathá añá
4 ya pi kanmáya sádhu mátríccha pitári sustána mitá saústuta náttinám bhámaña
5 sámaánánán sádhu dánám pánánám sádhu anáranáho apávyayátà apabákáññáf sádhu
6 parisápi yute áñapayísati gaúanayañ hetu to chávyánjane to eha.

Here the corrections on Westergaard and Jacob’s copy are:—

At the end of line 2 - - - - - - anusañ for anúsañ.
At the beginning of line 3 - - - - - - yánu for yinu;
At the end of line 3 - - - - - - yathá añá for yatha añá.
In line 4 - - - - - - pi kanmáya for e kanmáya; and saústuta for samstata.
In line 5 - - - - - - apabákáññáf for apabháññáf.
In line 6 - - - - - - yute (doubtful) for yuto; and áñapayísati for aúapayísati.

**Translation.**

Wilson’s translation of this tablet, proposed ”subject to considerable doubt,” is as follows:—

”King Priyadasí‖ says: This was ordained by me when I had been twelve years inaugurated in the conquered country; that among those united in the law, whether strangers or my own subjects, quinquennial expiation shall be held for the enforcement of moral obligations, as—duty to parents, friends, children, relations, Brahmins, and Sramans. Liberality is good; non-injury of living creatures is good; and abstinence from prodigality and slander is good. The Assembly itself will instruct the faithful in the virtues here enumerated, both by explanation and by example.”‖

M. Burnouf observes that this last sentence is more literally, ”D’après la cause et d’après la lettre; à peu près comme quand on dit, au fond et dans la forme.” **

---

‡ Ind. Alt. vol. I. p. 188, note 1.
‖ In the inscriptions at Kapar di Giri, in the Panjáb, Professor Wilson observes that this name has the more correct Sanskrit form of Priya, instead of Pali Piyadasí.”. The spelling is consequently different in the different tablets.
¶ Mrs. Spier’s Ancient India, p. 234; Wilson, Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XII. p. 173.
** Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 738.
THE ASOKA INSCRIPTION.

TABLET IV.

This is in twelve lines, still longer than any of the preceding (see Plate XL), and is transliterated thus:

1. Atikātaṁ aññaraṁ bhāṇaṁ vāsasatāṁ vadhito eva pāṇḍaraṁbhō vihīnūṣaṁbhā bhūtānaṁ, niṭētu
2. asaṁpaṭipati bāmaḥaṇaṁsaṁaṇānaṁ asaṁpaṭipati ta aja Dévānaṁpiyasā Payadasino rāṇo
3. dhāmāmcharaṇaṇa bherīghosho aho dhāmāmagnho vīmaṇaṁsaṇaḥca hasīdasaṇaṁca
4. agkhhumidānica aṣaṁnica divyāṇi rāpāṇi dasayipta janaṁ. Yārīse bhāṇaṁ vāsasatēhi
5. na bhūtappuvē tārīse aja vadhite Dévānampiyasa Payadasino rāṇo dhāmāmānaṁ-
6. stīyā anarām-
7. bho pāṇānaṁ avihīnūṣa bhūtānaṁ niṭētaṁ saṁpaṭipati bāmaḥaṇaṁsaṁaṇānaṁ saṁpaṭi-
8. paṁ mātāripiṁ
9. susūsā thairā susūsā esa aṇečha bahuvidhe dhāmāmcharaṇe vadhate vadhayisāticēva
10. Devānampiyō
11. Piyadasi rāja dhāmāmcharaṇaṁ idaṁ putāče potāče papotāče Devānampiyasa Payadasino rāṇo
12. vadhayisāmicī idaṁ dhammāmaṇchaṁāṁ āva savaṅkapā dhāmāmāṁ sālamāṁ tiṣṭaiṁto
dhammāmaṁ anuṣaśisāmicī
e saha sase kariye ya dhāmāmaṇausaṇaṁ dhammāmamāṇe pēna bhavati aśaṁsa lu ta
13. (co) dhīcha aṣaṁnica sādhu etāya athāya ida lekhaṁpitāṁ imasa athaṁita
eva vadhayu-
14. jantu hiṁ hiṁ ca
15. lochētavyā dvādasavaśābhitisena Devānampiyena Piyadasinā rāṇa idaṁ lekhaṁpitāṁ.

The new readings here supplied by the estampage are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>New Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | vadhito | vadhīte; niṭētu | niṭēsa
| 3      | bhā Çhosa | bhāryghosho; the bh was only partially shown in Westergaard and Jacob's copy.
| 4      | yāriṁ | yāriṁ; yāriṁ; and evā for eva. |
| 10     | eva kī for sahi | eva kī for sahi; and evā for eva.
| 11     | idaṁ for ida; and hini cha, for hini mu. |

Of this tablet Burnouf* has given the following version:

*Dans le temps passé, pendant de nombreuses centaines d’années, on vit prospérer uniquement le meurtre des êtres vivants et la méchanceté à l’égard des créatures, le manque de respect pour les parents, le manque de respect pour les Bāmaḥaṇas et les Śamaṇas (les Brāhmaṇes et les Cramaṇas). Aussi, en ce jour, parce que Piyadasi, le roi chéri des Dévas, pratiquait la loi, le son du tambour [a retenti]; oui, la voix de la loi [s’est fait entendre], après que des promenades de chars de parade, des promenades d’éléphants, des feux d’artifice, ainsi que d’autres représentations divines ont été montrées aux regards du peuple. Ce que depuis bien des centaines d’années on n’avait pas vu auparavant, on l’a vu prospérer aujourd’hui, par suite de l’ordre que donne Piyadasi, le roi chéri des Dévas, de pratiquer la loi. La cessation du meurtre des êtres vivants et des actes de méchanceté à l’égard des créatures, le respect pour les parents, l’obéissance aux père et mère, l’obéissance aux ancients (Théos), voilà les vertus, ainsi que d’autres pratiques de la loi de diverses espèces, qui se sont accrues. Et Piyadasi, le roi chéri des Dévas, fera croître encore cette observation de la loi; et les fils, et les petits-fils, et les arrière-petits-fils de Piyadasi, le roi chéri des Dévas, feront croître cette observation de la loi jusqu’au kalpa de la destruction. Fermes dans la loi, dans la morale,
ils ordonneront l'observation de la loi; car c'est la meilleure des actions que d'enjoindre l'observation de la loi. Cette observation même de la loi n'existe pas pour celui qui n'a pas de morale. Il est bon que cet object prospère et ne dépérisse pas; c'est pour cela qu'on a fait écrire cet édit. Si cet object s'accroît, on n'en devra jamais voir le dépérissement. Piyadasi, le roi cheri des Dèvas, a fait écrire cet édit, la douzième année depuis son sacre.

In Professor Kern's analysis, he takes this edict first, and prefacing his reading and translation by the following remarks, which, as they may not be generally known to my English and Indian readers, I give here in extenso:

'Let us,' he says, 'in the first place examine the state of the Girnar text as it has come down to us. Thus much we can see, that while there are no gross errors, there is much carelessness and irregularity in the spelling. The system of sounds of a dialect cannot be too carefully considered, if firm ground is to be obtained for the settlement, and thereby for the interpretation, of the text. The pronunciation vāsa, Sanskrit varsha, is as good as vasa (spelt vasa), since it is, in Prakrit, a matter of indifference whether a syllable is long by position or by the natural length of the vowel. Consequently the developed Prakrit does not admit a vowel long by nature in a syllable which is long by position. The spelling bhanā in line 2 transgresses this rule, while bhanā in line 6 is correct. The same inconsistency is seen elsewhere — now a, then ā. In the second line pāti (=pati) with the dental t occurs twice, in line 6 it is twice written with the lingual. These forms are both quite correct, but they should not have been interchanged in the same document. From the Sanskrit prati there is produced on the one hand, by the dropping of the r, pāti; on the other, first, the form prati (pērti); an r, as well as an s, serving to effect the transition to an immediately following t in the class of dentals. In the oldest Indian of all, this sometimes takes place, in the Sanskrit still more frequently, while in the Prakrits it is the rule. Thus the Sanskrit kṛita becomes pretty generally in the Prakrits kā; pērti, patī, and thence later pāti, patī, and pāri. We find the same inconsistency in vaidh along with vaidh. The distinction between the dental and lingual n has not yet died out, but the author or transcriber continually confuses them; thus dasanā should have the dental; vāpāni, on the contrary, the lingual n. A carelessness of frequent occurrence in the majority of Indian MSS., even the most recent, is the use of the t after s, instead of the aspirated ṭh, as in tistawte, seste. This is not the only point which shows clearly that the habits of the Indian transcribers all existed at that time; — the custom of indicating every nasal sound with which a syllable closes by a spurious anusvāra, simply to save trouble, is another example. In general, those documents of 258–257 B.C. present exactly the same kind of errors that we are accustomed to find in Indian MSS. The s before t, though as a sign the same as the dental s, cannot, for a simple physiological reason, possibly have been the dental. Before a lingual, and above all an Indian lingual, no man can bring out anything but a lingual. The reason why the śh was not used to indicate the required lingual, must have been, that while the śh is indeed a lingual, it possesses, besides that, a characteristic of its own, so that it comes near to the lingual sound of a liquid s.

'Two forms occur which I see no chance of explaining from the dialect of Girnar, viz., āva and the neuters in e, as charane, komme, &c. That āva savatakapād corresponds to a Sanskrit yāvat suśr̥catakalpāt has been correctly perceived by Burnouf, and admits
of no doubt; but ácà for Sanskrit yácàt is regular Magadhi, not Gîmrí. Let it serve for proof of this assertion that the Magadhi ádīśa, Sanskrit yâṅrīsa, is in our document, line 4, yâṅrīsa. The termination also of the neuter in e, in oṣeša, kumāre, is Magadhi; so also is târīsa as respects the termination; in like manner bahuvrîchâ dhâñmathāraṇya in line 7. It would be presumptuous to assert positively that an e = Sansk. om and neuter a, was absolutely unknown to the Gîmrí; but we have doubts on the point, and that because in Magadhi the a stems in general, whether masculine or neuter, have e in the nominative and so forth. Thus Mag. piği is as much equal to the Sansk. priyaḥ as to priyam; but in the western dialect the masculine has always o. There is no explanation whatever to be given of ácà instead of yâcu. Briefly, however hazardous it may appear, we will not refrain from expressing the conjecture that the text had been written originally in the language of the king himself, the Magadhi, that the other redactions are translations thereof, more or less successful, and that Magadhi forms have crept into the versions. We cannot, however, regard the word thaire, Sansk. sthācira, as a Magadhis, for st becomes th at the beginning of a word in the Gîmrí as well. This much is certain, that the Magadhi text of Dhaulli, which alas! has suffered most, and has been the most hastily transcribed, is throughout the most consistent with itself in spelling and word-formation, is the best written, and excels the two other redactions in the correct use of the connecting particles.

It is also of importance to inquire in how far any irregularities may admit of being explained from the condition of an original text, because all those three redactions agree in the reading of a very suspicious word, viz. hâní (and abhâni) in line 11. Sans. hâní means clearly enough “diminution,” and abhâni “non-dimination.” Now if it even should be supposed that the form of the participle hâna had exercised some influence on that of the monster hâni, yet in no single Prâkrit, including the Pâli, has such a hâni been found, nor on the contrary hâni. The fact that the three redactions agree, tends in this particular case not to establish but to weaken the reading. Because the existence of such a monstrosity as hâni might be in some slight degree conceivable as a sporadic instance in a single dialect, but that such a thing should appear in three widely diverging dialects or languages would be altogether too singular. If, however, all the redactions are from one source, then it might be possible that there was at first an error in that source. It is fortunate that the meaning is not obscured in the redactions by the manner of writing. I shall now give the text of Gîmr with the slight modifications which appear to be justified by comparison with the Kapur-di-giri version:—

1 Atikátan antarāma bahûna vasasatāna vañcāto eva pāññārambhā, vihlānāca bhūtānam, nātisna 2 asaṇpātīpati, bhūmāyaṣāmaṇaḥ saṇpātīpati; ta aja Dēvānâyaṇiya Piyadjânaśa râna 3 dhāñmathāraṇya bhūtīghoṣaḥ abhūtīghoṣoḥ, vihlānācayyāmaḥ hasthiṃsāya 4 agkhiradhanāchō aśānāca divāya ṛūpāya ṛasyāya janañ 5 Yārisna bahûna vasasatāna 6 na bhūtīghoṣaḥ, tārisna aja vañcāto Dēvānâyaṇiya Piyadjânaśa râna dähāmâmaṇyaśaḥ saṇpātā 7 bho pāññāya, avhihlāc bhūtīya, nātisna saṇpātā, bhūmāyaṣāmaṇaḥ saṇpātāpati, mātācārīpati 8 suṇāya, thāre suṇāya; ča aśānāca bhuhviḍdhaḥ dhāñmathāraṇya vā aññāya, vājñāyasthīkāya Devānâyaṇiya 9 Piyadjâna rājā dhāñmathāraṇya idānā, pūtācaḥ potācaḥ papaṭācaḥ Devānâyaṇiya Piyadjânaśa râmo 10 vadhāyaśaṃsi attaḥ dhadamāṃyaḥ; (yā) vañcātoṣaṇāya dhadamāmaḥ śālākāya tiṣṭaḥto dhāroṣaḥ amnâyāvatā 11 saḥi saṃśaṃ kādaññāya yā dhadamāmaṃyaḥ dhadamāṃyaḥ pāpiḥ na bhuvati aññāya. Seśamañkā ahāmanī 12 vadhāyaḥ ahaṅkāya sādhuḥ; etāya ahāya idānā lekhāpātā; imasa aha (ev) vadhāya (bh) yu (ev) jāntaḥ bānica 13 (nā)lochātāvya. Dvâdasaśaṭāhāsaṃthena Devānâyaṇiṣaṇna Piyadjânaśa rāṭā idānā lekhāpātā.

* The difference between d, t, and i, is so slight in writing that it may after all be a question whether hâni really stands in all places where the transcripts have it.
This may be put back into Sanskrit, with the exception of what is positively at variance with the rules of Sanskrit Syntax, thus:

1. Antikānte 'uare, babhū ni varshaśatāni, varṣhita eva prānaḥambho vīhānādaḥ bhūtānāṁ, jñātāh
2. asampratipattir, brāhmaṇas-camaruñahā asampratipattib. Tad adya Devānāmpriyāsyas Priyadarśino rājao
3. dharmacharaya ca bhrāmavīhārasya dharmaghoṣho, vīmāνārāścana ca hastidārisaḥca
4. aśrayasākapadāh cāhāryāṣeṣṭaḥ avyaksah rūpasya darśātavatā janañāṁ. Yādṛśāṁ babhūhī varshaśatāṁ
5. na bhūtāpārastu, tādṛśāṁ adya vairāhī Devānāmpriyāsyas Priyadarśino rājao dharmānāśāstyanāṁ-
6. bhabh prāṇānāṁ, avāhākṣāṁ bhūtānāṁ, jñātāhāṁ sampratipattir, brāhmaṇastrāmaṇaḥ sadā sampratipattir, mātpitroś
7. suṣrūṣāḥ, sīhare śrīvāsaḥ. Bhag adanyeṣaḥ babhūvīdhaṁ dharmaccharayaṁ varṣhitaṁ, varṣhayaśītāti chaiva
Devānāmpriyāy  
8. Priyadarśī rājā dharmaccharānam idam, putrāsah prātyetāca prapaṭṭāsah Devānāmpriyasya Priyadarśino rājoe
9. varṇavīryayādaḥ dharmaccharaḥ, yāvat saśvastakalopāḥ dharmo śile tiṣṭhanto dharmam anākāśikyaun;  
10. etaddhi śrīvṛīvṛīhaṁ karmā yad dharmābhāsanaṁ, dharmaccharaṁ api na bhavyaś atīlaya. Tad asmin arite
11. vyādāvādīhāṁ te śādiḥ, etadmyāṁ arthāyedam lekhitaṁ; eyārthāsyāḥ vyādāvādīhāṁ yuttanto, kānīchā
dālochayaśāya. Dvādaśavāhiśāhākṣiktena Devānāmpriyaya Priyadarśinā rājedaṁ lekhitaṁ.

Translation.

"In past times, during many centuries, attacking animal life and inflicting suffering on the creatures, want of respect for Brāhmaṇas and Śramaṇas have only grown greater. But now, when King Devānāmpriyay Priyadarśin practices righteousness, his kettle-drum has become a summons to righteousness while apparitions of chariots of the gods, and apparitions of celestial elephants, and fiery balls, and other signs in the heavens showed themselves to the people. In such a manner as has not been the case in many centuries previously, now through the exhortation of King Devānāmpriyay Priyadarśin to cultivate righteousness, has the sparing of animal life, the gentle treatment of creatures, respect for relatives, respect for Brāhmaṇas and monks, obedience to father and mother, obedience to an elder, grown greater. This and many other kinds of virtuous practices have grown greater, and King Devānāmpriyay Priyadarśin shall cause this practice of virtue to increase still more, and the sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons of King Devānāmpriyay Priyadarśin shall also cause this culture of virtue to increase; standing steadfast in righteousness and morality until the destruction of the world, they shall exhort to righteousness; to exhort to righteousness is surely a very excellent work, while from him who is immoral no practice of righteousness is to be expected. Therefore, therefore, in these things, and no diminution, is good; for this end has this been written; may they attend heartily to the increase hereof, and not aim at the diminution of it! King Devānāmpriyay Priyadarśin has caused this to be written twelve years after his inauguration."

* Dhauil.—bharīshyantah śaśiśyanti.
† Dha.—līkhitam.
‡ Dha.—ādāvādīhāṁ mālūlochaḥ.
§ Dha.—deśeṣāṁ vṛīvṛīhaṁ abhiśiktaḥya Devānāmpriyasya Priyadarśino rājoe etal līkhitam.
|| The meaning is, "and not to war, as is usually the case."
¶ It is not quite clear what is to be understood by "a senior." No. VIII. one text has the same word, while another has vṛīvṛīha.
** "Also" is wanting in Girnar, but is found duly expressed in Dhauil.
†† Dhauil,—"as long as the world (suvṛtta) lasts."
††† Dhauil,—"they shall rule."
§§ Girnar,—"has this been caused to be written."
exhibits an altogether irregular combination of words, and they translate as if there stood in the Sanskrit, *vimānadārāsaṇe, &c.,—darśīteśu*. In this they are right, I think; but the meanings which they have assigned to most of the terms are unknown in the language. *Vimāna* is a so-called "chariot of the gods;" what aerial phenomenon is to be understood by it matters little for our present purpose. Between a certain aerial phenomenon or chariot of the gods, and "char de parade," as Burneuf translates it, there is hardly any connexion to be seen. The rendering of *agniśkaṇḍha (=agnipinda)* by "feux d'artifices," is purely arbitrary. The expression *dīnādī rāpjāvi* might in itself be sufficient to convince us that celestial phenomena are meant, for the term is, in Latin phrase, "solemnis." *Dvārayati* is not only "shows" but also "shows itself." The only other expression which remains to be explained is *hastidārāsanam*. I have never met with *hastin* itself in the sense of an aerial phenomenon, but it is a synonym of *Airāvata*, which is used especially to denote Indra's elephant, and *airāvata* is an aerial phenomenon which is frequently mentioned. There is, therefore, but little doubt that *hastidārāsanam* is another expression for *airāvata-dārāsanam*. This is confirmed by *hāthini* being neuter in Dhauli; for *airāvata*, in the sense of an aerial phenomenon, is sometimes masculine, sometimes neuter; therefore, also, *hastin*, when it is used in the significature here assigned to it. What Aśoka says is almost as follows: 'The joyful circumstance which consisted in the fact that the sound of the war-drums was announced, and, as it were, received with acclaim, by the heavenly powers.'

Every one who is in any degree acquainted with Sanskrit literature, knows how frequently the above-named phenomena are mentioned, and no one who knows aught of human nature will be surprised that the king, on beholding celestial phenomena which, though indeed not of daily occurrence, yet were far from being very uncommon, connected them with an event which, in his eyes, was so important.

The words *vadhiṁ yuṣṇajātu* and *hāniṁ māločayiṣu* are clear, when it is considered that as *vīrala* and *ahōni* are synonyms, the predicates also must be in the same position. Consequently, *yuṣṇakī* is to be taken in that sense in which it expresses almost the same thing as *aločayati*; that is, in the meaning of *anuhiṇyayati*, for which see PETERK Dict. For the sake of distinctiveness I have written *vadhiṁ yuṣṇajātu*, without, on that account, overlooking the fact that *vadhiy yu*- with Anuṇāsika rejected or not expressed, agrees with *say(y)ama*, &c. The cases, however are not altogether parallel, for the phonic alterations in a word apply in Prākrit only exceptionally in the period.—A syllable has fallen out on the stone before *lochetavāyā*, which can have been nothing but *wā* or *wād*, because there does not appear to be room enough for *wā d̐-,* which would signify the same thing.

In the inscription now discussed there is nothing which could give offence to any class of the people. It is true, indeed, that the term *dharma* might be understood by some as an allusion to the Dharma, the Religion of the Buddhists, but none of that generation could fail to see, even for a moment, both on account of the connexion and the combination *dharma-dharmocchayaṇam*, that the word here signified "righteousness," "virtue." Apart from the style, there is so little exclusively Buddhistic in this document that we might equally well conclude from it that the king, satiated with war, had become the president of a peace society, and of an association for the protection of the lower animals, as that he had embraced the doctrine of Śākyamuni. More plainly, but at the same time most modestly, Aśoka mentions his conversion in No. VIII. of Girnar.
TABLET V.

The fifth tablet consisted of nine lines and a half, of which only four are now entire, the rest being all broken away at the beginning; there is also a crack in the stone that has destroyed several of the letters in the portion left otherwise entire. Fortunately the sense at least of this can be restored from the other copies. What remains reads thus:

1 Devānaṁ piyo Piyadasi rāja evaṁ āha kalānaṁ dukkaraṇya akalāne saso dukkaraṇi karoti
2 ta mayā bahu kalānaṁ kato to mama putāca potāca pariṣca tenaṇya me apachāṇi āva saṁvaṇṭa kapā anuvataṣaṅa tathā
3 so sukaṁ kāsati yo tu ēta dasai pihāpesati so d'ukaṁ kāsati sukaraṁhi pāpaṁ atikātena udiyaṁ
4 na bhūta puvāṁ dhamma mahāmātā nāma ta mayā to dasa vásābhīṣitena dhamma mahāmātā kato te sava pāsadāsesa vyāpaṭa dhamma dhīṣṭānāya
5 . . . dhammayutasaṁcha Yona Kamboca Gañḍhārānam Rishiṇa Petepikāṇama ye vāpi
6 . . . su khāye dhammayutamānam aparā go dāya vyāpaṭa te bandhana badhaha paṭividhānāya ṩ
7 . . . ja katu bhikāresu vai thairesu vai vyāpaṭa te Paṭaliputteca bāhiresuca §
8 . . . na vāpi me anī nāti kalā savatā vyāpaṭa te yo ayaṁ dhammanisṭito tiva ¶
9 . . . dhammanahāmātā ētāya athāya ayaṁ dhamma lipi likhitā ¶

The corrections made are:

In line 1 - - - kalāgaṁ for kalāga.
In line 2 - - - to mama for te mama.
In line 4 - - - mayā for maya; and dhamma for dhamma.
In line 5 - - - Gandharānaṁ Rishiṇa for Gandhārā marisṭīka, as Wilson read it.

* The Dhauli copy reads:—
dhamnādhitābhya dharmavādihiya hita sukhāye cha dharmasatā sanyāna Kamboca, &c.
The Kapur-di-giri—
dhamnodhitaya cha dharmavādihiya hita sukhāya cha dharmastha sanyāma Kamb.
† Dhauli has after this—
babhanī anathesu ma . . . lokeṣāca heta bhūṣāṇa sukhāye, &c.
Kapur-di-giri—
branānī bhūṣa anatam na vasuḥna hita sukhae, &c.
‡ Dhauli reads in this lacuna:—
-ye apalibodhaye mokhyey cha-avyya anubandha pajaṭi . . . ta bhikāla, &c.
And Kapur-di-giri—
potividhānaye apameṣodhaye mochā vana na . . . pajaṭi hita bhikāti, &c.
§ Dhauli gives here:—
cha magaleṣu savesa oloḍhaneṣu evahā bhūtanaṁ me . . . bhaginīnaṁ, va, &c.
Kapur-di-giri—
cha magareṣu savesa oloḍhaneṣu bharatamca me kusumca ye vapi, &c.
¶ Dhauli:—
tivām dharmadhikhotiṃ tāva dānasayate va sava paṭṭhaviyam dharmayutasi vyāpata imo dhamma, &c.
Kapur-di-giri—
tivar dharmadhātane diva dānasayatra va . . . asti sīmanā māna dharmayataśaṃpa vyāpata evama . .
† Dhauli:—
dhammatipati sansa chilaṭhititi kaṭa tuṣaṣāca me pa . . . anuvetatu,
Kapur-di-giri—
This has not been revised by Dr. Kern. The following is Professor Wilson’s version, slightly modified by later commentators:

Translation.

"The beloved of the gods King Priyadasi thus proclaims: Vice is difficult of performance, therefore much good is to be done by me, and my sons and grandsons, and other—my posterity—(will) conform to it for every age. So they who shall imitate them shall enjoy happiness, and those who cause the path to be abandoned shall suffer misfortune. Vice is easily committed, therefore, Dharma Mahāmatra (or great officers of morals) are appointed by me, in the thirteenth year of my inauguration, for the purpose of presiding over morals among persons of all the religions, for the sake of the increase of virtue; and for the happiness of the virtuous among the people of Kamboja, Gandhara, Rāṣṭrika, and Pitenika. They shall also be spread among the warriors, the Brahmins, the mendicants, the destitute, and others, without any obstruction, for the happiness of the well-disposed, in order to loosen the bonds of those who are bound, and liberate those who are confined, through the means of holy wisdom disseminated by pious teachers; and they will proceed to the outer cities and fortresses of my brother and sister, and wherever are any other of my kindred; and the ministers of morals, those who are appointed as superintendents of morals, shall, wherever the moral law is established, give encouragement to the charitable and those addicted to virtue. With this intent this edict is written, and let my people obey it."

In this edict Aśoka "names the extreme limits of his kingdom as Yona-Kamboja-Gandhāramāṇī Rāṣṭrika-Petenikāna, and in the corresponding portion of the Dhauoi redaction, as 'Yana-Kambocha-Gandhalesu Latika-Petenikesu.' Except the last name this can easily be restored in Girnar—'Yona-Kamboja-Gandhāramāṇī Rāṣṭrika-Petenikāna.'"† These names have been explained by Lassen,‡ with, perhaps, the exception of the last. "Who the Petenikas were," he remarks, "cannot as yet be certainly determined; the most probable opinion is (Prinsep’s) that they are the inhabitants of the upper districts on the Godavari, whose capital Pratishthāna is mentioned by the ancients in the form Paithana."§

Tablet VI.

This begins the second column of the edicts (Plate XII.), and is in fourteen lines of moderate length: the first only, on the vertex of the rock, has lost a few letters. It reads thus:

1 Deva . . . pi . . . si rāja evaṁ āha atikātaṁ uttaraṁ

2 nā bhūtpuruva savā . . la aṭhakaṁme va paṭivedanā vā ta mayā evaṁ kataṁ

3 save kāle bhunjāmānasa me orodhanammi gabbhāgāramhi vaçhamhi va

4 vinitambhi-chha uẏnesucha savata paṭivedakā śītā athe me janasa

5 paṭivedetha iti savatacha janasa athe karomai. Yacha kimci mukhatā

6 āṇapayāmi svayaṁ dāpakaṁ vā savāpakaṁ vā yavaṁ puna mahāmaṭesu

---

* Wilson, Journ. R. As. Soc. vol. XII, pp. 188, 189.
† Kern, n. s. p. 107. Rāṣṭrika is, of course, Rāṣṭrika, on the coast of Gujarat.
The corrections here are:

In line 1:  
In line 6:  
In line 10:  

Professor Kern corrects the first five lines as follows:

1. Devānāpiyo Piyadhā raté evan aha: atikatan amânaram
2. na bhutapakam savāna kalām attakamāna vā pāṭivedana vā vā; tā maya evanakata:
3. savāna kālan bhūtojāmuñasa ma coddhamāna gabbhāravmi vaehamā
4. vimantamitha uyānesuca savata pāṭivedaku stīdia atham ma jana
5. paticidetha' iti, savatacha janasa atham karoni.

'However clear,' he remarks, 'the general meaning of this document may be, some terms occur, which are not found elsewhere, and others which, though their meaning may be easily guessed, yet deserve a few observations of a grammatical nature.

'The word pātivedanda signifies, in virtue of its form, “care, inspection,” and that is the meaning here, as well as “communicating, informing; reporting.” We do not need to inquire at all of such forms as vedana, bodhana, &c., whether or not they are used in a causative signification. Vedanā is “notion, feeling, painful feeling;” but is also causative, “communicating, making known.” As little is the distinction to be observed in such a form as vedika, and such like; it is only the connexion which shows the meaning. Thus svasvedana signifies “feeling, knowledge;” but it signifies also “to bring to knowledge, to acquaint.” Moreover verbs of the 10th class also admit of a double conception; e.g., vedayate in Māṇḍ. Upon. p. 279, is “to know, to think.” Pātivedayati is generally a causative with the signification of “making known, informing;” but pātisvaśvedayati occurs also as a denominative, “to obtain knowledge of, to be aware of, to observe.” See, for instance, Lalitav. 147. 11: sukhaṣaḥ kāyaṇa pātisvaśvedayati sva. I select this passage from among many others just because we are able to refer to the parallel passage in the Pāli redaction quoted by Childers, Pāli Dict. sub voce āhāṇam. The whole text given there by Childers agrees almost literally with Lalitav. 147 and 439, and since the Pāli also has sukhaṣaḥ kāyaṇa pātisvaśvedeti, the signification of the denominative is determined not merely for the Sanskrit but for the Pāli as well. It follows now, as a matter of course, that the pātivedeti of our inscription signifies “to have care of, to observe, to inspect,” as well as “to communicate, to inform.” The pātivedakas, therefore, were not spies, as others have made them out to be in spite of the plain words of the king, but inspectors, and at the same time, as would be felt in the Indian language, reporters.

'Orodhana, Sans. avrodhana, is entirely the same in meaning as antākhyāna, signifying therefore “women’s chamber.” That antākhyāna is the Sanskrit word for what we
are accustomed to call "the sex," is unknown to the dictionaries; but is otherwise well enough known from Sanskrit literature. Any one may convince himself of this by reading Varahā-Mihira's Brihatsūkta, chaps. 74–78, which together constitute the Antahprachārīa, i.e., "observations upon the sex."* The text of Dhauli has viññeya-oli-duhāma, which answers to a Sans. antavarodhāna.†

The conjecture has been made with regard to vachya that it is = Sans. vrātya. Vrātya is "wanderer, anyone without a fixed residence," and is accurately rendered by the Latin peregrinus, for it, too, just as the Latin word, took the signification of "pilgrim, roaming spiritual brother"; a guest also is sometimes addressed as vrātya. The singular vacamaka can be here taken in a plural signification just as well as the immediately preceding gabhāgāramhi, "over sanctuaries, in sacella," and in the text of Kapur-di-Giri, vyānisi also "over the public gardens." The variant of vachya in the Dhauli reduction is unfortunately only partially legible; so at the beginning is recognisable, and si at the end; pi seems to stand before the termination si, but this might easily be a wrongly written or read ha. One letter unrecognisable in the facsimile remains still to be filled in, ga as I suppose. From the Sanskrit literature with which I am acquainted I cannot quote any instance of saṅgraha in the sense of lodgings, still it must have been a word in daily use, for it occurs in this sense frequently in the old Javanese.§

It is still more troublesome to determine the sense of viññeya, as Girnar and Kapur-di-Giri read; and especially because Dhauli has viññeya. Both are either masculine or neuter. It is a general rule that the neuter of the so-called part. perf. of all intransitive verbs in Sanskrit expresses the same thing as collectives in Dutch with or without the prefix ge: Thus basitam is "gelaat," ruditam, "gewezen," &c., the same form also serves as infinitive aorist; thus avolohitam is 'avolen, &c. Viññeya is "transported," therefore viññitam is "transport, traffic." Even the masculine viññitah is, according to the Indian lexicographers, "trader." Beyond all doubt, therefore, viññita is a synonym of nigama; for this also is both "traffic" and "trader," and "market." However, since viññitam may signify "correction," and viññita "corrected," &c., we have still to inquire whether the variant niiita strengthens or weakens our supposition. Unfortunately it does neither the one nor the other. If it be = Sans. niiitam, it may then mean "importation," but if it originates from niriiitam, it would then be the "decision, sentence." Though it were granted even that "inspectors over arbitration" may be thought of, which I doubt, still in that case, viññita, which occurs in two reductions, could not agree with it. On that ground I think I may postulate it as probable that by viññita is meant "trade," or "market," or "trader," according as we regard it as neuter or masculine. As regards viññita, it has to be remarked that ni, "to lead," is nothing else than the causative of gam

---

† A Magadhi antepura has been by mistake Paliced by the regulators of the Pāli into antepura; it ought to have been antapura, which indeed is also once met with.
‡ The great Vṛātya whose wanderings are described in mystic language in Athare Sveda, XV., is the Wind (Radra); he is the counterpart of the Gangleri (i.e. the wanderer) of the Edda, or as Sono calls him, the Viator indecisus, a surname of Oshin (Radra). Compare Procop. p. 184.
§ For instance, in the Arjuna-Winedha, v. 278, it is "reception (of a guest)"); griha saṅgraha, v. 991, is "apartment for lodging."
"to go;"* and since nigama signifies "trade," nimitum may signify it just as well. Superintendence of trade is one of the first duties of a well-ordered state, in order to prevent the use of false weights and measures and other evil practices.'

He then renders the first five lines into Sanskrit as follows:—

'Devānāmāpriyaḥ Priyadarśi rājaivaṃ āhā: atikrānte 'ntare
na bhūtapārvarṇa sarvān kālam arthakārnaṃ vā pravīdēsānā vā; tan mayāvañā kṛitan;
sarvān kālam bhūjājaneyā ma vārodnahā garbhaśagārasya vratyeshaha
vini tee chodyāneshuḥa, sarvān pravīdēshā kāntāḥ: arthām mujjanaḥya
pravitadhiteti, sarvatrāca jannāyāraḥ kāromi.'

Professor Kern’s translation covers only the first half of this inscription, but it is complemented by Lassen’s version:—

Translation.

"King Devānāmāpriya Priyadarśin saith: ‘In past times there has never yet existed care for the (civil) interests, nor official superintendence; therefore have I instituted the same; all the time that I have been reigning there have everywhere inspectors over the women, sanctuaries, travelling pilgrims, (?) traders (or trade, markets), and parks for walking, in order to attend to the interests of my people,† and in all respects I further the interests of my people;§ and whatever I declare or whatever the Mahānāatra shall declare, shall be referred to the Council for decision. Thus shall reports be made to me. This have I everywhere, and in every place commanded, for to me there is not satisfaction in the pursuit of worldly affairs; the most worthy pursuit is the prosperity of the whole world. My whole endeavour is to be blameless towards all creatures, to make them happy here below, and enable them hereafter to attain Svargya. With this view this moral edict has been written: may it long endure; and may my sons grandsons and great-grandsons after me also labour for the universal good; but this is difficult without extreme exertion.’‖

‘As the sheriffs were appointed by Aśoka, not at the beginning of his reign, but in the eleventh year after his accession to the throne, as we learn from edict V., so they do not belong to the magistrates mentioned here.’

TABLET VII.

This is the shortest of all the edicts being contained in three lines which read thus:—

1 Devānāmāpriya Priyadāsi rājā savata ichhati save pāsaṅgā vasēyu savā te
    sayamanāḥ

2 bhāvasudhiṃcha ichhati jano ta uchāvachacchhaṃdo uchāvachārayo te savainva
    kāsānti ekadesaṇiva kāsānti

3 vipūle tupi dāne yasa nāsti sayame bhāvasudhitāva kataṃnātāva daḍhhabhatisaucha
    nīcāḥ bāddhāṃ

* Ni (naṣati) must also be a causative of i (eti, ayati), although the causative force of the n is no longer to be discovered in the state of the language as it is now known to us.
† Or viničchu, and in the Dhauli version ninti.
‡ The Dhauli redaction reads: “All the time that I have been reigning, the inspectors over, &c., have had to communicate to me the interests of the people.”
§ Thus far Kern, ut sup. pp. 75, 76.
‖ Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. p. 268, note 1; and Mrs. Spiers’s Life in Aue. India, p. 236. Burnouf (Lotus de la Bouse Loi, p. 654) translates the last sentence, “mais cela est difficile à faire si ce n’est par un hérosisme supérieur.”
The Aśoka Inscription.

Translation.*

"Priyadasi, the king dear to the gods, desires that everywhere the ascetics of all persuasions should remain [in peace]; they all desire the regulation that they exercise upon themselves and purity of the soul; but people have different opinions and different likings, [and] the ascetics obtain, whether the whole, or whether a part only [of what they ask]. Nevertheless, for himself, to whom there reaches not a large aims, the empire over himself, purity of mind, knowledge, and firm devotion which lasts for ever, this is good."

This edict has been discussed by H. H. Wilson at considerable length,† and still further by Burnouf.‡

Tablet VIII.

The eighth edict is in five lines, and has been discussed by H. H. Wilson,§ Burnouf,‖ and Kern.¶ It reads thus:—

1 Atikātaṁ aññarāṁ rājāno viharayātāṁ nāyāsu etamagavya añānica etārisāni
2 abhiramakāni abhunisu; so Devanampiya Piyadasi rājā dasasvasabhisito sañcoayāya
   saññobhidhi
3 tena sā dhānamayātā etā yaṁ hoṁ bāṁhaṇasaṃsaṁ ṣāṁ su dāneccha dāneccha, thairān
   nānica dasāneccha
4 hiraṇapatiṣidhāncecha jānapadesaṣa janaṣa dasanaṁ dhaṁmaṇusasastīccha dhama
   paripueclhūccha
5 tadopaya esā bhūya ratī bhavati Devānampiyasa Piyadasino rāñño bhāge añne.

And was rendered by Burnouf as follows:—

"Dans le temps passé, les rois conquirent la promenade du plaisir ; alors la chasse et d'autres divertissements de ce genre avaient lieu. [Mais] Piya Sa, le roi chéri des Dévas, parvenu à la dixième année depuis son sacré, obtient la science parfaite que donne la Buddha. C’est pourquoi la promenade de la loi est cette qu’il faut faire : ce sont la visite et l’amône faites aux Brahmanes et aux Samaṇas, distribution de l’or [en leur faveur], l’inspection du peuple et du pays, l’injonction d’exécuter la loi, les interrogatoires sur la loi ; ce sont là les moyens qui causent un extrême plaisir à Piya Sa, le roi chéri des Dévas, dans cette période de temps, différente [de celle que l’a précédée]."

Professor Kern thus revises and translates it:—

1 Atikātaṁ aññarāṁ rājāno viharayātāṁ nāyāsu ; etamagavya añānica etārisāni
2 abhiramakāni abhunisu ; so Devānampiya Piyadasi rājā dasasvasabhisito sañcoayā saññobhidhi
3 tena sā dhānamayātā etā, yaṁ hoṁ : bāṁhaṇasaṃsaṁ ṣāṁ su dāneccha, thairānānica dāneccha
4 hiraṇapatiṣidhāncecha jānapadesaṣa janaṣa dasanaṁ, dhaṁmaṇusasastīccha dhamaṇimapueclhūccha.
5 Tadopaya esā bhūya ratī bhavati Devānampiyasa Piyadasino rāñño bhāge añne.

---

* Burnouf, Lotu, p. 755.
‡ Lotu de la Bonne Loi, pp. 668, 754 ff.
¶ Ut sup. pp. 55 ff.
In Sanskrit—

1 Atikārante 'tare rājāno vihārayātrān nirayāsishūḥ; etamrigyanaṃ anyānicāhātādyāpiśāni
2 abhirāmāny abhāvān. Tad Devānāmāpriyāḥ Priyadārisī rājā daśavārshābhīshiktas sann iṣyāya sambhoditaḥ ;
3 teṣāṃ sā dharmāyāstraś, yad bhavati; brahmavāsanaṃdānāḥ dārānanāḥ, ahaṃvāraṇām dārānanāca
4 hiranyapravīhāranāca jānapadesaya-cha jaunasya dārānanā, dharmānuṣṭāṣṭāca dharmapariprīchehāca.
5 Tadsuparishātād eṣāḥ bhūyo ratir bhavati Devānāmpriyasya Priyadārisino rājāna parabhāga.

Translation.

"In past times the kings went out on journeys of pleasure;* stag-hunting† and other such like recreations were in vogue.‡ But King Devānāmāpriya Priyadārisī, ten years after his inauguration, came to the true insight. Therefore he began a walk of righteousness§ which consists in this, that he sees at his house, and bestows gifts upon Brahmans and monks,—he sees at his house, and presents elders with gold,—he receives subjects of town and country,—exhorts to righteousness and seeks righteousness. Since then, this is the greatest pleasure of King Devānāmāpriya Priyadārisī in the period after his conversion."

"In this little piece," adds Professor Kern, "there is only one expression which presents any difficulty in interpreting, tadopayā in Girnār and tadvayāle in Dhauli, though the meaning may readily be conjectured. There must be something which is generally expressed in Sanskrit by tadoprahṛiti; tadāraṃghya and such like upādyāya, which the Buddhistic style, both Sanskrit and Pāli so often employs, is not to be thought of. Taduṣṭārāya, or also tadopadāya=tadoprahṛiti, signifying "thereforth," "since that;" and if tadopayā was found only in Girnār it might perhaps be attributed to an error, but Kapur-di-Giri also has tadopayāna, which deviates from tadopayā sufficiently to convince us that the readings support each other, and are therefore genuine. To what Sanskrit form, then, can the Prākrit correspond? In my opinion, to an ablative anvaprayaṭ on the one hand, and to an adverbial accusative anvaparyam on the other. Anvaparyam is derived regularly from upori, "after, later." Now since anvaparyam becomes opaya in Prākrit, just as kārya becomes kāyga, &c. tadopayā corresponds to a Sanskrit taduṣṭārāya="since that;"—or if a form known otherwise be preferred, taduṣṭaparishātā. In the Dhauli text there is an entirely different word, a synonym of the foregoing—peyāle, which, after the example of the Lalitavistārā, I have rendered in Sanskrit by peyālām. It will be in vain sought for in the dictionaries, though its existence had not escaped the notice of Burnouf in his widely extended investigations. He seems, however, not to have found it otherwise than in the Prākrit form peyāla. After having remarked, in Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 388, that he had met with this peyāla in a number of the writings of the northern Buddhists, he proceeds to say:

"Dans le textes pāli, la formule abrégative comme ci-dessus est exprimé par le monosyllable pé qui est le commencement de peyyālam; car c’est ainsi qu’est orthographié ce mot en pāli. J’en trouve un exemple dans l’Aṭānāṭīya sutta, qui est ainsi

* Dhauli has—"the kings went out on so-called journeys of pleasure."
† The expression in Dhauli is more general, for mriga signifies not merely "stag, gazelle," but wild beast in general.
‡ Dhauli—"There existed for them stag-hunting," &c.
§ The play on the words vihārayātā and dharmayātā is lost in the translation.
conçu : sōyēca purimapēyyatēna vitthārētabhō, 'il doit être développé avec le précédent pēyyalā.'* Je n'ai jusqu'à présent trouvé d'autre manière d'expliquer ce mot que de supposer qu'il dérive de pē, abbreviation de pārē, 'précédemment,' réuni à alam, 'assez,' de façon à exprimer cette idée, 'la chose a été dite précédemment d'une manière suffisante.' Je ne donne cependant encore cette explication que comme une conjecture.

'We can pay no better tribute to the memory of the greatest Indologue of France, who shortly after writing the above words was snatched away from science, than to take up the inquiry at the point where he dropped it. Let it be observed, in the first place, that the brief clause quoted above is not quite clear, and may mean " with what precedes and what follows " equally well as " with repetition of the preceding." In no case can it mean what Burnouf imagines. Fortunately the expression occurs often enough in the Lalitavistāra to enable us to determine its signification. In Lalitavistāra 320, 18, we see that the words pēyālam yāvat are equivalent to the expression pāravatāyāvat, which occurs four lines previously, that is, "as before on to." Hence it follows not that pēyālam signifies properly the same as pāravatā; for if it be once supposed that the word signified " repetition," it would then be a matter of indifference whether we said " repetition" (da cāpo) on to," or "as before on to," without implying thereby that the ideas "as before" and " repetition" were in themselves allied. To confirm this further, I refer to p. 445, where pēyālam has, as a synonym or substitute, cistareema yāvat, i.e. "copious (to complete) on to." To determine the sense completely, we must avail ourselves of the word pēyāla, which also occurs more than once in the Lalitavistāra, and which plainly is nothing else than the Sanskrit or Sanskritised form of pēyāla. The circumstance that wherever the Prākrit pēyāla stood as a technical, almost algebraic term, the compilers of the said book have neglected to translate it into Sanskrit, is an additional proof for the view that Sanskrit is of comparatively late date in the writings of the northern Buddhists. Where pēyālam is found fully written, it is not a technical term, but has a meaning which can easily be felt. This pēyālam admits of being represented by another Sanskrit word, viz. bhūyas, in the various applications in which the latter can be used. Thus we read, immediately after a song addressed by the good sons of Māra the Wicked to their father, Lalitavistāra 397, 7:

"Pēyālam evāṁ te sarve Māraputrāḥ—Māram pāpiyasam prāthakprātim gāthābhāshanta," i.e. "Thus spoke again (Sans. bhūyas) all those sons of Māra to Māra the Wicked, alternately in songs."

'The meaning of pēyālam comes out less clearly p. 369, 11; because the verse is corrupt, or has been spoiled by the editor.

When we compare the particulars now adduced, with each other, when we remember the opposition so common between pārāyam and bhūyas, and keep in view that bhūyas signifies " more, ample," as much as " later, subsequent," then there can remain no doubt that pēyālam, Prākrit pēyālam, is = bhūyas. The Pāli form pēyāla could be seen exactly as a substantive, corresponding to a prātāyam or to bhūyastvam; but that makes no difference in the main idea of the word. The double ūy in the Pāli is one of the many instances which show clearly that the regulators of that artificial and literary language have been frequently very unfortunate in rendering Magadhī words, which they misunderstood on account of the old spelling, which did not usually express
the doubling of consonants.† That we may be convinced of this we shall investigate the etymology of the word. There is, in Sanskrit, a comparative of puru (from pērū), viz. prāyus, which is used exclusively in the neuter, though the full form masculine frāyus, neut. frāyo is still preserved in Baktrian. This prāyus is (apparently) regular, inasmuch as it has Vṛddhi instead of Guna, but the form is perfectly regular in other Indo-Germanic languages; thus Greek πλέον (mas. πλείων), Latin plus, from plōs (plōs), Norse fleir. The superlative is lost in Sanskrit, it must have been presētha; but as there is an entirely different presētha from priya, it is probable that the form was avoided, and then fell into desuetude. On the contrary the Baktrian still possesses fraeṣṭha, Gr. πλέοστης, Norse flestr (for flestr, flestr), by the shortening of the vowel on account of the two consonants following. In making acquaintance with the Sanskrit preyādam, Magadhi peyde, we learn at the same time the remarkable circumstance that along with prāyus, there must also have existed in Sanskrit a form preyas, the use of which was also avoided, as being a homonym of the comparative of priya. The suffix aia joined to preyas or rather to preyā = Sans. prāya, “multitude,” has, on the one hand, an extensive or augmentative force, and, on the other hand, an iterative, and therefore a diminutive force. In preyada, to judge by the common signification, aia is rather augmentative, and, as augmentative and comparative ideas coincide, preyada is to be compared with the Dutch double comparatives meerder, eerder; in nature and form, though not in meaning, preyada agrees with the Lat. pluus. Having thus considered these particulars as briefly as it was possible, I return to the inscription. The Mag. tōdā peyde, in meaning = tadopayā of Girnār, Sanskrit tōtā (or tato) bhāyāh, is, therefore, “after that, since then.”

This short inscription, he adds, is distinguished by a certain simplicity and sentiment of tone, which makes it touch a chord in the human breast. There is a tenderness in it, so vividly different from the insensibility of the later monkish literature of Buddhism, of which Th. Pavie somewhere observes with so much justice, “Tout reste done glacé dans ce monde bouddhique!”

This simple tone of the passage is well calculated to awaken in us the conviction that the atrocities attributed by the later Buddhists to their benefactor, rest upon a misunderstanding. The stories of both the Northern and Southern Buddhists, to which it is usual to give the species name of traditions, differ among themselves to such an extent as to be suspicious on that ground alone. The ninety-nine fold fratricide

---

* We meet with the same error in the double y in moneyya, and the absurd double s in assa. It is perfectly evident to every one who is willing to see it, that the manufacturers of the Pāli knew nothing of the pronunciation.

† This is certainly the reason why so acute a philologist as Pāṇini did not recognise the word as the comparative of puru. For the same reason he failed to see that bhūyas is a comparative of bhūrya. Properly, prāyus is not irregular; it has originated from an old Indo-Germ. pērāus, which must have been another form of praṇus, (compare Lat. trans with Sans. tiaras, Indō-Germ. tiēras). The form puru is not identical with Gr. σκός, and as little is guru identical with fōs, or Prāktīk gōru. Whoever asserts that ĺuru is a corrupt form from guru (instead of from gēru) must also show that kṣhipra is a corrupt form from kṣhiprā, dūrā from dāvīya, &c. One of the many counterfeits of prāyus, from pērāus, is Lat. gravis, from pērāus. It is now high time that the superficial assertion of Bopp, that ĺ and r (rē, rē) were not old Indō-Germ., should no longer be regarded.

‡ Tradition, in the true sense of the term, is of great value, but stories of which the time and place of origination are unknown have no title to the name of tradition. Every so-called tradition, the authenticity of which cannot be established, ceases to be a tradition, and falls under the category of rumour.
committed, as is stated, by Aśoka, is related with such circumstantiality that its untruth is palpable. The story of the Northern Buddhists is different, but, if possible, still more inept. According to them, Aśoka, at the beginning of his reign, caused a place of torture to be built in order to torment poor creatures, and so forth.* Now the king himself states, in the first tablet, that at the beginning of his reign he permitted the death of innocent creatures, that is, their slaughter for food. Is it not in the highest degree probable that the hell for the torture of poor animals is a misrepresentation, intentional or otherwise, of the slaughter-house? The contrast between the hell built by the prince before his conversion, and the monasteries built by him after that event, was too striking for so splendid an opportunity for a display of bigotry to be allowed to pass; in the midst of the conflicting variations which have sprung up under the clumsy hands of monks without humour or imagination, without feeling or love of truth, we can yet distinguish a uniform theme which may thus be expressed: 'In his youth Aśoka gave himself up to depraved passions, to vyasaṇáni (to which the chase belongs); he had shown no mercy to innocent creatures (i.e., deer, &c.) was cruel, a Chanḍa-Aśoka. But after his conversion he bade farewell to his sinful life, gave himself up exclusively to righteousness, and became a Dharma-Aśoka.' The only thing we are justified in believing after comparison of the different accounts, is the change that took place in the king's mind, in the way in which he has himself represented it. He acknowledges his depravities, and although we cannot from his silence regarding particular misdeeds conclude that he was wholly free from them, we are not so credulous as to believe a single one of them merely on the authority of people whose gross ignorance and tendency to distort and exaggerate shows itself in everything. Still vaguer is the information given by the non-Buddhist, the Brahman Kahaṇa Paṇḍita. In the few lines which he devotes to Aśoka the historian tells us very little, which is exactly a proof that he says no more than he thought he was able to answer for, since the scantiness of his communications is not the result of contempt for, or a want of appreciation of, the great ruler. The Rājatarangini I., 101 ff., we read:

Prapunṭarā Śakures tasya bhūpateḥ prapitrīvyajah i
āthāvahad Aśokākhyāḥ satyasandho vasundharam||
yah sāntavrjjino rājā prapanno Jinaśāsana
Sūskakṣhetram Viśastādruh taśūra stūpamankalāh||
i.e., 'The son of the great uncle of this prince (Sāchīnara) and great grandson of Śakuni, the upright Aśoka ruled over the land, &c.'

'With the exception of the mention of the merit which Aśoka acquired by the construction of various edifices, we find nothing further about him in the next five verses of the Rājatarangini.†

TABLE IX.

The ninth is in nine long lines, and reads as follows:—

1 Devānampiyo Piyadasi rāja eva āha asti jano uchāvachām maṅgalaṁ karote
ābādhesu vā

2 āvāhaviḥesi vā pūtaḥbhesu vā pavaśāmukhi vā etamhica aṃmahi ca jano uchāvachām maṅgalaṁ karote

† See note *, p. 119.
The new readings here are:—

Line 2  -  vieñhusu for vieñhusu; and etamhi for etamhi.
Line 3  -  chhudaneça for chhudaneça.
Line 4  -  nata for tata. There is a trace of a ꤗ or perhaps rather ꤕ; but it appears as if the sculptor had himself erossed it.
Line 4  -  gurunamai for gurunamai.
Line 6  -  svamikena for svamikena.

Professor Kern's amended text and translations are as follows:—

1 Devāmaṇipāyo Piyadsi rājā evañ āhā: asī jano uchāvačhun maṅgalaṁ karote abādhesu və
2 avāhāvivañhesu və putrābhesu və pravasamib və; etamhiça aṃśāniccha jano uchāvačha maṅgalaṁ karote.
3 Ei tu mahāvyā ca bahuvīdiccha chhudaneça chhudaneça nirathṣačha maṅgalaṁ karote. Ta kaktyayama və
4 maṅgalaṁ apapalaṁ tu khe
5 etārisaṁ maṅgalaṁ; ayāna tu mahāphalau ya dhāmaṁmaṁgaṅgalau; tatāta; dasabhātakamui samyapati patti, gurumānu phichi ṣādhu, papesu sayamo sādhu, bhaṅgaṁsamaṁgaṅgalau sādhu dhānaṁ. Etamhi aśchadhau dhammaṁgaṅgalau nāmā; tu vatavyāṁ
6 putem və bhātā və svamikena və; idaṁ sādhu və idaṁ kātyayāṁ maṅgalaṁ (y)āva tasa athasa nistānome. Astiche pāvutha
7 sādhu dhānaṁ iti; na tu etārisaṁ asī dānaṁ və anugahau və yārisaṁ dhāmaṁmadānaṁ və dhāmaṁvahahau və.
8 Ta tu kho miteu və suḥadāyaṁ, nātikena və, saḥāyaṇa və ovaṅtavayāṁ tamhi-tamhi pakarau: idaṁ kaeḥau, idaṁ sādhu iti. Imāni sakau
   (Idaṁ karotau)
9 svagam ārādhethu iti kacǎu (? ) imāni kātyayāṁ itāḥ svagārādhi.

In Sanskrit:—

1 Devāmaṇipāya Priyadeśi rājāvāṁ āhā: asī jāna uchāvačaṁ maṅgalaṁ kuraṁ abādheśu
2 vāvāhāvivaḥcātha u putralābhaḥ və pravāsā və; Āmaṁśāniccha jāna uchāvačha maṅgalaṁ kuraṁ.
3 Eti tu mahāmaṁ ca bahuvīdiča bahuvīdiča khaḍāṃsmaṁ nirathṣaṁ maṅgalaṁ kuraṁ. Tat kātyayau
4 eva maṅgalaṁ; alapahāna tu mahāphalau ya dhāmaṁmaṁgaṅgalaṁ; tattuṛata; dasabhātakamaṁ samyapati patti, gurumaḥ apachiṣṭā sādhau,
5 jīvau śaṅyauṁ sādhau, brāhmaṃsamaṁapobhyau sādhu dhānaṁ. Eitāc chāyaḥuḥcāthalādīśaṁ dhāmaṁmaṁgaṅgalaṁ nāmā; tad vaktvāyau piurā və
6 putreu və bhīṭau və svāmikau və; idaṁ sādhu, idaṁ kātyau maṅgalaṁ āvat tasyārthaṁ nistāno bhuja[yā].
7 Astiche prāgatūtān
8 "sādhu dhānaṁ" iti; na tu etādiśaṁ asī dānaṁ vāṇugrahaḥ və, yādūśaṁ dhāmaṁmadānaṁ və dhāmaṁvahahau və.
9 Tat tu kha ṣātu mitero u suḥadāyaṁ, maṁśāṇa və, saḥāyaṇa vāvavatavayau saṃstāsam prakaram; idaṁ kātyau, idaṁ sādhu iti. Imāni sakau
10 svagam ārādhayetoti kṛpāyāṁmaṁ kuryātātāḥ itāḥ svagārādhi.
Translation.

"King Devânapriya Priyadarśin speaks thus: It is a fact, that men do all kinds of things which are thought to assure luck, as well in sicknesses as at betrothals and marriages, at the getting of children, or at going from home. On these and other occasions men do all kinds of things which are thought to bring prosperity. But he is a great fool who does all those manifold, multifarious, vain, and useless things. This, however, does not indeed remove the necessity of a man's doing something which will bring prosperity, but such a kind as has been named is of little use, while of great use is true piety. To that belongs proper treatment of servants and subordinates, sincere reverence for elders and masters, sincere self-restraint towards living beings, sincere charity to brâhmans and monks. These and other such like actions,—that is called true piety. Every man must hold that forth to others, whether he is a father or a son, a brother, a lord; this is noble; this must a man do as something that assures luck, until his aim has been fully attained. Mention was made just now of "sincere charity," now there is no charity, no affection to be compared to charity or affection springing from true piety. It is just this which a well-meaning friend, relative or companion, must at every occurring opportunity impress on another, that this is duty, this is proper. By doing all this, a man can merit heaven; therefore let him who wishes to gain heaven for himself fulfill, above all things, these his duties."

Tablet X.

This is in four long lines, and is very clearly engraved (see Plate XIII.), about a fourth along the first line डं has been erased by the engraver;—these letters, however, can be distinctly traced, the first after the si of Piyadasi, and the second between the râ and j of râjâ. It reads thus:

1 Devânânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ yaso va kiti va na mahâthvahâ mañate añata tadâptana dighâyacha me jano
2 dhanañmasusúnsa susúsatâṁ dhanamavutâncha anuvâdhikyaṁ itakâya Devânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ yaso va kiti va ichhati
3 ya tu kichi parâkamate Devânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ ta savari páratikya kino sakale apaparishave asa esa tu parisave ya apuñâman
4 dûkaraṁ tu kho etaṁ chhudakena va jancena usatenâ va añata akena parâkamena savari parichâjiptâ eta tu kho usatenâ dûkaraṁ.

The only new readings are——

In line 1 - - - - - jano for jano.
In line 4 - - - - tu kho for tu kho.

Prof. Kern's revised text and translations are:

1 Devânânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ yaso vâ kiti vâ na mahâthvahâ mañate añata tadâptana dighâyacha me jano
2 dhanañmasusúnsa susúsatâṁ dhanamavutâncha anuvâdhikyaṁ. Etakâya Devânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ yaso vâ kiti vâ ichhati.
3 Ya tu kichi parâkamate Devânânapiyo Piyadasi râjâ ta savari páratikya; kini? sakale apaparishave asa; esa tu parisave ya apuñâman.
4 Dûkaraṁ tu kho etâṁ chhudakena vâ jancena, usatenâ vâ, añata akena parâkamena savari parichâjiptâ. Eta tu kho usatenâ dûkaraṁ.

* If the reading of Kapur-di-Giri—katavo umahgalo is not a mistake, caused by carlessness, for añamañgalo, the writer of Kapur-di-Giri has not understood the meaning. Dinha is unintelligible.
In Sanskrit:—

1. Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśi réjá yāśo vā kirtinā vā māhārthávaham, amānýate, yadi na tadátye dhrującyachchānda
tajjano dharmasúruchchhāhun súrdèshhta
2. dharmoktānēchāhun vāniyācchānta. Eñhāvata eva Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśi réjá yāśo vā kirtinā vechhehāttā
3. Yat tu kiśhit parákramate Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśi réjá, tāt sarvān pārārthikya v kāmitī? sañčalo-pāravam
syāt. Ekāh tv ásarvo yad ápuyam, karañām tā khalv etat kshudrakaṇa vā janenametana vāniyācchānta parákrama sarvam páryaṇya vā.
4. Duskhārān tu khalv etat kshudrakaṇa vā janenametana vāniyācchānta parákrama sarvam páryaṇya vā. Tāt tā khalanetana duskhārān

Translation.

"King Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśiṁ is does not deem that renown and great name bring advantage greatly, if, at the same time, his people, for the present and afterwards, were not practising right obedience, and following exhortation to virtue. In so far only King Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśiṁ desires renown and great name. All therefore that King Devānāmpriyā Priyadarśiṁ strenuously strives after, is for the life hereafter, so that he may be wholly and altogether free* from blemish. Now blemish is the same as sinfulness. But such a thing is, indeed, difficult for anyone whatever, be he a person of low degree or of high station, unless with the utmost exertion of power, by sacrificing everything.† But this is, indeed, most difficult for a person of high station."

TABLE XI.
The eleventh edict is also in four long lines, and reads thus:—

1. Devānāmpriyā Priyadaśī réjā evānā aha nātī etārisam dānaṁ yārisam dhamma-
dānaṁ dhammasānātstava vā dhammasānāvibhāga vā dhammasānāvabādhu vā
2. tata idam bhavati dāsabhūtakaṁ kham samyakpatipati mātari pitārī sādhususūkṣa
tāsminnununātānānam bāṃhayanavananaṁ sādhyāsanānāṁ
3. pānānaṁ anāreṇāvho sādhu vā vratavyamīṁ pitā vā putena vā bhāṭa vā mitasam-
stūtāntikena vā vāpātivīṣyeyhi ida sādhu ida kātavya
4. so tāthā karu vā lokakṣaṇa arāḍhā hotī parātha aṁnāntaṁ puniṁśam bhavati
tena dhammatānānam.

Here the new readings are—

In line 2 - bhatakāmhi vā bhatakāmhi; saṁsūṣṭa vā sāsūṣṭa vā sāmāṇyaṁ vā sāmāṇyaṁ.
In line 3 - anārdhāhko vā anārdhako; vā saṁsūṣṭa vā sāsūṣṭa vā sāmāṇyaṁ vā sāmāṇyaṁ.
In line 4 - so tāthā karu (vā karē) vā so tāthā katu

As revised by Dr. Kern, this reads:—

1. Devānāmpīyā Priyadaśī réjā evānā aha nātī etārisam dānaṁ yārisam dhammaśīkañāṁ, dhammasānātstava
vā dhammasānāvibhāga vā dhammasānāvabādhu vā;
2. tata idam bhavati dāśabhātakaṁ kham samyakpatipati, mātari pitārī sādhususūkṣa, mitasamnunātānānāṁ
bāṃhayanavananaṁ sādhyāsanānāṁ;
3. pānānaṁ anāreṇāvho. Sādhu vā vratavyamīṁ pitā vā putena vā bhāṭa vā mitasamnunātāntikaṁ vā,
(yāpātivīṣyeyhi; idaṁ sādhu idaṁ kātavyaṁ.
4. So tāthā katu vā lokakṣaṇa-cīra arāḍhā hotī, parātha aṁnāntaṁ puniṁśam bhavati tena dhammatānānam.

In Sanskrit:—

1. Devānāmpriyāh Priyadaśī réjaja vuva aha; nātī etārisam dānaṁ yārisam dhammadānaṁ, dhammasān-
ātstava vā dhammasānāvibhāga vā dhammasānāvabādhu vā;
2. tata idaṁ bhavati; dāsabhāteshu samyakpratipati, mātāpitā sādhuśūrēdha mitasamnunātānāṁ
bṛāhmaṇaraṇamānaṁ sādhyāsanāṁ;
3. jīvānām anāreṇāvho. Sādhu etad vaktaṁ pītra vā putena vā bhūratā vā mitasamnunātāntikāṁ vā, vāyupriyāśye vā; idaṁ sādhu vā idaṁ kartavyaṁ.
4. So tāthā katu lokakṣaṇa-cīra arāḍhā hotī, parātha aṁnāntaṁ puniṁśam bhavati tena dhammatānānam.

* Kapur-di-Giri has "without blemish."
† That is, by self-sacrifice and self-denial in all respects.
Translation.

"King Devānāmapiya Priyadarśin speaks thus:—There is no charity which equals right charity, or right conversation, or right liberality, or right relation. Under that is comprehended proper treatment of servants and subordinates, sincere obedience to father and mother, sincere charity towards friends and acquaintances, Brahmans and monks, the sparing of animal life. This is to be commended as good, whether by father or by sons, by brothers, by friends, acquaintances and relatives, nay even by neighbours; thus it is good; thus must men act. He who acts thus makes this world a friend to him, and hereafter a man obtains for himself an imperishable reward through all that true charity."

Tablet XII.

The twelfth edict is in nine long lines, and reads thus:—

1 Devānāmapiyo Piyadasi rājā savāpāsānīdhāna pavajitānīcha ghaṃstrānīcha pujayati, dāna cha vividhāyachcha pūjāya pujayati ne
2 na tu tathā dānaū vā pūjā ve Devānāmapiyo māṁśate yathā kitisārvadhī asā savāpāsānīdānaśa sāravaṇītī tu bahuvihidhā;
3 tasa-tasa tu idāṁ mālāna ya vachiguti kīṁti āptapāsānūpājya vā parapāsāndagārāhā vā no bhava, apakaraṇāmbhi lahubā vā asa
4 tambhi-tamhi pakaraṇe pūjeta ya tu eva parapāsādā saṇa-tena pakaraṇena evaṅkataun, āptapāsāndāca vaḥyati parapāsāndasachesa upakaroṭī
tadamūtathā karoto āptapāsādaṇīcha chhootati parapāsāndasacipe apakaroṭī yahi kāčhe āptapāsāndāṁ pujayati parapāsādām vā garahati,
5 savai āptapāsāndabhatiye kīṁti āptapāsāndāṁ dipayema iti socha puna tathā karoto āptapāsāndāṁ bādhatarāṁ upahanāti ta samavayō eva sādāh
6 kīṁti māṇamāṇīasa dānaṁmaṇi sunājučha susaniserācha evaṅktī Devānāmapiyośa ichhā kīṁti savāpāsāndāccha bahusūtāccha asu kalāṇgāmāccha asu;
7 yeča tatt-tata pasamām tehi vatavyā : Devānāmapiyo no tathā dānaū vā pūjā vā māṁśate yathā kīṁtiśārvadhī asa savāpāsānīdānaśa lahubā vā etāya
8 athā vyāpatā dānaḥmaṇhāmatāccha itāḥjaḥkhamahāmatāccha vachabhaṃikāccha ańcecha nikāya ayaṇāccha etas phala ya āptapāsāndāvadhīccha hotī, dānaṃmasaḥccha dipanā.

The new readings in the stampage are:—

In line 3 - lahukā for lahubā.
In line 6 - savai for sova.
In line 7 - kalāṇgaṇā for kalāṇgāma.
In line 8 - vatavyā for vatavyā.

Professor Kern revises this as follows:—

1 Devānāmapiyo Piyadasi rāja savāpāsānīdhāna pavajitānīcha ghaṃstrānīcha pujayati, dāna cha vividhāyachcha pūjāya pujayati ne.
2 Na tu tathā dānaū vā pūjām vā Devānāmapiyo māṁśate, yathā kitisārvadhī asa savāpāsānīdānaśa. Sāravādhi tu bahuvihidhā;
3 tasa-tasa tu idāṁ mālāna ya vachiguti kīṁti? āptapāsāndūpājya vā parapāsāndagārāhā vā no bhava, apakaraṇāmhi lahubā vā asa;
4 tambhi-tamhi pakaraṇe pūjeta. Ya tu eva parapāsāndāsa(tena) tena pakaraṇena evaṅkataun, āptapāsāndācchā vaḥyati parapāsāndasachesa upakaroṭī
tadamūtathā karoto āptapāsāndānīcha chhootati parapāsāndasacipe apakaroṭī. Yohi kāčhe āptapāsāndāṁ pujayati parapāsāndākā vā garahati

* * * The tolerant spirit of Aśoka, which the narrow intellect of Mahānāma was incapable of comprehending, manifests itself conspicuously in No. XII. of Girnar, which has no parallel either in the Dhami or Kapurdigiri series.—Kern, n. s. p. 65.
'Before giving the translation of this we will consider some expressions in it: The meaning of the neuter पाश्चाद्वी, and of the masc. पाश्चाद्विः, comes out more clearly in this document. The first is "sect," the second "member of a sect." They are both introduced into the Sanskrit, but in the modified signification of "heretical sect" and "heretic." The word "sect" shows the same change of meaning also in English, where it is used to signify "another sect than the dominant one," and "sectarian," "any one of another sect than the recognised and common one." The Greek haeresis and haereticus have had the same history. When we have now found from the Gärn document what the older meaning of पाश्चाद्विः is, the origin of the word becomes at the same time clear. It has arisen from a Sans. pārśkādyā, pārśhada, with the understanding that there must have been a western form, viz., pārśhanda, pārśkādyā. The root sand has no longer a nasal sound in the Sanskrit, but in kindred languages, the Scelian among others, the form sand is very common; and in the Sanskrit itself there is at least one word in which the nasal sound has been preserved, viz., âsandi, "arm-chair, throne." * Aṣa is the Vedic aṣat; asu corrupted from aṣon by a false analogy. This conjunctive has also been adopted into the Pâli; but, as has been already observed, those who made the Pâli books no longer understood the form, and made of it aṣa, aṣu, as if aṣa were formally = siya, — a proof that they no longer knew anything of the pronunciation of the old Prâkrit. Kini, Sansk. kini, "with what intention a thing is thought, or spoken, or done," refers to the intention or aim of what goes before. Instead of the oratio directa, which is such a favourite in all the older and more modern Indian languages, our idiom requires a dependent sentence. Kini with the subsequent independent sentence becomes "in order that," and sometimes "so that," followed by a dependent clause. This syntactic peculiarity of the Indian languages is sufficiently well known, and would not have been noticed here if previous expositors had not altogether misunderstood the little word. The spelling òpta is incorrect, just as is that of bâṃkâra; the word ought to have been spelled apta (i.e., altā) according to the vocal laws of the Prâkrit; on the other hand, òta (= altā) is permissible; and it is by no means improbable that òpta used to be pronounced as òta, and therefore no inconvenience was found in the long d. Pâjita is 3rd sing. opt. middle. The middle is here employed, probably, because the word is intransitive; pâjita omnín is "he honours another;" pâjyrte, "he shows his reverence, his esteem." The word bâhukâ, "mean estimation," is not known beyond Sanskrit literature; which, how-

* The spelling pâkhejâ, which occurs in Sans. along with the spelling with sh, represents a western pronunciation, which is now widely spread in all Northern India, and was also prevalent, though in a less degree, in very ancient times. Kh for sh has frequently crept into the prevailing dialect—the classical Sanskrit; e.g. such a form as dekkha, from deśh, could not have originated unless sh had been pronounced as ch. So also rikh, likkh, with their derivatives, are only a western pronunciation of rikh, likh, "to tear, to scratch:" so also ukhâ mayâhka.
ever, is not saying much. A scholiast on Pāṇini 7. 3. 14, does indeed mention bahukā without saying whether he regards it as a substantive or an adjective. If the former it can mean nothing else than bahukā of Girnar, for the adjective bahukā is "placed at a high price, dear." Alaghatukā has not come down to us, but must have been in use as much as bahukā. In order to proceed with certainty, I shall, in the Sanskrit paraphrase, use tāgharaṃ (taking therefore laghutā, loghumānam) and bahumānam. Our resources do not enable us to decide whether the reading should not be bahukā and tāgharakā. None of the terms discussed presents the slightest difficulty, so far as the sense is concerned. It is somewhat more troublesome to determine the sense of vachabhūmika. The only attempt at explanation which deserves the name is that of Burnout* He resolves the combination into vacha (Sansk. varchas, "ordure") and bhūmika, derived from bhāmi, "ground," from which it would follow that the word means "inspectors of the privies." He had neglected to say that the Sansk. form would then, with Vṛddhi, have been vārchabhūmika, but since the Sans. vārch would give in the Prākrit vācch (spelled vach) as well as vācch, there is no other remark to be made so far as the doctrine of sounds is concerned than that vachcha can scarcely come from vāro. The same scholar does not fail to refer to No. VI. of Girnar, where vachcha also occurs, and certainly in the same meaning as here, though it does not appear more clearly what that meaning is. But No. VI. has been subjected to such treatment that we could not be satisfied with quoting a couple of terms from it, and a proper discussion of the part where mention is made of the appointment of overseers of vachcha, &c., would occupy more space than we can afford. We shall, therefore, merely assume here, provisionally, without proof, that vachabhūmika answers to a Sans. vrātyabhūmika, derived with Vṛddhi, from vrātyabhāmi, "a place for wandering comrades," i.e. a hospice. The usual name of the royal magistrates or overseers is mahāmātra, Sansk. mahāmātra.*

In Sanskrit:

1 Devānāmpriyah Priyadarśi rājā sarvapārāśadānāchā pravrajitānicīhā gārhasāthiyānicāhā pājyayati, dānena ca
vidhiyāchā pājyay ca vivādāchā pājyay ca

2 Na tathā dānāvā pājāvā vai Devānāmpriyā yānta yāma kārtāsāvāyuddhis yānta sarvapārāśadānām.
Sāravāyuddhis tu bahuvidāḥ

3 tasya-tasya tv idam mānā yād vāggupitāḥ; kimī? ātmāyāvāshāyāpāyā pārāśadādāgarāhā no bhaved
āpāyā pājāvā laghutā vā svatā; pājāvā
tasmināstmin prakārāpe pājāvā. Yat tveṣa sāvāpārāśadāhā no tena pākaraṇaśaivā kītāṃ, ātmāyā
śāndāgaśādāvā varāhāvati sarvapārāśadāsyaapakāro; tāmenātha kuraun ātmāyāvāśādashicāhā no
kuaunā pārāśadāsyaapakāro. Yo pi kāṣhā
ātmāyāvāśādām pājāvā, sarvān svāpārāśadāshabhakteḥ (kuryāt); kimī? svāpārāśadām dīpayemēti.
Sa pānā tathā kuruva svāpārāśadām bāghataram upahānti. Tat samāvāya eva sādhān (= sreshtham);

4 kimī? anāmyāyā svādāna śāntāmyāvā śāntāmyāvā. Evarhī Devānāmpriyasyāekhāḥ; kimī?
sāvāpārāśadāḥ bahuṣustutāsya syābā kalyāyānagānāsya syābā

5 yeha tatra-tatra prasannās te li vaktayāḥ: Devānāmpriyā na tathā dānāvā vā pājāvā vā yānta yāma
kārtāsāvāyuddhis yānta sarvapārāśadānām bahuṣustutām vā. Etasāsy

6 arthāyā vyāpyātā dharmamāmātraitācāhā strīdyākdākhyamāmadāmāitrācāhā vrātyabhūmikākāyā yeha
Idānāāhātāsyā phalaṃ ud ātmāyāvāśādashaddhikāścha bhavati, dharmasāya dīpayā.

Translation.

"King Devānāmpriya Priyadarśin honours all sects, and orders of monks, and conditions of heads of families, and honours them with love-gifts and with marks of

* Lotus de la Bonne Loi, p. 773.
† In Anglo-Saxon the steward or overseer of an estate is called gerfēa; the dhamamāmāstra is, therefore, the seiregerfēa, the English sheriff. * sheriff," therefore, would be the best English translation.
‡ That is, "kinds of laics." (1124a.)
honour of all kinds. To be sure Devānāmpriya does not attribute so much value to love-gifts or marks of honour, as to this, that the good name and intrinsic worth of all sects may increase. Now intrinsic worth can grow greater in many ways, but the foundation thereof, in all its compass, is discretion in speaking, so that no man may praise his own sect, or contempt another sect, or despise it on unsuitable occasions; on all manner of occasions let respect be shown. Whatever of good, indeed, a man, from any motive, confers on any one of a different persuasion, tends to the advantage of his own sect and to the benefit of a different persuasion; by acting in an opposite manner, a man injures his own sect and offends a different sect. Though everyone who praises his own persuasion may, perhaps, do all that from attachment to his own sect, for the purpose of glorifying it; nevertheless he shall, by so doing, greatly injure his own persuasion. Therefore concord is best, so that all may know and willingly listen to each other’s religion. Because it is the wish of Devānāmpriya that the members of all persuasions may be well instructed, and shall adhere to a doctrine of benevolence. And to them who are inclined to all that let the assurance be given that Devānāmpriya does not attach so much value to love-gifts or show of reverence as to this, that all sects may increase in good name and intrinsic worth, and be revered. For this end sheriffs over legal proceedings, magistrates entrusted with the superintendence of the women, hospice masters (?), and other bodies have been appointed. And the result of this is, that Devānāmpriya’s persuasion has increased in prosperity, and that he causes the Righteousness to come forth in full splendour.”

“The mention in this place of the sheriffs,” adds Dr. Kern, “is certainly intended to remind the people that it has always been the earnest desire of the king to insure the impartial administration of justice, without respect to religious belief. He refers to his official acts in order to show that, though he is himself now a sincere Buddhist, yet in nothing does he favour his co-religionists above others. The jurisdiction of the magistrates charged with the superintendence of the women was certainly not limited merely to the public women. For though the hetairai played as great a part in Indian society, as their sisters in ancient Greece, and though it was necessary that such an element of society should be under state control, yet in this place something else must be meant. The mention here of certain magistrates has a specific reason; what that reason is cannot be a matter of doubt, if the beginning of the inscription be compared with the conclusion. As the appointment of high officials is a guarantee for savappānaṁjñāni, and that of ithdājakhākh-mahāmatā has been made in the interest of all ghrastāṇi, they serve to watch over the purity of morals and of domestic life. The magistrates referred to must therefore have been a kind of censorum morum, whose duty was to restrain the luxury and other excesses of the matrons.

**Tablet XIII.**

We come now to the thirteenth edict, awanting in the Dhaukt redaction, and so unfortunately damaged here by the breaking of the stone. It stands below the fifth and twelfth on the stone, and reads thus:—

1. de pataṣa pasamātaṁ etāhātāṁ baha tāvata karunata tatā pachhā adhunā ladhesu kallagesu tivo dhanāmavāyo

2. vadho va maranāṁ va apavāha va janasata bādhama vedana matacha ganamatacha Devā

*That is, “to curb the tongue.”*  
† *Dharmasya dipandā* is an ambiguous expression; perhaps selected purposely, as it also signifies “to glorify, to adorn the Faith (i.e. religion).”
sā mātā pitārī susūnā guru susūnāsā mitasaṃśātaka sahāya sa dāsa

ya śātika vyasaśāni pāpuṇoti vata sopi tesaṃ upaghāto
patīpați bhago vāśā sava...
mi (?) yato nāśī manusānām ekatarmhi pāsaṃdhamhi na nāma
pāsade vāvakāto jana tada

na yasaka va mitaveyā vapi ataviyo Devānampiyasa pījite pāti
sava bhūtānām achatānī cha sayamānācha samaśā(?)
cheran cha mātāva cha

Yona rājā paraśeça tena chattāro rājāno Turamāyo cha Aūtakāna
cha Magā cha

idhe pāriñde savata Devānampiyasa dharmānusasṭīṃ anuvatārpyata
piduti

vājayo savathā puna vijayo pītī raso sā ladha sā pītī hoti dhāṇīma
vijayaṁahi

yaṁ vijayaṁmahā vijatavyanā mahā nāsarasake eva vijayēchhāti cha

foliśka cha pāralokikā cha

New readings:—
In line 4
In line 6
In line 7
In line 8
In line 9
In line 10

teso (?) for tese,
pītī for sātī,
achāti for achātiān,
Aūtakāna for Aūkākāna,
pāriñde savato for varāñdesu savato,
vijayāmaḥ for vijayaśāni.

This has not been discussed by either Burnouf or Kern, so we fall back on Professor Wilson’s discussion of it, from which we extract the following remarks:—

“The division of the Girnar inscriptions numbered by Mr. Prinsep as XIII., finds a counterpart at Kapur-di-Giri; but unfortunately it is not of a nature to supply the defects and imperfections of the Girnar tablet. The rock at Girnar is, at this part, so much mutilated, that it is difficult to put together the context of the entire tablet. The rock at Kapur-di-Giri has not apparently suffered much mutilation, and the inscription is consequently more complete, supplying the words effaced from that at Girnar; but it is not only in this respect that it exceeds in length the Girnar inscription. There are evidently additional passages which the latter does not contain, and which intervene between what are apparently intended for the same passages in both places; on the other hand there are several obliterations or deficiencies in the Kapur-di-Giri inscription where that at Girnar is entire. In collating the two, therefore, wide gaps occur without a parallel, owing partly to these respective mutilations, partly to the additional matter at Kapur-di-Giri. From place to place, however, concurrent passages do occur, which leave no doubt of the general identity of the inscriptions.

“It happens, however, still unfortunately, that neither the additional nor those which are evidently identical passages in the Kapur-di-Giri inscription are, for the major part, to be satisfactorily deciphered. The circumstances under which the characters were transcribed sufficiently account for the disappointment.

“Mr. Prinsep has ventured to propose a continuous translation of the thirteenth tablet, although he admits that insulated phrases alone are intelligible. Such is the case in the Kapur-di-Giri inscription; and it were very unsafe to propose anything like a connected rendering even of what is perfect, although a few words and phrases are decipherable, and may be compared with similar words and phrases in the Girnar tablet. In most of these passages, however, the reading of the original itself is conjectural only.
"Deficiencies at the end of the seventh and beginning of line eight, at Girnar, are rather more than adequately filled up at Kapur-di-Giri, and some of the additional matter is important. The name and designation Aitiyoka nama Yona Raja are given distinctly; why he is introduced does not very well appear, but we might venture to connect it with what precedes, and to interpret and fill up the passages thus: 'He who had obtained the alliance of men—he has been received as the friend of (me) Devanampriya. We have for this conjectural rendering, Devanam priyasa, then some unreadable letters, sampapi (for sampprépi) yo janasa (su) sangyatan. At Girnar we have only Yona Raja, but no name, no Antiochus, nor any circumstance relating to him. Both inscriptions next read parancha, 'and afterwards'; the Girnar has then tenu, 'by him', which, as no name was specified, Mr. Prinsep necessarily interpreted 'by whom,' (rather, 'by him'), the Greek king, in the Kapur-di-Giri tablet, tenu refers of course to Antiochus, but not to leave any doubt on this score, the inscription repeats the name, and gives us tenu Antiyokena, 'by that Antiochus;' thus furnishing a very important illustration of the Girnar tablet. What then was done by him? by that Antiochus? This is not to be made out very distinctly, but connected with what follows, it may be conjectured to imply that four other Greek princes were brought under subjection by him. There can be no doubt that the numeral which Mr. Prinsep read, chaptaaro, is properly, chattara. There is no p in the Kapur-di-Giri inscription, it is clearly chattara, with the usual disregard of correct orthography and identification of long and short vowels. In the Girnar inscription the form is like pt, no doubt, but this combination is so utterly repugnant to the most characteristic feature of Pali that it cannot be allowed; and, in this case, if the original word intended be the Sanskrit numeral chattāra, the p would be gratuitously inserted. The only admissible reading is chattāra, the regular Pali form of the Sanskrit chatvāra. We then have the several names of the four princes remarkably distinct, and it luckily happens that M. Court's copy is also very legible in this passage, and entirely confirms Mr. Masson's readings. The passage runs thus: Turamara nama, Antikona nama, Mako nama, Alikuvarari nama. At Girnar the last name is wanting, there being some letters obliterated. We have also some variation in the reading, but not material, the names being there, Turamiyokha, Antakonacha, Magāha. The two inscriptions give us, no doubt, the names of four Greek princes.

"We have the order, 'by that Antiochus four Yavana kings were'; what? neither inscription enables us to answer, the Girnar inscription being in fact here mutilated. Mr. Prinsep in his introductory remarks, supplying the connexion conjecturally, fills up the blank by reading, "And the Greek king besides, by whom the four kings have been induced to permit," but there is nothing to warrant such a translation; and in the actual rendering of the passage the latter clause is omitted; we have there, "and the Greek king, besides, by whom the kings of Egypt, Ptolemaios, Antigonos (?), and Magas," &c. and then follows a blank.

"The translation of Mr. Prinsep is subjoined for the sake of reference, but I cannot venture to propose any connected version.

Mr. Prinsep's Translation.

"... . . . Whose equality and exertion towards that object, exceeding activity, judicious conduct . . . afterwards in the Kalinga provinces not to be obtained by wealth . . . the decline of religion, murder, and death, and
unrestrained license of mankind; when flourished the (precious maxims) of Devānampiyō comprising the essence of learning and of science: dutiful service to mother and father; dutiful service to spiritual teachers; the love of friend and child (charity) to kinsfolk, to servants, (to Brāhmaṇas and Sramaṇas, &c., which) cleanse away the calamities of generation; further also in these things unceasing perseverance is fame. There is not in either class of the heretics of men, not, so to say, a procedure marked by such grace, nor so glorious nor friendly, nor even so extremely liberal as Devānampiyō's injunction for the non-injury, and content of living creatures and the Greek king besides, by whom the kings of Egypt, Ptolemaios and Antigonos, and Magas, both here and in foreign (countries), everywhere the religious ordinances of Devānampiyō effect conversion wherever they go; conquest is of every description; but further the conquest which bringeth joy springing from pleasant emotions, becometh joy itself; the victory of virtue is happiness; the victory of happiness is not to be overcome, that which essentially possesses a pledge of happiness, such victory is desired in things of this world and things of the next world!"

Tablet XIV.

The last of the edicts is engraved to the right of the thirteenth, and is in five and a half lines. It reads thus:—

1. Ayāṁ dharmālipātī Devānampiyēna Piyaśāsinā rāñā lekhāpātā astī eva
2. saṁkhiṭena astī maṭhamena astī vistātāna nācuḥ savānā savata ghaṭitaṁ
3. māhālakpepi vijitaṁ bahuca likhitaiṁ likhāpa[e]śa[n]ehema astica etakaṁ
4. punapunavutaṁ tasa-tasa athasa mādhūriyā kinti jano tathā paṭipajētha
5. tata ekadā asamātaiṁ likhitaiṁ asaṇḍesaiṁ va sācchāyakāraṇaiṁ va
6. alochetpā lipikaraṇāparādhena va.

The new readings here are—

In line 2  -  -  -  -  -  savata for pava.
In line 4  -  -  -  -  kiṭṭi for kiti.
In line 5  -  -  -  -  -  asaṇḍesai for asaṇḍesam.

Professor Kern's revised reading of the text is as follows:—†

1. Ayāṁ dharmālipātī Devānampiyēna Piyaśāsinā rāñā lekhāpātā; astī eva
2. saṁkhiṭena, astī maṭhamena, astī vistātāna, nōccha savānā savata ghaṭitaṁ;
3. māhālakpepi vijitaṁ, bahuca likhitaiṁ likhāpa[e]śa[n]ehema. Astica etakaṁ
4. punapunavutaṁ, tasa-tasa athasa mādhūriyā (or mādhurāsya); kinti? jano tathā paṭipajētha.
5. Tata ekadā asamātaiṁ likhitaiṁ asaṇḍesaiṁ va, sācchāyakāraṇaiṁ va
6. alochetpā lipikaraṇāparādhena va.

In Sanskrit:—

1. Ayāṁ dharmālipātī Devānampiyēna Piyaśāsinā rāñā lekhāpātā; astī eva
2. saṁkhiṭepito astī madhyasaṁ astī vistāreṇa, nācuḥ savānā savatva ghaṭitaṁ;
3. māhālakpam vijitaṁ, bahuca likhitaiṁ mādhurāsya. Astica, tāvataḥ,
4. punapunavuktaiṁ, tasa-tasa yātasa mādhuryā; kinti? jano tathā pratipadyeteti
5. Tattad ekadāsaṁātaiṁ likhitaiṁ asaṇḍesaiṁ va,
6. sācchāyakāraṇaiṁ va lipikaraṇāparādhenaiṁ va.

Translation.

"King Devānampiyēna Priyadarśiṁ has caused this righteousness-edict to be written, here, concisely, there in moderate compass, in a third place again at full length, so that it is not found altogether everywhere worked out; for the kingdom is great,

and what I have caused to be written, much. Repetitions occur also, in a certain measure on account of the agreeableness of various points, in order that the people should in that way (the more willingly) receive it. If sometimes the one or other is written incompletely or not in order, it is because care has not been taken to make a good transcript, or by the fault of the copyist (i.e., the stone engraver)."

The Signature.

"The reason why the name of Buddha does not occur in these inscriptions," says Professor Kern,\(^*\) "is easily seen: they were intended for the whole empire, for all without distinction of creed, and it would have been unbecoming of the prince, in his admonitions, had he appealed to a Master who was not known as such to the majority of his subjects. Besides which Asoka speaks as the administrator of the realm, and not as a religious preacher. In one place only, namely, the signature of the Girnar\(^†\) inscription, is Buddha referred to. Of this signature there remains—

\[\text{va sveto nasti savaloka sukhāhara nāma.}\]

What has to be supplied at the beginning I leave to the ingenuity of others to determine, but what is left means—

"The white elephant whose name is the bringer of happiness to the whole world."

"That by this term Śākya is implied there can be no doubt, since the legend says that the Bodhisattva, the future Buddha, left heaven to bring happiness to men, and entered his mother’s womb as a white elephant. Thus we read in the Lalitavistāra, chap. 63:—"

"Pushyanakshatrayogā Bodhisattva Tushitacarabhavanācum chyuteva vrilītaḥ samprajāyanaṃ pānduragajāraṃ bhūraya, janayā dikṣipūyām kukshāv avākramate."

"With regard to savalokasukhāhara, we may compare the gāthā in Lalitavistāra, 111, in which allusion is made to the happiness which the birth of Buddha was to bring into the world:—"

\[\text{apāyāscha yathā śantāḥ sukhi sarvām yathā jagat \| dhruvaṃ Sukhāvahā jātaḥ sukhe sthāpayitā jagat \|}\]

"Even if the signature is not to be attributed to the scribe, the custom evidently even then prevalent, and still in use at the present day, of naming at the end of the inscription the divinity worshipped by the writer or scribe can offer no serious difficulty. In the short inscription, No. XIV., which is neither more nor less than a postscript addressed to the reader, we find apologies which occur word for word in the postscript of modern manuscripts and even printed books. When we read at the end of the Bombay edition of the Mahābhārata,—asmin parvaṇī ślokaśeśamāyam lipikaramapamadādīnā bodyam, we can almost fancy we have before us Asoka’s warning against the negligence of his scribes,—against lipikaramapamādī,—as his own words express it. So tenacious is Indian

---

* Skr. chéyā, "transcript, copy," is wanting in the dictionaries, the word is well known to the Pandits, and occurs also in the Bombay editions of Sanskrit dramas.

† Ut sup. p. 43. Translated by the late R. C. Childers, Esq.

† Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. VII. p. 241. Compare facsimile. Prinsep has wrongly assigned the signature to No. XIII. of the Girnar inscription. It is true that it stands directly under it, but this is because No. XIII. is in the middle column. One has but to look at the facsimile to see how the matter stands. Wilson’s transcript is inaccurate.
tradition! The ascription to the white elephant—that is, to Buddha—corresponds to the Śrī-Rāmārpaṇam asū, and similar expressions of Indian MSS. of the present day.

"Though the king's edicts, or rather written addresses to his subjects, contain nothing which could give offence to the adherents of other forms of belief, they are nevertheless more or less Buddhistic in their style. They are composed in a preaching tone, full of repetitions. Just as Bodhaghosha commends the sacred writings for their proximity, so Aśoka informs us that he has intentionally repeated some things on account of their sweetness, and in order to cause them to find all the more favour with the people."

These edicts, as Professor Kern remarks, "give an idea of what the king did for his subjects in his wide empire, which extended from Behār to Gandhāra, from the Himālaya to the coast of Coromandel and Pāṇḍya.† They are not unimportant for the criticism of the Buddhistic traditions, though they give us exceedingly little concerning the condition of the doctrine and its adherents. The prince went over to Buddhism in the eleventh year of his reign. He was a zealous Buddhist who concerned himself with the spiritual interest, and even with the catechism, of his co-religionists. At fitting time and place he makes mention, in a modest and becoming manner, of the doctrine which he had embraced; but nothing of a Buddhist spirit can be discovered in his state policy. From the very beginning of his reign he was a good prince. His ordinances concerning the sparing of animal life agree much more closely with the ideas of the heretical Jainas than with those of the Buddhists.

"Although, then, the inscriptions of Aśoka the Humane may be only in part of direct interest for the history of Buddhism, yet the trouble bestowed upon the reading has not been lost. The Aśoka with whom we become acquainted from his own words-forms a striking contrast to the caricature which is exhibited to us in the works of Buddhists and others as the image of the noble king."

* Ut. sup. p. 107,—translated by the Rev. A. Milroy.
VII. THE SĀH OR RUDRA DĀMĀ INSRIPTION.

We come next to the inscription on the top of the rock (Plate XIV.), and which is read from the south side.* Like the Asoka inscription, it was first deciphered and translated by Princep.† The first portion of it was revised by Professor H. H. Wilson, from the transcript of Westergaard and Jacob,‡ and the whole by the late Dr. Bhau Dāji of Bombay,§ from a fresh copy made by his own pendants. The following transcription and translation have been kindly revised from the latter and from the estampane by Professor Eggeling:—

1. Siddham idānā teṣākānān sadarāsanaṁ Giranagarādā āpādārama
2. dappataparvadhīśiśiśiśūla[dham]a,, sa[...]
3. nāgāvidhānaṁ paścikānāṁ
4. nābhir anugrahāh manah upaśchaye vuccate tad idānā rājōMahākṣatrāpanya suṣrīhi
5. taṇāmaṁ Śrīnā-Chācondasāna pautra
6. paṭrasya rājō Mahākṣatrāpanya gaūravāh abhyekūkānaṁ Rudra-Dāmān vareho dvipaśpatītaṇaṁ 4
7. Mārggāśīrṣabhaṣaṇapyaṁ [yāni] prajāsiddhaśrīpatiṇaṁ
8. parjanyaena ekāṃvarkabhātyaṁ iha prathihāyāṁ kṛtīyāṁ: Gīśa-Urvijayāda Śuvarasakṣaṇaṁ
9. Talāśnābhurāhānaṁ vadānānāṁ alaṃkārātā mṛgāhī saṁmaṇaṁ svayambhūh
10. yamāṅkūṭāḥ
11. praptikāmāṁ api giriṣākhamamāt uttātākāṃ sa caksnpāṭakāla pāṭdāvārānaarāveścaḥ svayambhūv adhikānaṁ yuganādhenaścādā
12. kāparānadāraṃ svayaṁ pramakṣaṅkānaścānākāyaṁ
13. svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ viśnuḥ Śrī lavoṣāya eva vistṛṣāya eva eviśu
14. pānchṣapatiḥ hastanā svayamābhyaḥ bhode na sarṣitaśrīnavamśya: mārūlaśvavakapālaṁ aśtripradātīna[?]
15. syārdhe śrīnuṣa rājō Mahākṣatrāpanya
16. Raśātyeṇa Śrīnuṣa prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
17. kāparānadāraṃ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
18. praṇāmīḥ
19. alaṃkārātā mṛgāhī saṁmaṇaṁ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
20. praṇāmīḥ
21. alaṃkārātā mṛgāhī saṁmaṇaṁ
22. praptikāmāṁ api giriṣākhamamāt uttātākāṃ sa caksnpāṭakāla pāṭdāvārānaarāveścaḥ svayambhūv adhikānaṁ yuganādhenaścādā
23. kāparānadāraṃ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
24. svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
25. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
26. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
27. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
28. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
29. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
30. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
31. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
32. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
33. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
34. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
35. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
36. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
37. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
38. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
39. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
40. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
41. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
42. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
43. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
44. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
45. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
46. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
47. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
48. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
49. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
50. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
51. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
52. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
53. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
54. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
55. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
56. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
57. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
58. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
59. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ
60. janaṇadānaḥ svayaṁ prakṛtiṣastraṇam aṣṭi chaturā mādattastānaṁ

---

* This inscription has already been referred to, ante, pp. 42, 43.

Two syllables broken off, probably "ptaga."
Translation.

1 "To the Perfect One.—This Sudārsana lake, being from Girinagara... to the foot... having been supplied with an embankment all round strongly lined with masonry continuously in its length, breadth, and height, so as to rival the hill region itself... and being possessed of a natural causeway formed by... it has been completed with appliances against inundations in the matter of well-constructed canals,

and by means of three banks (?)... and other advantages is in excellent condition. This work gave way on the 4th day of the dark fortnight of the month Märgaśīrsha of the 72nd year, of Rājā Mahākshatrapa Rudra Dāman, whose name is oft repeated by the great, the grandson of Mahākshatrapa Chashṭana of well accepted (propitious) name... the son of... in consequence of the rain having poured down heavy showers everywhere, converting the surface of the earth as it were into one ocean.

6 and by the excessive swelling of the currents of the gold-sand river Palāśini... and other rivers of the Uṛjayata hill, the embankment... was carried away... in spite of suitable devices employed to... the water, agitated by a hurricane, destroying the hill-top, trees, walls, towers, collections of houses with stories and doors,

and whose terrible force was fierce as the deluge, washed down, fallen and dismantled... stones, shrubs, networks of creepers... (gave way) down to the bottom of the river. Through a broken passage of four hundred and twenty cubits length, and of the same breadth,

8 and seventy-five cubits deep, the whole of the water escaped and converted (the lake) as it were into the (arid) country of Marwar. Afterwards (?)... for the sake of... it was ordered to be repaired by Śyena Pushyagupta, brother-in-law (rāṣṭriya)2 of the Maurya Rāja Chandragupta;

9 and was embellished with embankments under the governor(ship) (adhisṭhāya—under the supervision?) of Tushaspa, the (celebrated)† Yavana Rāja of Aśoka Maurya. By the parapet seen in this break, which he (Tushaspa) has had constructed, and which has been executed in a manner worthy of the king, the extensive (?) bridge... who—on account of his virtues, the abode of royal fortune, which manifested itself in uninterrupted prosperity from his child-birth,—was wooed by all classes approaching for protection as his subjects;

10 who, except in war, had taken the true vow never in his life to kill a human being... the killing of an equal and opposing enemy and liberality... who has compassionate to... who afforded protection... in lieu of the submission of the people he encountered... city never afflicted by thieves, serpents, wild animals, and diseases...

11 The lord of the countries of eastern and western Ākāravati (or Ākara and Avanti), Anūpadēsa, Ānartha, Surāšṭra, Aśva-kacchha (or Bharuka-kacchha?), Sauvira, Kukura, Aparānta, Nishāda, &c., conquered by his own might, and the people of which are well affected; who rooted out the Yaudheyas,

12 who would not subject themselves from their pride of their title of hero, acknowledged by the Kshatriya tribe; who, without treachery, after twice thoroughly

---

* The inscription has ṛddhavo, but ṛd mano was evidently intended.
† The stream flowing out of the valley round the foot of Girnār, also known as the Svarnarekhā.
‡ Tc (na), supplied by Dr. Bhan Dājī.
conquering Satakarni, lord of Dakshiṇapatha, did not completely destroy him, on account of their near connexion, and thus obtained glory . . . . . . . . . of great exploits by the re-establishment of deposed kings, by properly raising his hand (i.e. by gifts)

12 has repeatedly earned the love of Dharma; who has secured great renown by his complete study of the theory and practice of the great sciences of grammar, polity, singing, philosophy, &c.; who was skilled in the sciences of (managing) the horse, the elephant, the chariot, the sword, the shield, close fight, &c.; whose attacks on his enemies' army are impetuous and effectual; who is always of a charitable, courteous, and

obliging disposition; who is munificent; whose treasury overflows with abundance of gold, silver, diamonds, lapis-lazuli (vaigāhīya), and jewels, acquired by just and proper taxes and duties and tribute; whose speech is graced by clear, simple, sweet, admirable, and beautiful sentences in prose and poetry; whose beautiful form has the best mark and qualifications in gait, height, voice, walk, colour, vigour, strength, &c.; who himself acquired the title of Mahākshatrāpa (protector of warriors), who won numerous garlands of flowers in the Swayamvara ceremony of the daughters of kings; by this Mahākshatrāpa Rudra Dāma, for cows and Brahmins . . . . . . and for the increase of his merit and fame

16 by gentle means exacted taxes, and forced labour from the people of the city and country, and by a liberal amount of money from his own treasury, in no great length of time constructed the bridge of three times the length and breadth . . . .

. . . . caused the most delightful lake (sūdārśanataram) to be made.

17 On account of the largeness of the gap, the undertaking was forbidden by the king's advisers and executive officers, although possessed of all the qualifications of ministers, and not disinclined to encourage enterprise.

The people, losing all hopes of the rebuilding of the bridge, raised woeful cries, when the work was executed by the

Pahlava minister Suviśākha, the son of Kulaipa, appointed by the king to look after the welfare of the people of towns and districts, and for the protection of the whole of Anarta and Surāśtra . . . . . who (Suviśākha) by the proper dispensation of justice in temporal and spiritual matters secured the love of the people; who was powerful, patient, unshaken, free from pride, honourable, unconquerable,

the establisher of religious fame, and the increaser of the glories of his master."

This inscription, if the conquests of Rudra Dāma are not an idle boast, shows that the power of the Sāhrs was of very considerable extent, reaching from the Tāpi over a large part of Mālwa to the borders of Sindh,—for Avanti is the country round Ujjain.* Anūpadēsa Professor Bhandarkar supposes to have been on the Narmadā about Nimār, with Mālāshmatī as its capital; this, however, is not sufficiently supported. Anūpa is mentioned in the Harivendra as having been given by King Prithu to the bard Sāta, and again as annexed by Haryasva to his kingdom of Anarta which, as we shall see below, was also included in the peninsula we now call Kathiāwād. Anūpa or Anúpa is again spoken of as "dependant on the king of Sindh," which might be regarded as pointing to Kačchh, if it was not, as seems more probable, Okhāmandal.†

Ānartta is mentioned in the Rāmdānya as a western region towards the sea-coast of Gujarāt;* and is referred to in the Hariveśa as having been settled by King Reva, the grandson of Saryātī, with Kusasthali as its capital, situated between the ocean and Anūpa, and the name of which was afterwards changed, when it became the Yādava capital, into Dvāravati or Dvāraka, on an island of Ānartta. Further Ānartta is spoken of as part at least of Surāshṭra, 'bounded on one side by the sea and on the other by Anūpa, with Girivara (Girnār I suppose) for its fortress.' To this Haryasva annexed Anūpa, and 'extended his sway over the whole of Ānartta.'†

Aśvakachha—if the reading can be trusted—I would identify as Kaehh; Sauvira is frequently mentioned as in Sindh or its vicinity;‡ Kukura, as Prof. R. G. Bhandarkar suggests, may be the equivalent of Hiwan Thang’s Kiu-che-lo, of which the capital was Pelo-mi-lo, identified by Vivien de Saint Martin with Bālmer in Rājputāna;§ Aparānta must be the western coast below the Ghāts or Sahyādri range, as indicated by Prof. R. G. Bhandarkar, from a passage in the Raghuvāsa where Raghu is represented as crossing the Sahya mountains to conquer the country which he fills to the seashore with his army:|| This is confirmed by the Hariveśa from which we gather that the city of Sūrāparākā belongs to it, and which I have identified with Sāpāra in the Konkan near Bassin.¶ Nishāda, the kingdom of Nala, must belong to the south of Malwa, among the Vindhya hills, or perhaps, as Lassen has placed it, along the Sātāpura hills to the north-west of Berar.**

Who the "Śātakarni lord of the Dakshiṇāpatha" was, is not quite certain. Among the kings known by the various names of the Andhira, Śātavāhana, Vrispala, Andhraśatya, and Andhrabhritya dynasty, which according to different Purāṇas ruled for 435, 456, or 460 years, there are several of the name of Śātakarni. Though the Vāyu and Bhāgavata Purāṇas state that there were thirty kings, the former gives the names of only seventeen, and the latter with the Vishṇu Purāṇa give twenty-four, while the Matsya gives twenty-nine.†† And as the Maurya, Śunga, and Kānva dynasties are said to have lasted in all 204 or 296 years, and that Śiprakṣa killed Suśarman, the last of the Kānvas, and founded the Andhira dynasty, if we assume that

---

† Ānartta was the son of Saryātī, and Ānartta’s son was Reva who ruled the country of Ānartta. Raivata Kukumin was the eldest of the hundred children of Reva, and succeeded him on the throne of Kusasthali. This prince went one day, accompanied by his daughter Revati, to the abode of Brahmā, where for a little while (of the gods)—but really many human ages, he assisted at a concert of Godhañvas. On returning he found his capital occupied by the Yādavas and named Dvāravatī. Raivata thereon gave his daughter to Balārāma and retired as a devotee to Mount Meru.—Hariveśa, caps. 10, 93, 111, 112, and 153. As Raivata is the proper name of Girnār, this reads as if intended to be understood as an allegory.
‡ The Tīrīk-tandra calls Sauvira the worst of countries and places it east of Sūrāsena. Conf. Lassen, Alterthums. 2nd ed. I. 864; Rāmdānya, iii. 58, 56 Gor. Mālākha, iii. 100, viii. 44; Brihat Sañkitī, v. 79; ix. 19; x. 6, in Jour. R. A. S. (N.S.) vol. IV, p. 468; and vol. V. pp. 53, 64; Hariveśa, c. 31 and 90; Ind. Ant., vol. II, p. 145; Schol. on Pāṇini IV. ii. 76, 123; Trans. Orient. Cong. 1874, p. 345, and Satrāṅgāya Mālākha, sarg. x. 391, quoted below p. 153, note.
** Hariveśa, caps. 5 and 94; Mānu x. 8, and 43; Raghuvāsa xiii. 59 iv. 52, xviii. 1; Lassen, Ind. Alt. I. 119.
Chandragupta the Maurya began to reign in 317 B.C., the Andrāhṛtyyas must have arisen about 22 B.C. And taking this as an initial date, we may represent the chronology of the dynasty as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andrāhṛtyya Kings</th>
<th>Vāyu</th>
<th>Matsya</th>
<th>Brahmāṇḍa</th>
<th>Probable Date of Accession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Śāinka, Simdhuka, or Śīśuka</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṛishna, his brother</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1 A.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śātaṅkara I, Śamalakara or Śantakara</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18 (or 18)</td>
<td>18 (or 10)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāragatsanga or Parmanuka</td>
<td>wanting</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skandhastambhika, or Śrīvalavāṇa</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śātaṅkara II.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambodara</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Īvīnaka, Aplaka or Āpitaka</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saunkha, or Meghavatī</td>
<td>wanting</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śātaṅkara III. or śēti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śūadvatī</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrigendra, or Mahendra Śatākara</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuntala or Śātākara</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śvātikara</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paṭumāta, Paṭumāvī or Pulomāvī</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>(36?)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arishtakara, Gaurakṛṣṭha, or Gorakṣhavatī</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hala or Hāladya</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patañjala or Meghavatī</td>
<td>(5?)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravilāsa or Parvāndasena</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundara Śātākara</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakora Śatākara, or Rajāśadvatī</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śvātikara</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauṭamiputra Śatākara</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmati, Pulomāvī, or Pulomāvī Śatākara</td>
<td>wanting</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śvātikara Śatākara, or Aṭi</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sivatākara, or Śkandhavatī</td>
<td>7 (9)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajnaśatākara, or Yajna Śatākara</td>
<td>Gauṭamiputra</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9 (20)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaiyāya</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandrhāri Śatākara, Vaiṭāri or Chandravatīra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulomāvichāra or Pulomāvī</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>410 to 417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statement of Pliny (c. A.D. 75) that the ‘Andarāe have many villages, thirty cities protected by walls and towers, and which support a force of 100,000 infantry, 1,000,000 (?) cavalry, and a thousand elephants,’ is a proof that the early kings of this dynasty were very powerful in the first century of the Christian era.

But from external sources we have little or nothing to check the above chronology. Wilson suggested that the embassy mentioned by De Guignes as sent to China in A.D. 408, from a Buddhist king, Yue-gmnǐ or Yuei-ťāi of Kia-pi-li, in India, might have been from Yajnaśatākara; but as it arrived in the time of the emperor Wen-ti of the Song dynasty, who reigned from 424 to 453, and the date intended was A.D. 423,—it was long after the death of Yajnaśatākara. As the name Yuei-ťāi, or ‘beloved of the moon,’ in Chinese is equivalent to Chandrapriya (in Sanskrit) or Chandragupta, Lassen

* In the Brahmanda Purana Mahendra Satakara, Kuntala Satakara, and Svastiṣena (1 yr.) follow after Chakora Satakara.

† Hist. Nat. Lib. VI. c. 22 § 4:—'Quid libere quietem Andreae, plurimus viciss, XXX oppidii, quae, mutuis terrisque munirontur, regi praebet pedemium C.M., equitum M.M., elephanto M.' The 'M.M.' must surely be a corruption of the text. To the Paśi, who are stated to be by far the most powerful, are assigned only 30,000 cavalry.

naturally supposes he was one of the Gupta kings;* if Yuei-ai, then, were neither Yajnaśrī nor Chandraśrī, the date of the embassy does not aid in fixing the chronology of the Andhrabhṛtyas. Still less, as Lassen remarks, can we identify Hulomein of the Chinese, who, according to De Guignes,† was also a king of middle India, with Puloman, because this king must have reigned at an earlier date.

Ptolemy (cir. A.D. 150) mentions a Sri Polemos of Paithana, and this might have referred to a Pulomāvit, but, unless our lists are useless, or Puḷumāvi was as common a name as Śātakarni, the first of that name flourished long after the death of Ptolemy.

On the testimony of the above inscription, however, Rudra Dāma was contemporary with a Dekhan king named Śātakarni. Now if, as I suppose with Mr. Fergusson‡ and Professor Bhandarkar, the Sāhs dated from the Saka era, the date of this inscription is 150 A.D.—possibly 30, and almost certainly more than 20 years, after the death of Śātakarni II.§ and 18 years before the accession of Śātakarni III. of the lists; but as Śātakarni seems to have been a surname of the Śātavāhana race it was probably applied to Ivilaka and Sangha also, who were the contemporaries of Rudra Dāma, and the first of whom may be the Śātakarni whom he “twice overthrew.”

The Nāsik and other cave inscriptions show that the Sāhs were influential in the Dekhan in the second century. While one speaks of Nāsik as if it were Krishṇarāja’s capital, others state that some of the caves were executed by Ushavadā, the son-in-law of Kshaharāta Nahapāna in 40, 41, and 42 of the Sāh era, or A.D. 118-120—that is, during the reign of Śātakarni II. But we hear no more of the Śātavāhanas after Krishṇarāja till Śātakarni II. Gautamputra, “the lord of Dhanakataka (A.D. 317-338), who claims to have “quelled the boast and pride of the Kshatriyas,” to be “the destroyer of the Śakas, Yavanas, and Palhavas,” to have extirpated “the race of Khagārāta,” to have “established the glory of the family of Śātavāhana,” and to be sovereign of “Asika, Asmaka, Mudhaka, Surāśṭra, Kukura, Aparanta, Anupa, Vidarbha, Akara, and Avanti.” If, as Professor R. G. Bhandarkar and Mr. Fergusson suppose, the Khagārāta were the same as the Sāhs,—and the last date on the Sāh coins seems to be 250 or A.D. 329, which tends to confirm this, || then the Sāhs may really have held many of the provinces here claimed by Gautamputra during the interval from A.D. 150 or even 110 down to his time. And it will be remarked that the provinces he conquered include nearly all those over which Rudra Dāma had ruled a hundred and eighty years earlier.

---

* Alterthumskunde, 2nd ed., vol. II, pp. 785, 1211; a suggestion, by the by, tending to support the Gupta chronology as dated from A.D. 318, for this embassy reached China in the Gupta year 109, and so might have been sent by Chandragupta II., and the second embassy in A.D. 502 or 183 Gupta Samvat, from a Gupta (Chinese Ko-to) may have been sent either by Budha Gupta or Toramāya.—Stanislas Julien in Journ. Asiatique IVme Sér. t. X, pp. 91, 100; and conf. ante, p. 70; Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, pp. 140 ff.; Fergusson, Journ. R. As. Soc. (N.S.) vol. IV, p. 125.


‡ History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 721.

§ Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, pp. 204, 272.

VIII. SKANDAGUPTA'S INSCRIPTION.

The third and last long inscription on the Junagadh stone is that already referred to (p. 21) as on the north-west side, facing the causeway. Of this the time and means at disposal did not admit of a copy being taken; and indeed it is very doubtful if a satisfactory copy could now be taken without the aid of very skilful pandits. The surface is weather-worn and the letters, originally small and but rudely cut in a later style than the Sôh inscription, are mostly very indistinct. The copy on the accompanying Plate XV. is from that made by Bhagwanlal Indrajib for the late Dr. Bhan Daji in 1861, whose transliteraton and translation are as follows:

Transcript.

1. भृगुद्रूप विश्वमिहितमनोकामीं भृगुद्रूपपति पुष्क्रारात्मे यो कोलासाक्षात्कसमानी

2. व ज्ञति विविचारिंतत्स्वाप्नात्माः नदनुजयति श्रवणोपरिचितवचा खमुक्तिनित्योः

3. राजाराजसनारायणान्त महान्द्रोपक्षानां प्रतिशिविधानां नृत्तिनिगणितेत स्मृत्युर: स

4. अधिनिवनन्तार्थं देशकारात्मां अन्तर्भ शरीरबन्धं आत्मवाचनं अपि च चितार्थव

5. क्षण वुधा निपुणधर्माय धार्मिक च हस्ताक्षरं पुष्कर्णिनयं अभ्ययं स्मृत्युस्मृत्युर: पुष्कर्णिनयं

6. अतां दश्रत्रो अन्येन कदवी दशरथ न वा यो भृगुर्विविद्या तानु एवं च जिन यथिनविना भर्तों भारतविविधिनिश्चित्रत्र शाला श्रवण श्रवण विधाय गृहस्व भृगुद्रूप भृगुद्रूप भृगुद्रूप

7. भलासनियोगीनौ मेधांनृत्तिनिगणितेष्वर:तत्क्रियंगंधुपमप्रभुं अभ्यंस्वविहिमन्तरार्थां धर्मां अन्येन भिक्षु भिक्षु भिक्षु

8. नायार्जनेयेण च न: बमां खारिजत्साध्याय रत्नेण च गोपालविस्तारपी च तंत्रस्वत: पात्राविद्यानां बांधु स्मृतिकृति बन्धु ष्ट्रेत्रो वासमना भये मन्यूह स्मृतिनिगणितेष्वर:तत्क्रियंगंधुपमप्रभुं भृगुद्रूप

9. आदिलादिने द्वीपस्मृतिः नृत्तिनिगणितेष्वर:तत्क्रियंगंधुपमप्रभुं भृगुद्रूप

10. तत्क्रियंगंधुपमप्रभुं द्वीप सत्तान्तरस्त्रेत्रो भर्तों भर्तों भर्तों भर्तों भर्तों भर्तों भर्तों.

१२ अभावमूळे चक्षकालीनाच्या नायक अधिन: प्रेमल मंगल चन्द्रपुर वज्ञानशास्त्री:-
पि(त)रे यशु निर्गीि राक्षस वहा प्रभुल मयी नवाय गोिी निवायी ग्रंथकार? न च । ।
मार्गिराजीनाम ते विष्णुमार्गी नामकाने च शून्यकालीनातरंशस्याच अविवाहिक्यो च ये आध्यात्मिनां च।
१२ इत्येवते निगीिे तंत्रमंडलावरुन युक्त नवाया न निवाये यो पक्षयो लोके याच्यात्मकाचा
स्वत: निवाये च एव काल्यन गुणावताराने वृत्तत्त्व: शुभानुसाराभाय: इत्येवते निगीिे तंत्रमंडलाचा
तीर्थस्थवर पिन्या याच्यात्मकाचा नागरक राक्षस वज्ञानशास्त्री नामकाचा नावाचा।
१३ आध्यात्मिनां च भूपदर्शन क्षेत्रे नामही नराच मोहिनाच्याचार च विष्णुस्वरूपीनां वेदी
प्रायस्थुळाच (२४) विशिष्टभावत: ग्रंथावली दिवस यांमाने कटुंक कलानि वाचला । । पीर-
वर्गाला । पुनः स्थान परीक्षा दोषावर निर्बंधाय च प्रदेशी सृंख्य ध्वनि भाषणारायणाने।
१४ निगीिेऽन्नमत्त्वानं वरुणः: संविना निकिनिनी पूर्वपाला: सच्चासनाचन परेश पुनः: गमः: गुरुदवान-
परी घोषीयो वाचला नामही नराच्याचारग्रंथावली भूपपणे सार्वजनिकाचाृतिस्थिती:- सिवाचा चिह्नमुक्तिकाने निगीिे तंत्रमंडलाचा नावाचा।
१५ अथ व्यायामयुक्त आयुष्याच निरदेशार्थ विविध (तोवरे)याने: तोवरे भक्तिमंडलाचा
सर्वभाग्य्येच्या तर्काचा विश्वासाच्या निर्धारणांमध्ये देवाचा तन्त्र स्थिरस्वरूपीनां विद्रोहीने टिने औरी
देवी श्रीरामचंद्र यें ज्ञातवराचार्यां स्वतःतिरंगति तिथि (पुस्तिका)राव गणी
दिने श्रीरामचंद्र यें ज्ञातवराचार्यां स्वतःतिरंगति तिथि (पुस्तिका)राव गणी
तिरंगति (पुस्तिका)राव गणी
१६ रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें रामचंद्र यें
"To the Perfect One! Vishnu, who snatched from Bali, for the happiness of Indra, that wealth (Srī) which is worthy of enjoyment by his beloved (devotees), and which was carried off for a long time, who conquered misery, and who is the constant asylum (or light) of that Lakshmi, whose residence is the lotus,

and who is ever victorious:—may he be glorious! Next to him, may he (Skanda-gupta) be victorious, whose breast is encircled with splendour (Srī), who obtained the fame of a hero (vīrya) by his own arm, the supreme king of kings, who, acting by the command of Garuḍa, as his substitute, destroyed the poison of the royal snakes (snake-like kings)

with their hoods expanded in pride and conceit. The asylum of kingly qualities, he, the far-famed Skanda-gupta, of great wealth, who, on his father's attaining the friendship of Devas (i.e., on his father's death), humbled his enemies by his might, and possessed himself of the earth, which contains the gems of the four oceans, and which is skirted by rich countries;

by whose ever-increasing success his enemies in Mlechchha countries, whose pride has been destroyed from the root, were, as it were, conquered, and were ashamed to show their faces.

Lakshmi, in her wisdom, having carefully reflected and considered all the causes of good and bad qualities, rejected, one after another, the sons of kings, and at last married him herself. Whilst this king was governing the earth no one amongst his subjects departed from the path of duty (dharma),

or suffered, or was poor, vicious, miserly, deserving of punishment, or suffered from extreme misery. Having conquered all the world and humbled the pride of his enemies, and having established protecting officers in all the countries, he began to think intently. What person is there who is at once competent

and far-seeing, modest, and with faith, full of wisdom and memory; who is endowed with truth, straightforwardness, generosity, moral worth, sweetness, talent, and glory; who is devoted and attached, manly, whose mind is devoid of every kind of deceit; whose heart is ever intent on the discharge of his obligations, who is devoted to the good of mankind;

and who by righteous means is able to earn wealth, to preserve and increase it, and to spend it on proper objects? Who is there qualified best to govern all the districts of Surāśṭtra amongst all my servants? Yes, I know surely, only Parṇadatta is competent to bear the burden.

In this way this king of kings meditated for successive days and nights, and with firm resolve and earnest entreaty appointed (him) for the good government of the country of Surāśṭtra. The Devas obtained rest after appointing Varuṇa to the west; so the king by appointing Parṇadatta to the west felt secure.

* Revised by Professor Eggeling, who remarks that "the Inscription is composed for the most part in the Indravajrā and Upendra-vajrā metres, intermixed with Vaiśakhavati couplets; the two opening couplets being in the Mitāi metre."
His (Parnadatta's) son, full of filial duty, was, as it were, the victorious Parnadatta, divided into a second self-same spirit, who was brought up as his own (dear) self, whose mind was serene, whose form was beautiful as that of Cupid, . . . . in keeping with the form, beautiful and variegated . . . . whose acts were ever truthful . . . . and whose face resembled an expanded lotus; who afforded protection to those who sought his protection.

He who was renowned in the world by the name of Chakrapālíta; was beloved by the people and made his father greater by his (good) qualities; in whom ever dwelt power tempered by mercy, humility, morality, bravery that boasts not, charity, cheerfulness, talent, freedom from debt, restless energy, beauty, contempt of the mean, freedom from pride, courage, and generosity.

Those various qualities in an eminent degree resided in him without interruption. There is no one in this world to be compared to him in (good) qualities. He being endowed with all (good) qualities became worthy of example to mankind. The father (Parnadatta), having recognized these and other greater qualities, himself appointed him (Chakrapālíta). He then protected the city better than his predecessors.

He availed himself of the bravery of his two arms, did not depend on others, nor did he cause distress to any from pride, but punished the wicked in the town. The people placed implicit confidence, and studying the character of the people he pleases them as if they were his children, with cheerfulness, sweet conversation,

civility, liberality, by the familiarity of social intercourse, by respect for their family usages, by devotion to Brahmanism, powerful, pure, charitable according to the rules, he enjoyed such pleasures as he could without transgressing wisdom, religion, and prosperity; what wonder that he (who was descended) from Parnadatta should be virtuous? Is warmth ever caused from the moon, which is cool as a collection of pearls and aquatic lotuses?

Afterwards, when in the course of nature the rainy season arrived after the hot season, it rained copiously and continuously for a long time, whereby the Sudarsana burst (its embankments?)—When a century of years plus thirty-(six?) passed, on the sixth day of Bhādrapada, at night, counting from the era of Gupta (Guptasya kāla)

. . . . and the rivers of the sea (waves), arising from the Raivata (mountain), and pent up for a long time, and also the Pāšāni, shining with its (golden) sands, again as usual proceeded (rolled) towards their lord (the sea), the friendly Urajayat, observing the flow of love on the part of the ocean,

and spread, as it were, his river-hands. All the people, frightened and crying to one another what to do and how to do, were all night (or morning and evening) thrown into still greater consternation. The Sudarsana (good-looking) lake in this world instantly became ill-looking (was destroyed).

Would the Sudarsana be ever filled with water and assume an appearance like that of the sea? . . . . (letters lost) . . . . he being greatly devoted to his father . . . . having put forward Dharma, ever of beneficial sequence to its observers . . . . for the benefit of the king and of the city, in a century of Samvāras

. . . . (years) plus thirty plus seven (having passed) . . . . . . . . . Chaithra (month)

. . . . and whose might is known . . . . Having pleased the gods by ghee and obeisances, and the twice-born by gold, and similarly the people of the city by entertaining them with proper civility, and also servants and respectable friends by gifts.

On the first day of the first demi-lunation of the (first) month

of the Grishma season (letter half of summer), in two months, in the best manner, he with great courtesy, and by expending immense wealth, constructed with great effort . . . . whose total length is 100 cubits, and breadth 68 cubits.

* The poet plays upon the word ātman, which is repeatedly introduced.
height (? ?) persons (men’s height) . . . . (200 cubits ?) . . . . with well-set stones . . . . the Sudarśana lake (destined ?) to last till the deluge,

and also . . . . and whose band (setu) is ornamented . . . . and in the chakravāka (heron) and the geese . . . . beautiful water . . . . as long as the sun and moon . . . .

May the city be prosperous and populous! May its sins be removed by hundreds of Brahmans singing the Vedas . . . . century of years, also (may they be saved from) all kinds of evils, and from famine . . . . the arrangement of the description of the construction of the Sudarśana lake is finished.

The destroyer of the pride of haughty enemies of great fortune, a banner of his race, the lord of the whole earth . . . . (ten syllables lost) . . . . (four syllables not made out) . . . . (fourteen syllables lost) . . . . the protector of the Dwipa . . . . the lord of the great . . . . (four syllables not made out) . . . .

for the suppression of enemies . . . . his son endowed with his own qualities, who (son) has offered his soul to the feet of Govinda (Vishnu), by him . . . . (about fourteen syllables lost) . . . . and having been to the lotus-feet of Vishnu . . . . whom the people of the city have submitted on account of his exploits, by him,

with a great expenditure of money and time, who by his prowess has had in submission the people of the city . . . . the holder of the discus . . . . enemy . . . . who is independent, and who for the sake of Brahmadeva became a man (?)

to this discus-holding Vishnu, a temple was constructed by Chakrapalita . . . . and . . . . From the (kāta) era of the Guptas . . . . a century of years plus thirty-eight (having passed) . . . . (about twelve syllables lost) . . . . (seven doubtful syllables) . . . . on the top of the Jayanta mountain,

appears as if ruling . . . . and secondly on the top . . . .

This inscription has already been referred to (page 22), and the legend that has survived in support of it (pp. 30 and 80), preserving, though in corrupted forms, the names of Chakrapalita and his son Parṇadatta, their relation to the Gupta sovereign, and the subversion of the Gupta power in Surāśṭra by the Valabhis. And this confirms what could scarcely otherwise be doubted—that the Valabhis immediately succeeded the Guptas. Thus, whatever meaning we may attach to Guptānāḥ kāta in this inscription, the Valabhi plates must be dated in the same era; and as the earliest of these is one of Dhruvasena I. dated 216, Bhāṭarka must have ruled as Senāpati not earlier than 160, nor much later than 150, when the Gupta power was broken up by Toramāṇa, and when the opportunity would be the most tempting to throw off the yoke of his masters (ante, pp. 68-70). Now proofs are accumulating that the Valabhi’s used Albinus’s Gupta era, and rose to power at the end of the fifth century, A.D., hence Skanda Gupta must have ruled about the middle of that century—say 450 to 470 A.D.; and the dates 136, 137, and 138 in this inscription must be those of the same Gupta era, and fall to the years A.D. 455, 466, and 457.

On a smaller stone to the south-east of the large one is carved in large letters—

\[\text{Śrī Tiratha Sādata}\]

read by Prinsep as—Śrī Tiratha Sādata—the circle denoting the final ī passing over the edge of the stone.
PLAN OF THE CAVE AT BĀWĀ PYĀRĀŚ MATH JUNĀGAĐH.

PLATE XVII.
IX.—CAVES AT JUNÁGADH, TALÁJÁ, SÂNÁ, DHÁNK, &C.


We now come to the Buddhist caves, which at one time must have been very numerous about Junágadh. Hiwan-Thanag, the Chinese pilgrim of the seventh century, as already quoted (p. 88) states that there were in his time about fifty convents, with about three thousand recluse, of the Sthavira sect, belonging to the Maháyána or "greater translation."

Of these Buddhist convents there are still remains, though four hundred years of Muslim dominion and strife have obliterated every trace of most of them. In the east of Junágadh, between the inhabited part and the walls, and beside the modern monastery or Math known as Bawá Pyán's, are a number of monastic caves. A quarry has been opened behind them, and if it has not cut away some of them entirely, it has already been brought up so close as to go under and into those on the north-west and into one on the east of the series.

These caves are arranged in three lines (see plates XVI. and XVII.): the first, on the north, faces southwards, and consists of one larger cave at the west end (A, plate XVII., and photograph, plate XVI.), about 28 feet by 16, having two pillars (perhaps originally three in line) supporting the roof, with three cells (C, C, C) at the back and a chamber (B) at the west end screened off by two plain square pillars and their corresponding pilasters. The front is partly destroyed, but has still three square pillars with octagonal necks, and on the façade over the central opening is the only fragment of carving—a semicircular arch slightly raised on the surface with a cross bar or diameter—in fact a very early form of the chaitya-window ornament, that, in later times, became so fashionable as an architectural ornament (see plate XVI.). East of this are three smaller caves (D, D, D), each consisting of a verandah with two square pillars and a cell about 11½ feet by 9½ feet.

The second line runs south from the east end of the last (plates XVII and XIX.). It has an open court (E) about 15 yards long, on the west side of which is the principal cave of the group (F) apparently a very primitive chaitya, flat-roofed, originally with four pillars supporting it, but they are all gone. The back has a nearly semicircular apse; and the cave measures 20 feet wide, by fully 26 feet deep, with a door nearly 5 feet wide. It is much filled up with earth, which the Darbá began to clean out, but did not complete so far as to show whether there had been a Dhaubhó inside or not; I suspect, however, if there was such an object in it, it must have been structural. In front of this apartment is a verandah 30 feet long by 7 feet 10 inches deep, from which two cells (G, G) are entered, one on each side the principal hall, and measuring about 7¾ feet wide by 9½ feet deep. The verandah has six square pillars, with sinhá or lion brackets to the roof, which projects about 4 feet 2 inches. The façade of the verandah is also carved with very rude chaitya-window ornaments (see photograph, plate XIX.). At each end of the verandah a winged sinhá is carved in low relief on the wall.

At the north end of the court and at a higher level, approached by steps, is a cave (H) having a verandah 6 feet 10 inches by 19 feet 7 inches, with a door and two windows. At the back of the verandah are two cells each about 9 feet 8 inches square. Into the back of these cells the quarry has already entered.
On the east side of the court are other cells, entirely choked up on my arrival, but which the Darbâr obligingly cleared out partially. Two of them (I, I) consist of a small verandah with a cell at the back: the third was not excavated.

The base of a square pillar was found in the court (at e), but it was not fully excavated down to the rock.

Outside this court, to the south, is a cave (K) with a small sunk court (J) in front. The cave consists of a verandah and two cells, each about 9 feet 8 inches square. On the doors are some roughly executed carvings (plate XVIII. figs. 2 and 3), and over one of them is the swastika and other Buddhist symbols.

Next to this is another cave (L) with a bench round the small outer court. The door has a sort of arch traced over it (plate XVIII. fig. 1), and the cell inside, though partially filled up with earth, is considerably lower in the floor than outside. It is about 14 feet deep, by 11 feet wide in front, and 13 feet 4 inches at the back.

The third line of caves begins at the back of this and runs W.N.W. The first (M) consists of a small verandah with a door and two windows, and inside a cell 9 feet 3 inches by 9 feet 9 inches. The second (N) has a verandah 19 feet long by 5 feet 9 inches wide, and a hall 15 feet 5 inches by 17 feet 3 inches, with a single octagon pillar (O) in the centre supporting the roof. This is sketched in plate XVIII. fig. 4. The base of it is too much damaged to allow us to determine its shape, but the capital consisted of an abacus of three thin members, with the inverted water-jar form under it, as in the oldest caves at Nasik and Junar.

The remaining three caves (P, Q, R) are quite plain, consisting of verandahs with door and two windows separated by square pillars, and two cells each inside, except the middle one, which has only one cell.

The rock in which these caves are cut, slopes down considerably to the south, so that the roofs of the last line are considerably beneath the floors of the first.

In front of the cells I, I (plate XVII.), which enter from the level of the court in front of them, was found, during the excavation, a square stone slab about 2 feet each way and 8 inches thick, with part of a Sâh inscription on one edge of it, in characters closely resembling those of the Rudra Dâmân inscription (see plate XX. fig. 1). Unfortunately the stone is soft calcareous sandstone, and many of the letters are indistinct; the workmen damaged one end of it, but, to add to the misfortune, some one carried it off to the Palace in the city, and in doing so seriously injured it at one corner. When I went to photograph it, I had a difficulty in tracing it; at length, however, it was found lying in a verandah in the circle in front of the palace. Dr. Bühler has kindly supplied me with the following transcript and notes on it:—

TRANSSCRIPT OF THE SÂHÂ INSRIPTION FROM A CAVE IN JUNÂGAH.

[Other text]

"The slab on which the above inscription is written appears to have lost more than half of its original length. For as the inscription belongs to the time of a
1. SAHI INSCRIPTION - FROM JUNAGATH CAVES.

ROCK EXCAVATION AT MAHI GADECHI.

2. SECTION.

3. PLAN.
grandson of Śvāmi Jayaśrāman, probably to Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman,* the lost portion must have contained at least चपेत स्नद्रामपुज्ञक राजः: चवचाल ल्युऽमिष्टय: It is also probable that after the name of the king the year followed, both in words and figures, since line 4 gives the day of the month.

"The inscription gives no new information about the so-called Sāhā kings. The most interesting point about it is the word kevalijñānasampraptīnām of those who have obtained the knowledge of Kevalins. Kevalin occurs most frequently in the Jain scriptures, and denotes 'a person who is possessed of the kevalijñāna or true knowledge which produces final emancipation.' It would, therefore, seem that the inscription is Jain.

From this it would appear that these caves were probably excavated for the Jainas by the Sāh kings of Surāšṭra about the end of the second century of the Christian era. They may, however, be much older, and the inscription may merely commemorate their being devoted to the Jainas by the Sāh king, possibly after they had ceased to be used by the Buddhistas: or, the inscription may have been brought from some other caves now entirely destroyed.

South-west by south from these caves, in a portion of rock left in the middle of a quarry, is a cave with two pillars in the front of the verandah. In plan these pillars are broken squares—so permanent in all Hindu works; and the capitals have drooping cars. Large numbers of caves most probably have been quarried away around this.

In the jungle within the north wall of Junāgadh, at Māli-Gadechi, under an old Hindu or Jain temple converted into a mosque, is a cave 26 feet 8 inches wide by 13 feet deep: the roof supported by two octagonal columns 9 feet 10½ inches high, with sculptured capitals (see plan and section, plate XX. figs. 2 and 3)—the sculpture, however, defaced and plastered over by its Muhammadan appropriators. The two square pillars which divide the front of the cave, have had siṅha brackets on the outer face, and are 7 feet 10 inches high. At the west end is a small cell 8 feet 11 inches by 6 feet 2 inches.

It is by no means clear that this was a monastic abode: it seems quite as likely that it was a sort of garden retreat with a bath in front, similar to the one described below on the Uparkot, and connected with the palace at Khāparā Khodi. In the sunk area or court in front now stands the small cell or shrine of a pīr or wālid, about whom the attendant and others tell stories of the most grovelling and silly ignorance, of marvels equally absurd as they are purposeless.

6. The Uparkot.

The Uparkot or upper fort of Junāgadh, is probably a rich mine of antiquities. It seems to have been the citadel of the old city, where the lieutenants of the great Aśoka, and still later, of the Guptā kings, lived. Of the rise of the Chuḍāsāma kings of Junāgadh we as yet know nothing. They held their court here, though they seem to have also lived occasionally at Wāmanasthali—the modern Vanthali or Banthali, where ruled Wāmanrāja, and later the Grāharipu†—probably a Chuḍāsāma king—defeated and slain by Mularāja of Paṭṭan in the end of the tenth century (cir. A.D. 980).

† Grāharipu is only a title or a nickname: he is described as an Aśir, a title which would apply to Naughan the foster son of Devāt the Aśir: for the story as related in the Dvīpaśraya, see Ind. Antiq. vol. IV. p. 72-77.
The whole enclosure of the Uparkot is now covered with custard-apple trees, which are said to yield a rent of Rs. 1000 a year; but the debris on which they grow, and which is scattered unevenly in heaps, is suggestive of masses of buildings, of which these heaps cover the remains, and possibly of rock chambers below, with much sculpture.

The Uparkot still contains some wells such as the Adi Chadī and Naughan wāvs, cut to a great depth in the soft rock. The Adi-Chadī wāv is descended by a long flight of steps, and has also a shaft just over the well. The sides of the descent show the most remarkable overlappings and changes of lie in the strata—for which alone it is worth a visit by anyone with geological tastes.

The Naughan wāv has a rock-cut passage, at least 10 feet wide, winding round its ample square area down to the bottom—perhaps 120 feet, with apertures into the shaft for light. On one side is a balcony, where tradition says the kusumbā draught was brewed in a built cistern, still shown, when the Court came down to hold a drinking bout. This—like the story of the celestial horse that fell into the well, and only extricated himself at the instigation of a faqir—is probably without a shadow of foundation: the cistern was used perhaps for ablution.

About the time I first visited Junāghādī in 1869, some rock-cut apartments were discovered at the bottom of a descent on the north of the Jāmī Masjid. They are of considerable interest, for, though much defaced, they manifest a high style of art. Few bases, for example, could be found anywhere to excel in beauty of design and richness of carving those of the six pillars in the lower hall. (See plates XXI. and XXIV.)

Quite close to these excavations on their south side the ground sounds hollow, and there is a line of wall cropping up, exactly similar to those round the tops of the two openings which led to the discovery of those excavated.

The excavations opened up consist of a deep tank or bath (E, plate XXII.) about 11 feet square, with a covered verandah round three sides of it: that on the west side is occupied with a built seat (F)—like the ḍawna for an idol,—probably for laying the garments upon while bathing; and the pipes for the water come down the wall (H) from the surface, pass the front of this seat, and enter a small cistern (G) near the entrance at the south-west corner. The water must have been raised from some well in the neighbourhood and conveyed to the supply pipe; and the small cistern may have been formed to assist in filtering the water pure into the bath.

The corridor (D) on the south side is supported by two columns (B) with spiral ridges round them, making half a revolution in 4 feet 2 inches of height (fig. 5, plate XXIII.). They have octagonal plinth bases and capitals with floral ornamentations—the capitals probably carved with animal figures. The shafts of two corresponding attached pilasters (C, and fig. 6) on the north wall are divided into three sections each, having the grooves or ridges running in opposite spirals.

Over the bath (E) the roof is open, and round the opening a wall has been built, and still stands a foot or so above the ground level. (See section, fig. 3, plate XXIII.)

In the north wall is a large aperture or window (K) into the next chamber. This apartment (L) is entered from a door in the north-east corner of the bathroom leading to another in the south-east of this second room, which is a large chamber, 35 feet 10 inches long by 27 feet 10 inches wide, with six columns supporting the roof; the area between the first four of these—like that over the bath—is open to the wind.
above, with a surrounding wall on the surface of the rock. It is also open to a hall below; and the four columns at the corners of it have been connected by a thin low parapet wall, about 20 inches high and 6 inches thick, now entirely destroyed. The rest of the area is occupied by the corridor on three sides, and by the space on the north where the remaining two pillars stand. In the walls on the north, east, and west sides are stone bench-recesses (M, M) divided into long compartments, with a base moulded in architectural courses below, and a frieze above, ornamented with chaitya-window and chequer carvings. The four pillars round the open area are square, the other two are sixteen-sided, and have been carved with animal figures on the abaci; but the bases and capitals of all six have been so destroyed that it is impossible to restore them.

In the north-east corner a door leads into a small apartment (N), which has a hole in the roof blackened with smoke, and which may have been used as an occasional cookroom, to prepare warm drinks, &c., for those who had been enjoying the bath. By the side of this apartment a door leads to a stair (O) descending to the entrance of the hall below.

This lower room measures 39 feet 6 inches by 31 feet and had evidently been filled up long before the one above it, and is consequently in a better state of preservation. It has been elaborately and very tastefully carved, as will be shown by the photograph (plate XXI). On entering it we come on a platform (R, plate XXII., fig. 2) slightly raised and nearly square, with two short pillars on its west side, supporting a frame above descending from the roof. What this was meant for is hard to say, unless the depression within was intended to be filled with cotton or other soft substance to form a dais or a bed.

Except on the west side, the remainder of the walls is surrounded by a bench recess, divided at regular intervals, as in the apartment above. Over this recess the frieze is ornamented with chaitya windows having the Buddhist rail in the lower part of the opening, and two figures looking out of each; in many cases two females with something like "cars" on their head-dresses—but too indistinct to be distinguished what they represent (fig. 7, plate XXIII).

The four columns (P, P) in the south end of this hall are larger than the two (Q, Q) in front of the supposed dais or bed, but the bases of all are alike, and the bodies of the capitals are similar. The rich bases have been already alluded to, and the drawings, (plate XXIV.) where the original pattern has been truthfully restored from the different fragments still left entire,—will give a better idea of them than any description could.

The abaci are carved with lions couchant at the corners; and in the middle of each is a figure, intended for a lion, facing outwards, with a human figure on each side of it. The body of the capital consists of eight divisions round, indicated by the breaks in the ledge at the bottom, on which the human figures of the different groups stand. Most of the figures, if not all, are females, apparently nude, or nearly so, and some standing under foliage. They have been cut with considerable spirit, and in high—almost entire—relief: unfortunately many of them have been seriously damaged. In the two smaller columns the principal member below the body of the capital is carved with the heads of animals—mostly goats or rams. On the larger columns the corresponding member is not so deep, and is a serrated torus (plate XXIV.).

At the back or west side of this hall are two small rooms; that on the south (V)
with a single door, the other (U) with three entrances between jambs slightly advanced, and with a projecting frieze. The front of this is represented in Fig. 4, plate XXIII.

On the south wall are some scratchings, at first supposed to be an inscription: they are quite illegible, but were probably very much like those in Khāparā Khodi or Khangārī’s Mehal, referred to below, and probably the work of some visitor after the place had become neglected.

On the north side of this is an irregular excavation (W), in a corner of which there seems to be a shaft of a well (T) choked up; but the whole excavation here is more like the work of Mahāmūd Bigarāh’s quarrymen than any portion of the original work,—though it is quite probable that other chambers have been quarried away.

These rooms could have been no part of a monastic establishment, and the example of the old Mehal just to the north of this, suggests that they may have been either a sort of garden house belonging to the palace, or possibly the bath and pleasure house of another palace now interred under the débris that covers the whole of the Uparkot.

The masjid is a very large structure, 136 feet 9 inches by 103 feet 6 inches inside,—but outside it looks clumsy and ugly to a degree, with horse-shoe kāngrās all round the walls and four plain solid tapering granite pillars at the corners. The inside is much better,—the columns, a hundred and forty in number, being slender and lofty, with demi-columns above, in all 15 feet 1 inch high. The third rows from the front and back, and the fifth and tenth rows across are rather stronger than the others, and in many cases arches have been thrown in between them, forming a sort of screen, which, if uniformly carried out, would have divided the whole into three great central areas and three of about half the size each along both back and front. The masjid was begun by Mahāmūd Bigarāh, but was probably never finished. The columns of the three principal octagonal areas in the centre are of granite, with truncated conical bases and thick toruses dividing the shaft into three equal portions, with a 10-inch bracket capital. These four columns in each area, 27 feet 3 inches high, rise above the roof, and on those of the south octagon lie wooden beams as if for a temporary roof. The columns in the other areas were perhaps never all set up. (See plan on plate XXV.)

The mimbar or pulpit is high, supported on arches with eleven steps up to the platform. The mehrab is of white marble and exquisitely carved, but have lately been besmeared with whitewash.

Nearly opposite the Masjid is a large brass gun, 16 feet 11 inches long, 2 feet diameter at the breach, and about 19 inches at the muzzle, with a 9-inch bore. From the muzzle to the touch-hole is 16 feet 3 inches. Over the mouth, and on the middle of the barrel, are two inscriptions, recording that it was ordered to be made by Sulṭān Sulīman bin Sulīm Khān in A.H. 337 (A.D. 1530-31) on purpose that it should be employed in the destruction of the infidels in Hind. Maker of the gun Muhammad bin Hamzal of Misr (or Egypt). With another about 13 1/2 feet long, now on one of the bastions, it was brought here from Dū.

The inner gate of the fort is a genuine fragment of the old Rājput citadel, but it would be difficult to say precisely of what age; it is probably older than the time of Māṇḍalika V., who repaired the fort in A.D. 1450, but it does not seem older than A.D. 1200,—to about which date it may be assigned.

On the ramparts above is an inscription of Māṇḍalika V., dated Samvat 1507 (A.D. 1450), but much defaced by the Muhammadans.
c. Khâparâ Kodi or Khangâr's Mehal.

To the west of the cave at Mai Gadechi is the rock of Khâparâ Khodî, now rapidly disappearing before the Nawâb's quarrymen,—but in which is still to be seen a portion of an ancient rock-hewn dwelling, originally of great extent, and still locally known as Khângâr's Mehal or palace. (See plates XXVI. and XXVII.) What still remains of it extends fully 250 feet in length, through the rock, and has a width at one part of about 80 feet; but as the rock has been quarried entirely away, up to these limits, on three sides, it is impossible to tell what was its original extent or plan. "It was too old," said a man I spoke to, "to be of any use, and so the Darbâr gave it up to be quarried." This, I believe, represents the genuine local view on the point. Would that we had had a plan and a few descriptive notes of its original extent and details with copies of its inscriptions, before the quarrymen touched it!

Beginning at the west end (see plate XXVII.), we find on the top of the rock two stairs descending, the one (A) from the south, and the other (B) from the north; by the former of these we enter the south side of a hall (C) about 38 feet 8 inches square, with four heavy pillars in the floor enclosing an area about 15 feet square, which is open to the air above. In the south-west corner the wall has been broken through from the quarry (at D). On the west side is a small unfinished recess (E); and at the north-west corner is a somewhat larger one (F) with two pillars in front, and open into the quarry on its west side. At the south-east corner a door leads to the foot of the other stair already mentioned, and opposite to it is a door entering a much larger hall (G), 61 feet by 60, with sixteen pillars on the floor (one of them destroyed) arranged in fours round four areas, each about 15 feet square, and open above, leaving between them two aisles crossing at right angles in the centre. All the pillars are quite devoid of carving, and have a re-entrant angle at the corner of the open square. They are not exactly of the same dimensions, nor perfectly symmetrically arranged, nor are the sides of the rooms quite straight. Round the walls has been a bench. On the north wall is the following inscription: but the wall is rough and full of small holes, so that the points are read doubtfully:

\[
\text{جحصي سلم آنار اگی حاص گیل کیلی جنگیز رمضانی}
\]

This is defective, probably from some word or words wanting or hewn away at the beginning. After the first few letters, Professor Blochmann reads bandah i dargâh i a'la Hâji Muhammad . . . . . . "the slave of the highest throne Haji Muhammad" . . . . . . the rest of the line being unintelligible. The second line reads,—Hazrat deri-nagâm bandah binurz sul hastad, "Hazrat (God?) is everlasting. The slave died, year 700." The style is very bad; but if a genuine record, it would seem to indicate that Muhammadans were settled in Junâgadh in the end of the thirteenth century.

On the east side, near the north end, a door leads into what must have been a spacious apartment. The back or north corridor (H) is 111 feet in length by 10½ feet wide, and has returned along the east and west sides. The west side is entirely ruined

(11540)
by the quarry, but on the east it extends about 90 feet, by 8 feet 10 inches wide inside the pillars. In front of this has been a passage (I) about 9 feet wide and open above, and within this again a second covered corridor (J) about 10 feet wide, including the columns: on the east side, however, there is a wall affording support to a stair (K) ascending from the open passage to the roof or top of the rock. Within this the whole is quarried away. Under the centre of this apartment there is a passage, but whether for sewage or as a secret entrance, can scarcely be determined: it is quite choked up with earth and rubbish.

Leaving this by a door on the north side, we enter a hall (L) extending east and west, 67 feet 4 inches by about 16 feet 10 inches wide, which has recently been used to burn lime in. Two pillars still support the roof, but others have been destroyed, as has the whole of the front up to and under which the quarry has recently been extended. At each end is a chamber measuring 17 feet by 8 feet 0 inches with two pillars in front—one gone in each case.

At the north-east corner of this a fragment of an apartment (M) is left, showing that, in this direction at least, the excavations extended further. And just behind this is the side of a shaft (N) which descended from the top of the rock into the subterranean passage already mentioned. The rest has been recently quarried away.

Returning into the long corridor we find another door further east, which, by a short passage (O) running to the north-east, leads into a long deep passage (P) running ESE, about 30 yards, till stopped by a wall: in the other direction it passes a recess (Q) 11 feet 4 inches by 9 feet 9 inches, and is then lost in the quarry. This passage is open up to the top of the rock, and, in parts at least, is much filled up with rubbish.

On the back wall of the recess (Q) just mentioned is a short inscription cut in very large characters, thus:

There are many scribblings on the pillars and walls of the other apartments, but the stone is so rough and worn that without a thorough knowledge of the alphabet or alphabets (for there are more than one) it would be almost impossible to transcribe a single line with perfect accuracy. The following three may be taken as specimens:

But, so far as my memory serves me, there were inscriptions, only six years ago, in the old Pali character; Colonel Tod also distinctly states so. But now they have entirely disappeared with the chambers in which they were: the forms of the letters alone would have helped us to assign an age to these works; but, unless copies are to be found among
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Dr. Bhan Daji's papers, there is probably no record left of these inscriptions. Let us hope there are, and that they will be given to the world in time to be of some use!

Returning again to the large corridor, and leaving it by a door in the east side, we enter the last apartment, more irregular in shape than any of the rest, and consisting of two open areas (R, R), divided by a covered passage (S), and having a corridor (T, T) round the east and south sides, and at the north end a room (U), 7 feet 5 inches deep by 17 feet long, with two pillars in front. The two areas with the covered passage measure together about 62 feet by 17.

Opposite to the entrance door another leads out to the foot of a stair (V), which ascends to the north, turning round to the east and landing within a few feet of the end of the deep open passage referred to, and over the brink of the quarry on this side.

A little to the south of this (at W) are a few small detached rooms, quite choked up.

The roofs over these chambers are 10, 12, or more feet in thickness; and along the edges of the open areas are fragments of pillars and indications of sockets, &c. (see plate XXVI.), showing that, while excavated to give air and light, these areas were protected by roofs to keep out the glare of the noon-day summer sun and the rains of the monsoon. There are some traces also of what I take to have been channels to carry off the water. The indications, however, do not tend to show that any considerable portion of the structure was above the rock, from which to infer that these retreats were only the substructures of a palace intended for coolness during the heat of the day.

Besides the Mai-Gajechi excavations there are other fragments left, well to the south of these last, and just under the scarp of the Uparkot and also at Naudurgah. These also have quite recently suffered from the quarrymen; but no doubt many others were quarried away in the time of Mahmud Bigarah (A.D. 1470-82) when he built the present city and renamed it Mustafabad.

d. TALAJA AND SANA CAVES.

In the south-east of the peninsula, at Talajâ, called in Sanskrit Talugiri, and in modern vernacular parlance the Tekri of Talajâ, near the mouth of the Satrunjî river, is an almost conical, isolated rock, probably of volcanic origin and about 320 feet high, crowned by two modern Jaina temples, one on the vertex, the other on a sort of shoulder on the west face. The town lies on the north and west slopes, having the Talajâ—a feeder of the Satrunjî river, to the north of it.

At the confluence are three images of Mahâdeva or Śiva, called by the joint name of Panchanâtha, "the five lords," regarding which, tradition says, that Râmaechandra, on his way to the south, set up five images here, whence the name of Panchanâtha: the fourth is in the town in the temple of Talajâ Bhavanî Matâ, and the fifth at the village of Sobhâwad, a mile from it.

The view from the top of the hill is one of surprising beauty; the almost perfectly level, rich plain stretching away to the east, west, and south, the Satrunjî river winding across the foreground until it debouches into the Gulf of Khambhat to the south-east, whilst away to the north-west are low hills, behind which rises the famed Satrunjaya Mount.

The Talajâ hill is remarkable for the Buddhist caves on its north-west face, of which there are fully thirty, with fifteen to twenty tanks or cisterns for water. They have
once been more numerous; but many of them have been destroyed probably to make room for, and a passage up to the Jaina temples or their predecessors on the top. One of the largest of them, and the only one that now presents any remains of ornamentation, is at a height of fully a hundred feet. It is locally known as the Ebhal Maṇḍapa, and measures 75 feet by 67\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet, and is 17\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet high. This large hall, without any cells entered from within, had four octagonal pillars in front, but none inside, to support the roof; nor has it the wall that at Ajanṭa and elsewhere usually divides such excavations into an outer verandah and an inner hall. Outside the entrance, however, there are wells or tanks on both sides, and several cells. There are fragments of a modified—perhaps a very primitive—form of the horse-shoe or chaitya-window ornament, and of the Buddhist rail pattern on the façade of the cave (see photograph, plate XXVIII); but this is the only remains of sculpture now traceable among these caves. It takes its modern local designation from one of the Wāḷā Rājput chiefs, of whom Ebhal, the founder of the race, is said to have come from Mewād, perhaps about 1000 A.D., and another Ebhal, the sixth in descent from him, took Talājā from the Kolis about the beginning of the twelfth century. The tradition runs, that this Ebhal performed the marriage ceremonies (kanyādana) of his daughter here; and for the preparation of the accompanying feasts so much clarified butter (gхи) was necessary, that two Vānicas—Ranka and Vanka, who contracted to supply it—conveyed it by a drain into the tank on the west side of the entrance to the cave, since called the Gхи well (Gхи no ku).

A somewhat difficult path past the Ebhal Maṇḍapa leads up to the caves known as Mor-Medi, from the peafowl (mor) making them a roosting place. To the west of them are the Chambeli (or Jasmine) caves, below which is a tank, and through one of them we pass into an inner dark cell. A little to the east is the cave of Kodiyār—a local Mātā or demon goddess, and by the path to it is a tank of excellent water which lasts throughout the year. In a cell near by is a linga attended by an Atit Bāwa, supported by an allowance from the Bhaunagar Darbār.

Higher up the hill is a small cave called the shop of Ranka and Vanka, and still higher one called the school of Narsingh Mehta—the famous Śaiva mystic poet of Surāshktra. It is now used as a shrine of the monkey demigod Hānumān. A little above this, on the right hand, is a pretty large cave with some seven or eight cells in it, and a tank at each side of it. In an enclosure above this are eight tanks said to contain water all the year round, and close by is a ruined Chaitya cave, containing a dāhgoṇa or stone cylinder with hemispherical top—of a very simple type—the base only entire, and the remains of the torana or capital still attached to the flat roof of the cave. It is now called the “storehouse of wealth” (dvāraya), and is believed by the people to contain hidden treasure. The dāhgoṇa and general arrangements of these caves are sufficient indications of their being Buddhist works; and though we have no very definite means of determining their antiquity, yet from the simplicity of their arrangements, and—except that already mentioned on the façade of the Ebhal Maṇḍap—from the entire absence of sculpture, such as is common in all the later Buddhist caves, we may relegate them to a very early age, probably before the Christian era, and possibly even to the age of Aśoka or soon after.

The rock is of very different qualities in different parts of the hill, but where the existing caves are executed it is full of quartz veins, ramified among nodules of varying degrees of hardness, and the disintegration of these, under the effects of atmospheric
influences, has so destroyed the original surface that if any inscriptions ever existed they must have disappeared long ago.

The court round the small Jaina temple on the shoulder of the hill is paved with slabs, and the temple itself has a pretty marble floor. The image of the Tirthankara it contains was discovered in an underground cellar when digging the foundations of a house about sixty-five years ago, and bears a short inscription of its original dedication in Samvat 1437 (A.D. 1380) by two Vaišya brothers. The present temple was built to enshrine it by a Śeth or Jaina of Rādhanpur and completed in 1814. On the top of the tekri or hill is another temple with a four-faced or chunnukā image of Rishabhānātha, the first of the twenty-four Tirthankaras, erected in 1820 by another Rādhanpur Śeth and his wife, of the Śrīmāli gachha or caste-division of the Jaines.

A march to the south-west from Rājulā is the village and hill of Lōr or Lāhār in Bābriāwād, in which are some natural caves appropriated to local divinities and one small and perfectly plain excavation probably a Buddhist ascetic’s cell. Farther west, and not far from the village of Vānkiā is the Sānā hill,—a wild, desolate place, with not a human habitation in sight. Close to the foot of the hill is a perennial stream which aids to redeem the view, and doubtless helped to tempt the first ascetics to hew out their dwellings in the adjoining rock. The hill consists of several spurs from a central ridge, on the top of which are some brick foundations. The bricks are of that very large size never made, so far as we know, in mediaeval times or modern, and only found in the most ancient class of buildings in the province.

The hill is honeycombed by about sixty-two caves, some of them much ruined, but all of them of the same plain types as those at Tālājā, Junāgāḍh and Dāhāṅk. Here too, one of the largest, near the bottom of the hill, goes by the name of the Ebhal Maṇḍapa. It is 68½ feet by 61, and about 16½ feet high, originally with six pillars in front, but none inside. A modern stone erection—apparently the den of some outlaw—occupies a large portion of the interior. About 120 feet higher up the hill, on the face of the same spur, is a cave called the Bhima Chauri, facing the north-east; it has a verandah in front, and measures about 38 by 40½ feet, the roof being supported by four octagonal pillars, with capitals and bases of the Loṭā, or water-pot, pattern so frequent in the Nāsik and Junar caves. Round the sides also runs a raised stone bench—a common feature in such caves. Close by is a Chaitya or chapel cave, 18 feet wide by 31 feet deep and 13½ feet high. (See plan, plate XXIX, fig. 1.) The roof is flat, but the inner end or back of the cave is of the semi-circular form already noticed at Junāgāḍh, and common in all the later Chaitya caves. It wants the side aisles usual in such excavations, and the daḥgaba, 7 feet 10 inches in diameter, is very plain and without ornament, while its torana or capital is wanting, having probably been broken off by later Hindus in order to convert it into a huge tiṅga or emblem of Śiva, which it is now worshipped as such by the people of the villages in the neighbourhood. (See plate XXIX, fig 2.) Some of the excavations consist merely of verandahs with cells opening from them, as at Junāgāḍh, and having recesses in the walls, as at Junar and Nāsik, as if for sleeping places; others are halls like the Ebhal Maṇḍapa, with cells arranged near the entrance, while there are two other small Chaityas besides that mentioned above. High up the face of the hill there is at least one large cistern of excellent water; and large portions of the stairs, hewn out in the rock and leading from one group of caves to another, are still pretty entire.

* See Plate XXIX, fig. 4.
The caves here, as at Talâjâ, must be attributed to a very early age, and may be regarded as among the oldest in Western India.

e. Caves at Dhânk.

Dhânk is about 30 miles W.N.W. from Junâgaqâh, and is the old Tilatila Paṭṭan, Prehpaṭṭan, or Rehewâs Paṭṭan, a place formerly of considerable extent, though but little now remains of the ancient city but dust and débris. To the west of the present town is a rocky hill with a small temple at top; this hill is covered with the ruins of an old fort. One of the old wells or pâkhiâs is called the Wâv of Manjuśrî (a name familiar to the northern Buddhists) or Manjâsârî—for the villagers pronounce the word in more ways than one. In one of the pâkhiâs, or niches, is an old loose image, so like a Buddhist figure of a Nâga-protected worshipper as to suggest this as its origin. The Chaitya window ornament over the niches, in the well and the lintel of the doorway into the enclosure where it is—which lintel is the śāhādana of a Buddha, with lions at the ends, two folds of the cloth depending in front, and the wheel set edgewise in the centre—both indicate that Buddhism must have prevailed here. The old temple of Manjâsârî or Manjuśrî was pulled down some time ago, and a Śâiva or śā enduring shrine now stands on its base. The chambers that remain in the old fort are also associated in local tradition with this Manjuśrî.

In a small ravine to the west of the hill are some Buddhist caves. The sides of this ravine,—of the same soft calcareous sandstone as at Junâgaqâh,—have been quarried or cut out; the bottom is now filled up with soil. The first cave faces north-west, and is entered by a door scarcely 4 feet high, inside which there is a descent of about 2 feet to the floor. The cell measures 7 feet 8 inches deep by 8 feet 4 inches long, with a small niche about 22 inches square in each end. At the back, on each side of the shrine door, and now much decayed, has been the figure of a Buddha in the usual attitude, with the soles of the feet turned up and his hands over them. Over his head is the triple châtâri or umbrella, a châvari-bearer at each side, and small flying figures above. The sill of the shrine door is about 20 inches from the floor, and the door about 3 feet high by 2½ feet wide. The shrine is only a large niche about 2 feet deep, with a Buddha squatted on a śāhādana at the back of it: on the śāhādana, the lions, drapery, and central wheel are all distinctly traceable; at each side stands a châvari-bearer with a high head-dress or mukuta now much rotted away.

A little to the north of this, up the ravine, the face of the wall has been sculptured with a number of figures in low relief, and without much evidence of art. The largest figure is only about 30 inches high, including the snake hood over his head. They are:

1. A woman with a child on her left knee, her right elbow resting on her right knee, and her hand pointing up. She has heavy earrings, and apparently a frontal ornament in the parting of her hair, which is wavy and clustering.

2. Close to her is a standing figure exactly like a Pârśvanâtha in the IVth cave at Bâdami (figured in my Report on Belgaum and Kâladgi, plate XXXVI. fig. 6), standing on a triple pillow, with a snake rising behind him, and its seven hoods just over his head. There are five bends of the snake on each side. The image has elongated ears, and short curly hair, and is about 27 inches high.

* Ind. Ant. vol. II. p. 315.
3. At his right hand is a small sitting figure about 8 inches high.

4. Buddha with a broad face, poorly cut, on a śīhḍeśana or lion-throne, having the wheel and deer or antelopes in the centre, folds of the drapery of the seat hanging down, and lions at the ends. His hair is represented, as usual, with a knob or tuft on the crown:—or, perhaps, this is meant to represent the staff of the triple umbrella over his head. Standing on the ends of the throne are the usual chauni-bearers.

5. A standing Buddha 26 inches high, with elongated ears, and what look like ringlets over each shoulder, as in the figure of a Jina in Cave IV. at Bādai, and repeated in Cave I. at Aiho, with long arms, as at Cave XIX. at Ajanta, and two chaunri-bearers 10 to 12 inches high,—one apparently with the head of an animal,—but they are so decayed that it is difficult to say with certainty what it is. Below the one on Buddha's right is a compartment 16 inches high by 12 inches wide, out of which the figure has been entirely obliterated.

6. A squatting Buddha, 18 inches high, on a pillow placed upon the śīhḍeśana, with bearers as in No. 4.

7. A similar figure, but the seat is worn away.

8. Another, of which the head is gone. The throne is higher; and over this figure and the last, the triple umbrella is rudely carved, with something like foliage at each side over the chauni-bearers, who are 15 inches high with disproportionately big heads.

9. A third, similar to the last two; the chaupris are better represented and pendant foliage or tassels hang over the head of the chauni-bearers. The deana has three lions in front, as at Bādai and Aiho, and the wheel is carved on the rock below the central lion. At the four corners of this sculpture are holes in the rock as if to fasten on some screen or covering:—the same thing was remarked of a similar Buddha figure in one of the caves of the Māmōdhi Hill at Junar.

10. A deep recess in which there has been sculpture, but it has entirely disappeared, except a small flying figure at one corner.

These figures seem pretty well to have exhausted the pantheon of the Preh Paṭṭan Buddhists,—who were perhaps a poor and but little patronized community,—for we find but few traces of sculpture elsewhere.

At the north side of the recess, the rock is cut away for some distance back, leaving a sort of court open to the ravine on the WNW. side. There is a considerable accumulation of rubbish in it, so that the floors of the cells entered from it are all under the outside level. At the south end is the upper part of a door, through which, with difficulty, one can squeeze himself, feet foremost, into a cell, in which it is said there was a sort of well of considerable depth, if not a cave below it; but the whole was filled up a few years ago by the political officers to keep outlaws from making a den of it.

On the east wall of the court are two horizontal grooves: the upper and smaller one running along the north and south ends also: the lower, at least, has been for the bearings of a roof which doubtless originally covered this court; and the squared stones lying about, may be those of the front wall of it.

In the east side is a recess from which the image has entirely disappeared; but over the front of it is left the triple chaupri, and remains of flying figures or Buddhist cherubs on each side. A little to the south of this is a door leading into a cell, much filled up, measuring 8 feet 9 inches by 12 feet 2 inches. It has a small recess at the back.
On the north side of the court is another cell with two entrances,—nearly filled up; and over the front of this is a groove in the rock, slanting up from each side—gable-end fashion. At the corner, where the scarp turns to the north again, are two niches (gokhlés) in the rock, with holes above as if for wooden fastenings or bearings.

ʃ. Siddhisar Caves.

Some miles west from Dhank, towards Siddhisar, in a ravine called Jhinjuri-jhar, are some caves cut in calcareous sandstone. Probably there have been others further up the ravine, but, if so, the decay of the rock has destroyed all trace of them. The furthest to the south has been a verandah facing east, with two cells, measuring 8 by 9½ feet and 7½ by 9½ feet respectively. It probably never had any pillars in front, and the drip line is not straight, but follows the edge of the rock.

The next cave has two cells, one 9½ by 8 feet communicating with the second, on its north side measuring 7½ by 9½ feet, which has two octagonal pillars in front with square bases and capitals. The pillars are connected below with the pilasters by a low screen carved in front with the Buddhist rail of a large pattern—each division being 5 inches wide. This is the only trace of ornament about these caves.

The next and last to the north is a much larger one, and has had six square pillars in front of a narrow verandah; of these the three pillars to the south of the door and one at the north end still remain. The front wall is pierced only for a door, and this had been built up some years ago to keep out the Waghéer outlaws. On pulling down so much of it as to gain entrance I found that, like the excavations in Khăpará Khodi at Junágadh, it had an open area in the centre measuring about 13 feet by 20; this had been quite filled in from above, which rendered it impossible to examine the entire arrangements and secure a plan; but it appeared to consist of apartments round this open court, divided by walls and with pillars in front.

On a stone a little to the west of this, I observed the first three letters of what appeared to be an inscription, but on clearing it of earth I could make little out except the following:—

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ṣ} \quad \text{क} \quad \text{ष} \\
\text{०} \quad \text{र} \quad \text{थ} \\
\text{उ} \quad \text{अ} \quad \text{क}
\end{align*}
\]

There were similar letters also on other stones close by.

In another ravine to the west of this, and running into it a little to the north-west, are other caves. The first reached is a verandah 18½ feet long and fully 5 feet wide, with two windows, and a door about 4 feet wide, separated by square pillars, as at Junágadh, and in the second cave in Jhinjuri-jhar. The drip is an irregular line accommodated to the face of the rock. From the north end of the verandah a cell is entered by a door and two narrower openings each about 1½ inches wide. This chamber measures
6½ by 8½ feet, and has a door in the right-hand wall, near the back, into a second room
8½ by 7½ feet.

A little higher up the ravine, to the south-west, is a second cave having a verandah
with two square pillars in front, and two cells, one of them much decayed.

On the way back to Dhank I struck the road to Siddhasar near a large old well or
\
\textit{vāva}, repaired, like others around, in comparatively modern times, with arches thrown
\
across where the old lintels had given way. This \textit{vāva} belongs to the ancient city, said
to have been overthrown by the curse of an ascetic, and which, if covering anything
like the area pointed out, must have been a very large place. One of the \textit{gokhīs} has a
rough sketch of a chaitya window over it filled with a \textit{kirtimukha} or large grinning face.
At the turning of the descent, near the top, are four niches, the sill of which is carved
with the Greek-like pattern, found at Bāḍāmi, and also at many places in Kāthiāwād, of
leaves and dentils: the old base below is much decayed.

Turning off to the west from the village of Hariśana on the way from Dhank to
Bhānāwād, into a gorge on the west side of the Gaḍkā hill, I visited the Kāḍāra Kōdiā
\textit{caves} between Patītan and Siddhasar. Like most others all over Kāthiāwād, they are
perfectly plain with square pillars in the verandahs, and without any trace of shrines or
images.

Of the most southerly, furthest up the ravine, and facing east, the front has fallen
away, and the two cells only remain.

The second is a single cell, of which the front of the verandah also has dropped
down.

The third is a verandah returning forwards on the left, with five square pillars
roughly blocked out, and a cell at the back on the extreme right.

The fourth has a verandah 23½ feet long by 6 feet wide, with two massive square
pillars in front, and two cells behind—one 8 feet by 10½, and the other 11½ feet by
9½ feet.

The fifth has been a large cave, but the roof has fallen in, and the apartment at the
back, with a wide door, is quite choked up. If there has been any chaitya or shrine in
the series it must have been in this cave.

The sixth is a simple cell.

The seventh has two octagonal pillars in front, and is 12½ feet deep by 15½ feet long,
with two large cells—one at the back and the other on the left side.

Close to it is the eighth, the pillars of the front of which are gone. It is 9½ feet
depth by 33 feet in length, with two cells at the back very clumsily cut.

Next to this we come to the remains of a stair up to the top of the rock, and beyond
it to the ninth and last cave, which is only a roughly hewn-out verandah, with one cell
at the north end, and the entrance to another begun.
X. MOUNT GIRCAR.

The present bridge at the inscribed rock, as stated before, is a modern erection, and leads into a picturesque glen, well wooded, and with frequent Hindu shrines on the bank of the river that winds through the bottom. Soon we come to the great temple of Danmodar, with its noisy priests gabbling at the top of their voices as they wash in the pool in front of their temple. And here we begin to remark the number of naked ascetics that prevail in these parts. They are of all ages and most diverse fashions, some besmeared all over with ochre, others with ashes, others decently clean, some with short glossy hair, some having it stained with lime, others winding it round the head like ropes, but all without decent clothing, in which their asceticism seems principally to consist, for—almost without exception—they were plump, able-bodied fellows, who live well on the superstition of their more industrious countrymen. The defile opens out again into a valley, round the foot of the lofty central mountain, and in crossing it we come upon some magnificent Bumian trees. Near a cluster of them is an old shrine called Bhavanätha, with a few dilapidated temples, on a slab in the doorway of one of which I read the name of Bhoga Rája. There are many wells, &c. about this place, indicative, perhaps, of a renown it no longer enjoys, though a fair is still kept up at it.

From Bhavanätha, a short walk leads to the foot of Girnar—the ancient Raivata or Ujjayanta—sacred among the Sravakas or Jaina sect to Neminätha the twenty-second in their list of Thirthankaras, and doubtless a place of pilgrimage even before the days of Asoka. In his time it probably became a Baudha tirtha or sacred place where monasteries were early formed, and cells cut in its granitic scarps for the devotees. The Bráhmans, ever ready to consecrate with legend and pretended sanctity, what may conduce to their own profit, have not forgotten Girnar, for about thirty chapters of the Prabhása Kanda of the Skanda Purána is devoted to the account of the sanctity of Girnar and the surrounding neighbourhood: this forms the Girnára Mákátyana, consisting chiefly of stories fabricated or copied from other Puránic legends, by the Girnára Bráhmans, and placed in the mouth of Siva, their favourite divinity, as being related by him to Páravati.

According to the Girnára Mákátyana, Prabhása Kshetra or Somanátha Paṭṭan and its vicinity on the sea shore on the south coast of Sora, is the holiest of all places of Hindu sanctity, but Girnár or Vastrápatha, as it is called, is holier still by some almost infinitesimal amount. Many of the chief Hindu gods and heroes have their names connected with the numerous places of sanctity in Vastrápatha. The gods have consented to reside here permanently, and the heroes have performed pilgrimages to Girnár.

The priests who are to officiate in the ceremonies of pilgrimages are the Girnára Bráhmans.* Their ministry is strictly enjoined on the pilgrim. The number of this

* The Girnára Bráhmans reckon themselves among the Panča-Gaudás. They are principally of the White Vajur Veda, but are said to profess all the others also except the Sáma. Besides those of Junagádh, there are two other castes of them,—the Chorrída Girnáras of the coast town of Chorrí, and the Ajákiyas of the village of Ajak; the three divisions eat together but do not intermarry.
class of Brâhmaṇs in Kâthiâvâd is considerable, and a peculiar sanctity attaches to
them; though it appears from the Prabhâsa Khanda that they were not originally
natives of Kâthiâvâd, but came from the foot of the Himaâlayas.

The general name for the holy places about Girnâr is Vastrâpatha. It is not
now in general use, but the following story from the Mahâtmya relates how it came to
have this name:

"One day Śiva and Pârvati were sitting together in Kailâsa, when the latter
inquired of Śiva, 'My lord, will you kindly tell me by what kind of devotion, by what
kind of charity, by what charms, what adventures and what works you are propitiated
by men?' Śiva said, 'I am pleased with those who are kind to all creatures, who always
tell the truth, never commit adultery, and always stand in the front in the field of battle.'
The discourse had arrived at this stage when Brahma and other gods came to Kailâsa;
Vishnu was also among them. Vishnu said to Śiva, 'You always give boons to Daityas,
which greatly interferes with the proper performance of my duty of protecting. By the
boons granted by you the Daityas are enabled to harass mankind. Moreover you are
propitiated with a trifling service. Such being the case, who will undertake to perform
my duties?' Śiva said in reply, 'It is my natural habit to be pleased at once, and it
shall never be abandoned. However, if you do not like it, I walk away.' So saying,
Śiva left Kailâsa and instantly disappeared. Pârvati said she could not live without
Śiva; thereupon all the gods, together with Pârvati, set out in search of him. Śiva
having arrived at the Vastrâpatha Kshetra cast off his garments, and divesting
himself of his bodily form became invisible and dwelt there. The gods and Pârvati also
arrived soon after at the Vastrâpatha, pursuing their search after Śiva. Vishnu sent
away his vehicle (Garuḍa) and took a seat on the mountain of Raivata. Pârvati took
a seat on the top of the Ujjyaña (Girnâr). The king of serpents also came thither by
a subterranean path. The Gaṅga and other rivers also came by the same way. The
gods, choosing different spots, seated themselves there. Pârvati then, from the top of
Girnâr began to sing the praises of Śiva, who was therewith greatly delighted, and
graciously showed his form to Pârvati and the gods. Pleased at seeing Śiva, all the
gods requested Mahâdeva to return to Kailâsa, and he consented to do so on condition
that Pârvati, the gods, and the Gaṅga and other rivers agreed to remain in Vastrâ-
patha. They all agreed, whereupon Mahâdeva, leaving a part of his essence there,
went to Kailâsa. Pârvati also did the same. Vishnu from that time has continued to
reside on the Raivataka mountain, and Pârvati or Ambâ has dwelt on the top of the
Ujjyaña.

This extract shows how the Kshetra received the name of Vastrâpatha from the
circumstance of Śiva's casting off his vastra or garments when he repaired thither,
incensed at the offence given by Vishnu.

The following extract relates to the sanctity of the Vastrâpatha Kshetra:

"There ruled formerly in a certain country a king whose name was Gajâ. In the
decline of life he entrusted the government of his kingdom to his son, and repaired to
the banks of the Gaṅga with his wife, and dwelt there. After some time there came to
the banks of the river a sage named Bhadra, accompanied by a large number of other
sages. The sage, having bathed in the waters of the Gaṅga, sat down on the bank for
meditation and devotion. The Râja happened to see him, and was tempted to go near
him. The Râja was rejoiced to see him, and requested the sage to honour his house by
a visit. The sage consented, and went to the Rāja’s abode. The Rāja and his wife worshipped him, and seating themselves before him with joined palms, they entreated Bhadra with great humility to show them the way to salvation. They said: ‘O sage, mankind are wandering in a maze of life and death, being deceived by the temptations of the world. Will your holiness oblige the world by pointing out a way by which eternal bliss may be secured?’ The sage replied: ‘The world abounds with many sacred rivers, such as the Gaṅgā, and abodes of Vishṇu and Śiva. But they bestow eternal bliss when people bathe in the rivers, and visit the places at particular seasons. But the Vastrāpati Kshetra grants to the pilgrim everlasting happiness in heaven at whatever time he chooses to go there. I was once on a tour to the sacred places and I happened to see Vishṇu. He told me I need not bother myself with visiting all the sacred places,—that I should only pay a visit to Dāmodar and bathe in the waters of the Dāmodar Kunda, and that when I had done that, there would be nothing left for me to do. I have accordingly visited that sacred place.’ When the Rāja heard this he said, ‘Reverend sire, it is my desire to know in what country the Vastrāpati Kshetra is situated, and what rivers, what mountains, and what forests there are in it.’ The sage replied: ‘The land which contains the Kshetra is surrounded by the sea. It contains many large towns. There is a mountain named Ujjayānita near Bhavānātha, and to the west of it the mountain of Raivataka, from whose golden top rises a river which is called Svarṇarekha. The summits of the mountain look like huge elephants. Birds of various kinds amuse the pilgrim with their sweet melody. Many persons are engaged in digging in the mines for metals. Nala, Nyīga, Nahusha, Yāyāti, Dhūdumāra, Bharata, and Bhāgiratha have, by the performance of sacrifices there, attained everlasting celestial happiness. The river Svarṇarekha has its origin in Pātāla. The king of serpents also came from Pātāla, through the channel of the river, to visit the god Dāmodar. Sāmba, Pradyumna, and other Yādavas dwell in the Kshetra, with their wives and children and protect it with their countless forces. Their wives bestow large charities on Brāhmans. There is a tank or kunda near Dāmodar, constructed by Revati which goes by the name of Raivataka. There is also another holy tank called Brāhma Kunda, where the god Dāmodar comes to bathe at noon every day. Anyone who erects a temple of five stones in this kshetra can thereby obtain the happiness of heaven for five thousand years. The period of happiness varies according to the size of the temple built. Around the Raivataka is a plain four miles in extent which is called Antargraha Kshetra. It is of the highest sanctity. Its water possesses the property of dissolving the bones of dead bodies, and on that account it is termed Vīlliyaka. There dwell also many ascetics, who by practising austerities procure salvation. The sage then left the place. The Rāja and his wife, attended by some followers, went to the Vastrāpati Kshetra, reaching there about the full-moon in the month of Kārtik. After bathing there, the Rāja was proceeding to visit Bhavānātha and Dāmodar, when cars from heaven arrived and waited for him. The Rāja, with his wife and followers, got into the cars and ascended to heaven.”

In reply to Pārvati’s questions asking for the boundaries of the Antargraha Kshetra, Śiva says, “The Kshetra extends from the river Svarṇarekha which lies to the east of the town of Karnakubja (Junāgadh) to the mountain of Ujjayānita. It contains the following sacred spots: Dāmodar, Bhavānātha, Dāmodar Vishṇu, the Svarṇarekha, Brāhma Kunda, Brahmaśvara, Gaṅgeśvara, Kalmegha, Indraś-
vara, Raivataka mountain, Ujjayaṅita mountain, Revati Kuṇḍa, Kubhiśvara, Bhima Kuṇḍa and Bhimeśvara. These are the celebrated sacred places in the Antargraha Kshetra.”

Siva gives the following directions for the guidance of pilgrims visiting the Vastrāpatha:

“In the west of the Vastrāpatha lies the holy mountain of Unnavishka (now called Ośam), which receives its name from the circumstance of Bhima having killed the giant Unnaka there. In that mountain there is a cavity which goes down as far as Pātāla. There are many līngas or emblems of Siva there, and sixteen seats of saints, and many gold mines. When the pilgrim has finished his work here he should bathe in the waters called Gaṅgā Strota, which lie to the west of the mountain of Maṅgal, and then bow down to Gaṅgeśvara Mahādeva, situated near it, and perform a śrāddha. He should then go to Siddhēśvara Mahādeva and Chakra Tīrtha, now known as Trivenī, then to Lokeśvara, and then to Indreśvara, which lies to the west of Siddhēśvara. Then he should pay his respects to the goddess Yaksheśvari, which is in the Yakshvan (now called Lākhāvan) wood, also lying to the west of the mountain of Maṅgal. He should then direct his steps towards the mountain of Raivataka, and having there bathed in the Revati Kuṇḍ and Bhima Kuṇḍ and seen the image of Dāmodar, he should come to Bhavanāthā. There also bathing in the Mygi and other kūṇḍs, he should ascend the mountain of Ujjayaṅita. The pilgrim should perform the rites which are to be performed in a pilgrimage at the holy spots in the mountain, such as Ambā-Devī, Hāthīpalaka, or the elephant’s foot, the Rasakupikā or mercurial well, the Sātkuṇḍa or seven tanks, Gaumukha, Gaṅgā, and the shrines of Pradyumna and other Yādavas who have become Buddhas in the Kāli age.”

The Jainas or Śrāvakas have also their Raivaśīchala Mahātmya of the hill, forming the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth sargas or chapters of the Satrūṇjaya Mahātmya. It is principally occupied, however, with the history of the Paṇḍavas in its main features as connected with that of Krishna, who is the cousin of Neminātha the twenty-second Jaina Tirthaṅkar, the special subject of their reverence on this mount, where he is said to have attained Nirvāṇa.*

*In the introduction Indra is represented as asking Mahāvīra to give some account of the fifth of the twenty-one famous summits of the Śiddhādri or sacred mountains. Mahāvīra, the lord of the triune world, accordingly began by stating that this fifth summit is the great mountain Raivata which gives the fifth knowledge (paścimamukhyān), i.e. salvation. Gifts and offerings made here from the heart are productive of benefits in this and the next world. The merit acquired here comes to dissolve the mass of sins accumulated during several transmigrations. Here sages who have ceased to eat and who pass their days in devotion, as well as gods, worship Nemi; here Apsarasas and numerous heavenly beings—Gandharvas, Siddhikās, Vidyākās, &c.—always worship the Jina Nemi. Animals naturally hostile, as cats and mice, lions and elephants, serpents and peacocks, live in harmony on this mountain. All the planets, pretending to rise and set daily, move round Nemi to worship him. All the seasons are perennially present here; the rains, among which Gaṇeṣhpada is the chief, are filled with nectar by the gods. This Raivata, when remembered, gives happiness; when seen, removes misery; and when touched, grants what is desired. Of such a mountain, O Indra! listen to the story.

As an argument for its expiating power, Mahāvīra then relates the history of Bhimaśena the spilt son of Vajrasena King of Śravaṇi (sl. 50-222), of which Weber has translated the outline,—über das Catrūṇjaya Mahātmyam, pp. 21-94). Then as the Jina Nemi, worshipped on Raivata—which was first made a Tīrtha by Bharata in the Aćuṣarpīṇi age—was of Harivanaṇa race, the history of this race is added. In Champāpuri was born a king Somayaṇas, the son of Bāhubali, and grandson of the praśameśvarīnī Vṛisabha—the first Jina; and the princes descending from him are called the Somavahāya or Lunar race. His son Śrīyānana first pointed out the duty of libelity by presenting sugar-cane juice (ikeha) to the Yugādiśa (or presiding
The ascent commences on an outlying spur, and may be made either on foot or in a doli or square seat slung from one or two poles borne by Koli porters. In less than half an hour the Chodla-paraba, the first rest house, is reached, about 450 feet above the level of the plain below; the second halting-place, named Dholi-Deri, is on the
god) of the Avasarpiṇī age, whence he and his descendants were called Aikashākā. The last king of this line was Chaudharī, who dying without heirs, Hari succeeded him, who was consecrated in the temple of Sivalaśāmī — the tenth Jina. From him descended the Harivaśa race, in which line Suvratāśāmī, the twentieth Jina, was born (Ind. Ant. vol. II. pp. 136, 138), whose history is next introduced (sl. 320-386). Then follow the ancestors and relatives of Nemi and Krishna. After many kings of the Harivaśa race had passed away King Vasu ruled at Mathurā, and was succeeded by his son Bhradhravaya and others until Yuddu, the progenitor of the Yādavas. Śūra, the son of Yuddu, had two sons, 1. Sauri, who surrendered Mathurā to his younger brother, and went to the Kusāvatī country, where he founded Saurypura as his capital, and was succeeded by his son Andhakavrishi; and 2. Suśrava, who gave up Mathurā to his eldest son Bhoja-virśhāni, and went to Sindū, where he founded the city Saurīva (purāṇ Sanadhāna Sārakram, see above, p. 131). Bhoja-virśhāni’s son was Ugrasena, the father of Kāśi; and Andhakavrishi of Saurypura had ten sons called the Daśākhaṇḍa, among whom the eldest was Samudra-vijaya, the father of Nemi or Arišṭānemi, and the tenth, Vasudeva, the father of Krishna by Devaki, daughter of Devakripa and of Bala Rāma by Rohiṇī. He had also two younger daughters, Kunati and Madari, the wives of Paṇḍu. The descent of the Paṇḍavas is likewise traced from a son of Vṛṣaḥbhāshāmī named Kuru, who gave name to Kurukṣetra. A long story is then introduced respecting Śāntanu and his sons Gāngēya Bhūṣaṇa and Vichitravirya,—the father of Dīrghatama (Weber, ut sup. pp. 35, 36). After relating the story of the birth of Krishna much in the usual way, that of Nemi is introduced (sl. 703 ff.). — At dawn on the 12th of Kārtikavayāda in Sauryapura, Śīvā, the wife of Samudra-vijaya, dreamed the fourteen great dreams, and at the Chitrā Nakhashtra, a great sage, Aparajīta, descended from a chariot and entered her womb. Then at midnight of 5th Śrāvana sudāha, at the Chitrā Nakhashtra she gave birth to a child of dark colour marked with a tankha or conch-shell, when on the top of Mount Meru forty-six dīkkuṇḍras (or maidens of the points of direction) and sixty-four Indras celebrated the birth of the Jina. Samudra-vijaya called his child Ariṣṭānemi. It was nursed by Āpsarās, and waited upon by Devas, who, by order of Indra, had become of the same age.

The story then turns to the Paṇḍavas, Krishna, and the death of Kaṇsa, when Ugrasena again becomes king of Mathurā, and gives his daughter Satyabhāma to Krishna. On being consulted as to the result of the enmity of Jaraśandha of Bājāgriha, who was enragèd with Krishna and the Yādavas on account of the death of Kaṇsa, his son-in-law, Kṛishṇa, an astrologer, advises that they should go to the shores of the Western Sea, and settle where Satyabhāma should be delivered of twin sons. Accordingly Samudra-vijaya and the Yādavas set forth through the Vindhyā mountains, where their transporting goddesses persuaded Kāla, the son of Jaraśandha, that they had destroyed themselves (sl. 704-818). No further molested, the Yādavas went to Surahātra, and encamped to the north-west of Girnar, where Satyabhāma gave birth to Bhāma and Bhāma. Then the Daśarhas worshipped Jīna on the Girinar mountain, and thus purified themselves. Kṛishṇa on a propitious day bathed, worshipped the Ocean-god, and performed the eighth āśrama, and on the third night the god of the Ocean presented Kṛishṇa with the couch Paschajelam, and Bāhramā with the Sugraha. Kubera then built them a Dwārākā for a capital with palaces, temples of Arhat, wells, tanks, &c., and gave Krishna a suit of yellow clothes, the precious kaustubha gem, the Śringāra bow, the sword Nandana, the club Kaumodakī, the chariot Gora-Bhadra, &c.; to Bhāma black clothes, the chariot Kīlạvheka, the tulasa, a bow, &c.; to Ariṣṭānemi, a suit of white clothes, the Chandrāvṛtta earrings, &c.; to Samudra-vijaya, the sword Chandrāhāsa, a chariot, &c., &c. Then they crowned Kṛishṇa and Bāhramā to govern the new state (sl. 819-947).

The inhabitants of Surādharapura (which I suppose must be Sarādhar) at the foot of Raivata, harassed the Yādavas. Andhārisuli, the eldest son of Vasudeva, gave them battle, but was taken prisoner. Kṛishṇa and Bāhramā were next carried off. Nemi then, urged by the wives of Kṛishṇa, attacked and defeated the inhabitants of Surādharapura, took them, and delivered Andhārisuli and the others. Kṛishṇa then went to Vivaṭha, and carried off Rukminī, the sister of prince Rukmi. He also married six other wives, viz., Jambavati, Lakṣmanī, Susāma, Gauri, Padmanā, and Gāndhārī.

The next sarga (XII) describes the game at dice, the forest life, &c. of the Paṇḍavas, agreeing on the whole with the Mahābhārata; and the third (XIII) describes the war of the Paṇḍavas, &c. The thirteenth sarga of the Satramayā Māhātmya gives the life of Nemi. After long resistance he agreed to marry, and Kṛishṇa selected for him Rājimati, the daughter of Ugrasena of Girnar; after a year, Nemi went on pilgrimage to the Uttarakurā, became an ascetic at the age of three hundred, and spent seven hundred years as such, attaining Nirvāṇa on Girnar. But for more details consult the Māhātmya or its tika; and see Ind. Ant. vol. II. pp. 138, 139.
INSCRIPTION AT THE GATE OF THE JAINA TEMPLES, MOUNT GIRNAR.
ridge of the spur, fully 1,000 feet above the valley and but little below the foot of the great scarp. The ascent now becomes more difficult as the path winds on under the face of the cliff to the third rest-house 1,400 feet up. Stairs of sandstone then commence, and taking advantage of every ledge on the almost vertical scarp, wind up the face of it,—the doli frequently grating against the rock on one side of the narrow path whilst its occupant looks down into an abyss on the other. The present steps, worn as they are, are of no great age; and the expense of the first third of the ascent is said to have been 12,000 rupees. The rest-houses or visnumas on the way, having fallen into ruin, were repaired in 1841 by Harakuvat Shotheni. At an altitude between 2,000 and 2,100 feet there is an inscription of the date of either 1,258 or 1,158 A.D., and under a large stone on the outer side of the descent are some letters of an old type. A few hundred feet below the gate there are some natural caverns in the rock, and taking advantage of these, it is believed, some Waghars, about eight years ago, succeeded in scrambling up the scarp at night and entering one of the temples in the Devakoṭa, they robbed the idol of its gold ornaments and jewels. At length the gate is reached,—the Aneroid barometer indicating 2,250 above Bhavanātha, 2,370 above Junāgadh, and 2,700 from zero.

The Buddhist "chambers and galleries mostly hollowed out in the face of a scarped peak" of which Hiwan-Thang speaks, probably occupied pretty nearly the site of the present temples and of the Bhima-kunda to the north of them. There is a fragment of a cove to the south of the temples on the now inaccessible verge of the cliff, which may have belonged to them, and the sunken cell of Amijhera, on the south of the court of Neminātha's temple, may have been one of the cells attached to some of the caves cleared away by the Jainas to make room for their temples.

On entering the gate, the large enclosure of the temples is on the left, while a little to the right from the path is the temple of Man Singh Bhoja Rāja, and further on the much larger one of Vastupalā standing on a platform. The door into the Devakoṭa or sacred fort, is evidently part of an old building, which still goes by the name of Rāh Khangār's Mehal or palace; and probably it is the lower floor of some such structure, built perhaps both as a summer palace and a stronghold, now modified to form a barrack for the guard and dwellings for the pujāris and temple servants. Built into the wall, on the left of the entrance, is an inscription, imperfect at the upper left corner, but which Dr. Bühler has kindly transliterated and translated as follows (see facsimile plate XXX.):—

Transcript.

1

2

3

* The mutilation and indistinctness of most of the letters render a restoration of this line impossible—for me at least.—G.B.

The numerals affixed to the following notes refer to the lines:—

2. Read भवनाथ: धर्म यम:; कांचित uncertain.

3. Nineteen letters have been lost at the beginning of line 3.
4. Seven syllables have been lost at the beginning of line 4.
5. Five syllables have been lost at the beginning of line 5; perhaps सोकालिन for सोकालिन, and शा is uncertain.
6. Two syllables lost at the beginning; read पौरेस्वूर।
7. Read रैवतोलांबित।
8. Read घाँग।
9. Read भीडारु।
10. Read ताएसन।
11. Read तामार।
12. Read तामार।
13. Read तामार।
14. Read तामार।
15. Read तामार।
16. Read तामार।
17. Read तामार।

शोम: विकालिनिमचब्रभवन:। धारित:। लिङ्किलिनिमचब्रभवन।।
Translation.

V. 1–3. [No translation is possible, as not more than one or two pādas of each verse are without mutilation or in good order. But the three verses contain the so-called mangalācharana. Verse 1 appears to be addressed to Śrādā or Sarasvati, the goddess of poetry.]

4. I praise Śrī Ambikā* who . . . to destroy the obstacles (formidable) like elephants, and to fulfil the prayers of those endowed with spiritual merit, carries numerous mango-fruits, and places her son in her lap to fulfill the desire for a hundred sons . . . .

5. May the lord of the world and the rest whose voices sound deep like thunder, give their desired presence at the well-known (spot) on the glorious king of mountains Ujjayanta for the sake of men who are devoted to the performance of works of pure merit.†

6. And now the incomparable king of mountains, Raivata, the best in the kingdom, that is situated in the kingdom Surāshṭra, though bearing all kinds of ornaments, has been greatly adorned by numerous tirthas, pleasure groves, rivers, woods, beautiful

---

18. Read नीलघ:—
19. Read आलाकांभ; श्रीयीरः; ऐ वचष्ठ सवशासन; खुदवाय is nonsense, and offends against the metre just as does मुन्दवंद्व, where a particle is required before वेधव.
20. Read पुष्पो गीर्तन्त:; पूनं मुक्तवं गर द्राक्ष कार:; dele stop after न.
* Ambika is one of the guardian deities of Girnār, where her temple now occupies a prominent position. The mango-fruits which the goddess is said to carry, acquire a particular significance thereby, that the mango-fruit is the amritaphalam.
† The translation is merely tentative, the lacuna and the incorrect reading let odhikāpa prevent me from coming to a certain interpretation.
palaces fit for towns, made large by kings, giving exquisite pleasure, and countless in number.*

7. Do not become rain, O mountain of the immortals; the sun, moon, and the other heavenly bodies, who bear thee the greatest affection, are caused by thee to err (inasmuch as thou makest them turn round thyself); (but) who is not befooled? Glory to Mount Raivata alone, by the sight of which the creatures, free from error and enjoying pleasure and prosperity, gain highest bliss.†

8. And there dwells the race of Hari occupying a broad seat glittering with mountains endowed with many spreading branches, a dwelling-place in the world of those who are great like gods, whose scions (Nemi) the son Siva, Achyuta, and Bala are (its) spotless ornaments, though . . . .‡

9. In that race rose a famed and illustrious royal house distinguished by numerous virtues called Yadava after Yadu, a king of later times. In course of time the illustrious Mandalgika was born in this (family), at whose feet numerous princes bowed, and who built with many gold-plates a temple of Nemi.

10. His son was king Navaghana, who took up his new, strong (navaghana) sword against a multitude of enemies, who (gladdened) his subjects as the rain from newly-risen clouds (navaghana) gladdens the forest, and who was resplendent with a fame brilliant like (a lump of) camphor (navaghana).§

11. His son was the lord of the earth, Mahipaladeva. When that king was born, the cow of the gods, the (philosopher's) gem, and the (heavenly) trees (which fulfill desires) became easily the slaves of his liberality. At Sri Prabhaha he built a temple of Somanatha.

12. (To him) was born king Shangara (Khangar), a brand (angara) in the dominions of his foes that were (destructible like) trees, who enjoyed the favour of the guardian goddess of his race, and resembled the stream from a watering pot, (to refresh) the world (likened to) a creeper.‖

13. The illustrious king Jayasimhadewa showed fatigue and swimming eyes on account of the brilliant pleasures which he enjoyed with that (Khangar's) first queen, the earth.¶ He was a moon of the ocean of justice; high rose his power because he made his enemies tremble; his feet were washed by streams of light proceeding from the jewels in the glittering diadems of a multitude of prostrated kings.

* The goh at the end of the verse has not been translated, and I am unable to find its antecedent sa either in the preceding or the following verses. The translation is merely tentative.
† The verse is intended to show the superiority of the Girnar over Mount Meru. In the first half of the stanza the latter is addressed and warned not to feel too proud on account of his superiority. For, though Meru makes (according to the Puranic astronomy) the heavenly bodies turn round himself, and is thus the centre of the world, it commits thereby a fault, since he causes their bhrumana, i.e., wandering or erring. Mount Raivata is incomparably greater, as a visit to this sacred place of pilgrimage takes away all bhrumana, "error," and gives mukti or salvation. The whole point is a wretched pun on the verb bhrum, which means both "to turn" and "to err," &c. See the Mahratta quoted, p. 157, note *.
‡ According to the Jainas, the Tirthakara Neeminalha is a Yadava.
§ Camphor, on account of its white colour, is one of the substances to which fame is frequently compared.
‖ The world may be likened to a creeper, because it is of the feminine gender, because it occupies the place of a wife to the kings, or because it clings to the king for protection.
¶ This is merely a polite way of saying Siddhakarja Jayasimha that of Anhilvada (1093-1142 a.d.) conquered and annexed Rà Khengar's dominions. See Forbes, Ràs Miló, vol. I. pp. 166-170, 338; but compare the remarks further on.
14. Afterwards shone Mokalasimtha, a lion to destroy the elephants of hostile kings. If a weak king (Huvinsa) obtained his prowess, he became in (the estimation of) the lotus-like minds of good men an excellent king (Kalahanas).*

15. Then came king Melagadeva, endowed with spotless limbs, who acted the part of a blue bee near the lotus feet of Siva,† and pleased the supreme lord by his pious deeds.

16. At his feet, that resembled the mountain of the east, rose the illustrious king Mahipaladeva, wonderful on account of his high rising lustre, resplendent at the head of kings who were subjected by his hands extended over the universe;‡ He scared away the multitude of owl-like kings, and was able to drive away the darkness of injustice.

17. Hail to his son, the illustrious Mandalika, the unique lion to frighten the elephants of his enemies, who derives lustre from the diamonds in the diadems of princes, whose fame, marked but not obstructed by the waves of the stream of heaven, wanders forsooth everywhere beyond the sea . . . .

18. He cannot be passed by. Why? He is exalted. Of what land is he the lord? He rules everywhere . . . § What is Mandalika like? A king in this world served by numerous illustrious princes.

19. Glory to the arm of king Mandalika, that is a tying post for the noisy elephant calf (called) victory, that is a bridge (to cross) the ocean of misfortune, a banner on the palace of valour, a churning stick to churn the battle-milk, who is anointed with the ointment, fame, who is the mountain of the east on which appear the rays of the sun . . . . and who consecrates to widowhood the wives of his enemies.

20. Ho ye enemies, out of compassion I will give you a word of good advice. The hoofs of king Mandalika's squadrons raise the fine dust that, obscuring even the bright light of the sun, makes this earth excessively murky. What! do you stand up against him? Lay aside your pride and quickly become his servants.

21. Alas for the cleverness of the Creator who gave, from their birth, to the cow of the gods, to the philosopher's gem, to the (heavenly) tree, the blemished forms of a beast, of a stone, and of wood! O prince Mandalika, how could they exist to-day, if, being endowed with sense, they had seen, their hearts oppressed by shame, the unique expertness of your Majesty in bestowing gifts.

Thus ends the description of the race of kings . . . .

The names of the kings here given are those of the Chudhasamås of Girnar, descended from the first Naughana, who gained the throne by the assistance of the Ahirs in the tenth century. The first Mandalika in this inscription probably reigned in the

---

* The meaning of the second half of the verse is that Mokalasimtha was as much superior to other kings as the Kalahahas or Räjahanas is to common Hánasas.

† Acted the part of a blue bee near the lotus of Siva's feet, i.e., was Siva's worshipper.

‡ Instead of "at the head of kings who were subjected by his hands," we may also read, "at the head of kings subjected to his taxes, which extended over the universe." Bhûra may also be taken to mean the sun, and the two first epithets may also be so turned as to agree with that explanation. In that case bhûharit means "mountains," hara "rays," and pûda "the minor neighbouring hills." Pratyala is a hyperkoristem formed out of pûra and alem. It occurs also in the Valabhi grants.

§ I regret that the second and third pûdas of these stanzas are not intelligible to me. The translation of kasydho kato by "of what land is he?" may be defended by this.—that kato means "the earth," and the affix taḥ (taš) stands for all cases. "He cannot be passed by," i.e., "his commands must be obeyed."
latter part of the twelfth century; Khangâr is perhaps the son of Râ Kavât. Unfortunately no date is given.

A local history of Suratn, written in Persian by Amarji Ranchodji, a Divân of Junâgalâh about the beginning of the present century, gives a list of the Chudâsamâs—who claimed to belong to the Chandravânî or Lunar race—from Navaghana I. The few manuscripts I have seen of the work are not always in perfect agreement as to the dates of accession and lengths of the reigns, and in one instance the names of two kings are transposed. The reigns of the first four kings beginning with Navaghana I., however, extend over 151 years, and then a blank occurs of 22 years between Navaghana II. and his successor Maṇḍalika I. Otherwise the list is pretty consistent, and gains support from this inscription. I give it corrected by the inscription for what it is worth, inserting such additions from other sources and conjectural corrections in the dates as seem required.†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS. dates</th>
<th>Probable date, A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>894</td>
<td>937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>916</td>
<td>959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>952</td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1009</td>
<td>992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1047</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1095</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td>1051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1162</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1184</td>
<td>1127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1195</td>
<td>1133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Conf Râs Mûld, vol. I. p. 300. In a note at the foot of Jacob’s transcript of this inscription (Jour. B. A. S., vol. I, p. 94), it is said that, “That the date of this inscription is S. 1115, Chaitra Sudh 7, which Capt. Jacob supposes a mistake for S. 1215, &c.” Whence this date is derived we are not told; the inscription doubtless belongs to about the date S. 1435 or 1440. Tod has given an outline of the sense of the historical portion of this inscription (Travels, p. 311), and Mr. Wathen has added (ibid., p. 516) a fuller version, but he omits altogether the names of Naughan, Mokal and Meleg, while to the end of it is added part of another inscription, dated S. 1277, relating to Tejâlapâla and Vastupâla.

† These corrections are applied only to the dates when converted into A.D., and where doubtful are marked with a (?)

‡ Ante, p. 88, and Ind. Antiq., vol. II, pp. 312 ff. Some copies give S. 974 as the date of Naughan’s succession, and allow 42 years for his reign. Tod, counting Chudâchand as the fortieth prince before his own time, and the eighth before Jan Umâd, whom he places in S. 1110, assumes that Chudâchand must have lived about S. 960. Very little dependence, however, can be placed on such a computation. He says he was contemporary with Râm Kamâr, the fourteenth prince of Ghumli. Travels, p. 469.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS. dates</th>
<th>Probable date, A.D.</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1209</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>Gancsa, 5 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1214</td>
<td>1157</td>
<td>Navaghana or Naugha, 9 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>Khangara III, 46 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1270</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>Mandalaika III, son of Khangara III. (mentioned in the inscription l. 9), 22 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1235?</td>
<td>Navaghana or Naugha, V.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1302</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>Mahipaladeva (Rà Kavát), 34 years, built a temple at Somanath Patan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Khangara IV, his son, repaired the temple of Somanath, conquered Diu, &amp;c. Shams Khan took Junagadh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>Jayasinha deva, son of Khangara IV., 11 ½ years.†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1402</td>
<td>1345</td>
<td>Mugatsinha or Mokalasinha, 14 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416</td>
<td>1359</td>
<td>Melagadeva or Megaladeva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>Mahipaladeva II. or Madhupat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439</td>
<td>1376?</td>
<td>Mandalaika IV. (son of Mahipaladeva).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1393</td>
<td>Jayasinhadeva II. (apparently &quot;the Ray of Jehrend&quot; or &quot;Jiran&quot; mentioned by Firishtah as defeated by Muzaffar Khan of Gujarat in A.D. 1411).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1469</td>
<td>1412</td>
<td>Khangara V.; war with Ahmad Shâh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1489</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>Mandalaika V. restored the Uparkot in S. 1507; subdued by Mahmud Bigarah in A.D. 1469–70.†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After their subjugation to the Ahmadâbâd kings the dynasty seems to have been preserved as tributary Jaghrirdars for another century; the list of these princes stands thus:—

A.D. 1472, Bhapat, cousin of Mandalaika V., 32 years.

" 1503, Khangara VI., son of Bhapat, 22 years.

" 1524, Naughanah VI., son of Khangara, 25 years.

" 1551, Sri Sinhâ, 35 years; Gujarat subdued by Akbar.

" 1585, Khangara VII., till about 1600.

Then follows a list of Governors or Motassadie on the part of the Dilli emperors,—about thirty of them in 106 years,—who, the author says, "spent their time dishonourably, like owls in a wilderness, and did nothing worthy of record."**

---

* Amârji omits Naughana after Mandalaika, to whom he assigns a reign of 22 years 8½ months beginning in S. 1270, and then makes Mahipala's reign begin in S. 1302, leaving 10 years unaccounted for, or about the same time as Navaghana IV. reigned.
† This Jayasinhadeva is mentioned in the above inscription in such a way as to suggest to Dr. Bühler and Kinloch Forbes that Siddharâja Jayasinha of Gujarat, who slew Râ Khangara the son of Naugha, in the early part of the twelfth century, is meant. If this be the case Amârji's chronology is useless,—an interval of 200 years would occur between Siddharâja Jayasinha (c. 1142 A.D.) and his successor Mokalasinha or Mugatsinha 1345 A.D.
‡ Amârji gives the three successors of Mugatsinha in the order—Madhupat, 5 years (S. 1415–1421); Mandalaika, 17½ years (S. 1421–1439); and Megaladeva, his illegitimate brother, 12 years (S. 1439–1450). I have allowed the dates S. 1421 and 1439 to stand, but have no doubt they should be altered to 1428 and 1433.
†† Ibid. pp. 52–56; the inscription over the gate of the Uparkot is dated S. 1507; but has been badly used by the Muhammadans.

** Were the Mirat Ahmadi translated, as it ought to be, it would probably furnish many details of the history of Káthâwâd from the beginning of the fifteenth century. Information might perhaps also be collected about Junâgâdh, especially as to the sources from which Amârji derived the materials for his early history of the place.
In the hot season many families go up from Junagadh and live in the apartments within this gate, making a sort of sanitarium of the enclosure. But as there are no such sanitary arrangements here as at Sratunjaya—which is remarkable for its perfect cleanliness—Girnar, in the vicinity of the Jaina temples, during the hot season, is filthy in the extreme.

The Jaina temples here form a sort of fort, perched on the ledge at the top of the great cliff, but still 600 feet below the summit; and they are disappointingly few—about sixteen in all, and neither larger nor finer than many among the numerous collection on Sratunjaya,—whilst the few pujaris, or officiating priests, that attend them are most ignorant.

The largest temple is that of Neminatha (plates XXXI. and XXXII.), standing in a quadrangular court about 190 feet by 130, and bears an inscription on one of the pillars of the manḍapa stating that it was repaired in A.D. 1278. It consists of two halls, and the shrine (G)—which contains a large image in black stone of Neminātha the twenty-second Tirthāṅkara, bedecked with massive gold ornaments and jewels. The principal manḍapa (B) in front of this measures across from door to door inside 41 feet 7 inches by 44 feet 7 inches from the shrine door to that leading out at the west end. The roof is supported by twenty-two square columns of granite coated with perfectly white lime, while the floor is of beautifully tessellated marble. Between two of the pillars on the left of the approach to the shrine is an octagonal slab or low seat (bajurī, G) about fourteen inches high, on which to grind the saffron, &c., with which the images are marked every morning after washing them. Round the shrine is a passage (II, H), corresponding to the pradaksina or circumambulatory passage round the sarcellum in Hindu temples, containing many images in white marble, with the glaring eyes covered with lenticular pieces of rock-crystal so usual among the Jains. Among these are Gaṇeśa, a Chovīsvata or slab of the twenty-four Tirthāṅkaras, &c. Between the outer and inner Manḍaps are two small shrines. The outer hall measures 38 feet by 21 feet 3 inches, and has two raised platforms (E and F) the slabs on which are of a close-grained yellowish stone, known in Gujarāt as pilu patra, covered with representations of feet in pairs: they are intended to represent the 2452 feet of the gaṇadharas* or first disciples of the Jina or Tirthāṅkara, but are in fact scarcely more than a third of this number of pairs. On the west of this is a closed entrance, with a porch almost overhanging the nearly perpendicular scarp of the hill.

This temple is of very considerable age,† but the columns and walls inside and out are carefully coated with lime and kept in such a state of repair that it looks quite a modern erection. The enclosure in which it stands is nearly surrounded inside, by some seventy little cells each enshrining a marble image on a bench; with a closed passage (J, J, J) running round in front of them and lighted by a perforated stone screen.

The principal entrance has been originally on the east side of the court (at K), but it is now closed, and that used is from the court in Khangār's Mehal (at Λ).

---

* The 2452 feet of the gaṇadharas are frequently represented in Jaina temples. In the Buddhist Sūtras likewise, mention is often made of the 1250 disciples of Gautama, composed of the followers of his five great disciples Sariputra, his brother Maudgalyāyana, Mahākāśyapa, and his two brothers, who each brought him 250 followers.

† It bears on two of the pillars of the Manḍap, inscriptions dated 1275, 1281, and 1278, relating to donations of wealthy Srāvakaś for the daily worship of the Jina.
On the south side there is a passage (L) leading through between two of these shrines into a low dark temple (at M) with granite pillars placed in lines at regular intervals. Opposite the entrance is a recess containing two large black images remarkably like the old Buddhist type: that in the back of the recess has a lion rampant and over it a makara or allegorised crocodile in bas-relief, on the slab behind each arm of the figure; and at Nasik and elsewhere, we find the same figures on Baudha images, but scarcely anywhere else on a veritable Jaina one.* A small door admits into an apartment behind these figures, whence a descent leads down into a sunken story or cave in which is a large white marble image—held in the most superstitious veneration by the sect—and to conceal which the pujärī will tell any number of lies, each in succession contradicting the preceding. It has a slight hollow in the shoulder said to have been caused by water that used to drop from the ear,—whence it obtained the name of Amijhera—“nectar drop.” In the right end of the same cell is also an old black image somewhat like that seen in the room above.

On the right hand of the south entrance door of the temple is a small shrine (C) of Ambikā Mātā the Sāvanadevi or tutelary goddess of Neminātha; and (at D) by the side of the door of the outer mandapa is an Amba or Mango tree, the “Bo-tree” peculiar to the same Jina. In the court are some small shrines (I, I) over the pādōka or footprints of deceased Gorjī or high priests.

As we descend from the court of Neminātha’s temple by the northern door, we find some old inscriptions in the porch (N), partly destroyed, however, by the exfoliation of the granite. So far as can be made out, the two longest run as follows:—

₅° ॥ बर्ष प्रमुख १२१५ वर्ष वेळे घरि न रचौ श्रीमत नैनिधिनीय च जगवां समस्त
...

This states that ‘in Sam. 1215 the Thākuras Sāvadeva and Jasahada completed, out of regard for Thākura Sālavāhana, shrines for all the divinities in the holy Ujjayanta.

... And in the same year Thākura Pari ... the son of Thākura Ruraksha ...

... and built a small temple of Śrī Ambikā who presides over the actions of men.’

** In the cave temples at Dhrakṣetra in the Haidarābād territory, however, the original images are almost identical with those in the Ajanta caves, while there are also nude standing ones of the Digambara Jains.
Translation.

Śrīmat Sūri Dhancēvra flourished; his disciple (?) Śrī Śīlabhadra, like a bee, (sported) on his lotus-like feet . . . His disciple (?) again, Śrī Bhadrasūri, on the splendid and awful mountain Raivataka on which there is a temple of Nemi with a splendid pavilion . . . .

A third and shorter inscription is unintelligible.

Turning to the left, there are three temples;—that on the south side contains a colossal image of Rishabh Deva, the first Tirthāṅkara, called Ādi-Buddhanātha—similar in every respect to that vulgarly known at Satruñjaya as “Bhim-Pādam,” only that this one—locally known as Garbigatuk—has been carefully coated with the whitest chunam and has a kausagīga, or standing meditative figure, over each shoulder. In Mārwār, the Śrāvaks make large images like this—perfectly nude—at the Holī festival, when they are worshipped especially by their women. On the throne of this gigantic image is an old slab of yellow stone carved in A.D. 1442, with figures of the twenty-four Tirthāṅkaras. On the north side, opposite this temple is another—Panchabai’s,—said by the pujārī to have been built about fifty years ago, by the Śrāvaks panchāyat, and containing five sikharas or spires, each enshrining quadruple images, such as we find in the Nandiśvara Dwipa at Pāṭitāṇav,—that is, a sort of square pyramid or pillar with an image on each side of the upper portion of it. To the west of these two temples is a much larger one called Malakavisi, dedicated to Pārśvanātha, and having an open portico. Its ceilings have been very fine, but are now much damaged. In the bhānti, or cloisters surrounding the court, there are also some remarkable designs in carved ceilings.

Coming out of this and proceeding to the north we enter the enclosure of the temple of Pārśvanātha, rebuilt, it is said, by Singharāma Soni in the latter part of the sixteenth century, and repaired by Premabhai Hemābhāj about 1843. It contains a large white marble figure of Pārśvanātha bearing the date 1803 A.D. with the polycephalous cobra over him, whence he is styled Śesāphāni. This temple is peculiar in having a sort of gallery; and, like the previous one of the same Tirthāṅkara, it faces the east whilst the others mostly face the west.

The next and last temple to the north is Kumārapāla’s. It has a long open portico on the west supported by twenty-four columns. The temple proper or mandapa and shrine are small, and the ceilings and architraves bear marks of iconoclastic violence. Indeed, towards the end of last century, there was little of this temple standing, except the mandapa with its beautiful pendentive and the pillars and lintels of the portico; and when the Śrāvaks began to repair it, they were suddenly and unexpectedly stopped: a wealthy and influential sharīf or banker, devoted to the worship of Śiva, resolved to install his favourite idol there. The Śrāvaks, it is said, threatened to perform the desperate ceremony of dhārgā—sitting at the door of the temple fasting until the desired boon was granted, or till the suitor perished, when the sin of his death and its consequences would fall upon the occupants. Both parties were thus brought to a stand for a while. In 1824, however, Sēth Śrī Pancha Hansrāja Jeṭha appears, from an inscription, to have been able to proceed with the restoration. The shrine contains three images—in the middle Abhinandanaṭha, the fourth Tirthāṅkara, dedicated in 1888, and on either side Adinātha and Śambhava—dated in 1791.
These temples are along the western face of the hill and are all enclosed. Outside the enclosure, to the north is the Bhima-Kunda—a large tank, about 70 feet by 50, frequented chiefly by Hindus for bathing. Below it, and on the verge of the cliff is a smaller tank of good water, and near it a small canopy supported by three roughly hewn pillars and a piece of rock, containing a short octagonal stone called Hathipulgha,—"the elephant's foot," a stratum on the top of which is of light granite and the rest of dark; the lower part is immersed in water most of the year, and of course it has its connexion with the supernatural.

Between the wall of the Devakoša, or large enclosed group of temples just described, and the verge of the cliff there are also two or three fragments of very old temples,—a pillar or two and some lintels of granite,—the last vestiges of works whose plan and style the archaeologist wishes most to know about. It was very disappointing therefore to find no more remaining of these older buildings, and that they had been pulled down in order to use the materials in the repairs of more modern structures. This species of Vandalism is no new thing here, however, for Tod read in one inscription,

"By order of Śrī Pañjita Devasena Sangha in S. 1215* (A.D. 1158) Chaitra Āsadhā 8th, Sunday, the old temples of the ācāratās were removed and new ones erected."

And in another—

"In S. 1339 (A.D. 1283), Jyeṣṭhā Āsadhā 10th, Thursday, the old ruined temples being removed from their sites on the mountain of Revatāchala, new ones were erected."

And this process may be seen in active operation even at present. The walls of every inclosure reveal scores of carved stones built into them.

To the east of the Devakoša, there are several temples, the principal being the temple of Mān Singha Bhoja Rāja of Kachh—an old granite temple near the entrance gate, which Tod calls a Digambara temple of Nemināthā, but which seems to have been recently repaired by the Śrāvak community, and is now dedicated to Śambhavānāthā, the third jīna; next is Vastusāla and Tejaśāla's, which is a triple temple (plates XXXIII. and XXXIV.): the central shrine, measuring 58 feet by 29½, has two domes (A and C) finely carved but much mutilated, and the shrine (D), which is 13 feet square, with a large niche or gokhū on the left side, contains an image of Mallināthā the nineteenth Jīna, bearing beneath it the inscription:

मन्मथाय श्रीवस्तुपालस्य श्रीजीतादिवैभूषणि

मन्मथाय श्रीवस्तुपालस्य श्रीकृषोभूषणि

thus translated:

'The wife of the great minister Vastupāla—Śrī Lalitādevī's image.'

'The wife of the great minister Vastupāla—Śrī Sokhū's image.'

On a lintel on the left side of the first dome of the Mānḍap is also carved the line—

मन्मथाय श्रीवस्तुपालस्य श्रीभोजोभूषणि:

Śrī Sokhū's image, wife of the great minister Vastupāla.'

And on the opposite side—

मन्मथाय श्रीवस्तुपालस्य श्रीकृषादिवैभूषणि

Śrī Lalitā devī's image, the wife of the great minister Vastupāla.'

* This is dated on the same day as the first inscription given on p. 167.
On either side this central temple is a large hall (E, F), about 38 feet 6 inches from door to door, containing a remarkable solid pile of masonry called a samosan,—that on the north side named Sumenu,* having a square base, and the other, Sameta Sthāraṇī with a nearly circular one. Each rises in four tiers of diminishing width, almost to the roof, and is surmounted by a small square canopy (G, H) over images. The upper tiers are reached by steps arranged for the purpose. On the outside of the shrine tower are three small niches (I, I, I) in which images have been placed, and there are stone ladders up to the niches to enable the pujārīs to reach them. There are inscriptions over the doors of this temple, from which it appears to have been built in A.D. 1281.

On plate XXXV. are given photo-lithographs of three of these, of which the following is a transliteration of the first:—

---

* A fabled mountain of the Buddhists and Jainists.
† Mount Pārīwanātha, or Parismatē, in Bengal.
‡ Text revised by Dr. Bühler.
§ The letters enclosed within brackets [ ] are not legible in the lithograph. They have been simply taken over from the transcript done by Wāman Āchārya, Pandit, who had access to the originals.—G.B.
Translation.

1 Adoration to the omniscient one! May the Nemi Jina, with whom the lord of gods was pleased, while he was standing before him, to see the form of the latter protect [all (P)]. May it be well! In the Samvat year 1288, in the month of Phālguna, bright fortnight, 10th day, Wednesday,

4 while the prosperous Jayantasaṅha, who graced the womb of his mother Lalitā Devi, as the swan does the lotus-pond, and who was the son of the great and prosperous minister Vastupāla,—who was the elder brother of the prosperous Tejaḥpāla, and he younger brother of the Thākura Lūniga, and the respected and prosperous Māladeva; who was the son of the prosperous Kumāra Devi, and the great Thākura Aṣārīja, who was the son of the prosperous Thākura Soma, who was the son of the Thākura Chandapraśaka, who was the son of the Thākura Chandāpa, who was born in the family of Prāgyā, residents of the city of Anahila;—while that Jayantasaṅha, in the Samvat year 78, [i.e. 1278], was trading in shrōffage in Stambha-Tīrtha, many crumbling temples were repaired and thousands of new religious houses were built in the great holy places like Satruṇijaya, Mount Abu, &c., in the known towns of Anahila, Bhirgu, Stambhanaka, Stambha-Tīrtha, Darbhavati, Dhavalakkaka, &c., and in all other places, by the great and prosperous minister Vastupāla, who became the leader of all the merchants.

* The latter half of this stanza is unconnected and unintelligible.
† Khambā or Cambay.
‡ Bhirug is Bhirukachha or Bhauran; Darbhavati is Dabhoi; and Dhavalakka is Dholakā.
through the grace of the lord of the gods, bestowed upon him in consideration of his power acquired by making pilgrimages to the great holy places like Satrunjaya, Ujjayanta, &c., and who gained the glories of royalty through the love of the great king Viradhavaladeva,—who was the son of the king of kings Lavanaprasada, the sun that illumines the sky of the family of Chālukyās—and who was endowed with children through the grace of the goddess Sarasvati, in the Samvat year 77 [i.e. 1277], and by his worthy younger brother Tejaḥpāla, who was trading in shroffage in the known towns of Dhaivalakkaka, &c., belonging to the Gujarātha district in the Samvat year 76 [i.e. 1276].

Moreover, this great minister Vastupāla built himself the four small temples, viz.: of the holy First Tirthāṅkara Rishabha Deva in the great holy place of Satranjaya; of the prosperous and divine Pārśvanātha Deva in the city of Stambhanka; of the great Viradeva in the city of Satyapura; and of the goddess Sarasvati, with panegyrics on it in Kaśmira. He built the two temples of Jina and the four temples of Neminātha Deva on the small hills named Ambā, Avalokanā, Śamba, and Pradyumna. He adorned the temple of Neminātha with the image of his grandfather seated on a horse, with a pair of images of his father, the great Thākura Aśarāja, and three high-arched gates.

The holy place Ujjayanta* ornamented with the temple of Neminātha, the lord of gods, was adorned by him with many works of fame, like the great holy place Aśātāpada, in which there are pillars . . . . † with the images of his ancestors, of his elder and younger brothers, and of his sons, engraved on them. He also built a new splendid palace in the great holy place [Aśātāpada], which was adorned with the images of twenty Tirthāṅkaras, such as the prosperous Ajījanātha deva, &c., which were ceremoniously fixed‡ there by the prosperous Nagendraśākhā Bhaṭṭāraka, Mahendraśākhā Śāhīya, Śāntigiri Śāhīya, Anandā Śāri, Amara Śāripada Bhaṭṭāraka, Haribhadrā Śāri Pātālakankara, and the prosperous and powerful Vijayasena Śāri, for the increase of his own merit and for that of his wife, the respected and prosperous Lalitā Devi born from the womb of Rāṇu, and daughter of the Thākura Kānhada born in the family of Prāgyāta.§

There is this much difference between a large quantity of nectar and Vastupāla, the lord of ministers: the former calls to life a [thoroughly] dead being, while the latter revives what is dying. (1) There may be men like the donor Dayiteśvara; also there may be such as, even if they are able, do not please a penniless person by their riches; but this Vastupāla, like a new cloud here, always sprinkles with gold this earth which is burnt down by the wild fire of poverty. (2)

Brother, it is needless to tell a long story of those bad and sinful ministers in whose minds no other idea but that of injuring the public revolves. Sing, indeed, the numberless merits of this Vastupāla, who observes the vow of benefitting the people, in hearing of which vow we have been old enough (?) (3) King Bhoja having gone up, penetrating the world of the sun, and the king Munja having got the brilliant possession of heavens, here lives Vastupāla alone to wipe off the dropping tears of beggars. (4)

O great minister of Chālukyā kings! The dint of your reputation is heard with tears, and the hair standing on end through joy even in the three worlds, if well observed; and this earth, even though polluted by Kāli, is made holy and pure by you with palaces, wells, water-places on the way, ponds, gardens, lakes, &c., [built by you]. (5) May that

*Mount Girnār.
† Two words unintelligible.
‡For निषिद्ध निषिद्धान्त is probably meant here.
§The Porwāla division of Vaniṣa.
prosperous and illustrious minister Tejāhpāla live for a long time! by whom, as by Chintāmāni⁸ made free from anxiety we rejoice. (8)

Here is Śrīkarāna (?) the son of Lavaṇaprasāda and the father of Lavaṇa-siṁha. May you [Tejāhpala] who are like a wish-fulfilling plant, be his minister for hundreds of ages. (7) Formerly Bali was sent down by the enemy of giants [Vishnu] with his foot resting on the surface of the earth, while now by the hand of Vastupāla. (8) From the best of ministers [Vastupāla] the loved Lalitā Devī obtained a son named Jayantasiṁha, as the daughter of Puloma got Jayanta from Indra. (9)

Jaitrasiriṇī, Dhruva, the talented son of Vājrad, born in the family of Kāyasthas, wrote this panegyric in Stambhā-Tirtha [where is a temple?] of Someśvara Deva, the preceptor of Gurjarēśvara (?) (1) This was engraved with great efforts by the talented artisan (?) Kumārsiriṇī, the son of Vāhana. (2) May this panegyric of the family of Vastupāla remain safe through the grace of Amē and of the prosperous Nemi, the lord of the three worlds. (3)

The other inscriptions are much to the same effect, being fulsome praises of Vastupāla son of Āsārāja the wealthy Śrīmālī Vāni who was Kārbhari or prime minister to Viradhavala Vāghela king of Gujarāt (A.D. 1214–1243), and of his brother Tejāhpala, and others of their families.

On a stone behind the temple is the following inscription, briefly descriptive of Vastupāla’s temple, which seems to have been hitherto almost unnoticed:—

Translation. ⁷

"This lord of mountains looks graceful, with the monastery of Vastupāla standing on its neck like a necklace of dazzling lustre.

"In the Vikrama Samvat year 1288 (A.D. 1231) in the month of Āsvina, dark fortnight, 15th day, Monday, the great minister Vastupāla built, for his own good, a temple of Ādinātha [vamp intelligible] of Śatruṇḍaya adorned with another temple of the prosperous Kapardi Yaḵsha at the back. In front of this, to the north-west, he built, for the good of his dutiful and illustrious wife Lalitā Devī, a beautiful temple Śikharaprasāda adorned with [images of] twenty Jinās. So also to the south [of this] he constructed, for the good of another illustrious wife Sokhu, a beautiful Ashṭaprāsaḍa gold temple adorned with [images of] twenty-four Jinās. He also built with his own money four new temples, looking splendid by the singular construction of the steps."

Still farther north is the temple of Sampratī Rāja, called on Tod’s plate “the Palace of Khengar.” It is partly a very old temple and partly a modern erection, built against the side of a cliff, and is ascended to by a stair. Inside the entrance there is another very steep flight of steps in the porch leading up to a large mandapa, to the east

* Ganeṣa, the remover of obstacles,
of which is added a second manḍapa and a gaṇabhāra or shrine, containing a black image of Neminātha dedicated by Karnarāma Jayarāja in 1431. The temple is probably one of the oldest now standing on the hill, and an inscription in it dates from A.D. 1158; but Sambhuti, whom the Jainas represent as one of their greatest patrons, is said to have ruled at Ujjaini about the end of the third century B.C. and to have been the son of Kūnāla, Asoka’s third son, who, they say, became ruler of the Panjāb. The Buddhists represent him as succeeding his grandfather Asoka at Pataliputra.

To the east of these, and on the face of the hill above, are other temples,—among them an old one going by the name of Dharmanāl, built of grey granite—the image being also of granite. Near it is another ruined shrine, in which delicate granite columns rise from the corners of the sīhāsana, or throne, carved with many squatting figures, reminding one very forcibly of Baudhika, rather than Jaina carving. Near this is the only shrine on this mount to Mahāvīra Swāmī—the twenty-fourth Tirthankara.

On the verge of the hill, at some distance to the north of the Jaina temples, and above them, stands a huge isolated rock, the Bhairava-jap, or "Leap of Death," otherwise styled the Raja-melavama-pather—the "desire-realizing rock,"—whence poor wretches have often been tempted by demoniac superstition to throw themselves away in the sadly deceitful hope of a happy future. Laying a coca-nut on the dizzy verge of this rock, the deluded victim attempts to poise himself upon it, and in another instant he is beyond humanity’s reach, and his body a prey to the vultures that soar under the lofty cliff. Such suicide has been for long forbidden, but only ten or eleven years ago three Kūnābis, keeping secret their intentions, ascended and made the fatal leap; some Rabharis had also determined to do the same, but were restrained.

Not far from the Bhairava-jap is a substantial dwelling, occupied by one Śivadās, a yogi who has acquired great influence over the ignorant by his sanctimonious austerities and his charities—bestowed, of course, out of the offerings of his worshippers. South from this, and about 200 feet above the Jaina temples, is a Hindu shrine, called Gaumukha, beside a plentiful spring of water. From it the ascent is by a long steep stair to the crest of the mount, 400 feet higher, or about 3330 feet above the sea-level. There we find a pretty large temple, of great age, which once had a large open portico (plate XXXVI.); but the outer line of columns has been bricked up and a sikhara or spire added or renewed, containing an unsightly stone, the image of Ambā Mātā—a goddess of ancient times, one of the many forms of Umā or Pārvati, whom Tod dignifies with the titles of "Universal Mother," and "Mother of the Gods," And though here she is now exclusively appropriated by Hindus, she has a shrine at the door of Neminātha’s temple; an image of her is mentioned also among the works of Vastupāla on Gînir; and an inscription thus celebrates her praise:

"The destroyer of doubts and fears, the accomplisher of all human desires and wishes, who causes to be completed the designs of the devout—such a goddess is Śrī Mātā Ambikā, the sole power whereby the prayers of mankind are fulfilled. To her be praise and glory!"

* He appears to have been officially styled Dharma-Vivardhana. He is mentioned by Fa-Hian, c. 10, and his history is told by Hiwan-Thang, and in the Dirvya Aevadana, where his son is called Sampadi. See S. Jules, Mém. sur les Cont. Occ. tom. i. p. 154; and Burusaid, Int. Budd. pp. 404 and 427, 430.

† Jap is the muttering of mantras, charms, or the names of a god ; hence this name means a place where are repeated the names of Bhairava,—a diavil or destructive manifestation of Siva.
The Jaina temples are all beautifully clean inside; this of Ambā is filthy with smoke, and seems scarcely ever to have been swept since the Buddhists or Jainas had to leave it.

This summit is of but small extent, and at a short distance eastward there is a still higher rocky spire; beyond it is another almost as high, but still steeper and without a blade of vegetation on its granite sides; and at a still greater distance is a third but lower summit: these are the Gorakhanātha, the Dattātraya or Neminātha, and the Kālikā peaks. From the Ambā Mātā we descend about 70 feet, and then climb up by steep stairs about thrice that height to a level of about 3470 feet above the sea—passing at the foot of the ascent a bush covered with rags—for every pilgrim, as he turns in safety from these wild rocky summits, tears a shred off his cloth, and leaves it on this bush. On this second and highest summit there is a very small shrine, perhaps three feet square, to Gorakhanātha, the śishya, or disciple of Matsyendranātha—a famous Baudhā guru, and—according to tradition—a less virtuous man than his pupil. From this peak we descend full four hundred feet, to about the level of the Kamandalakūṇḍa—a reservoir of water on the face of the hill, and again climb a steep ascent, that tries the muscles of the traveller’s legs, towards the Guru Dattātraya peak. On the way we pass immense numbers of small stones, collected in little groups upon the rocks at the sides of the path, as if every visitor made a virtue of forming his own little pile. By and bye the ascent becomes so steep that the hands come easily to the help of more wearied limbs, and at length the summit is gained. It has a small open shrine or pavilion over the footmarks or pāduka of Neminātha cut in the rock, and was being ministered to by a naked ascetic. Beside it hung a heavy bell.

This Neminātha or Arishtanemi, who gives his name to this summit, and to whom the Jainas consider the whole mount as sacred, is the twenty-second of their deified saints—men who, through their successful austerities, they imagine, have entered nirvāṇa, and have done with the evils of existence. This one is the favourite object of worship with the Digambara, or naked Jainas. His complexion, they say, was black, and most, if not all of his images here, are of that colour; like all the other Tirthankaras, he was of royal descent, being the son of Samudravijaya, King of Sauryanagara or Soriyaspuri, in the country of Kuśavarta, and of the Harivānśa race—his paternal uncle being Vasudeva, the father of the famous Kṛṣṇa.* At the age of three hundred he renounced the world, and leaving Dwārakā went to Gīrnār to spend the remaining seven hundred years of his long life in asceticism; he received his “Bodhi,” or highest knowledge whilst meditating at Śeshavana, to the east of the Bhairava-jap, where footprints (pādlāṇ) are also carved—some say Neminātha’s, others Rāmānanda’s. His first convert was a king Dattātri, to whom he became guru, after which he gradually rose to the exalted rank of a Tirthankara, and finally attained nirvāṇa on this lonely pinnacle of rock which retains his name. He had as tutelary goddess, or familiar deevi—Ambikā Mātā, the same to whom the old temple on the first summit is dedicated. The Mango tree is also appropriated to him by the Śrāvaks as his “Bo-tree,” whilst the śankha or conch shell is his cognizance. He is in fact, the Kṛṣṇa of the Jainas. But it is not to them alone he is sacred here; the pilgrims met on the ascent and the naked ascetic at the shrine are not Śrāvaks. The Vaishnāvas

* Aote, p. 158, note.
who come from the pilgrimage to Dwârakâ consider they only reap the fruit of their toils when they have paid their respects here to Guru Dattâtraya. May he not have some connexion also with Kâla-Nêmi, the Râkshasa ascetic of the Gandhâra-madana mountain, in the Râmâyâna?

Outside this very small enclosure was a most astonishing collection of pilgrims' staves. Everyone leaves his support here; some doubtless have been carried many a weary mile, till the hand had worn the end smooth; but here they had been laid down at last. Is it the burden of sin, or rather the ambitious desire of merit, that leads men to pilgrimages, penances, and sacrifices? And why is this merit so desired? If there were a position attainable by human effort where man might confront his Creator on equal terms, and by his merit make demands on Him, how surely would it be crowded by men of every nationality and of every age! "Ye shall be as gods" is still, as at the first, the most seductive of all temptations to the wilful human mind.

Dattâtraya is about 2450 feet high, or within 20 feet of the height of Gorakhanâtha; between them is a lower rocky peak called Oghad's tuk; and eastward from the first is another similar one—the Rûnuka Sikara; whilst beyond this is Kâlika or Kâlikâ's, the last summit on the ridge of Gîmar, but much lower than the first three. It has a small shrine of the goddess Kâlikâ, and is the traditional haunt of the dreaded Aghoritas—Saiva devotees feeding on carrion and even on human flesh* but now extinct. From any of the three higher points the view is well worth the toil of the ascent. Gîmar is engirdled by a line of lower hills, the highest being Dûtar on the south, and over these hills the eye wanders across the plains of Kâthiâwâd, stretching away to the sea on the south and past the hills about Dhank to the west, towards Dwârakâ; to the south-east are the Gîr Hills, and to the north and east the vast plains of the centre of this beautiful peninsula. The valleys between the central mount and the surrounding hills are thickly wooded and said to abound in game.

XI. THE ROYAL TOMBS AT JUNAGADH.

Before leaving Junâgad we may notice the latest, and perhaps the last, purely indigenous specimens of architecture: for Public Works officers and Italian workmen are doing their best to kill native art, and in the larger and wealthier towns of Gujarat with fatal effect, by erecting palaces for the chiefs, in a foreign style, badly imitated and unsuited to the climate or the age; and this example is rapidly being copied in less prominent places by native workmen.

About eighteen years ago the mother of the present Nawâb of Junâgad began to erect her own tomb, and entrusted the design to a native Sâtât. (Plates XXXVII. and

* See Tod's Travels in Western India, p. 384.
In style it differs but little, if at all from the tombs of the late Nawabs in the north-west of the city, but standing by itself in a walled enclosure near the tombs of the Bābā Sāyyid or twelve saints, the architect had more space and better opportunities to display his taste. On a low basement 38 feet square, stands a second platform 34 feet 5 inches square, from the edges of which rise the twenty columns supporting the colonnade or verandah surrounding the Maqbara or tomb. These columns peculiarly rich and elegant, being supposed to represent a shaft oblong in section, to are each face of which a slender octagonal pillar 8½ inches in diameter is applied, while are two outer corners are covered by two others 6½ inches in diameter: the shafts the fluted and taper upwards exposing slightly the shaft they are supposed to cluster round. At three-fifths their height there is a circlet round each, and the bases are cut and ornamented in a style of elegance of detail we seldom see elsewhere, even in wood. Between the pillars are scolloped arches, sculptured round in an elaborate florid pattern. The three front colonettes, however, of each pillar support the baluster-shaped shafts of the supports of brackets under the projecting caves; these supports turning over like a foliated shoot under the bracket and descending in beautiful buds. Over the eaves the line of the column is carried up and terminates above the upper frieze and crenellations of the wall in slender pinnacles.

The corridors are flat-roofed, only broken by the arches at each corner of the walls which connect them with the outer columns. The building itself is about 21 feet 5 inches square outside, and 16 feet 4 inches inside; each wall being pierced by a door and two windows. The doors have scolloped arches and elaborately carved architraves, with slender half-octagon pilasters and florid pediments (see plate XXXIX.). The windows are of perforated stone and of different tracery patterns on each face, while the pair on one side, though generally alike, differ in minute details: several of them are of exquisite beauty.

Inside are two pilasters against each wall from which arches are thrown to support the roof. Outside, the roof has not a very pleasing effect: the round masses on each corner and on the summit serve no constructive purpose, nor are they in very good taste as mere ornaments. As Mr. Fergusson has recently remarked:—"All the carving is executed with precision and appropriateness, but it is all wooden, or in other words, every detail would be more appropriate for a sideboard or a bedstead, or any article of upholstery, than for a building in stone. The domes especially can hardly be traced back to their grand and solemn form as used by the Pathán architects. The pinnacles are fanciful, and the brackets designed more for ornament than work. It is a style, in fact, broken loose from the true principles of constructive design, and when this is the case no amount of ornament, however elegant it may be, will redeem the want of propriety it inevitably exhibits."*

Until the death of the Maiji Sāhiba it was of dull reddish standstone colour, but since then it has been bedaubed and disfigured by a thick coating of whitewash.

* History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, pp. 606, 607.
XII. GHUMLÍ OR BHIUMLÍ.

In the south of the Navânagar territory and about forty miles west from Phânk is Ghumli, an old deserted capital of the Jâïtâwâs—now of Pûrbandâr. It lies about four miles south of Bhanwâr, in the last valley facing the north, in the north-eastern end of the Baradâ hills, and concealed from the north by a low ridge, which bends round in front of the opening to the valley or dell, shutting up the town in a sort of cul de sac, open only through the narrow valley to the north-west, by which it is approached from the modern village of Mukhanâ. Up both sides of the dell its ruined walls wind in various directions along the shelving ridges, which overlook it, up to the summit of the mountain, where was a fortified citadel still containing the walls of many of the houses in a tolerable state of preservation, but entirely deserted except by wild beasts. The very vertex is occupied by a small temple of Mâtâ Asâpûrâ—a favourite object of superstitious reverence with the Jâïtâwâ Râjputs.

According to the traditions of the province, the earliest seat of the Jâïtâwâs was at Srinagar, a few miles from their present one of Pûrbandâr. Soon afterwards it was at Bhimor or Medalwajpûri, now a ruined site opposite to Morvi, and six generations later—probably early in the tenth century, Ghumli or Bhumli was made the capital, and adorned with imposing buildings by Râja Sâl Kumâra, but in Samvat 1369 (A.D. 1813), it fell, after a desperate siege, by an army from Sindh. From Ghumli the Jâïtâwâ chief then removed to Chaya, near Pûrbandâr,—the latter being its port, which has since supplanted Chaya.

This ruined and deserted capital was visited by the indefatigable Colonel Tod in 1822, and described by him in his Travels* in his usual glowing and exaggerated style. In 1837 Captain (now General Sir G.) Le Grand Jacob gave an account of a visit to it with much more accuracy and detail.†

"All is now jungle," says the latter, "where once multitudes of human beings resided; within and without the ruined ramparts so thick is it, as to make it difficult to trace them even from a height. The ground plan of Gumli resembles a wide spread fan, the two sides of which are formed by the gorge of the valley, leading up to the peak on which the fort is built, the circular portion being represented by the ramparts."

"The extreme breadth from the eastern to the western wall," he adds, "is about three quarters of a mile; its length from the north wall to the narrow of the gorge, less than half a mile; there are two flanks of about two hundred and fifty yards length, joining the northern face to the natural flanks offered by the hills; the eastern one with its semi-arched battlements, reaching half way up the scoop of the hill, is in a tolerable state of preservation, but the remainder is in ruins, the bastions have fallen in, and are only faintly to be traced through the jungle. A ditch, of the usual Hindu dimensions, surrounds the wall; the masonry I was surprised to find for the major part of well chiselled stone, with dove-tailed grooves for clamps; the iron or lead which may have been used for this purpose, has doubtless been long since pilfered. There were originally

* Tod's Travels in Western India, pp. 404 ff.
† Journ. R. A. Soc., vol. V. pp. 73 ff.
two gateways to the north and west." The last only was still standing till within a few years ago, and bears the name of Rāmapoja, but only a fragment of it now remains.

"The area contained within the limits I have above described, is now tenanted only by wild beasts, and other jungle inhabitants; mounds or lines of rubbish faintly pourtray the line of streets, though I am disposed to consider the houses were chiefly of frail materials; nothing remains as witness of its former state, save an insignificant temple near the eastern wall, two small flat-roofed ones of the earlier age of Brahmanism, a splendid well, itself worthy of description, and the ark or regal citadel, the contents of which peculiarly merit notice; wells of good masonry are sunk here and there, which the traveller should take heed not to stumble into. This ark occupies the centre of the area, and contains, originally guarded by a wall all round, the palace* and its adjuncts; a large bathing reservoir, surrounded with small apartments as if for dressing rooms to the Zenana, if not the Zenana itself, is separated from the palace by a court."

The temple known as Navalākhā stands in the middle of the other ruins, on a raised platform 153\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet long by 102 feet broad. The enclosing wall or screen on the top of this, however, has entirely disappeared; and of the entrance only the steps and the bases of the two massive pillars above them remain. (Plates XL to XLIV.)

The temple itself measures 51 feet 5 inches from the threshold of the Manḍap to that of the shrine, and 67 feet 8 inches to the back of the pradakshina or passage round the shrine inside. The width from the north to the south doors of the Manḍap is 55 feet 7 inches. The level of the temple is considerably raised above that of the court, and is approached by a flight of steps at each of the three doors. The Manḍap is of two storeys, with twenty-two columns on the floor, each 9 feet 7 inches high, and thirty shorter ones on the low screen walls that enclose it. It is of a pretty common cruciform shape, the central area being 20 feet square; to each side of this an aisle is added, 19 feet long, except on the west side, where in front of the shrine it is only 15 feet 7 inches long; outside these, on the three outer sides, is further added a portico about 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet square.

The shrine is 9 feet 1 inch square inside, and is roofed by a neat dome with chakvēda\(\uparrow\) or sacred birds on the lintels of the octagon. The linga that once occupied it was carried off to Purbbandar long ago, and is now to be seen there in the temple of Kedarnāth.

Round the shrine is a pradakshina, about 3 feet wide, but opening to over 5 feet opposite the three windows that throw light into it on the different sides.

The walls of this temple are built of slabs of moderate size of the calcareous sandstone so common over Western Kathiāwād, and are set on edge and clamped together. This mode of construction has hastened the ruin of this stately pile, for the walls being thin, when once a tree or plant has got its roots in between the slabs it has split the wall.

The central octagon of the Manḍap supports a frieze with a low parapet wall above, in front of the gallery or upper floor, to which there does not appear to have been any regular means of access, unless it may have been by some wooden ladder. The dome rests on the columns of the second storey, but the pendantive in the centre and

* Captain Jacob has, curiously enough, mistaken the two-storeyed Manḍap of the Navalākhā temple for a palace; the palace probably stood close by this temple, but to the north-east of it, and is now represented only by a heap of stones.

\(\uparrow\) Culeus melanoleucus?
some of the upper courses of stone have fallen in, and it is now open in the middle. The east or front entrance is more dilapidated than either of the other two; the upper storey of the porch on this side has fallen, much of the debris lying in front; and the lintel of the entrance is broken and supported in the middle by a rough pillar built of blocks of the stones which lie about. (See plate XLII.)

The brackets of the columns, both in the upper and lower floors, are sculptured, each with a different device (see plate XLIII.), consisting of Kirtimukhas (fig. 1), the gatechuk, or four armed figure (fig. 2), a bird trimming its feathers (fig. 7), an elephant or an elephant's head (figs. 3, 5, 16), a large human face (4), a monkey, two with one head (10), a bird with a flower in its beak (6), a horse with a man before and another behind, a pair of bullocks butting, an elephant and horse, a cock and sheep, a swordsman and elephant, a pair of birds (15), a couple of fishes (9 and 17), three monkeys, &c.

The columns of the octagon (plate XLIV. fig. 2) and four in front of the shrine have bases of the broken-square plan, with a figure of a goddess or devi, having the left foot raised on the right knee, placed in a small compartment, enclosed by colonnettes and a canopy. Over this are horizontal mouldings to a height of 2 feet 3 inches. The next division is 1 foot 8 inches high, and has a standing figure of a devata, Gajapati, Siva, Parvati, &c., &c., on each face, the small pilasters at the sides have the grapsdt or griffin attached as a bracket to the outward sides. Over this is more ornamentation, and the column changes to an octagon, on the sides of which are carved eight devitas, as on the base, only somewhat smaller. At 5 feet 11 inches from the floor, the pillars become circular and are girt, first by a collar of sixteen leaves and buds then by a string of Chakwds, or birds, hanging by eight short bands from a cincture of lozenge-shaped carvings, over which is a belt, about 8 inches deep, of eight Kirtimukhas. The capital is 9 inches deep, and the bracket 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. The other ten columns (fig. 1) are much plainer: they are broken-squares to a height of about 4 feet from the floor, then change into octagons, which at 5 feet 11 inches terminate in leaf points, and the shaft becomes circular up to 7 feet 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches where the capital begins and is exactly the same as in the other columns.

The carving on the outside walls is what has chiefly attracted attention to this temple. On each face of the base of the shrine or Vimana, under the windows, are two elephants, and a nakara or grapsdt with their trunks intertwined. On the upper members of the base are—1. A line of Kirtimukhas. 2. Elephants holding a band or rope in their trunks, their ears just touching, and at the outer angles a human figure struggling as if to keep the rope off from him; and 3. A line of figures, mostly human, dancing, kneeling, playing music, fighting, &c. &c., &c., intermixed with elephants, horses, a linga altar, a pair of intertwined snakes, birds, figures sitting on chairs, &c. Above this the first belt of the walls is occupied with figures of Devi or Laksmii, four-armed, with the left foot raised as on the pillars of the Mandap. Over this is a torus and some mouldings; then the principal belt, as at Amarnath and elsewhere, filled with larger figures, principally gods and goddesses of the Saiva mythology—some of the figures tolerably well executed, and the females without much of the usual exaggerations. The brackets supporting these have each a flower carved on the under side, with two leaves. Each compartment is enclosed by a pair of colonnettes with brackets of the goat-shaped or griffin figure (sardula), with long legs and horns. The figures in the receding portions
and re-entrant angles are all males, or nearly so, and have beards of the formal cut so common on Rajput sculptures, and on the figures Mr. Sherring has styled 'Bhar'; some have also moustaches and occasionally a turban badly set on. Indeed until within a century ago or so, turbans are not usual on Hindu sculpture, and such as do exist are represented rather over the head than on it. Close above these last are two very small figures on a sort of shelf. Above this belt is a cornice, of which monkeys crown all the projecting corners. Among the minor sculptures in this temple are some obscene figures, but not many, and in obscure corners. On a Vaishnava temple they would, probably, have been a characteristic feature.

Under the shrine window on the south side, and just over the two elephants, is a figure of Brahma and Sarasvati; in the corresponding position on the west is Siva and Parvati; on the north the figures are completely destroyed; they were probably Vishnu and his consort Sri or Lakshmi.

The porches have been roofed with slabs, carved with human and animal figures, but they have nearly all fallen. The other compartments of the roofs have lotuses or other circular flowers carved upon them.

Heaps of stones lie about, many of them elaborately sculptured. But no inscription or date helps us to form any estimate of the age of this temple. It hardly seems to belong in style to the tenth or early half of the eleventh century, but may have been erected in the latter half of the eleventh or in the twelfth century, A.D.

In many of the stones there are small natural cavities, which when exposed have been occupied by plants that at first sight seem to grow out of the solid stone.†

To the south-west of this temple, and only a few yards from the outer enclosure of it, is the Sêkhār or spire of what Tod calls "the Temple of Wisdom," or of Ganapati, and Jacob that of "Hanuman": it is now so utterly ruined that no one can say to whom it was dedicated (plate XLV.). Nothing remains of it but the Vimana or tower, bereft of the jambs and lintel of the door, and three or four pillars of the Mandap. But the style of this tower is of an old type; it measures 7 feet 9 inches square inside, and the walls are 2 feet 3 inches thick, but unlike those of the Navalakha, the stones are smaller, very carefully jointed, and laid on their beds. The mode of closing the spire, too, is the same as that of the Som or Suvân Kânsâri temples on the hill above, to be described presently, and must belong to the same age, probably not later than the eighth or ninth century, A.D.

A little to the east of this is the Vâniâvasti—the ruin of an old Jain temple, of which only a few pillars of the Mandap and three of the small cells that surrounded it now remain—scarcely sufficient, without turning over a large portion of the fallen stones, to determine the plan and dimensions.

The pillars are plain, but the bracket capitals have the same whimsical variety of sculpture as those of the Navalakha temple. The doors of the little shrines of the Bûmî or Court have been elaborately carved in sandstone, but are mostly ruined.

† "I observed," says Jacob, "a small tree growing out of the side of one of the stones which from the absence of any artificial fissure, and its smoothly-wrought surface, I could only account for by supposing the seed to have been incrusted within it, on its original formation in the quarry, which the rain of so many centuries had at length succeeded in fracturing. If this supposition be correct, it affords a striking instance of the vitality of the vegetative principle. The stone was a compact conglomerate."
Among the stones I found an image of Pārvanātha, carved in a hard yellowish stone of great specific gravity; it is about 4 feet high and but little damaged (see plate XLVI. fig. 1).

East of this again is the Jethānā wāv, which must originally have been a large and noble public well with steps down to the bottom of it, and galleries above, as in the Adālaj wāv near Ahmadābād; but half of it has entirely disappeared, and the stones have been carried off. At the bottom of the descent on each side is a gokhle or niche, very neatly carved. On a slab on the right side, near the entrance at the east end, under a cow and calf eating balls of food, is an inscription, of which only small fragments here and there are legible. It began:—

र० || वेष्टम् र०७

probably Samvat 1383—A.D. 1326-7; fourteen years after the traditional date of the destruction of the city, a circumstance which throws doubt on even Jacob’s date for that event. This great well was doubtless a royal work, and as the Jaiṭṭhā chiefs never attempted to rebuild the city after its sack, we must suppose that this event did not occur till some time, but not long, after Samvat 1383.

Scattered about all over the site of Ghumli are fragments of temples and other buildings, but so far as I could discover by visiting all I could catch a glimpse of over the jungle or hear of from the villagers at Mukhānā, there are no others worth special notice either for size or carving. They appear to have been mostly small shrines of the 12th and 13th centuries, and now quite ruined.

Ascending the gorge above Ghumli, however, to the south-west, under some magnificent old mango trees, and commanding a splendid view of the Navalākha and all the valley round it, are three old temples. Of the first—perhaps a Vaishnava temple—the shrine remains, 5 feet 1 inch square inside, with walls 18 inches thick, and a pradaksina 2 feet 5 inches wide round it. On the lintel of the shrine door is Ganeśa, and on the frieze above is Vishnu seated with Guruḍa below his āsana or throne, a nimbus behind his head, and female figures at each side; to the left of Vishnu, in another compartment, is Brahma, three-faced, seated cross-legged on two haisus or sacred geese, with two female attendants; and to the right is Śiva, three-faced, with the bull Nandi below, and two females. All three have four arms each, and are about 18 inches high. In front of the shrine door two pillars of the Mantap still remain, divided into three nearly equal lengths of four, eight, and sixteen sides, with bracket capitals of the usual cruciform shape.

The second temple, on the south side of the last, has had a Mantap with low screen wall 1 foot 9 inches thick. The shrine is 6 feet 4 inches square inside, with walls 2 feet 2½ inches thick, surrounded by a pradaksina 3½ feet wide, the outer wall of the temple forming an oblong 17 feet 4 inches by 20 feet inside and 21 by 32½ feet outside, with four pillars in front of the shrine 2 feet 2 inches square below, octagon above, and having square bases. They have round capitals and brackets of grinning Kirtimukhas and four-faced figures. The walls are of plain ashlar, the stones neatly dressed and jointed. There has also been a porch, but it has fallen.

The Śikhar is much ruined, but has been carved with a sort of Chaitya-window pattern, not deeply cut, and other mouldings usual in temples from the eighth century, or earlier, to the 10th or 11th, and crowned with a large flat antaśita.
SCULPTURES FROM GUMLI.

1. JAIN IMAGE
FROM THE VANIAVASI TEMPLE.

2. VISHNU
FROM SUVAI KANSARI TALAO.
On the south side of this are three small cells, occupied by an ascetic Kâki Bâwâ, and beyond them is a large old well, built of well-dressed stone.

On the very summit of the hill is a small plain square shrine of Āsâpurâ Mâtâ,* and near it the walls of many of the houses of the long-deserted fort surrounded by a massive wall of which the crenellations only have fallen.

Of the Râmapola or west gate,—which was standing only a few years ago, and might have then been saved by a few props, and cutting down the vegetation over it,—only two of the brackets now remain, hanging over the ruin (plate XLVII.). “It is narrow,” says Jacob, “but of considerable depth, containing five arches and apparently spaces for a double portal. The sculpture is worthy of observation; it consists of figures in parallel compartments, elephants, lions, tigers’ heads, warriors, musicians, and dancing women, well and boldly executed; a catalogue of ancient musical instruments could be compiled from these walls.” The gate, however, notwithstanding the praises it has received from visitors, was never probably equal to those at Dahhoi. It belonged to the same style and was of about the same dimensions, the walls being 13 feet apart, and the clear roadway between the pilasters 11 feet 6 inches.

Outside this gate are a few pâliyâs still standing, and many more trampled into the earth by the cattle, while others have been carried off for building purposes. They were formerly much more numerous. Jacob says—“I counted nearly a hundred of these testimonies to Jaîpâ valour; in the centre, that of some grandee is sheltered by a small mausoleum; most of these warriors, whether on horse or foot, have immense shields, and are boldly sculptured; under one bearing a striking resemblance to the Grecian satyr, I distinctly traced the date of Samvat 1118, corresponding to A.D. 1062. Time had been too busy with the other inscriptions to enable me to decipher them.” The figures carved on them are mostly represented on horsetack—the horses covered with what may equally pourtray a thick quilt or chain armour.

Just outside is the Derâni Wâv, a much smaller and plainer structure than the Jethâni Wâv, and also much decayed. Between the Râmapola and Mukhânâ, in the valley to the east of the old city, are the remains of several other wells.

Outside the Râmapola, and to the south-west of the Derâni Wâv, are the remains of a pretty large artificial lake, the Salâsar Talâo, formed by an embankment thrown across the mouth of a valley. At the east end of it is a small Shiva temple, now a complete ruin, the mandâp entirely fallen, and the shrine only remaining, much dilapidated about the Śikhar. There is nothing, however, remarkable about it.

About 350 or 400 feet above this is another large talâo, the Son or Suvân Kâûnsârî, with some eighteen or twenty temples at the west end of it, and two or three at the east, none of them very large, but all apparently of an earlier date than those below, and perhaps dating from the eighth to the tenth century (see plate XLVIII.). The larger ones consist of a square shrine built near one end of an oblong court or mandâp, and the smaller ones of an outer room or porch and a cell. The mandâps

* Āsâ is the goddess of Hope, mentioned in the Hariwâlō (c. 125) along with Hri, Śri, Dhritâ, Kîrtî, Medhâ, Prîti, Matî, Khyâti, and Sannâtî, the goddesses of Chastity, Riches, Firmness, Glory, Devotion Pleasure, Wisdom, Fame, and Modesty respectively.
have fallen, except that of one of the three larger ones, shown in the background a little to the right of the middle of the view, of which a considerable portion is still entire. This appears to have been a Vaishnava temple with four columns in the mandapa. From the pradakshina a small door opens on the right or north side into a little room outside the enclosure wall; and at the back and south sides there are small openings or windows into similar apartments; these cells were probably for storing the clothing, jewels, and articles of value belonging to the idol. The roofs of the pradakshina and aisles in these temples have slanted downwards.

In the mandapa is a figure of Vishnu, about 14 feet high, broken across the neck, but otherwise scarcely damaged (plate XLVI. fig. 2). It would be worth removing to a local museum at Rājkot, or even to Bombay. It was from these temples that Jacob removed the Trimurti figure of Brahma now in the Asiatic Society's Museum at Bombay.

These shrines, however, differ from most others in the way they are roofed; the Śikhara or spire being gradually contracted in dimensions inside, till it terminates in a square aperture of about a foot, covered by a single slab. In one of the larger temples, on the north side of this group, shown in the extreme right of the view, there appears to have been two floors and above the second, the area is gradually contracted in this way. The shrine is 10 feet 9 inches square inside, and the walls 3 feet 9 inches thick, with a pradakshina 6 feet wide, having four windows, one on each side and two behind.

At the east end of the Talāo is a temple with a pretty large nāmas, roofed over in a similar way, as is also its shrine. The walls of all are built of carefully squared stones laid on their beds, and most probably built without lime, though before they ceased to be used some of them, at least, seem to have been pointed and whitewashed.

Many carved stones, pāddyas, images, &c. lie about.

The legend of the destruction of this place is thus told* by General Sir G. Le Grand Jacob:—"The Bhāt's story of the cause why Bhumili fell," he says, "viz., the curse pronounced by Suān Kāśārin, a coppersmith's daughter, as a punishment of the Rāja for his attempts on her virtue, is founded on something less vague than the generality of such like legends; one of the temples on the hill is dedicated to her, and still bears her name. The following local tradition throws light on the manner of the times:—

"Son (or Suān) Kāśārin, a celebrated beauty who flourished about A.D. 1113 (Samvat 1169) was demanded in marriage by a Barwattia of Bābriwād, named Rakhayit, as a reward for his valour against the Rāṇa's enemies; but on seeing her the Rāṇa was himself captivated by her charms, and sent secret notice to the Bābriwād chief, of the excellent opportunity for removing his rebellious vassal which the marriage ceremonies would present; the event happened as wished for, and the Bābriwād hero was slain by the troops which his own chief brought thither for the purpose. Suān Kāśārin was inconsolable; she refused all the solicitations of royalty, and at length fled from his violence to the shelter of a Brahman's abode; here her cause was espoused by all the brotherhood as a point of honour, and no less than one hundred and twenty-five performed trāyagī on themselves, to bar the Rāṇa from his victim; all this blood, however, did not

† Self-immolation.
quench the prince's ardour; the virgin bride uttered the fearful imprecation which ruined his capital, and then escaped to offer herself to the flames, a victim of tyranny, love, and superstition." Tod relates the tale without mention of the Bābbī chief. "Soon after," he adds, "came the invader from Sindh, when Ghumli was invested, and defended for six months. All that was precious to the people, their families and children, were placed in Bhimkot," on the summit of the hill, "whose defence was entrusted to the Mhērs, whilst the prince, his chiefs, and auxiliary Rājputs defended the talōti, or lower town. As the siege slackened at night, the defenders used to visit their families in Bhimkot, of which the besiegers took advantage, entered Gumlī, and following up their success, sealed Bhimkot. An indiscriminate massacre followed, in which Sivaji, the Tarquin of Gumlī, his kindred and friends, were cut to pieces; their names are enumerated, and amongst them are many of the ancient tribe of Dābī." The date of this catastrophe Tod gives as S. 1102, or A.D. 1053, that is, 60 years earlier than that given by Jacob. "The Asuras," he adds, "as the Islamites are generally styled by the Rājput bard) are distinctly stated to have worn long beards; and it is added, that, 'having read the Koran in the temple,' they forthwith returned to Sindh."*

If Suān Kāsārin, however, lived in the eleventh or twelfth century, and Ghumli was not destroyed till the fourteenth, it is difficult to see what connection the one had with the other. The truth seems to be, that some time during the fourteenth century, and probably in the first half of it, Jām Unāḍ invaded Baraḍā and besieged the Rāṇā in Ghumli. After a long contest, Unāḍ, despairing of success, returned with his army to Kačh. Here, according to tradition, his son Bāmāni,† ashamed of the disgraceful termination of his father's expedition, assumed the command of the army and conducted it back to Ghumli, which place he reduced after an obstinate siege of twelve months. The Sammās destroyed the city, which the Jaitwās, from superstition, did not attempt to rebuild, but removed their capital to Chāya near the sea coast. Purbandar, said to be on the site of Sadāmapura, mentioned in the Bhagavat Purāṇa, was at first the port of Chāya, but has since become the seat of government of the Jaitwā chief.‡

Probably owing to the resistance made by the Baraḍā Rāṇās, the Sammās, after reducing Ghumli, returned to Kačh, without establishing their authority in the country. Jām Unāḍ, however, is said to have given his territory in Sindh in charity to the Chārans before setting out to conquer another, and on Bāmāni's arrival in Kačh on his way back he formed the design of establishing himself there, and succeeded in doing so.

From Mukhāna I made an excursion to Sakrojā Talāo, about nine miles off, but fully a third of the way was through jungle among the Baraḍā hills, where riding was impossible.

It is a small artificial lake in the bosom of the hills, and has four shrines at the cardinal points. That on the south, facing east, seems to have been the principal one, and is the only one still used. The small Manḍaps of all of them have fallen, and the

---

* Tod's Travels in Western India, p. 416.
† May this not have been Māṇāi mentioned in the Kačh annals? See below pp. 197, 198.
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Vimānas or shrine towers measure about 7 feet 2 inches square outside. I found no inscription here.

Between three and four miles south of Mukhānādis the Vetihiyā Wāv (plates XLIX., L., and LXIX. fig 1), which, with the Chhatra in front of it is 208½ feet in length. The Chhatra or Maṇḍap at the east end is supported by twelve pillars, and measures 18 feet 6 inches square. From this the steps descend to the Wāv, which is 14 feet 10 inches wide, bridged over at intervals, about 40 feet apart, by three canopies, at one end of each of which narrow stairs descend into the Wāv, landing on the platforms below. The circular well at the west end is 18 feet 8 inches in diameter, but the whole is filled up with earth to about the level of the first platform below the surface, about 12 feet down, and large Banyan trees have taken root on the sides which have been faced with 2 feet 7 inches of stone in front of the rock out of which the whole has been hewn. The style of the pillars, &c. is in keeping with that of the Navalākha temple: the same whimsical variety in the bracket figures is also very noticeable, and there can be little hesitation in referring it to the same age.

At Pāsthār, a little to the south, is an old temple to the sun-god Sūrya. It is of the same plan as those at Son Kāūsārī, but roofed with long slabs of stone. The pradakṣhina has had a slanting roof, and two small windows at the back. One pillar of the Maṇḍap alone remains standing, with four-armed figures on the brackets. Gaṇeśa is carved on the lintel of the door, and Sūrya inside is represented much as Vīṣṇu usually is, but with only two hands, and holding up a flower in each, with a nimbus behind the head, ringlets descending from behind the ears, and wearing a sort of mural crown. (See plate LXV. fig. 1.) Beside him are three smaller figures, now somewhat defaced: one of them has been a well-carved female with a mace (?) in her right hand, and her hair dressed in the style prevalent in the great Saiva temple at Paṭādkal.*

A small temple in front of this has been entirely seized upon by the roots of a Vād or Banyan tree, which twine round the stones of the roof and walls and about the images—ten in number, and each about 2½ feet high, among whom are Gaṇapati and several female figures, one a horse-headed Kinnara, all in a sitting posture, but much worn by time. The Sūrya Wāv on the east side of this is also overgrown by a Banyan tree.

* See First Season's Report, p. 30.
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XIII. GOP.

A march northwards from Bhumli brings the traveller to the village of Gop, a little to the south-west of the isolated Gop Hill. To the east of this, at Nānā Gop or Junā Gop, is a large cavern that has been occupied by ascetics, and on visiting it, I discovered in the village the shrine of an old temple,—perhaps the only fragment now standing of the old city, which appears to have covered a considerable area around the present village. This shrine seems to have been last used as one of the corner towers of a small fort, the east and south curtain walls of which have been built of the stones of the temple that once surrounded the shrine; for in this ancient type of temple the shrine occupied almost the centre of the building, and was surrounded by a double court, the outer one a few feet lower than the inner one and shrine. (See plates LI., LII., and LIII.)

The shrine itself is 10 feet 9 inches square inside, and about 23 feet high, with walls 2 feet 6 inches thick, built of coursed ashlar, each course about 8 inches deep and carefully jointed, but built without cement of any kind. At 11 feet from the floor are four holes in the back and front walls, each 14 inches high, as if for joists; and over them, in the side walls, are six smaller ones, as if for rafters.

For 6½ feet above this the walls are perpendicular; then the area contracts as in the temples of Son Kānsārī at Ghumli, six or seven courses having bevelled edges, but those above them square faces, until the apex is covered by a single slab.

Part of the front wall over the door has some time or other fallen, and been rebuilt, but with the inner sides of the stones turned out, showing the sockets of the clamps with which the stones had been secured. On the left jamb of the door is carved the line—

\[ \text{id} \]

It is not easy to say what may be the age of these letters; but I feel inclined to regard the building as the oldest structure of the kind in Kāṭhiāwār, and probably not later than the sixth century; how much older I am not at present prepared to say.

Inside are two figures in yellow stone to which the villagers give the names of Rāma and Lakshmana:—Rāma with a high square Mukuta or headdress, and Lakshmana with a low crown, long ear-rings, ringlets, and holding a spear in his right hand.

On the fragments of the basement that remain are many curious dwarf figures like the goṣṭa we find on the caves of Bādāmī, and on the old Vaishnava temple at Aihole; but the stone is very much weather-worn. The roof is quite peculiar, being a hipped one,—pierced with two chaitya-windows, or dormer arches on each side (plate LII. fig. 2), which have all originally contained figures. Gaṅapati is still in one on the west side, and another Deva occupies one on the north. About 2½ feet below the string-course on the wall-head are a series of holes as if for the ends of beams—doubtless those that once supported the roof of the surrounding temple, or inner court, which has been 35 feet 2 inches square, with a bay on the east side 18 feet 4 inches by 7 feet 3 inches. The outer court, possibly open above, or at least laterally, must have been about 9½ feet wide.
XIV. JÁMNAGAR or NAUÁNAGAR.

The town of Jāmnagar, the capital of the Jādejā Jāms or chiefs of the province of Hālar is quite of recent origin, having been founded by Jām Rāval as his capital, when he was driven out of Kachh by Rāo Khangār in Samvat 1596 (A.D. 1539). Its founder called it Navānagar, a name by which it is still as well known as by the alternative one of Jāmnagar. Being a comparatively new city there is not much of antiquarian interest about it. Indeed the most important buildings belong to the present century, the city having been largely built by the Jām Rānmalji about forty years ago, though some of the large Jaina temples may possibly be somewhat older. At the village of Nāgnā close by, are many monumental Pāliyas and some old temples, but in no way noteworthy.

The front of the Palace (plate LIV.), the Dehli gate (plate LV.), and a small corner fort of the town,—built by the Jām Rānmalji, the sixteenth chief in succession, who came to the gadi in A.D. 1814,—are fair specimens of modern Hindu architecture. In the first example will be recognized at once the same style as in the Maqbara at Junāgaḍh (plates XXXVII. and XXXIX.), only here applied to a dwelling instead of a tomb. The perforated stonework is confined to the arches over the windows on both floors. The balconies to the windows in the upper stories are much in the style of those in Jain temples of an earlier date, but the wider portions of the balcony are here opposite to the piers between the windows, and the details of carving, though even more minute than in older works, are by so much the less artistically effective. The upper cornice, carved more elaborately than any piece of upholstery, is, however, in strange contrast with the plain red tiled roof that surmounts it; and the whole effect is spoiled by the repeated coatings of whitewash it is thought proper to bestow upon it regularly.

The gateway was intended to be a fine one, and the inner one, partly seen through the doorway, is really fine so far as it was finished, but Jām Rānmal died before it was completed, and a new Jām arose who cared for no such things, so the scaffolding was pulled down and even the holes in which it was supported were left unfilled up, and so it stands as when its projector died.

A new temple of Vīshṇu or Dwārkānāthji in the modern style, is in course of erection by the old Diwān—"the Dives" of the town, and which, curiously enough, was mentioned in the last report of the district as 'a Dharmaśāla—a work of general public utility'! A set of six images of black marble—Vīshṇu or Kṛishṇa, his vāhana or carrier—Guruḍa, and his wives—Satyaabhāmā, the daughter of Satrājīt, Lakṣmīnārā, Jāmbavatī, the daughter of Jāmbavān king of the bears, and Rādhā—are ready for installation as soon as the temple is completed.
XV. KACHH.

The tongue of land forming the province of Kachh lies between 22° 46' N., the latitude of Navanár Point, and the parallel of 24°, and between 68° 22' and 71° 3' of East longitude, having an extreme length of 168 miles, and a breadth varying from 48 miles in the west to scarcely 30 in the east, and at one place between Dudhá and Bachán, of only 13 miles. It is bounded by the Rañ on the north, east, and south-east; by the Kori or Lákgat river on the north-west, by the Arabian Sea on the west, and by the Gulf of Kachh, separating it from Káthiáwád on the south. The great salt desert marsh or Rañ to the north contains the Islands of Khadhíar and Páchham, with some smaller ones, and the grass tract called Banni. The principal sub-divisions of the mainland are—1. Pávar—said to be the original seat of the Káthíis,—about 50 miles in length by 20 in breadth along the southern margin of the Rañ, and bounded on the south by the Chárwáj range of hills; its capital is Bhuj, bounded by Khánagár in Samvat 1605 or A.D. 1548; 2. Gardá Pathak, between Pávar and the Kori river; 3. Abgásá, so named from Jám Abgá, the fourth in descent from Jám Láká who gave the name of Jácá to the tribe,* between the Chárwáj range and the Arabian Sea; 4. Kuńghá Pargásna, a small district in the extreme west; 5. Káñghá or Káñghi along the south coast; 6. Míañhi, east of Pávar, taking its name from the Míañhi tribe which resides chiefly in it;† and 7. Vágád, occupying the peninsula in the east.

Of these, Káñghi evidently gave origin to the name of Kávi xiónó applied by Ptolemy to the gulf that washes its southern shore, but which the author of the Periplius of the Erythraean Sea calls the gulf of Baraké. Ptolemy, however, also places an island hereabouts (long. 111°, lat. 18°) which he calls Baraké, indicating perhaps the Bét or island of Sankhoá, or perhaps more probably Okhámaná, which may have been then an island, as it is almost still so at high water; the Greek BAPAKH here representing the vermaeumbar Dwáráká (in Magadhí—Baravává).

The Rañ ‡ is also mentioned in the Periplius as “another gulf beyond the Indus, of which the northern coast is unexplored and called Eirínón,” the Sanskrit Iríina; “and consists,” the author continues, “of two parts, of which one is called the Greater and the other the Lesser; but both these seas are full of shoals and of eddies that are rapid and close to one another, and stretch far out from the shore, so that frequently when the mainland has been lost sight of vessels run into them, and being carried forward into the inner circles of the vortex, are destroyed. Now a promontory stands out above this gulf which, after running east and south, trends from Eirínón towards the west, encompassing the gulf called Baraké, which contains seven islands. Those escape who falling back a little round the entrance to this and make their way into the open sea, while those who are once fairly locked into the hollow of Baraké are destroyed, for great and exceeding heavy is the surf, and the sea is boisterous and muddy, and

---

* Jám Abgá ruled over this district, and his descendants are still known as Abgásá.—Ind. Ant. vol. V. p. 167.
† See Ind. Ant. vol. V. p 172.
has eddies and rapid currents. The bottom in some places is broken, and in others rocky and sharp, so as to cut the cables that lie upon it, sometimes snapping them at once, and at others fraying them away on the bottom. And the indications of these places to those coming from the sea are enormously large black snakes meeting them; for in the parts beyond these and about Barugaza, the snakes they meet are smaller and of pale-green or golden colour. Immediately beyond Barakē is the gulf of Barugaza and the mainland portion of Ariakē (or Larikē), the principal state of the kingdom of Mambarus and of all India. Of this realm, the inland portion which borders on Skythia is called Abēria, while the portion along the coast is called Surastrēnē."*  

Professor Lassen locates the Audumbari of Sanskrit writers—the Odāmbarē of the Greeks—in Kachh. The Kori mouth of the Indus also, which separates this province from Sindh, is identified as the Sanskrit Lonivarī, known to the Greek geographers as the Lonibarē, as being the outlet of the Lont or Lunē river which falls into the Ran at its north-eastern extremity.†  

Capt. Wilford‡ says the conquest of Kachh "by Menander is well attested, for unquestionable vestiges of it remained in the second century, such as temples, altars, fortified camps, and very large wells of masonry, with many coins of Menander and Apollodotos." This is founded on the statement of Strabo already referred to (p. 18).  

The early history of Kachh has been but little, if at all, investigated and is involved in the greatest obscurity. The only scrap of information we have from published sources is the notice by Hiwan Thsang (cir. 640) in his Si-yu-ki, which runs thus:—"Ce royaume (de K'ie-oh'ao) a environ trois mille li de tour; la circonférence de la capitale est d'une vingtaine de li. Sa population est très-nombreuse, et toutes les familles vivent dans l'opulence. Il n'y a point de prince (indigène). Ce pays est sous la dépendance du royaume de Mu-la-p'ao (Mélvā) auquel il ressemble par la nature du climat, les produits du sol et les moeurs des habitants. Il y a une dizaine de couvents.

* Perip. Maris Erythreai, § 40, 41 :-40 Μετὰ δὲ Σωθίνα πτερον ἁπειρῶς ὅτι ένθες ἄνευτος παρά τῶν βρόχων, μετέθετο τῷ Εἰρηνῷ, ἤπερεται δὲ τῷ μὲν μήκος τῷ δὲ μέγας πετάλι δὲ τούτῳ αμφότεροι τεταγμέναι καί διόυ τε έποιήθη έναμα δύο ἐξαίρετα γένη καί συνεργά καί μακράς στέπης καί τῆς ἡγίας, καί τῶν ὀπλαρίτων τῶν ὑπάρχον τοῖς βασιλείσι τοῖς τετράχει καί βασιλείας, έπειτα τὸ πλοῖα, ἐνδιάτημα δὲ προσταστήν τους καί ἀκτολαμβάνει. Τοιοῦτο δὲ περίπλοο τοῦ ἐκείνου έκαμπτότητας, έπειξαθείς δὲ τῷ Εἰρηνῷ μετὰ τῆς ἄναπτυκύν καί τοῦ ἴδου ώς τούτου, εμπροσθότων αὐτῶν τῶν εἰκώνοις βαρακάν γόρας ἅπας ἔποται ἑξαίρετοιμάζοντας, έπειτα μὲν τό αἱματὸς καί περιποιοῦντος διήρην ὅπως καί τοῦ πάντοτε διακοιμηθέντος τοῦ τῶν βαρακάν καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων τοῦ μὲν γάρ εώς μέχρι καί βαράκ ἀλλ᾽ ἐπὶ τό περίπλοο, τοῦ δὲ προσταστήν καί αὐτούς ᾽τοίς τούτοις τά παραπλημμές ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί μεταστηθέντος εἰς τὰ παραπλήμματα ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων καί τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἀ

† Bārā is a "roadstead," or "to the seaward," connected with bār, Sank. vāri, "water."  
‡ Asiat. Rev., vol. IX. p. 231. "Tradition," he adds, "says that the ancient city of Teja in Kachh," at a remote period the metropolis of Surāshtra, "was founded by an ancient king called Teja, or Teja-Kaṛga. There were three brothers descended from Ikshvaku,—Puru, Buj, or Bāj, and Teja; the two first are noticed in the Purāṇas, in the prophetic chapters, where Puru is generally called Puru-Kachha, and the other Bujha Kachha."
qui renferment environ mille religieux, et où l'on étudie en même temps le grand et le petit Védique. On compte plusieurs dizaines de temples des dieux; il y a beaucoup d'hérétiques."

The provincial language, Dr. Wilson says, "is nearly identical with the Sindhi spoken on the lower banks of the Indus, from which the immigration of population into Kachh seems principally to have taken place. The Kachhi is now but little used in any literature or business." Gujarati and Hindustani are spoken by great numbers of the people; understood by all except those in the north, who follow a pastoral life and speak Kachhi. Gujarati is principally used in business correspondence and taught in the schools.

The Kâthhis are probably the earliest race we can now identify as occupants of Kachh, where they were a powerful, if not the ruling, race till the arrival of the Sâmmâs: their stronghold was Pâvargadh, but they probably held the southern coast also. They seem to have been originally, as to some extent they yet are, a fair race, among whom, even still, blue eyes are not uncommon. From their physiognomy and name they have been supposed by Tod and others to be of Skythian descent. It can scarcely be questioned that like many later immigrants they entered Kachh from Sindhi. They were doubtless pressed upon by the Châvâdâs from Panchâsar and northern Gujarât, and by the Vâghâlâs from Sardhâr and Munjpur before the invasion of the Sâmmâs. They were driven out of Kachh in the fifteenth century by Jâm Aâdâ into Panchâl Desâ in the Surâshṭrân peninsula, where probably offshoots from the tribe had previously settled, and to the whole of which province they have since given the name it is now best known by,—while in Kachh there is not now probably a single native Kâthhi family.

With the the Kâthhis in early times were doubtless also settled the Abhirs or Aâhirs† still pretty numerous in different parts, and who probably came across the Rân from Pârkar. They are worshippers of the goddess Mâta, and of Vâcharâ—a Râjput saint. They are divided into five sub-tribes:—(1) Mâchhuâ, living about Dhorî, Kunariâ, &c.; (2) Pârthâlîâ, in the district of Pârthâl, in Kachh; (3) Borichâ, in Kâthhi; (4) Soraâthiâ, who came from Soraâth and are scattered over Vâgaq; and (5) Chorâdâ, from Chorâd, living about Ìdâser, Palânswâ, Sanwâ, Umiyû, Jâtawâda, Belâ, &c. They have long since spread into Kâthiawâd.

With the Aâhirs we naturally associate the Râbâris—also called Bhopâs from their being priests of Mâta—the Hindu Cybele—almost universally a favourite divinity of the aboriginal tribes. They are a pastoral tribe, tending flocks of sheep, goats, and camels. Their women make woollen yarn, from which they get their blankets and sadis woven by the Dheds. They are from Mârâwâd, but most of them have the peculiar Persian physiognomy. They are tall and robust, and have an oval face and aquiline nose. They live for days almost solely on the milk of camels.

* Stan. Julien, Mémoires sur les Centriés Occident. t. II. pp. 161, 162; and conf. p. 403, and Vie de Mivien Thang, pp. 205, 206. M. Vivien de Saint Martin supposes that the Aêkâ-At which Hirvan Thang visited before Kha-ch’a may have been the Thal or Târ on the north of the Râ. It was only 300 li. or 59 miles distant.

Another pastoral tribe are the Jats,* well known on the banks of the Indus, and found in the north and west of Kachh. They have been supposed to be Skythians or Getæ, but in the country they are said to have come from Aleppo in Turkey, and at one time ruled over part of Kachh, but were driven by the Jáůdejás into Waráí and Bajáná.

The Kolis are an aboriginal race scattered over Gujarát and Kachh, where they are found chiefly in Vágāḍ and Anjúr Chovisi. They used, 'in the good old times,' to live by robbery, but that having now failed to be a paying profession they have betaken themselves to cultivation. They are of many clans, and probably the Bábriá Kolis, driven out of Thán by the Parmáns before the Káthis arrived there, had come from Kachh. They are now found in Bábriáwar to which they give name, and have been conjectured to be the Barbaras of Sanskrit writers,† who are said to have expelled the Brahma Kshatris from Síndh,‡ when they came into Kachh, where they are still numerous.

The Míyãnas, another half civilised tribe,§ reside chiefly in the district of Míyãni, which receives its name from them. They serve as Sipahís, and also, till but recently, lived by robbery. They are of the following family and sub-tribal names, some of which indicate their Rájpút origin, though they came originally from Síndh, and have long been Muhammadaus:—Báthá, Bápán, Bápú, Bhalá, Bhámdá, Bhúkerá, Chálá, Chávádá, Chhuúchhiá, Dándhí, Dhusá, Gagádá, Hoá, Jam, Jé, Jí, Jháí, Kakal, Kandécká, Katja, Kechá, Kevar, Khárá, Khirá, Khod, Lájkak, Lúniá, Makwá, Malak, Manká, Mathá, Mayántrá, Mayátrá, Med, Mándí, Mokhá, Nángí, Notiyár, Pádá, Pachár, Patí, Patró, Pélá, Rájá, Ráymá, Rochá, Sád or Sá, Sándháni, Sánán, Sneyrá, Sodót, Siáriá, Siráchá, Sisódíá, Sídhu, Tráyá, Trálá, Várá.

The Chávádás crossing into Vágáḍ may have been supported by the Gujarát kings of the ninth and tenth centuries: indeed, tradition seems to point to some of the earlier of these sovereigns as having held at least the eastern portions of Kachh, while Kának Chávádá and his successors Akáñ and Bhuváñ ruled the country just before the Solankis became supreme in Gujarát. "After the accession of Mularája Soláñki to the throne of Paṭñán, and the subsequent expulsion of the Chávádás, in about A.D. 942," writes Major J. W. Watson, "one of the queens of Samantsiína Chávádá, by tribe a Bhátiáni, fled to her father's house at Jésalmer with her infant son, then a child of a year old. This boy was named Ahipat, and when he grew to man's estate he became a formidable outlaw, and used to ravage the Paṭñán dominions. He conquered nine hundred villages in Kachh, and built Mógádh, which he made the seat of his government, and here, consolidating his rule, he reigned for many years. He was succeeded by his son Vikramslí, whose son was Vibhurája. Vibhurája was succeeded by his son Tákulúji, whose son and successor was Seshkaranji. Seshkaranji was succeeded by his son Vághjí, who was succeeded by his son Akherája, and Akherája by his son

---

† Ind. Ant. vol. III. p. 228; vol. IV. p. 193; Rás Málá, vol. I. pp. 103, 185, 316, 320; and conf. Hariwádá, c. 106,—where they are mentioned with the Savaras and Pulindas, as wild tribes.
‡ Ind. Ant. vol. V. p. 171.
Tejasī, Tejasī by Karamsīṅhā, Karamsīṅhā by Tākhamsīṅhā, Tākhamsīṅhā by Āskaranjī, Āskaranjī by Mokamsīṅhā, and Mokamsīṅhā by Punjājī. Punjājī lived in the reign of Sultān 'Alā-ud-dīn Khiljī' (A.D. 1296–1315). "When the Jādejās extended their sway in Kachch, they drove out Punjājī Chāvāḍā. From this it may be inferred that the Jādejās had only lately come into the country, and were scarcely masters of it in the end of the thirteenth century. By the Solankis the earlier of these Chāvāḍās were probably driven westwards, for Mularājā Solanki occupied Kanṭhkot when pressed by the Chālukyas of Kalyān (cir. A.D. 982), and it was at Pātgaḍh in Gardā that one of their chiefs Wāgam Chāvāḍā was slain by the fratricide Moḍ and the Sammā refugees from Sindh. We find traces of their rule here and there in small townships till the end of the thirteenth century. There is a temple of Mahādeva at Bhuvāḍ which bears an inscription, dated Sarvāt 1346 (A.D. 1289), containing the name of a Thākūr Vanārāma, who is supposed to have been a Chāvāḍā. At present the Chāvāḍās have degenerated into Khāvāsas, or Muhammadan sipahis, and a family of pure Rājput descent can scarcely be found in Kachch.

Other tribes of Rājput origin are numerous: among them the Sodhās, a branch of the Pramāra race, remarkable for the beauty of their females, came from Umarkot and the borders of the Rāṇ between Kachch and Sindh. They are both Hindus and Muhammadans; some are landholders, and others cultivators and sipahis. The Sīndhī Sodhās, now in Kāntī, formerly possessed Pachham. The Rāmpdepotrās are another branch residing in Khāvāḍā.

The Vāghelā Rājputas were once powerful in the east of Kachch, where they ruled till overthrown by the Sammās. They still hold some towns of importance in Vāgad and Prānthāl, such as Gedī, Belā, Jatavāḍā, Lodrāi, Bhimāsār, Palavā, &c., and are tributary to the Bhuj Darbār. When the Vāghelās came into Kachch the Gujar Rājputas accompanied them, and it was chiefly through their assistance that they became masters of that part of the country, as a reward for which they obtained the right of tilling the land. They subsequently defended the Vāghelās from invasions from without. They are found chiefly in the Vāghelā towns, where they live by cultivating lands. They are of the following races:—Makvāṇ, Chanesar, Khoḍa, Chāvāḍā, Chahuvaṇ, Gohel, Umat, Duḍā, Dabhi, Pādari, Chānd, Parmār, Tank (Tuar), &c. They do not object to the remarriage of their widows, or to their females appearing in public.

The Bhansālīs, also called Vegus, were originally Rājputs of the Solanki race, but have long ago ceased to have any intercourse with them. They put on the sacred thread and consider themselves Kshatriyas. Most of them cultivate lands, and are said to have come with the Jādejās and become their first rāyats. Some of them are merchants. They are to be found in the southern and western parts of Kachch.

The Lohāṇs or Lavāṇs,† said to derive their name from Lohogāḍh, were originally Rājputs of the Rāṭhoḍ race, who were driven from Kanauj into Sindh, whence they migrated into Kachch about the thirteenth century. At present they wear the sacred thread like the Bhansālis, and call themselves Kshatriyas. They are to be
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found in every part of Kachchh. Once they took a leading part in the affairs of Kachchh, and were its most able kärrhàris and generals. They take up any profession that suits them. They are porters, menial servants, shop-keepers, cultivators, clerks, and kärrhàris. Some of them are as handsome as the Räjpûts of the purest blood.

The Saûghàrs were one of the tribes that accompanied the Sammàs from Sindh. They were subdivided into four castes when they entered Kachchh. Other tribes of Räjpûts, such as Chàvaças, Chàhâvàns, &c., joined them, and there are at present seventy-two family nühä. Some are Muhammadans and others Hindus, but all worship the Yakshas, which are supposed to be some foreign race that saved them from the oppressions of Jâm Pûvarà by killing him. The Hindu Sanghârs, of whom the Bhamjâs in Vágàd are a branch, are chiefly found in Kânthi; the Muhammadans, said to be of Amb descent, are settled in Abdásâ, Modásâ, and Mak.

The Bhàtîâs, originally Bhàtî Räjpûts from BhaÈtînâr on the north of Mewâd, like the Jádejâs, claim to be Yâdâvs. After their migration to Sindh they degenerated, it is said, into fishermen, but the Mahàrâja of the Valabhâchâryas gained them over to wear the sacred thread, and to follow the rules of his sect with much strictness.* They have of late greatly risen in the social scale, and are among the most enterprising merchants, trading with Bombay, Arabia, the coast of Africa, &c.

The Khojâhs or Khvâvâjâhs, now Shiàh Muhammadans, were originally mostly Hindus of this Bhàtî caste. Now they have a separate religion of their own, consisting of the Das Avâtrâs of the Hindus grafted on the Shiàth tenets of the Muhammadans. Their high priest is His Highness Agâ Khan of Bombay, to whom they pay extraordinary reverence. They do not go to the masjid, but have a separate place of worship called the Khánâ. There are some reformers of late among them who, rejecting the mixed creed, have become Sunnis. They are chiefly cultivators in Kachchh. The Pals are also Muhammadan converts from Bhàtî Räjpûts.

Among the other tribes of Räjpût descent may be named the Bârâds, Bhambhîyâs, Chhuqars, Dals, Jhâlâs,† Kàndâgârâs, Mâyâdâs, Kânaçès, Pasâyâs, Pehâs, Mokalsis and Mokâs, Relâdiyâs, Varamâs, Verârs, &c.†

But the most numerous are the different divisions of the Sammâ tribe of Räjpûts, to which the Jádejâs, or ruling class, and their kindred families belong. These divisions or families have assumed different names from their various ancestors. From Jâm Sammâ, the son of Narpat, the ancestor of the race, we have the Sammâs and Sàmejâs, who came into Kachchh at an early date in the history of their tribe and settled in Pachham, where they are still to be found as Muhammadan gîrâsâs and herdsmen. The KERS are descendent of Manâî, one of the first chiefs who came into

† "We first hear of the Jhâlâs," says K. Forbes, "under the name of Makvâns, at Kerantigâdh, or Kekerok; at which place Velîyâs ruled in succession to numerous ancestors, when the Vâghâlâs were the sovereigns of Gujûsrâ." He supposes Kerantigâdh to be the same as Kântkht. May it not be the modern Khejâ?—Râds Mûlâ, vol. I, p. 297; conf. Wilson’s Insirkite, p. 159.
† For further information respecting these and the other castes, see a paper in the Indian Antiquary (vol. V, pp. 167-174), drawn up at my request, and on the basis of a list of my own, by Mr. Dalpatrâm Prânjivan Khàkkhar, Inspector of Schools at Bhuj. As no such list previously existed, it supplies an important want, and has been made to a very large extent the basis of the notes here given. It was prepared, however, too hurriedly to be complete, though it may form an excellent basis for more extended research in the province.
Kachh. The fourth in descent from Unā, the brother of Manāi, was Jām Lākhā, the son of Jāda, from whom his descendants derive the common name of Jādeja.* It is to this Lākhā that the introduction of female infanticide is attributed. The descendants of Rata Rāyadhan, the son of Jām Lākhā, pass by the general name of Dhaṅg, who have either become poor peasants on account of their lands having been sold, or divided among the fraternity, or encroached upon by their powerful brethren of more recent descent from Rāo Khangārji, the founder of Bhuj. The following are among the principal Dhang tribes:—Abā, Āmar, Bārāch, Bhojāc, Būtā, Dedā, Gāhā, Gajan, Hothī, Jaḍā, Jescar, Kāyā, Korot, Mōd, Paehr, etc.

Hālā, the second son of Gajan and grandson of Rata Rāyadhan, subdued all the villages in the south and west of Kachh, and founded the Hālā tribe, the chief of which, Jām Rāval, in the sixteenth century, usurped the Government of the whole country, but was finally driven out by Rāo Khangār. He went to Kāthiawād, of which he conquered the western part from the Jaitwās, and gave it the name of Hālār, where he founded the town of Navānagar and made it his capital. The Jām of Navānagar is descended from him. Those who remained in Kachh hold some villages as their girās in the districts of Kāṇṭhi and Hālachovisi.

These are all, properly speaking, Jādejas, but the name Jādeja or Jhādeja is specially applied at present, in the province at least, to the descendants of Jām Hamirji (citr. A.D. 1530), who are of the Sāheb, Rāyah, and Khangār branches.

Many of the Jādeja clans have adopted the Muhammadan religion, but still retain their mukhs or family names.

The other tribes who belong to the same faith are,—the Mehmanṣ, who are Sunni converts from the Lohānas and came from Sindh; Bohorās, Shiah converts from the Brahman, having their Mullā at Surat; Āgāryās, originally Rāthods, from Āgrā; Āgās, Bhandāris, Bhattis, Dārās, Māṅgāris, Oṭārs, Pādhārs, Phuls, Ramāds, Rāyamās—converts from Mokalsi Rājputs, Sogāts, Vehans, etc.; and of Sindhi Muhammadians—Hālāpotrās, Nārangpotrās, Noqes, Hiṅgūrās and Hiṅgōrhās, Ners, Poirs, etc.

Among the Brahman castes are,—Audich, Saraswat, Pokhānā, Nāgar, Sāchorā, Srimālī, Gīrhrā, Moḍh, and Rājgur Brahman. Of Vāniās, there are Sārvāks of the Oswāl, Srimālī, Bhojak, and Lōkā gachhas; and Vaishnava of the Mesri, Kandoi, Soni, Sorāṭhī, Muḍh, Vāḍā, and perhaps other divisions.

There are three divisions of the Chārance:—1, Kāchhelās (Kachhis); 2, Māruvās (from Mārwād); and 3, Tumbels (from Sindh). The last two are the family bards of the Jādejas, and enjoy several villages as girās given by Jām Rāval and the Dārbārs of Kachh. The Māruvās and Kāchhelās reside in Māk, and the Tumbels in Kāṇṭhi. The Kāchhelās are money-lenders, and trade by caravans of bullocks. The difference

* The origin of the name is thus given by a late Rāo of Kach, in a ged furnished to the Political Agent in 1850:—"At first Jām Jāda had no son; and at that time the Rānī of his younger brother Virji, named Rupajibhai Chahvan, bore twin sons, the eldest, Lākhāji, and the youngest Lākhārajī. A twin in the Sindhi language is called a jāda birth. Jāda Jām adopted the elder Lākhājī, from which time Lākhā was called the son of Jāda Jām. In the Gujarātī language he is called Phulano Pūtra (such a one's son), and in the Sindhi language Jāda Junya (a twin). From that the name of Lākhā Jādeja or Jāda Jām has been derived, and the descendants of Lākhā Jām have been called Jādejas."—Bombay Selections, XV, p. 205.
between a Bhāṭ and a Čhāraṇ lies chiefly in the latter being a simple reciter of a Rājpūt’s praise in short, rude, poetical pieces, while the former is a regular genealogist, and sometimes the historian of the family.

The Kuṅbis or Kuśaṅbis of Kachch are chiefly of the Ājanā and Levā divisions; few, if any, Kāḍavās are found.

The Dheqs, the lowest caste among the Hindus, are found in every town and village. From their nukhs, or family names, many of them appear to have been originally of Rājpūt descent. For instance, we find among them Solankis, Chāvādās, Jhālās, Vaghelās, &c. The Hindus consider themselves polluted by their touch. Their profession is that of weavers, cobblers, wood-splitters, and tanners. They also take the hides and entrails from the carcasses of dead animals. Those who serve as guides to government officers are also called Meghvāls.

XVI. JĀĐEJĀ HISTORY.

The Jādejā or Jhādevā princes of Kachch, who claim to be descended from Krishna and the Yādavas, trace their descent through a mythical line of eighty sovereigns of Sonitapura and Misr—the latter Egypt, the former (otherwise called Devikoṭa) the capital of Bāṁsura, a legendary king in Southern India, whose story is told in the Vishnu Purāṇa.* We come to something more like a real personage in Jām Narpat, though he is said to have fled with three brothers from Misr, ‘embariking from the port of Urmārā,’ and to have gone to Oṣam hill in Soraṭ, where his eldest brother, Ugrasena, became a Muhammadan and took the name of Aspat, while a younger brother, Gajapat, is the traditional ancestor of the Chuḍāsamās of Soraṭ. Narpat is then said to have taken Gazi,† killing Fīrūz Shāh. He was succeeded by his son Sammā, the ancestor of the Sammās, who was driven from Gazi ‘by Sūlṭān Shāh the son of Fīrūz Shāh,’ and went to live at Kijarānand; by his wife Kalubā, a Makanī, he had a son Jēha or Tējēkar, married to a Parmār, by whom he had a son and successor Jām Neta. Neta was married to a Rathọḥ, and had a son Jām Nōtiyār, who, by one of his wives, a Chāvāḍī, had a son Jām Udharbād. One of his wives was a Sodhī, and bore Jām Udhar, who was married to a Gohil, by whom he had Jām Rān, or Rāhu, the father of Udhar by a Sodhī. Jām Udhar’s son was Jām Abjā, who married a Chāvāḍī and became the father of Jām Lākhiyār, who finally established himself at Nāgar Samai in Sindh. He in turn is said to have married a Sodhī, and by her


† Gazī is also an old name of Khānumbat or Cambay.
had Jám Lákhá Ghúrará or Dhoqára. These seem all to have been petty chiefs of the Sammá tribe in Sindh, probably before the middle of the thirteenth century. Lákhá Ghúrará was succeeded by his son Unád, who was murdered by his brothers Modá and Maká. Modá and three of his brothers were then obliged to flee into Kachh, where their relative Wágam Chávádá was reigning; here also they killed Wágam Chávádá, reduced the seven Vághélá tribes, and obtained possession of the province. After five reigns the line became extinct with Puvára.

The only name that figures prominently among these five is Lákhá Phulání's,—the fourth on the list,—but being probably belonging to the fourteenth century, it is a matter of no small difficulty to fix his date. The Bardíc chronicles differ widely respecting it, some placing his death as early as Samvat 901, i.e. A.D. 844, and others in S. 1201, or A.D. 1144. Unless, as is most probable, there were other Lákhás with whom the son of Phula has been confounded, both these dates are too early, even the latter by, perhaps, about 200 years. Different attempts have been made to rectify this.

Capt. Ralikes, taking the traditional date about S. 900, says: "Lákhá is supposed to have come to Kachh about A.D. 843." And Dr. Wilson, starting from this converted date, says: "About A.D. 843 should be 'about A.H. 843,' the equivalent of which, Samvat 1521, is given as the year of the ascent of the gadi' (at Vinjan) "by Ráyaðhá, the son of Lákhá Jágáni." Now the Hijríah year 843 really corresponds with S. 1496; but if there were an error at all of the sort supposed by Dr. Wilson, it would be in the Samvat year itself, not in its converted form, and to read A.H. 900, or Samvat 1551, manifestly gives too late a date; for we have nine princes between this and Samvat 1605, and therefore can scarcely assume Ráya Ráyaðhá's accession to have occurred later than S. 1450, nor perhaps earlier than S. 1400, while his father Lákhá Jám, the son of Virji, and adopted son of Jám Jágá of Īthañá may have come into Kachh about S. 1407, or A.D. 1350.

Lákhá Phulání's Páliya at Adkoṭ in Káthiásí is variously reported to be dated S. 901, S. 1101 (in the time of Bháma of Gujarát), and in S. 1201 (in the time of Kumárapála). If the Páliya is genuine and the inscription legible, it is to be regretted that we have no copy of it for the settlement of this point. Lákhá is said to have been killed in a war with Múlarája of Gujarát; but Múlarája Solánki flourished S. 998 to 1053, which is much too early. Major J. W. Watson therefore argues that it was with Muluji Vághela, aided by Síñhoji Ráthod, that Lákhá contended at Adkoṭ, and an inscription on a wall near Morwádá, of Ráña Visal Dé, the fifth in descent from Muluji, is dated S. 1516; hence Muluji must have lived about Sam. 1400-1420,—in perfect accordance with the date assumed above.

Previous to this, Singhá, the fourth of the Súmmá princes of Sindh, about the beginning of the twelfth century (A.D. 1092-1107), "directed his efforts against the country of Kachh, and extended his sway as far as Mánikbái."†

In Mr. Malet's translation of Táthátha-s Sind, the following passage occurs: "After the death of Khanfá,§ the people, the men of weight under government, and those out of

* See Bombay Selections, No. XV. p. 9; and Indian Antiquary, vol. III. p. 228.
§ About A.H. 536 or A.D. 1142.
employ, agreeing that it was proper, raised Dūdā, the son of Umar, and grandson of Pittū, to the throne of the Sultānāt in his place. When all the affairs of the state were firm in his hands, Sīnghār, a zamindār, came to pay his yearly taxes. He became acquainted with Dūdā. This had lasted some time, when one day he spoke of Kačh in the following terms, in his presence, saying that he had heard that the Sammā tribe had determined to come to Thātāhā to take it, and that he should be prepared for this. On hearing this, Dūdā, collecting forces out of number, marched to Kačh, and he severely twisted the ears of those people. Then a man of the Sammā tribe named Lākhā came as ambassador, bringing presents and a Kačh horse, making offering of these, and asking pardon for their sins. Dūdā with great kindness, gave him presents in money, a horse and a kholi, allowing him then to depart.

In the end of the thirteenth century or early in the fourteenth, the throne of the Sumrās was usurped apparently by Armlī, a tyrannical oppressor. "Previous to this," says Mr Muhammad M'sum, "some men of the Sammā tribe had come from Kačh and had settled in Sind, where they formed alliances with the people of the country. In this tribe there was a man named Unār distinguished for intelligence. The chief men of the country brought him secretly into the city, and in the morning a party of them entered into the house of Armlī, slew him, and placed his head over the gate of the city. The people then placed Unār on the throne." This event probably took place not later than A.D. 1351, and it is to be remarked that the Sammās are almost invariably spoken of as a Kačhī tribe. After a short reign Unār was slain by his own subjects, and was succeeded by Jām Jūnā, another Sammā, and Jūnā by Tamāchī, who at least in one MS. of the Tarkhī M'sumī is called "the son of Jām Unār." Tamāchī was succeeded by his son Malik Khairud-dīn, who was invaded by Muhammad bin Tughlak, A.D. 1351. He was succeeded by his son Jām Babaniya, and he by his brother Jām Tamāchī II. (A.D. 1357). Jām Salāhu-d-dīn (A.D. 1380–1391) followed Tamāchī, and "his first act was a rectification of the frontier, which had been encroached upon by refractory subjects. He accordingly sent a force to punish them, and after inflicting salutary chastisement he marched against Kačh. Some obstinate fighting ensued, but in every battle the breeze of victory struck the standards of the Jām, and he returned home in triumph with the spoils." After this the next mention of Kačh in the Sindī annals is that "on the 6th of Jumād alawlāw in the year 558 A.H. (May, 1454 A.D.) Jām Rāyadhān came forth. During the reign of Jām Tughlak (1425–1452 A.D.) he had lived in Kačh, and had formed con-

---

† The Muntakhabat Tāvarīkh calls him Hamir Sumrā ; Elliot's Hist. Ind. I. 345.
‡ The Tuhfatu-l-Kirām places this in 1361 (A.H. 752). The Bag Ldr Nāmā seems to indicate that it was in A.D. 1394 (A.H. 794).—Elliot's Hist. vol. I. p. 494. If this is the Unār who invaded Kāthlāwād and besieged Ghamli (ante, p. 185), both these dates are rather late,—that is if the traditional date of the destruction of Ghumli can be depended on as correct, which, however, is doubtful to the extent of a few years.
§ Bombay Selections, No. XIII. 48.
∥ This date was correctly given by Prinsep in his Tables, p. 149, but the corresponding Hijirah date was misprinted 752. In Mr. Thomas's edition of the Tables, A.H. 752, is allowed to stand, and its equivalent A.D. 1380, inserted with it.
nexions with the people of that country. He had maintained a considerable body of tried men, to whom he paid great attention, and to whom he used to give fine horses and other suitable presents. These men looked upon him as a wise and superior man, and devoted themselves to him with great sincerity. When he heard of the death of Jām Sikandar he proceeded with his entire force to Thātha, and there assembling the people, he addressed them to the effect, that he had not come to take the kingdom, but that he wanted to secure the property of the Musalmāns, and to accomplish their wishes. He did not consider himself worthy of the throne, but they should raise some fitting person to that dignity, when he would be the first to give him support. As they could find no one among them who had ability for the high office, they unanimously chose him and raised him to the throne. In the course of one year-and-a-half he brought the whole of Sindh under his rule from the sea to Kājariki and Kandharak,* which are on the boundaries of Māthila and Ubāwar. When he had reigned eight years and-a-half, the idea of sovereignty entered the head of Jām Sanjar, one of his attendants." Eight years is then assigned to Jām Sanjar who died in A.D. 1461, only seven years and nine months from the death of Jām Sikandar! There is evidently some error here; but what is of more importance is to observe that Rāta Rāyadhan of Kachh cannot, as Dr. Wilson suggested, be the same as the Jām Rāyadhan here mentioned, who must be placed 80 or 90 years later; but in the Kachh family there is another Jām Rāyadhan Hālā, the great-grandson of Rāta Rāyadhan, who might be the contemporary of, if not identical with, this Rāyadhan who entered Sindh in 1454; the name, however, seems to have been of not unfrequent occurrence. Possibly inquiry in Kachh might clear up this.

And now, assuming the approximate dates adduced above, the Chronology will stand thus:

About A.D. 1250 (S. 1307). Lākhā Ghurārā, Guḍārā, or Dhoḍarā of the Sammā tribe was Jām of Nagar Thātha in Sindh. He had eight sons.

Jām Unaḍ or 'Umar, his eldest son, succeeded him,† but was put to death by his brothers Moḍa or Muda and Manāl, who then with Sānda and Phula fled to Kachh, where they defeated the Chāvādās of Pāṭgadh, and the Vaghelás of Kanthkot, and established themselves as rulers.

About A.D. 1270. Jām Muda slew his maternal uncle Wāgam Chāvādā and established himself at Gunthari: he was succeeded by

About A.D. 1290, Sara the son of Muda.

" 1305, Phula the son of Sāra.

About 1320 (S. 1376). Lākhā Phulānī ruled at Kheḍakot, subdued the Kāṭhis, and conquered part of Kāṭhiāwād, according to some reports, he was slain at Adkot in Kāṭhiāwād, others say he was murdered by his son-in-law.

About 1344 (S. 1401), Purā or Puvarā Gahānī, his nephew, after a short reign, was killed by the Yākshās; he left a widow Rājī, who invited Lākhā Jām to Kachh.

About 1350 (S. 1406). Lākhā Jām, the son of Virji and adopted son of Jām Jādā of Thātha; Jādā, who gives name to the Jādejās, was the son of Sānda, a son or descendant of Tamāchī Sammā the son of Jām Unaḍ, the elder brother of Muda.

* One MS. has only Kajar; Mr. Malet gives "Kajar, Malli, and Khunidi."
† Can this be the same Unaḍ who succeeded Armīl in Sindh, and was put to death by his subjects? See above, p. 198.
About A.D. 1365 (S. 1421). Rata Rāyadhaṇ, son of Lākhā succeeded; he had four sons, of whom the third Gajān, ruled at Bārā near Therā in the west of Kachh; his son Hālā gave to his son Rāyadhaṇ (cir. A.D. 1450) and descendants the name of Hālā. With the Jām of Navānagar they now possess Hālar in Kāthīawād. Rāyadhaṇ’s eldest son Dedā or Dādar ruled at Kanṭhākot.

About A.D. 1355, Athoji, the second son of Rata Rāyadhaṇ, ruled at Ājāpur to the north of Bhuj.

About A.D. 1405, Gāhoji or Goḍāji, son of Atho.  
1430, Vehanji, son of Gāho.  
1450, Mulvaji, or Maḍvaji, son of Vehan.  
1470, Kānyoji, son of Mulva.  
1490, Āmarji, the son of Kānyoji.  
1510, Bhīmji, the son of Āmarji.  
1525, Jām Hamirji, son of Bhīmji, murdered in 1537 by Jām Rāval Hālā, who was afterwards driven out of Kachh, and founded Navānagar or Jāmnagar in Kāthīawād (A.D. 1539).

In A.D. 1548 (S. 1605). Rāo Śri Khangār, son of Hamir, who had fled to Ahmadābād, was aided by Maḥmūd Shāh in regaining his dominions, and distinguished by the title of Rāo. He founded Bhuj as his capital. From this date the chronology is well ascertained.

A.D. 1585 (S. 1642). Rāo Bhārmalji, son of Khangār.  
1631 (S. 1688). Rāo Bhojarāja, son of Bhārmal.  
1644 (S. 1702). Rāo Khangār II., nephew and adopted son of Bhoja.  
1654 (S. 1711). Tamāchhi, brother of Khāṅgār, son of Meghaji.  
1602 (S. 1722). Rāyadhaṇ II., son of Tamāchhi.  
1697 (S. 1754). Mahārāo Śri Prāgmalji, after murdering his brother Revaji, placed Kalāṇji, Revā’s son in command at Morbi, which his descendants have held ever since. In his time Jām Tamāchhi, the sixth in descent from Hālā, was driven out of Hālār and came to Prāgmalji, who sent his son Goḍāji with an army and restored Tamāchhi. Hālarji, the son of Prāgmalji’s brother Nāgalji founded the towns of Kotārā, Kotṛī, Nangarchi, Godrā, &c., and was the ancestor of the Hālānī branch of Jādejās in Ābdāsā.

1715 (S. 1772). Mahārāo Śri Goḍāji, son of Prāgmalji.  
1718 (S. 1775). Mahārāo Śri Desalji, son of Goḍā, imprisoned by his son and died. A.D. 1751.  
1741 (S. 1798). Mahārājadhirāja Mirza Mahārāo Śri Lakhpatji, or Lākhā, son of Desalji, obtained from Ahmad Shāh, Padishah of Dehī, the title of Mahārāo Śri and the “Mai Moratab.”  
1760 (S. 1817). Mahārājadhirāja Mirza Mahārāo Śri Goḍāji II., son of Lakhpatji. In his time Kachh was four times invaded from Sindh.

1813 (S. 1870). Mahārājadhirāja M. M. Śri Bhārmalji II. (Mānsīṅgh), son of Rāyadhaṇ, by a concubine, dethroned.

1819 (S. 1876). Mahārājadhirāja M. M. Śri Desalji II., son of Bhārmalji.
The genealogy of the Jādejas may be represented thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ľāhā Gopārā.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jām Uṇaj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jām Tamāchi. *ancestor of the Kērs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jām Sāndha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jām Jhā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jām Ľākhā Phulānī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puvārā or Pûrā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaho.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rata Rātadhan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ophāji, cop. Ajāpur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decā or Dādar, ancestor of the Gajan, cop. Hārā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doksā, cop. Kāthākōī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaho or Gōḍa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phulas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhājī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hālā, ancestor of the Hālās.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jicjī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vērān.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butta, ancestor of the Bārācch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mūlvojī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disār.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bārācch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāyā or Kāyō, ancestor of the Bārāchās.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āmārjī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vērāval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāchāriyo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varamī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāgiyo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāgiyo, ancestor of the Ustīya, ancestor of the Ustīyaś.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhājī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhimjī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mokalsī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāyā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamījī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhimjī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliyājī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāo Khangār.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sāhebji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāyāb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kānābāl married to Mahāmūd Bīgamāl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhārmal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhājājā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maghā.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khaṅgār II.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamāchī.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rātadhan II.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revājī, murdered by Prāgji.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nāgālji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prāgmalji, d. 1715.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godjī, b. 1681.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desalji, b. 1707.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakhpāt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godjī II.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rātadhan III, b. 1768.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prithvirājā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mānsingh, afterwards Rāo Bhārmalji II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keśarbhāī, married to the Nawāb of Junāgadh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Desalji II, b. 1816.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Instead of Tamāchī, some genealogies insert Sama, Kākū, Rātadhan, and Pratāp or Pali, between Uṇaj and Sāndha or Sāndhobād. (11440)
The history of the princes from Khangâr has been succinctly told by Dr. Burnes in his Sketch of the History of Cutch,* and by Lieut. Raffles, in his Memoir,† and need not be further noticed here. Neither of these accounts, however, mentions the invasion of Kachh by Mirza Shâh Husein Arghun (1522-1544).‡

The narrative of Mir Muhammad Mâsûm runs thus:—"When Shâh Husein had returned from the capture of Multan to Bhakkar, a petition came from the Amir of Thâthâ saying that Khangâr was preparing to come against him."§ Shâh Husein immediately went in that direction with expedition. On arriving near it, ambassadors came to him from Khangâr, saying: 'My relation Amir Amrâvî was formerly slain in your quarrels. My people collected to take their revenge, but you had gone to take Multan,∥ and I preserved your reputation in not coming upon your families at that time. Now it is necessary for you to make peace, and to give me a portion of Sindh; if not I will make war with you.' Mirza Shâh Husein replied: 'There is no other language for me except war. The plain which I coloured with the blood of Amir Amrâvî still retains the mark of the blood of him, and before your arrival, I am coming there.' Shâh Husein, leaving some troops at Thâthâ to protect the families, marched against Khangâr. Having passed the intermediate space, he came near Ka’chh, where the failure of grain came upon his army, from which his people became much distressed. Shâh Husein and all his chiefs agreed that it was advisable for them to attack Khangâr from four directions, and that whoever by chance first felt him, those who were near should come to his assistance. The first of these bodies directed upon the enemy was that of Sultân Muhammad Khân Bakri; the second was that of Mir Furikhi; in the centre was Shâh Husein himself; and with the fourth were Mirza Isa, and Mir Abik. Khangâr only received news of Shâh Husein alone coming with a weak force, so he marched with 16,000 men, horse and foot, in his direction. By chance, marching along, the noise of the beating of Nagarahs reached the ears of Sultân Muhammad, who said to his men: 'the noise of the Nagarah comes to my ears.' All expressed their wonder at such being heard in the jungle. He then again heard the noise, and sent some people to the top of a hill to look about and bring the news. These brought word that Khangâr was moving with a large force towards Shâh Husein. The Mirza having heard of the approach of the enemy towards him, marched quickly with his troops to meet him. In the meantime Sultân Muhammad, having come across, arrived in front of Khangâr. He then sent a stirrup-holder to Shâh Husein, saying, 'Do not advance from where you are; God willing, I will not allow him to come upon you.' He also sent a Kassid to Mir Furukh, to come up quick. When Khangâr’s forces came in sight of their foes, they dismounted from their horses, forming lines, and taking their shields and spears in their hands, tied themselves to each other by the ends of their waist-cloths. Sultân Muhammad directed the brave men with him to take nothing in their hands but their bows and arrows. In

* Appended to his Narrative of a Visit to the Court of Sindh, pp. 147-221 (Edin. 1831).
† Bombay Government Selections, No. XV. pp. 11-14, 96-133.
∥ This passage, like too many others, is also omitted from Elliot and Dowson’s translations from the Muhammadan Historians. It is greatly to be regretted that where passages are omitted in this otherwise valuable work, clear résumés of their contents are not given. From this serious defect the work is frequently misleading. The want of Indexes, too, renders it troublesome to consult.
§ Conf. Wilson’s Suppression of Infanticide, p. 89; Bombay Selections, No. XVI. pp. 98, 94.
∥ This was in A.H. 932, or 1526 A.D.
this manner there was good fighting for two or three hours. Khangár’s two leading lines became food for the eagles of the brave men of Sultán Muḥammad like pigeons: the remainder of his troops placed their faces in the direction of flight, and those, running away, came upon Mir Furry, who made grass of them with his sabres. The troops remained there that night; the next morning the whole went forth to plunder the villagers and country, making many prisoners, and numbers of horses, cattle of all sorts, and property of various kinds fell into the hands of sipahis, Sháh Husain, returning with victory, arrived at Tháthá."

In the reign of Ráo Gója or Gorji, Kachh was invaded by the Sindhians with 80,000 men, under Mir Ghulám Sháh Kálóra, in 1762. A most sanguinary battle was fought at Járá, about 15 miles from Lakhpat, immediately after which Ghulám Sháh retired, and, at the village of Mora, on the north side of the Rán, threw a bank or dam across the Pharan branch of the Indus, causing the stream to flow into other branches of the river. The flow of fresh water into and from the Rán being thus stopped, and no resistance offered to the sea, a large area which had formerly been a fertile plain, yielding from rice cultivation an annual revenue of 20,000l. to the Kachh Darbár, was converted into a dreary barren salt marsh.* This, as may easily be supposed, has considerably modified the physical aspect and conditions of the west of Kachh.

Of more importance, however, in connection with the architectural remains of the province, was the great earthquake of 16th June 1810, which extended from Nepal in the north to Pondicherry in the south, and from Mekran in the west to Calcutta in the east, but the force of which most violently affected Kachh and the tracts immediately to the north of it. The shock probably did not last more than two minutes, but the waving of the surface of the earth was perfectly visible, and so strongly undulatory that it was no easy matter to keep on one's feet, and in attempting to walk the motion was aptly compared by an eye witness to "that felt when walking quickly on a long plank supported at both ends:—when one foot was elevated, the earth either rose and met it, or sunk away from it in its descent." At Anjár, the tower, "after rolling and heaving in a most awful degree, gave way at the bottom, on the western face, and crumbling down, buried guns and carriages in the rubbish: a moment after the towers and curtains of the fort wall, and upwards of fifteen hundred houses were reduced to ruins," and about a similar number rendered uninhabitable: all excepting four were cut as it were in two, one half crumbling into ruins; and a hundred and sixty-five lives were lost, besides a number who afterwards died of their bruises. In Bhuj "nearly seven thousand houses, great and small, were overturned, and eleven hundred and forty or fifty people buried in the ruins, and of those stone buildings which escaped ruin, about one third were much shattered. The north-eastern face of the town wall, a strong modern building, on an average four and a half and five feet thick, and upwards of twenty feet high, was laid level nearly to the foundation."

The fortifications of Thará, among the best in the province, "had scarcely a stone unturned." Kóthéré, five or six miles from Thará, was reduced to a heap of rubbish, only about fifty or sixty gable ends of ruins left standing. Mothorá suffered equally in

houses and ramparts, and seventy-three lives. Nalivá, Kothári, Vińjan, Rohá, and many others suffered similarly, whilst Mandair, Muśhdra, Sandhan, Panri, Bacháu and Addhowí escaped with comparatively little damage.*

In Kathiáwa—Purbándar,† Morbi, and Amrání suffered considerably. At Kambay the largest and loftiest dome of the Mosqau, built in A.D. 1325, and under which the remains of the founder Sher Muhammad Naubábí were entombed, was thrown down.‡ At Ahmadábád the shaking minarets of the great mosque fell,§ and at Siddhipur a portion of the ruins of the Sadra Málá are said to have been shaken down.||

This convulsion must have totally ruined many of the oldest buildings in Káchh. At Khéda, as will be noticed again, a very fine old temple attributed, as most old buildings in Káchh are, to Lákha Phulání, but probably of much older date, was partly thrown down.

But probably the country was never very rich in remains; and they have certainly been less investigated than those of almost any other similar area in the Bombay Presidency. It was only in May 1872 that Captain Goodfellow, acting Political Agent at Bhuj, at my request, drew up a list of the old buildings, principally from native information, to which a supplement was afterwards added. But these dry lists were anything but a satisfactory guide, and are still incomplete: the interesting old temples at Kotái on the borders of the Rán; the ruins of Wágam Chávaqá-ká-gádh, an early capital, of which the walls—about two thousand yards in circumference—are still to be traced; and the deserted city of Guntrí in Chitránó, the oldest seat of the Sáthsand Rájputs, with walls two thousand two hundred and fifty yards in circumference, are entirely omitted; and Puvar-no-gádh, the capital of Puvará, the nephew, or son-in-law of Lákha Phulání, is mentioned in terms that rather dispel than excite interest; though, forty or fifty years ago Dr. Burnes said it contained "a two-storied palace within its walls, which was a great curiosity, and in very good repair."¶

The season, however, was too advanced before I reached Káchh to permit of a tour through the western portions of it, where, probably, the oldest remains are. It seemed advisable, therefore, on leaving Bhadresvar, to confine the survey to the eastern part, so as to visit Rádhánpur, Sánkésvar, and Jhinjuwádá on the return journey.

---

† Capt. Elwood’s account in Ibid, pp. 113, 115.
§ Brigg’s Cities of Gujarasthro, p. 203.
|| Tod’s Travels in Western India, p. 141.
XVII. MUNRĀ, BHADRESVAR, AND ANJĀR.

The town of Muṇrā or Muṇḍra has been largely built of the stones of the old city of Bhadresvar, about twelve miles north-east from it. It contains little of note except a dome or chhotra over the pādukā, or footprints of a Jaina high priest of the Achalagachha,* 13½ feet square inside, with a small śikhara over the pādukā. (Plate LVI. and XLIV. fig. 2.) Round them is an inscription. The interior of the dome is neatly carved with standing musicians at intervals, as is usual in Jaina domes.

The substructure, screen wall, pillars, and interior of the dome are all executed in a style that would suggest that it probably belongs to the fourteenth century, and as the inscription round the pādukā inside is dated as of A.D. 1744, we must suppose that it was an old building, perhaps the Maṇḍap of a temple appropriated as a mausoleum and repaired, if not modified. The outside of the dome is certainly modern. The photograph (plate LVI.) shows the sculptured details of the two pillars of the porch and of the screen wall sufficiently to indicate the prevailing characteristics of the Jaina style in their temples of the thirteenth to the fifteenth century; and the sketch (plate XLIV. fig. 3) exhibits the front of the Śikhara over the marble slab bearing the footprints of the Guru, “Harshaji the disciple of the Guru Rādhaji, the disciple of the Guru Jivaji,” surrounded by an inscription, which states that he “went to the gods in S. 1797 (A.D. 1740) in Mārgaśīrsha badi 10th day.”

Near it is a Pāliyā, with a ship carved on it, indicating that the person to whose memory it is erected was a seafarer.

At Barāi, about a mile from Muṇḍra, is a temple of Nilakantha Mahādeva, or Śiva of the blue-neck, enclosed in a small court. And at the right side of the shrine door is an inscription dated in Samvat 1724, A.D. 1667. The linga, which is over-shadowed by a large seven-headed brass snake, is said to have been brought from the temple of Dūḍā at Bhadresvar, and enshrined here.

Bhadresvar.

The site of the ancient city of Bhadresvar or Bhadravatt, extends to a very considerable distance east of the present village, but most of the area has been dug over for building stone, and we may legitimately infer that before this trenching up of the foundations was begun many buildings above ground had been carried off. What now remains are—the Jaina temple, the pillars and part of the dome of the Śiva temple of Dūḍā, the Wāv or well close by it, two Maṣjids—one near the shore almost buried, the Dargah of Pir Lal Shobah, and a fragment of the temple of Āshpurī.

The Dūḍā Wāv has been a large and substantial well, without much architectural ornamentation about it. Over it is a lintel 17 feet 7 inches long by 2 feet 1 inch square. Many of the stones, however, have been carried off for building purposes.

* The four gachhas of the Jains about Munrā are the Achala, Tapā, Loka, and Khartaragachha.
The dome of the Duda temple that still stands near the Wav is 15 feet 8¼ inches over all; the pillars are 1 foot 4 inches square.

The old Vasati temple or temple of Jagadevasah, as the Jaina shrine is called, is the work of several ages; it has been restored and altered no one knows how often. (Plates LVII. to LXI.) The lower part of the shrine is perhaps the oldest of all; the spire is a comparatively recent erection, or has more probably been carefully repaired;

the temple itself and the corridors may be the work of Jagadeva-Sah about Sam. 1232 (A.D. 1175); the two outer wings can hardly be very old; the arches put in to support broken lintels in the corridors, &c. are perhaps of the same age; and the outside porch in front is quite recent.

Connected with its history there are a series of traditions, collected early in the present century by a Jaina Guru Khantavijaya, who seems to have used every endeavour to recover the old mounds or royal gifts of land to the temple.*

The temple, it is said, was first founded by Siddhasena of the race of Hari, whose capital was Bhadravati, in the twenty-first year of the Vairat era, and dedicated to Vasati. Siddhasena's successors were—his son Mahasena; his grandson Narasena; and great-grandson Bhogaraja, the contemporary of Samriti of Mawad, the great patron of the Jains, and who also installed an image, and placed a figure of an elephant in the Bhadravati temple. Bhoga was succeeded by his brother's son Vanaraja, who repaired the temple; Vanaraja's son was Sarangdeva; Sarangdeva's was Virasena; and his Harisena, a devoted Jaina, who left the kingdom to his widow Lillavati, the contemporary of Gandharva Sena of Malwa, the father of Bhartriharihara and Vikrama,† the latter of whom established his own era when 450 (or 470) years of the Vairat had expired. Kirtidhara, the nephew of Harisena, succeeded Lillavati; and his successors were his son Dharnipala, and grandson Devadatta; then followed Danjiraja, in whose time many chiefs plundered the country.

Vanaraja Vaghela of Munjpur then seized on the country (S. 213): he was a Jain, and was succeeded by his son Yogaraja.‡ He was succeeded by his son Ratnadatta or Sivaditya, and he by Vijayarao or Vaisiddha, when the kingdom was shattered by the inroads of neighbouring tribes, and the Khatris from Padvagadh made themselves masters of Bhadravati, and held it for 147 years. Kanak Chavada of Patan, then subdued the country (in Samvat 615), rebuilt the temple and installed an image in it in S. 622. His successor Akal Chavada, was a Saiva, and was invaded by Sayyid Lal-Shah and the Mughuls. His son was Bhuvad.

The Solanki Rajputs of Bhavagadh next conquered the country and changed

---

* Unfortunately the Guru has apparently tried to square his materials with his chronology, and he has assigned reigns of 32 years and upwards to all the earlier kings whose names he supplies, making sixteen reigns cover a space of upwards of 900 years. How this has been accomplished it is difficult to see, unless he has assigned to each the whole length of his life as that of his reign.

† Here the story is interrupted by the legends of Bhartrihari and Anangasena (Ind. Ant. vol. IV. p. 2; vol. V. p. 1), and of Vikrama, and the division of the earth among the various races, among which we find the Dhabli in Kasarvand; Khopra in Gajni; Walia in Chotila; Vaghelal in Munjpur; Kothi in Padvagadh; Jatra in Guhilol; Jada in Kach; Jhalal in Patraw; Chavada in Patan, &c.

‡ Vanaraja Chavada of Ahilvar (A.D. 745-806) was succeeded by his son Yogaraja (A.D. 806-841), and it is possible these may be the same as those named in the text. This Vaghela rule, at least, could scarcely have commenced much before the middle of the seventh century A.D.
the name of the city to Bhadresvar (S. 798). The Solanki was also a Jain, and ruled for four years.* This dynasty held sway till S. 1189 (A.D. 1132), Naughan the son of Bhimrāja† being the last of them. During his time the kingdom was split into fragments and infested by robbers and plunderers, and the Rāja gave Bhadresvar in gīrās to a Vānīa who aided him with the means of raising supplies for his army (S. 1149).

In S. 1152 (A.D. 1185) one Jagadeva-sāhā‡ a wealthy merchant received a grant of Bhadresvar in absolute right for ever, and caused the Vasāi temple to be repaired on an extensive scale, "thereby removing all traces of antiquity." He died without heirs in S. 1238. To this man is probably due the present plan of the temple and most of the building as it now stands. On several of the pillars of the corridors are inscriptions dated S. 1223 and 1235, but generally so obliterated that little can be made out, except that the pillars bearing them were votive offerings by individuals, made, doubtless, while the temple was being rebuilt. One in the back corridor, of more than usual length, appears to be dated Samvat 1131, Vaiśākha, bright fortnight, 15th day, and to be a record of repairs and perhaps of a grant to the temple by a Jaina of the Śrīmālī gachha.

Jagadeva-sāhā's affairs fell into the hands of Naughana Vāghelā and his vakīla Ajjaramal Sāntidās and Nagandās Tejaḷā, the latter of whom visited Anhilavāḍā Paṭṭan, and returned, in S. 1258, with a saṅgh or pilgrimage to Bhadresvar, led by the great Dosā Śrīmālī Vānīa brothers Vastupāla and Tejaḷāpāla. These were so well entertained by Vāghelā Naughan that, on returning home, the Kārbhari or Prime Minister Vastupāla managed to get a daughter of Viridhawala the Vāghelā sovereign of Gujarāt (A.D. 1214-1243) married to Śārangadeva, the grandson of Naughan Vāghelā. The Bhadresvar temple seems to have been much visited in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and to that age accordingly belong the buildings which enclose it on both sides behind the bāmī or range of shrines, and those which surrounded it outside,—for there is mention of numerous other temples erected by saṅghis or leaders of pilgrimages. After this, however, troubles arose.

Still later Jam Hālā the son of Gajan, tried to get hold of Bhadresvar, but failing, retired to Vinijan; Harbham founded Pāvāyāla in the neighbourhood; and his descendant Jam Rāval seized Bhadresvar fort in S. 1592 as a defence against Khangār, and it is said was advised by the high priest Ānand Vimal Śrīśvara to betake himself to Kāthihāwād. Hālā Dungarji, a relation of Rāo Bhārmalji's seized the temple-lands, and the Rāo had to visit the place in S. 1659 to arrange matters between the Śrīvaks and him. After this it was plundered by a Muhammadan force under Mohumā Beg (A.D. 1693), and many of the images broken, from which

---

* Vide ante, p. 192. The Guru's chronicle here introduces Solanki Mularāja in Sam. 802,—the date of Vasanāraja's accession to the throne of Anhilvāḍā, whereas Mularāja Solanki succeeded to the throne either in Sam. 998 or 1018. To fill the space from 802 to 1124 he brings in the Solanki dynasty of Gujarat, but, curiously enough, omitting Kumārapāla, giving Vālaṭha a reign of 69 years, instead of six months, and altering the lengths of other reigns. If we assume the Solanki conquest in S. 998, we may place Kānak Chāvāda in S. 918.

† Bhīmraja Solanki reigned S. 1078 to 1130; Bhimdeva S. 1235-1243.

‡ In his time a Jaina Guru arrived named Deva Suri, who warned him of an approaching famine at the beginning of the new century, which was to last for twelve years. Jagadeva-sāhā accordingly collected vast stores of grain, and when the predicted famine began in S. 1204, he had abundance which lasted till 1215 (A.D. 1158), the last year of doarāt. Even kings are said to have sent to him for grain. Conf. the story of Bhaṭṭa Bahu and the twelve years' famine.—Ind. Ant. vol. III. p. 165.
period it seems to have been neglected. In 1763 the walls of the old fort began to be pulled down, and the stones used for building, and about 1810 even the old temples were razed to supply stones to build the new seaport town of Muñara or Muńdra.

The general plan of the Bhadresvar temple is similar to that of the Jaina temples at Delvādā on Mount Abu. It stands in a court about 48 feet wide by 85 feet in length, round which runs a corridor in front of the cells or small shrines, about forty-four in number, nine of them in the back end where the corridor has a double row of pillars. The temple is placed towards the back of this area, and from the line of the front of the temple the court is covered by three domes, supported by pillars. It is entered by a flight of steps ascending from the outer door to the covered area in front of the sanctuary. Over the porch is another large dome covering an area separated by a low screen wall from the area of the Manḍap between it and the front of the temple itself. Behind the cells on the left side is a row of chambers, and at the south-west corner are others, some of which at least have been used as places for the concealment of images, &c. There are other chambers below them, entered by lifting up flagstones in the floor. On occasions of danger from Muhammadans or others, the idols were hurriedly deposited in these vaults, and sand thrown in after them to the level of the floor. On the east side of the temple is a large enclosed court with a well in it, perhaps for open air caste feasts, or for dispensing charity when the Sadāvrit for that purpose existed in connection with the temple.

The temple faces the north—an unusual position for a Jaina shrine—and the view in plate LVII. is taken from the north-east, showing the backs and spires of four of the small cells at that corner with the entrance-porch on the extreme right, leading into a small verandah, extending across the front the length of the area covered by the large dome above. All this portion, with its scrolloped arches, is quite modern, and the balcony wall or front in the upper storey,—which is a good specimen of work of the kind,—may be compared with the screen walls of the Chhatra at Muńra or of the Navalākha temple at Ghumli to show the differences of detail in work of the kind.

In the shrine are three images of white marble, the central one, not at all large, is Ajithanātha, the second of the Tirthankaras, and has carved upon it the figures of probably for S. 1622 = (A.D. 1565).* On his right is Parśvanātha with the snake hood, marked S. 1232, and on his left Sāntinātha, the 18th Tirthankara also marked S. 1232 or A.D. 1175—the date of the restoration by Jagadevaśāh. On the back wall, round the central figure, are Kausāgīgas, indicative from their position that the shrine was once occupied by a larger image. On the extreme right is an image of the black or Sāmla Parśvanātha. On the belt of sculpture which is immediately above the base, having a Devi on each principal face, there are, on each side the Devi, and on all the smaller faces a pair of small figures, mostly in obscene attitudes; this is not at all usual in Jaina temples.

The pillars on the raised platform immediately in front of the temple itself, and their corresponding pilasters, are more elaborately carved, somewhat in the style of those in the porch of the Munārā Chhatra but the pillars of the two domes are of the

* In the account of the temple already given from a Jaina MS. it is said that Kanak Chāvaḍā, in the fourth year of his reign (Sam. 622) rebuilt the temple and 'installed the image of the holy Jina in it.' It may, however, be suspected that as the account is not an old one, in this instance at least, the date was made to suit the figures on the image.
style represented in plate LX. fig. 1, while to five pillars on each side the central aisle leading from the landing up to the front of the temple strong pilasters have been added of which the base is represented in fig. 2.

The doors of the small shrines are mostly surrounded by neat mouldings, none of them very elaborate in detail, and many of them alike. One, which may be regarded as a fair type of them, is represented in plate LXI. fig. 1.

Plate LXI. represents the back of the building as seen from the south, from which we should suppose that when the temple was built the level of the surface on this side was higher than it is now. It will also be observed that a wall has been raised between the sikharae of the shrines in the back corridor, doubtless as a defence work in the lawless times of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

South from this temple are the remains of a large Mosque nearly buried in the sand. It has been built of large blocks of stone, with pillars, square at the base, octagon in the middle, and circular above, having bracket capitals, and supporting massive lintels of 9 feet long. In front of the Mehrab are two rows of columns undisturbed; of the next two rows but little remains; then there has been a wall, and outside it, other four lines of columns, and beyond them again are some others, probably belonging to the porch.

Pir Lâl Shohab’s place has a round dome on eight pillars set against the walls; outside however this dome is a square pyramid and contracts upwards by steps. The roof of the porch is flat and divided into $9 \times 3$ small squares, each with a lotus flower inside. Round the architrave, above the vine-ornamented wall-head course, is a deep line of Arabic inscription in large square Kufic characters; and on the right-hand wall there are two lines of inscription. The Mehrab is a plain semi-circular recess without any sculpture about it. The building stands in a small enclosure formed by a rough rubble wall built on the more solid foundation of the original court wall. In this court are some graves with inscriptions, also in the square Kufic character.

South-west from this last is another mosque; now entered from the north side, but the original entrance is on the east side, within which is built a small chamber, apparently never finished. The porch is raised on eight pillars, with pilasters against the walls. At the back is a Mehrab, a plain semi-circular recess, and two next doors leading into an inner apartment, possibly a second place of prayer for a select number. It has four doors, two at each end. This mosque is built of pretty large stones, most accurately jointed, and all the roofs are of flat slabs. The doors have dripets over them, and the two into the front apartment have semi-circular arches, the others lintels. The architraves are carved with neat velei or creeper patterns and with large flowers below, where the Jains employ human forms. On Plate LX. fig. 3 is shown one of the columns of this masjid, which are much the same in style as those of the Jaina temple, only not quite so slender.

At Bhuvad, the temple of Bhuvaneśvara Mahâdeva is much ruined; the roof of the shrine having entirely fallen in. The Mandap measures $31\frac{3}{4}$ feet by $39\frac{1}{2}$ inside, and is supported by 34 pillars and four pilasters, 18 on the screen wall and 12 of them round the dome, which covers 22 feet 9 inches square inside the columns. The pillars are square to about one third their height, then octagon, and lastly round. The shrine has been a large one, fully 23 feet square, domed on 12 pilasters, 18 inches by 12 inches, with four-armed figures on the brackets. The brackets of the columns of the Mandap are plain,
but a plinth of 9 or 10 inches deep above the bracket is carved with a raised geometrical pattern. The front of the brackets are also carved as in those of the Bhadreshvar temple. The temple has been built of stones the whole thickness of the walls. Over the shrine door is a Devī—probably Bhavānī.

There is an inscription on the pilaster to the right of the shrine door, dated S. 1346 A.D. 1830–90; but of the 20 lines of which it consisted, only the names of Thākūr Vanarāma and a few other Thākurs, probably his ancestors, with a few letters here and there, can now be read.

Anjār.

In the large town of Anjār the temple of Mādhavān is a Vaishṇava shrine with a domed Maṇḍap, the floor laid with black and white marble. The image is of black marble decked out in petticoats like a child’s doll, and placed on a table overlaid with silver, under which is the image of Garuḍa. The shrine doors are also plated with silver, and bear an inscription by the donor dated in 1869 A.D. On some of the eight pilasters that support the dome are carved mermaids * and Nāgā figures. There is also a fountain in the middle of the floor, but the pipe is out of order.

Mohānrañ’s temple is smaller and plainer, with a neatly carved wooden door. It is also a Vaishṇava shrine, the idols being Krīṣṇa, with Rādhā on his left and Chaturbhuj—the four-armed Vishnu—on his right, small paltry images that would not pass as good dolls. This temple was rebuilt some fifty or sixty years ago.

Ambā Mātā’s temple and the adjoining Math or monastery are built of fragments of older temples. To a room over the enclosure gateway is a door of hard reddish stone, carved all round, which, from the repetition of Devī on the jambs and lintels may have belonged to a Vaishnava Śaktī temple (plate LXI. fig. 3); sculptured slabs also lie about, and are built into walls. The adjoining Math belongs to the Atīts† of Ajāipāla.

Ajāipāla’s place is outside the walls, and is a small modern domed room, with images of Ajāipāla on horseback, and of Gaṇapati—both well smeared with red paint. At the door are two inscriptions dated in A.D. 1842; but the Atīt, who wear pagulis of brick-red colour and have a good revenue from the State, could not give much information respecting their patron saint, whom they worship, except that he was a Chauhān.

* See plate LXIII. fig. 4.
† Atīts.—These people are known under many appellatives in Kachch. Some marry, and others do not, whence they are called Gharābārī (family men) and Maṭhābārī (ascetics or monks). These are, again, divided into ten tribes:—1, Gir; 2, Purv; 3, Sāgar; 4, Puri; 5, Bādāthi; 6, Van; 7, Ámm; 8, Sarasvatī; 9, Tûrī; 10, Aṣhram. The Atīt of any one of these sects attaches to his name the name of his sect as a termination, to make up his full name, as Kamān-gar, Harā-puri, Chanchal-bhārī, &c. By this he is distinguished as a member of a particular sect. A member of any of these sects may be a Gharābārī or Maṭhābārī, who, again, may hold intercourse with each other. Most of them are professional beggars, but they take up any profession. They are found as ordinary siphis, bankers, or merchants, and also taking a prominent part in the affairs of State at native courts. Bābā Rowālīgar Kavargar is one of the greatest bankers of Kachch, and his firm is held in great repute throughout Hindustān for its credit; and Bābā Sāvālīgar was much trusted by the late Thākūr of Bhāumgar. There are three heads of the Atīts, who are called Pīrs; one the Pīr of Kālīnārāvar, another that of Ajāipāla, and the third of Koteśvar.†—Ind. Ant. vol. V. p. 168. Conf.; Jour. R. A. Soc. vol. V. p. 268; Mrs. Postman’s Cutch, p. 120; Trans. R. As. Soc. vol. III. pp. 570, 579, 587; H. H. Wilson’s Rel. Sects, Works, vol. I. pp. 18, 206, 215, 216 ff.
King of Ajmer, who abdicated his throne, became an ascetic, and ended his days as a Samâdi by a voluntary death. They are a Śaiva sect, and the Nandi or sacred bull, with brass horns, occupies a prominent point on the platform facing the door of the shrine. Their pīrs or gurus are buried around, and the chhatras or small cells over their remains are marked by the linga.

Jaisal was a Jâdejâ Râjput of Kedânâ, near Tuñâ, who, with his wife Turi Kaṭhiâ, it is said, gave themselves up to a voluntary death about four hundred years ago, and like Ajaîpâla, they now enjoy divine honours. Their shrine is a small tile-roofed room with tombs of Muhammadan pattern in it of Jaisal, Turi, and a Vâniâ devotee. Round the place are a number of small Chhatras over Pâliyâs. This shrine has also an allowance from the Darbâr. It would be of interest if some one who has opportunity would investigate the history, traditions, and peculiarities of these Atits of Ajaipâla and Jaisal.

Klancâvara Mâtâ’s temple is also outside the walls, and is comparatively modern, with a dancing Yogini as its goddess. In front of the Nandi is a tortoise.

Wankal Mâtâ’s, on the north-east of the town, is also dedicated to a form of Bhavânî.

Bâdeśvara is at some distance to the south-east of the town. The shrine and śikhar are probably old, but it has been repaired, and the Mândap rebuilt in recent times. On the withdrawn faces round the shrine is carved the lion-bodied figure, or śarada, remarked elsewhere, but here with a considerable diversity of heads—in this differing from those on Muni Bawâ’s (p. 92, and see plate LXIII. fig. 5).

On the west of the town a new temple is being built to Dwârkânâth, and close to it is an unfinished one to Bâhuherâjî, with three shrines on as many sides of the intended Mândap. Bâhuherâ is the “looking-glass” goddess, before whom the votary worships his own image in a piece of silvered glass. This is practical Hinduism, groping in childish superstition in spite of the beautiful moral maxims that are to be found in its Sanskrit literature. The other two shrines are dedicated to Bhavânî and the Linga.
XVIII. BHUJ, KHÉDÁ, KOTAI, &c.

Bhuja was made his capital by Rão Khangár in S. 1605 (A.D. 1548) when he recovered his kingdom from Jám Rával Hála, and became the first Jádejá ruler of the whole of Kachh. Though previously dedicated to the snake divinity Bhujánga or Bhujíya,* it does not seem to have been a place of any historical importance, and consequently there are no remains about it of earlier date than the time of Rão Khangár.

The Mosque inside the gate of the city is remarkable for the thickness and closeness of the piers, of which there are four lines each 3 feet 10 inches thick, by 5 feet 5 inches to 5 feet 11 inches in length, separating aisles only 1 foot 10 inches wide, except the central one, which is 3 feet 2 inches wide. The bays are 9 feet 3 inches wide by 46 feet 4 inches, the whole length of the building inside. The consequence of this arrangement is that but few of the worshippers can ever be within sight of others.

The five Mohábs are merely semicircular niches in the backwall. Inside it measures 61 feet 6 inches from front to back, and 43 feet 4 inches from end to end, with five doors, the width of the aisles in front, and three in each end, 1 foot 11 inches wide each. The building is lofty and very heavy with round turrets at the corners, and an outside stone minbar or pulpit from which public addresses can be delivered to an assembly in the enclosed court,—the building inside being quite unsuitable for such a purpose.

Beyond the Residency are the Mausolea of the Ráos of Kachh. The older ones are Chhatras, but most of them were more or less damaged by the earthquake in 1819, and no attempt seems to be ever made to repair any tomb that is falling to ruin. Rão Lákha’s is the largest and finest. It was built about 1770, but like the older one behind it, it is fast going to ruin, the south porch having fallen. The central dome covers an apartment surrounded by a wall with a door on the east. Across the floor of this is a line of Sati Stones, Rão Lákha being represented on horseback in the centre with seven Satis on the left and eight on the right of him. On the twelve pillars of this dome are dancing females, and on one a mermaid (plate LXIII, fig. 4), all about 5 feet high, while at the entrance are two Chodbárs. On the capitals are smaller figures, musicians, &c., about 3 feet high including their supports, but some of these latter are damaged. Since Sati, or the cremation of widows with their deceased lords, was given up, the Ráos are denied the honour of a chhatra on their tombs.

There are a number of shrines and Muhammadan Dargahs, &c., about Bhuj, but nothing of great age or specially deserving of notice.

KHÉDÁ.

At Khédá, the Khédákot of Kachhi tradition, about 13 miles south of Bhuj, is an old Saiva temple of, perhaps, the end of the tenth century, thrown down by the

---

* Tieffenthaler says, "Bhoudj (ou Bhoodj) est la capitale du district de Catsch; elle est grande et munie de deux forteresses; située dans un terrain sablonneux sur le golfe de la mer de Soreth, on bat monniale ici sous l'autorité et le nom du Rajah. Cet endroit a reçu son nom d'un serpent; car beaucoup de personnes assurent: le fait est même très certain, que l'on voit ici un Serpent, et que tous les jours on lui sert du lait et du ris. Il a le nom de Bhoodj-bevan, i.e., qui signifie: le serpent long de cinquante-deux années."—Description de l'Inde, t. I, p. 396. Bhujánga, it will be remembered, is one of the five-snake brethren mentioned in connection with Tháni,—ante, p. 92.
earthquake (plate LXII). The shrine still stands, and measures 8 feet 6 inches square inside, with walls 2 feet 7 inches thick, surrounded by a pradakshina, or path for circumambulation, 2 feet 6 inches wide,—the vimana measuring 24 feet over all. This temple has been built partly of red and partly of a yellowish stone, very hard, and standing exposure very well. Of the Manḍap, which was 18 feet 9 inches wide, only a part of the north wall with one window in it is left; all the rest is a heap of ruins, and the Amla Sila of the Sikhar lies outside, a block about 6 feet in diameter. The sculptures on the walls are not numerous, but have been superior to the usual run of such work (plate LXIII. figs. 1, 2, 3), and the elaborate ornamental work on the faces of the spire has been largely undercut; it represents the outlines of a Chaitya window, repeated over a triangular face, with human figures between. Of these triangles of sculpture there are eight on each side, gradually diminishing in size as they rise higher and higher, one behind another, like so many gable ends. In the photograph (plate LXII.), those on the back of the spire are seen directly, while those on the left side are viewed edgewise, showing how one recedes behind another as they ascend. The corners of the shrine are surmounted by miniature spires, reaching not quite half the height of this sculpture, and above them are other four similar, but set further inwards; above these and the sculpture rises the massive outline of the great central spire or Sikhar, all beautifully carved. To light the pradakshina, there is a window of perforated stone on each side.

To the south-east of Khedā is a small village on a rising ground, above which is the place of Pir Ghulām 'Ali. It is surrounded by trees, and there are few prettier places than this, perhaps, in Kachh. The principal buildings within the enclosure are—1st. The Dargah, facing the east, with one large dome, and in front of it three smaller ones. Inside is the tomb under a canopy supported by twelve small columns of the usual Muhammadan style. Against the pall lies the photograph of a Mughal pir, a water-colour portrait of 'Ali with a nimbus round his head, and below him Hasan and Husain, also with aureoles, and in a third frame Muhammad in a blue chogah, but the face left blank, a curious compromise between the prohibition in the Quran (Su‘ūr V. 92) and the desire for a palpable representation of the objects of reverence. Looking-glasses, glass balls of all colours, cloth-parrots that look like purses, &c., &c., are hung up as votive offerings. The verandah or vestibule is 28 feet long inside, and the doors of copper bronze. 2nd. A canopy or chhatra stands in the middle of the quadrangle in front of the dargah, with a flat roof and balconies on each side. And, 3rd. Dadi 'Ali Shâh’s dargah or cenotaph has lantern minarets, and is a neat, plain building with three doors in front and two in the east end. The roof is supported by two arches the whole width of the building. It contains no tomb, the body having been buried in Iran. The doors of both the dargahs have the projecting shield between floral ornamentation found at Maiji Sâhiba’s tomb at Junâga(h, and on the palace, &c. at Jâmnagar. The windows are of pierced stone, the patterns being very simple ones, and all well whitewashed.

These buildings were erected about eighty years ago, Ghulam Ali Shâh having died at Karachi about 1792. He was a Persian, and the estate attached to this establishment is said to yield 50,000 koris, or between 18,000 and 19,000 rupees which is distributed in charity, &c.
KOTAI, &c.

From Khedâ I had to return by Bhuj from which, marching northwards to the shores of the Ran, I came to Kotai, where are the remains of an old city with several ruined temples of perhaps the earlier part of the tenth century. It was at this place that the coins described on page 77 were found. The Sun temple (plates LXIV. and LX. fig. 4), known as Râ Lakhâ's, ascribed to Lakhâ Phulâni who is said to have had his capital here for a time, is built of the yellowish and red stone used also at Khedâ, and is roofed in a peculiar way. The aisles are covered by a sort of groins, like the side aisles in some Châriya caves; the nave is roofed the same way as at the Amarnâth temple,—the central area being covered with massive slabs hollowed out in the centre, in which a pendenteive has been inserted. Outside it has a slanting roof divided into four sections of slightly different heights,—that next to the spire being the highest, and the remote end the lowest; each section is terminated by a neatly carved gable end. The whole has been built without any cement, and most of the stones are hollowed out on the under or inner side as if for the purpose of making them lighter.

The porch has long since fallen away. The door of the temple has been neatly carved with the nine graha or patrons of the planets over the lintel; the jambs are also carefully sculptured. In the Manâdâp, which is 16 feet 4 inches square, are four pillars, measuring 9 feet 4 inches to the top of the bracket, and with a square block sculptured below the bracket, and six pilasters apparently inserted for the sake of uniformity only, for they are not of any structural use. The shafts, 5 feet 11 inches high, support a plinth 10 inches high, on which stands a block carved with colonnettes at the corners, and crowned with an amûbâlâtâ-shaped member, the faces of the block being sculptured with figures of men and elephants. The total height is 8 feet 5 inches. Among the four-armed figures on the brackets of the columns one is a female, and one has a face on the abdomen as at Aihole. In the window recesses are also pilasters with four-armed figures on the bracket capitals. The pillars and pilasters are all of the Hindu broken-square form. The shrine door is elaborately carved with two rows of figures on the frieze, Ganâpati, on the lintel, and the jambs richly ornamented.

The area behind the central one is roofed with large slabs carved with sixteen female figures linked in one another's arms in a circle, with the legs crossed and turned towards the centre. Each holds a rod or bar in either hand, the left hand being bent down and the right up, and so interlaced with the arms of the figures on either side. The roofs of the three aisles, at the sides and in front of the central area, are very prettily carved with flowered ribs, and three horizontal bands inclusive of that from which they spring.

In two neat gokhles or niches advanced from the front wall of the shrine, and with two colonnettes in front of each there have been standing images in alto rilievo neatly canopied by a lotus flower and buds growing over the muguts or head-dresses. Enormously elongated Munis or Brângis seem to have been the supporters.

This temple faces the west. Of the three small temples to the west of it, two face the east and one the north. The last has been a very small Vaishnava temple, but only a fragment of the shrine remains. Of the middle one also only the shrine remains standing; on the walls are carved a figure of Sûrya on the west face, and sordulas in the recesses, Varâha has fallen off from the south wall, and there is a figure of Gaṇâpati on the lintel, which seems to have been used in Kâṭhiâwâd, on Sun Temples as well as
those of Śiva. Of the third temple a portion of the porch as well as the shrine remains. Over the head of the shrine door are carved the nine graha. On the north wall outside is Nyisīnha, and on the west Viṣṇu, both much time-worn.

Across a ravine to the north-east from this group are fragments of two others facing west. Of the first, and higher up of the two, only plain square pillars of the Manḍap and the lower part of the Vimāna are standing. The door is surrounded by an architrave of three members, two fasciae carved with reti or creeper pattern, and a cyma recta with leaves. On the lintel is a Gana-pati, and outside two figures much weather-worn. The general style is the same as that of the other temples, but much plainer. The stones are cut away below as at the first temple.

The lower of the two is also only a fragment of the shrine of a Sūrya temple, with Gana-pati on the lintel, and the nine graha on the frieze. There are no figures outside.

Foundations still remain on this part of the hill, showing that whole edifices must have been carted away for building purposes elsewhere.

We had now a long march along the borders of the Raṇ, first to Jhuran, and thence to Dudhāi, near which it was reported there was a temple of Mātā Bhavānī excavated in a hill. This turned out to be a wretchedly small natural cavern at a considerable distance from the village, which had been appropriated as a cell for the Mātā, and where some Bairāgis stay.

At Dhamarkā was reported a Jaina temple of Parsvanātha built about 250 years ago. There is indeed a Jaina temple, such as is to be met with in almost any village where there are Śrāvaks, but of no interest either for size or decoration, and probably not more than 80 years old.

From this I went on to Bandri, and thence to Kānthkot, an old fortress on the top of an isolated rocky hill, the steep scarp of which has been crowned by a wall built of massive blocks, but it has in later times suffered severely, and been repaired or largely replaced with one of much smaller stones. It was the stronghold to which Mularāja Solanki of Gujarāt betook himself when hard pressed by Tālapa of Kālyāṇa about A.D. 982, and afterwards it was the capital of the Vaghelās in the middle ages, and of the Dedā branch of the Jādejās in the fifteenth century.

There is a portion of an old Jaina temple in this fort which has had a double Manḍap, but it is much ruined, some of the lintels having been used a century or two ago for Saṭṭ stones at the old burning ground close by. The temple has doubtless been a fine one, and on some of the pillars are inscriptions only very partially legible, one of which dated Samvat 133+; (i.e.) about 1280 A.D., whence we may infer that it was built under the Vaghelā rule. It is so situated that it would be difficult to get a photograph of it except from a considerable distance, and the details are too weather-worn to be clearly made out.

There is an old temple close by of Sūrya,—the sun-god, the favourite object of worship with the early Kāthās,—on which is an inscription in small characters, from position and present condition not suitable either for taking a rubbing or an impression of, but which might have been copied had I only had a qualified śastrī or pāndit with me. The temple still contains the image, figured on plate LXV, fig. 1. On the same plate are given two other representations of the same divinity from the south

of India (figs. 2 and 3), in all which the general resemblance to the figures of Vishnu is evident, indeed the third could scarcely be distinguished from an image of Vishnu. In all the older images Surya is represented with a nimbus or aureole. In the Kangh Kath one, he is represented with a male and female attendant on each side, the female being the farther from him, is represented as the taller, perhaps simply to show her head and shoulders the better over the male’s. In all the figures he is represented with full or fat breasts, and holding his symbol—the lotus flower—in each hand. In that from Arasavalli he is represented, as he is also sometimes in Kathiawar, (in the temple of Bhimnath, for example,) as described in the mythology—

"Seven lucid marces his chariot bear,
Self-yoked, athwart the fields of air,
Bright Surya, god with flaming hair."*

Near a more modern shrine on the wall are a number of graves of Siva Atitis, some of which present somewhat novel forms, usually a linga mounted on a series of plinths, superimposed one over another,—either round or square (see plate LXV. fig. 4).

At Kokra or Kakra, about a mile south of Kangh Kath, are two ruined temples, quite in the jungle, both of them Siva. In the most easterly one there is a fine door to the shrine, which, had time admitted, I would have made a drawing of. It is evidently old, of hard, compact stone, and has a Chaitya-window ornament over each jamb and the different compartments of the lintel. On the lintel Siva is carved in the centre, Brahma on the left, and Vishnu on the right, in a very spirited style, with Kirtimukhs between. Some well sculptured pillars also lie about.

Had time permitted I should now have proceeded to Rav and Gele in the north east of Vagd, but the season was advancing and getting very sultry, and water was scarce and bad; besides my information had hitherto proved very unsatisfactory, and much time was lost in making long excursions to find that the remains reported were of but very little interest, and at Shahpur, I decided on moving towards Radhanpur.

---

XIX. GUJARĀT.

a. Śankheśvar, &c.

From Shāhpur the route led by Bhimesvar to Ādesār, whence I crossed the Raṇ to Sāntalpur, and marched first to Wārai, and next to Rādhānīpur, where I hoped to have been able to trace some copper-plates found about a year before, and said to be in excellent preservation. This I quite failed to do, but it is to be hoped careful inquiry will yet be made for them, and accurate facsimiles of them obtained.

Śankheśvar, though traditionally a place of great antiquity, being mentioned by Merutunga Acharya as Śankhpur, contains but little of note now. To the north of the village is an old inscription, much weather-worn, of which the date is doubtfully read S. 1212, AD. 1265. It is on an upright stone standing by itself. Over the inscription are the sun and moon, and under them a cow and calf, and a pig, in sign of a joint agreement between Hindu and Muhammadan.

A little way from this, on the site of an old fort or town, are two carved stones, one of them a circular slab with three figures on it: the central a male figure with four hands holding a rod and a chhatri or umbrella; on his left is a female chauri-bearer, and on his right another female holding a cup and some other object. The sculpture is 2 feet 3 inches in diameter, and the legs stand inwards to accommodate the circle. The other stone, about 3 feet 8 inches long, is a representation of Vishnu on Sēsha, with three figures between Brahma and Lakṣmi. The males have all square-topped mukuts or caps as at Bādāmi, while the females have chignon.

In the village is a pretty large temple of Pārśwanātha, the lower part of it mostly of marble, and with a bōmti or surrounding corridor of small shrines. It was built in 1811, and is no ways remarkable, either in general style or execution of details, and the Pardēśī keeper was obstructive and annoying, as his class usually are in such places.

In the town are the remains of an old brick Jaina temple of S. 1652, AD. 1596, much ruined. Outside is a neat Chhatra to a Śripuja or high priest, with a memorial inscription.

b. Jhinjuvādā.

Jhinjuvādā, said to derive its name from a Rehāri of the name of Jhinjā, was probably a border fortress of the Ballara kings of Anhilvādā Paṭṭan in the twelfth century, towards Saurāshṭra, as was Dubhoi on their south-east frontier. The original walls formed a square of nearly half a mile on each side. In the middle of each was a gate; the Dhāmā gate on the north, the Nāgavaḍā on the east, the Madāpoḷa on the west, and the Rākhasapola on the south,—the latter now built up. At the south-west corner is the only tower of the original four left standing. These towers were square in general plan, but broken in the peculiar way so frequent in the plans of shrines. Between each corner tower and the central gateway there were four rectangular bastions. But much of the old wall and enclosed town has long disappeared, and a much smaller square has been re-enclosed by one of the Ahmadābād kings by a wall with circular

(13460.)
bastions and an arched gateway, and is now held by a petty Koli chief. Between the
east and north gates is the old multilateral tank, about 300 yards in length and not
much less in breadth, originally surrounded by a neat platform with steps and inclined
planes at intervals; but one side of it has entirely disappeared, and the other has been
much ruined since Mr. K. Forbes described it, little more than twenty years ago.*

The gateways are much in the style and of the dimensions of the Rāmapola at
Bhumi and those at Dabhoi, but have never been so elaborately carved. (Plates LXVI.
and LXVII.) Like these, and all Hindu gates, the roof is supported by brackets
projected beyond each other until they approach within about 4 feet at the top, where
they support massive lintels often the whole width of the gate. There are six pilasters
supporting these brackets on each side of the gateway, grouped in threes, with a wider
space in the middle to allow the leaves of the doors to open back to the walls. All the
pilasters and brackets are richly carved on both sides, the brackets with musicians,
dancing figures, men on horseback, Svarinies, &c. Below, both outside and in, on the
faces of the jambs were niches containing images of the favourite gods—Ganāśa, Bhavānl,
Mahādeva, &c. Above, on each side, was a chamber with two projecting balconies or
windows, one towards the town, the other looking outwards. Of these, however, there
are now but small remains at Jhinjuwādā. The walls were throughout ornamented by
six sculptured bands, repeated at intervals, as shown in the photographs, and surmounted
by kūngres or crenellations, such as may still be seen at Dabhoi, behind which was a
platform path or terre-plein for sentinels, and, in case of siege, for the soldiery. Two
of these paths connecting the gates with the corner bastion are still traceable and in
some places tolerably perfect. Again and again on the stones are carved the letters†:

**Nar Narasimha—Mahā Sī Mā Udal.**

This, Mr. Kinloch Forbes says, is "supposed to indicate that Uday Mantri was the
minister employed in the direction of the work." I cannot see the grounds for such a
supposition: Udal and Udayan are quite distinct names, and Udal is still a common
name among the Chārans in this part of Gujarāt.

The country to the east and north-east of Jhinjuwādā would probably well repay a
visit, but it must be undertaken at an earlier season of the year. The Nāgwaḍā-wāv—
said to be about 8 miles east of Jhinjuwādā—is reported to be a fine one. Mudhārā
had one of the finest temples in Gujarāt, standing only six years ago,§ and possibly
it may have still escaped the Vandalism of the Gaikwād’s people. And there are other
places round the ancient capital Anhilväḍa Paṭṭan that ought at least to be inquired
about.

c. DABHOI.

Dabhoi is an ancient walled town in the south of Gujarāt, in the Gaikwād’s
territory, about twenty miles south-east from Barodā, and is now reached by the narrow

---

† It may be read three times on the left jambe in plate LXVII.
‡ Udayan Mantri was a Vānīa minister under Siddharāja Jayasiṅha, and the protector of Kumārapāla when
§ See Notes of a Visit to Gujarāt in Dac. 1869, pp. 103 ff.
emperors, until the decline of the Mughul power in Western India, early in the last century, when the Marathas took it and repaired the walls in the present patchwork way, with brick and rubble, building into them many pieces of old sculpture, especially near the gates. During the campaign of 1775 it submitted to Ragholah, who at once levied a contribution of three lakhs of rupees from the inhabitants. It was then made the winter quarters of a portion of the Bombay army. In the beginning of 1780, on General Goddard's appearing before it, the pandit who held it evacuated the city with his Maratha troops without attempting any resistance. General Goddard left a small garrison in it, and Mr. James Forbes to collect the revenue. Not many weeks after, however, it was surrounded by a Maratha army in great force, but was speedily relieved by the approach of Goddard, when the Marathas at once broke up and retreated towards Punja. After this Mr. Forbes says he "put the fortifications and public buildings at Dabhoi in the best possible repair." With its dependent Parganas it was again restored to the Marathas in 1783, much to the regret of its inhabitants. Its population was then estimated at 40,000, of whom a large proportion were Brahmanas, and about 300 Muhammadan families; it is now probably very much less, and the city seems to be gradually falling into decay. Much of the area within the walls is regularly cultivated.

The gate that has suffered most is the Hirâ gate on the east, beside a temple of Kâlka Mâta, remarkable for its profuse sculpture: the most entire are the Ndãdã gate on the south and the Baroda gate on the west. Original portions, however, of the four still remain,—they have only been repaired or partially rebuilt, and Muhammadan arches substituted for the old Rajput mode of spanning the aperture by corbelling inwards by means of a series of carved brackets supporting long stone lintels above. The gates are about 16 feet wide by 30 deep, with six arches in the depth, the pilasters to which contract the clear way to little over 13 feet. The space between the middle pair of arches is about 8½ feet, and to the outer of these two the gate was hung. Inside there is one small room on each side, about 6½ feet by 9, for the darwâda or guard;

Balâb, on a pilgrimage with his mother Manâh Dukhi, on their way to Mecca, alighted at a caravanserai, without the gates of Dabhoi; and Sayyid Balâb, having heard much of its magnificence, walked in to gratify his curiosity. After viewing the curious gates and temples on the borders of the tank, and ignorant of any prohibition to the contrary, he rashly ventured to bathe in the sacred lake: the Brahmanas, deeming the water polluted, prevailed on the rajâ to punish the delinquent by cutting off his hands, to deter others from following his example: he was then turned out of the city with disgrace; and thus covered with shame, and weak with loss of blood, he could but reach his mother at the caravanserai, and there expired.

* These strangers were Muhammadans of distinction then on their way to Surat to embark for the Red Sea, from the interior parts of Hindustan. Manâh Dukhi, after the first paroxysm of grief, laid aside her pilgrimage, and vowed revenge. She immediately returned to her own country, and sued to her sovereign to redress this disgrace and cruelty to her family. He immediately ordered a large army to march, under the command of his vazir, against Dabhoi. The siege continued for several years; at length famine raging in the city, the garrison having no hopes of foreign assistance, made a sally, and fought with enthusiasm. A dreadful slaughter ensued; but the besiegers were at length victorious. The principal Hindus fled to a distant country, and the Muhammadans entered the city. On viewing the strength of the works, the vazir determined to destroy them: the three sides of the fortress were immediately razed to the ground. The beauty and elegance of the west face, and the magnificence of the four double gates, preserved them from his fury. They remain to this day splendid monuments of the architectural taste of the ancient Hindus.

* After the destruction of Dabhoi, the Muhammadans returned to their own country, and the city remained for many years in a state of desolation. Manâh Dukhi, the lady on whose account the expedition had been undertaken, came with the army against Dabhoi, and dying during the siege, was revered as a saint, and buried in a grove near the 'Gate of Diamonds,' where her tomb still remains. The monument of Sayyid Balâb is near that of his mother."—Oriental Memoirs, original ed., vol. II. pp. 337 fig.; Svo. ed. vol. I. pp. 545 fig.

otherwise the lower portion on each side of the entrance is a solid mass of masonry 30 feet by 12.

The brackets, lintels, and upper portions of the side walls have all been elaborately carved with mythological figures and architectural ornament; and over the top of the inner façade of the Nāndod gate, on the south, there are remains of a line of statues. Most of the larger figures on all the gates, however, have been damaged by the Muhammadans. The Hirā gate, on the east, is often called the “Gate of Diamonds,”* but is said to derive its name from the mason or master-builder under whose superintendence the gate and the temple beside it were built. This gate, as well as the Mori gate on the north, have suffered so much that they have been almost entirely rebuilt, with plain pointed arches, inserted in place of the richly sculptured Hindu bracketing. There are fragments of two inscriptions on the Hirā gate, but so situated and so much injured that I could get neither rubbing nor impression of them. Had I only had a paqdūf with me, copies might, with some care, have been obtained, as also of a much more perfect one on a marble slab on the base of Kālkā’s temple and of another in Persian and Sanskrit near the large talāo or tank, in the town.

The gates are all double, the inner being at right angles to the line of entrance of the outer, with an area between them; and it is only the inner gateways that seem to have been so elaborately sculptured, though the outer ones were probably also carefully finished. They have been so ruined, however, and repaired in such a way that we cannot speak of them with certainty. The curtain walls had six square towers or bastions between the central gates and the corner towers, which were generally round in plan with re-entrant angles, or with a series of faces and angles lying in a circle, and crowned by a cavalier bastion, with Hindu Kāñgrās along the top of the walls. One of these corner towers, between the Mori and Barodā gates, is so singular in plan that the author of the Rās Māla has made a drawing of it to show “that the walls of the tower slope inwards.” The plate LXXII. taken direct from a photograph will, however, indicate that Mr. K. Forbes had probably been mislead by an inaccurate sketch or his memory had on this occasion failed him, for the walls of this tower, as those of all the others, are perpendicular.

The walls were originally constructed of large blocks of hewn stone built up as shown in the views of the Barodā gate (plate LXVIII.) and the corner tower (plate LXXII.). They are much ruined in many places, but on the west, where they have been least injured, there are still considerable remains of the covered piazza or colonnade that extended along the inside of the walls and supported the terroplein. This colonnade, generally over 9 feet in width, but portions of it 16 feet 4 inches deep, was at the same time not only highly ornamental but also most useful, as it almost certainly formed the barracks of the Hindu garrison, sheltering them from sun and rain, and affording the sort of accommodation they would most prefer for cooking and rest. But little of it now remains however; one of the most entire specimens is to the right on entering the Barodā gate, and is shown on the plan (plate LXIX. fig. 2).

* J. Forbes says, “Whether this portal was dignified with the appellation of the Gate of Diamonds from the brilliant eyes of the deity;” in Kālkā’s temple beside it—said to have been diamonds,—“or from its costly architecture, I cannot say.”—Orient. Mem., 8vo. ed., vol. I. p. 549.
APPENDIX.

TRANSLATIONS OF INSCRIPTIONS FROM BELGAUM AND KÂLADGÎ DISTRICTS.

FROM THE FIRST SEASON'S REPORT OF THE ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

BY J. F. FLEET, ESQ., BO.C.S.

1. CANARESE INSCRIPTION OF THE RAṬTAS FROM SAUNDAṬTI (Plate LXXIII.).

See First Report, page 11.

Reverence to Sambhu, who is made beautiful by a chauri, which is the moon that lightly rests upon his lofty head, and who is the foundation-pillar for the erection of the city of the three worlds! May this Lord* of the Mountain-born, who has in his love commanded his eight excellent forms of Earth, Sky, Moon, Sun, Fire, Air, Water, and Spirit to proceed into the world,—he, Sādāśiva, who is resplendent on the sacred hill† with mental joy, (being one with) this same lord Mallikārjuna,—confer endless happiness upon those who betake themselves to him!

In the land of Bharata, to the south of the Golden Mountain‡ which is in the centre of the world encircled by the ocean, shines that country that bears the name of Kuntala; lovely is that country, and in it is the district of Kândî. The supreme lord of that district, king Lakshmana, was resplendent; to Kārtavirya, who was his son, Mādēvi herself became wife,§ and to them was born Lakshmīdeva, who, if we describe him, was the delight of the wise people born in the world, the torment of all hostile kings, valorous as that (famous) Rāma and other lords of the earth, endowed with all virtues. If you reflect upon it, Lakshmīdeva was verily born to that virtuous woman,—possessed of a comely form, the preserver of the whole circle of the earth, the son of the king Śrī-Kārtavirya, born in the family of the Raṭtas, worthy to be honoured amongst kings; if you regard him, verily this Lakshmīdeva excels in might, manifesting his glory in the race of the sun.|| This fruitful offspring of the Rāṣṭrakūṭa race, Lakshmīdeva, of unequalled might, became famous, rivalling and surpassing Kandarpa¶ in beauty, and the sun in splendour, the son of the wind** in valour, and

* Sīva, the husband of Himālaya's daughter, Pārvatī.
† The mountain Śrīśaila, in the Karnul country, on which is a temple famed for its sanctity.
‡ The mountain Mēru.
§ But in line 15 of the Kalhoji inscription—No. V. of the Raṭṭa Inscriptions, Journ. Hon. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. X., p. 220, the name of the wife of Kārtavirya is Echalanāvī. Possibly the translation here should be “to Kārtavirya, who was his son, she who was a most chaste wife” (compare one of the epithets applied to Echalanāvī in the Kalhoji inscription, line 15) “became queen;” but Mādēvi seems to be used here as a proper name, and, though the word mādēvi or in its full form mahādevī has the sense of queen, empress, it is usual to add it in that sense to a proper name, e.g., Echalanāhādevī, and not to use it in that sense as an independent word.
|| The Raṭṭakula is a subordinate branch of the Sûryavanśa.
¶ Kānadēva.
** The Pāṇḍava prince Bhima, who was the son of Kunti, the wife of Pāṇḍu, by the god Vāyu, the wind.
the Lord* of Rōhiṇī in being the delight of all mankind, the Lord† of the beautiful woman that is the Eastern Region in fortune, and Karṇa‡ in generosity.

Having with joy extended the Raṭṭa rule, Munichandra, the royal spiritual preceptor of the Raṭṭas, the lord of the woman Fortune, was considered the firm sustainer of the kingdom of the Raṭṭas. A very moon of a sage in that he was the delight of the lotuses§ (that were his friends), a very moon of a sage on account of his luster which dealt destruction to the lotuses|| which were the faces of the hostile kings, a very moon of a sage through his might which, traversing the ocean of the Raṭṭa kingdom, extended so as to touch the borders of the regions,—such was Munichandra, possessed of the name of “Moon.” Through his mystic knowledge he became the spiritual preceptor of King Kārtavirya; through his close acquaintance with the treatises on the use of the weapons he became the instructor of Lakshmidēva; through subduing many kingdoms he became the anointer of other kings;—thus, listen thou, did the title of “Spiritual Preceptor” become applicable to him; and truly (the name of) “Spiritual Guide” did belong to the excellent Munichandra. While this same Lakshmidēva, who was the son of Kārtavirya the chief of kings, was firmly enduring, Śrī-Munichandradēva made the earth all of one standard of morality through his administration, and, decorated with arrows, pursued with the excellent might of his arm the hostile kings, being a very lion to the elephants that were his enemies. Worthy of respect, most able amongst ministers, the establisher of the Raṭṭa kings, Munichandra surpassed all others in capacity for administration and in generosity. The counsellors of that same Munichandradēva, who were praised in the earth, were Sāntinātha, best of clerks, the son of Kāmarāja, the granter of all the desires of his friends,—the glorious Nāga of Kūndi, of great value,—and Mallikārjuna who enjoyed happiness resulting from the greatness of his excellent and brilliant good fortune.

If you ask what was the unrivalled lineage of the thus-glorious Mallikārjuna:—The seven sages¶ are worthy of worship in the assembly of the Fourfaced,** and among them the sage Atri is the best and greatest. Anasūya, the chief wife of that sage, true to her lord, accomplished for her husband every thing that is pleasing and useful and supreme prosperity, and Harit†† and Harit‡‡ and the Lotus-born§§ became the sons of that lovely woman; from the eye of Atri was born the moon, and thus that race (became known) in the earth as the Indukula. In the race of Atri, which became diffused over the earth as the Induvānśa, were born many Brahmāns,|| versed in the best sciences, and among them was Rudrabhaṭṭa, the king of poets. He acquired from Sarasvati excellence of speech, and from King Kannā the supremacy over eighteen villages; who may be compared in the excellence of his poetry and the greatness of his power with that same lord Rudrabhaṭṭa, the members of whose race used to become excellent poets in six months (after commencing their studies)?

---

* The Moon. Rōhiṇī is the ninth lunar asterism, and the favourite wife of the Moon.
† Indra.
‡ A Purāṇic prince celebrated for his liberality; he was the son of Kunti, before her marriage with Pāṇḍu by the Sun.
§ *Kamala,* i.e., the blue lotus which flowers in the evening.
|| Here the original has *ōja,* i.e., the white lotus, which opens its flowers at sunrise and closes them in the evening.
¶ Marichi, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Krut, and Vasishṭha; or, Marichi, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Vasishṭha, Daśaka, and Bhīruga; there are other variations in the list.
** Brahmā.
†† Visnu.
‡‡ Siva.
§§ Brahmā.
|| In the original, *śīrāṃvar,* = *bhūdēvar,* gods upon earth, a common name for Brahmās.
that excellent poet Rudrābhāṭṭa, the family of Atri, known as the Sūmakula, acquired the name of Sāmāsīgakula,* and in that good family occurred a spotless achievement. For Rudrābhāṭṭa, having pledged a letter of his name as security for (a loan of) a thousand (pieces of) gold, received from people the appellation of "Rudrāṭa" only, as a substitute (for his full) name, until the day when he redeemed the pledge. In the celebrated Sāmāsīgavanīśa were born many of matchless strength, and amongst them Kalidēva, praised in the earth, rose to an eminence of power through his spotless fame. His offspring Śrīdhara was resplendent with the supremacy over eighteen (villages) of which the town of Banihāṭṭi was the chief; to him was born Mahādēva, the abode of increasing happiness; his fair son was Śrīdhara, brave and proud, and to him was born Mahādēva, who enjoyed happiness as long as he lived. Enmity having arisen between that same Siripātī and the people of the city of Gaganasārōvara, Siripātī was slain at Hōlavēre in the front ranks of battle by the inhabitants of that city. His father having become a butt for the arrows of his enemies, he (Mahādēva), having heard it, straightway arose and went to other lands, and, having during twelve years§ amassed wealth in the island, he brought and gave it to the king; and thus Māyidēva, the most excellent one, destroyed his foe with the vehemence of his anger and with his infuriated elephants. As formerly Jamadagni-Rāma, like a foul mist, twenty-one times destroyed the lords of the earth,|| so Mahādēvanāyaka, the native lord of Banihāṭṭi, destroyed with his elephants the race of his enemies, and performed for his father the customary rites of the gift of water. Mahādēva, raising his hand against the Mātāṅgar† who are thieves and who were scorned by his enmity, valorously afforded protection, while all mankind honoured him as being ever the protector of those that took refuge with him. Having afforded protection to those that fled to him for refuge, having overcome the might of his enemies, and having done honour to those that deserved to be honoured, Mahādēvanāyaka shone in the earth, diffusing abroad a majesty because he was verily like one of the elephants of the quarters. The sons of the thus-described Mahādēvanāyaka were three, Śrīdhara, and Mallikārjuna, and Chandra; amongst them Mallikārjuna shone gloriously as the sun of the white lotuses of his family, becoming the advance of his race and the increaser of its pure fame. A very ocean of good qualities, a mass of glory, the granter of the desires of learned men, of men of culture, and of his friends, the chief of the Sāmāsīgakula,—thus was the lord Mallikārjuna resplendent. The pure wife of the thus-majestic Malidēva was the lovely woman Gaurī eager in offering worship to deceased ancestors, to Brāhmaṇas, and to gods, devoted to her husband; let me describe the lineage of that lovely woman.

Amongst the seven sages, Vaśishṭha, chief of sages, was esteemed the greatest; and, becoming manifest in the lineage of that sage, Mādirāja, the lord of the city of Kolāra,** shone in the earth. The son of Mādirāja was the famous Bhūtanātha of spotless deeds, and to this prince were born five children, resplendent with fame, worthy

---

* i.e., as explained to me, a family in which the direct lineal descent has never been interrupted.
† i.e., the second Śrīdhara mentioned above.
‡ Lit., "went to the city of Yama."
§ Lit., "during years counted by the number of the sun"; the forms of the sun are twelve, and any word meaning sun may, therefore, be used to represent the number twelve.
|| This refers to the legendary extermination of the whole race of Kshatriyas by Parasurāma, son of Jamadagni.
† The Mātāṅgar are Chaḍākās; the goddess of the caste is Mātāṅgi, hence they are also called Mātāṅgi-makkalu, "children of Mātāṅgi."
** This is either the town of Kolhār on the banks of the Kshiprā about twenty miles to the north-east of Kulaṅga; or, perhaps, the more well-known Koliṅga, which also is, I understand, pronounced Kolhār, about forty miles to the east by north of Begālūr in Māsūr.
of praise in the world; and amongst these five Mādirāja became most celebrated, who acquired a name through the excess of his glory, so that people praised him as "a fish-bone to the throats of his enemies, most high in majesty." Being himself a very cage of thunderbolts in respect of protecting those that fled to him for refuge, the lord Donkara-Mādirāja acquired for himself the title of "an outer shell of a cocoa-nut to (excoriate) those that opposed him." He, while living at Kōlāra, having well protected the sons of the lords that were of equal rank with himself when they sought refuge with him distressed in mind because they had been deprived of their estates, entered with his younger brothers into war, and there acquired victory but also met his death, and then amidst the sounds of all the drums of the gods took his departure for the skies, followed by the acclamations of mankind. The elder sister of that same Mādirāja, Bijjiyavve, praised in the earth, in the same fashion continued excellently well the magnificence of her younger brothers and that supremacy (of Kōlāra). That supremacy shone in Kōlāra, and Bijjiyavve, having become, as it were, herself the broad creeper of sovereignty, joyfully gave in marriage to the lord Mallikārjuna, amidst the sound of auspicious musical instruments, Gaurī, the charming daughter of Mādirāja, together with that lordship, in his name, and thus obtained mental happiness. In that the lovely woman Gaurī, born in a most famous race that had acquired greatness by its glory, such (as has been described above,) was his wife, Mallikārjuna equalled in majesty the Eternal one.

Whilst they, husband and wife, were living happily together:—To Śrī-Gaurī and to the lord Mallapa,—(to whom belonged) the eighteen villages which were considered his own lordship, a heritage received from his father, and, because he had become daughter's-son to Mādirāja,—the single lordship of Kōlāra,—was born a son, Kēsirāja, of brilliant achievements, a Chakora, as it were, fluttering in the rays of the moon that is the nails of the feet of the lord of the daughter of the sacred mountain. Having attained tranquillity through his excellent liberalty, through his discrimination in recognizing the Supreme Lord in this same Lord of the Mountain-born, and through his firm belief and devotion towards him when he knew him, the lord Kēsava-rāja was beautiful in the earth on account of his bravery which was (innate in him and) not dependent upon (the sensations of) joy, pride, or despair. Destroying not the wealth of others, and having no longing for their wives, how perfect in all his deeds was Kēsirāja, through having his thoughts intently fixed upon the feet of Hara! The wife of the thus-glorious Kēsirāja, Mālaladēvi, born in the celebrated lineage of Agastya, obedient to her husband, became renowned in the earth for her pious deeds. Her pleasing deeds were only such as were agreeable to her husband, her mind was devoted to him, and her only speech was in praise of him,—thus the title of true wife was confirmed in her; and so Mālaladēvi, the lovely wife of Kēsirāja, renowned for her descent, was resplendent in the earth with a plentiful offspring of excellent children and grandchildren. How could other women, who hoard up their riches for themselves, denying the existence of that which they have in their houses, be compared in merit with Mālaladēvi, the ocean of affability? Can women who, concealing what is in

---

* This must be his surname.
† Lit., "brought near, united."
‡ i.e., acting as the representative of her deceased brother.
§ Gaurī is one of the names of Pārvati the wife of Śiva; hence the point of the comparison between Mallikārjuna and Śiva.
| It should be "granddaughter's-son;" for the meaning evidently is that as Bijjiyavve, after the death of her brother, the younger Mādirāja, became a mother to his daughter Gaurī, Mallikārjuna, in wedding Gaurī, became the son of Bijjiyavve, and, therefore, granddaughter's son of the elder Mādirāja.
¶ Pārvati.
their houses, refuse even so much as an oil-seed to their husbands or their children, be considered family-women (good housewives)? (no; but) the wife of Kesiraja, devoted to her husband, full of pleasing virtues, was indeed a good housewife in the earth. How can women, who, if any one comes to their houses, run inside and hide themselves, or, if any one comes before them, say "Who are you? (I know you not)," be compared to Maliyavve? Cross, of bad conduct, contemptible, ugly, unfortunate, of bad character, vixenish, depraved, deceitful, of evil disposition, thoroughly wicked, bad, sinful, vexatious, — such are women, full of dissimulation; and can any of them be compared in merit to even the great toe of Maliyavve? if you ask whether any other women in this world (may be so compared, the answer is "None"). Women who think it a great thing to despise their husbands and who attract other men with wanton behaviour,—say now, how may they be compared with Maliyavve? they are condemned. Can women who look at* their neighbours' houses, the yards in front of their own houses, or their front doors, and who mix with low people under pretext of going to..., †, or to visit other women that are pregnant, or to perform a vow, or of going to shops, or to the vegetable-market, or to present offerings to a goddess,—(can they) be termed "family-women"? if you consider it, there are no others but Maliyaladevi, resplendent as being so full of devotion towards her husband, (to whom that name may be given). The multitude of sins, (that a man is considered to have committed in) having looked at wicked and shrewish women who put their husbands to shame by their improper behaviour is destroyed by enumerating the virtues of Maliyaladevi. What manner of family-women are those who in their deceit use poisonous herbs in order to bring their husbands under their control, and thus cause their husbands to waste away with consumption, jaundice, leprosy, or spleen disease? but Maliyavve, true to her husband, is indeed a family-woman in the world which is encircled by the ocean. The most virtuous wife Maliyaladevi, devoted to her husband, the fair mother of Malideva, famous because to her belonged preeminently the virtues of a true wife of the Kritayuga, was pleasing. In simply looking at that most virtuous woman Maliyaladevi, who is praised by mankind and who is possessed of unrivalled good qualities, one obtains the reward of worshipping the river of the gods; how shall it be described? Anasūrye, the wife of Atri the chief of sages, through her devotion to her husband, bore, amidst the praises of the three worlds, Vrithi,§ Achyuta,|| and Triṇētra,¶ so that they were called her sons; and Maliyaladevi was resplendent, in that through her deeds devotion to a husband existed (again) in this fair age in the lineage of Atri. Through the deeds of Maliyaladevi the saying that "offspring and integrity of conduct become firmly established in the character of a family-woman through the quality of devotion towards her husband" became well known in the earth.

His mother was Gauri, a most devoted wife, born in the family of Vasishtha,—his father was Mallikārjuna, a bee at the lotuses which are the feet of the Unborn,—his elder brother was Mahadeva, profound as the ocean, and his younger brother was that (famous) lord Mādirāja,—his wife was the celebrated Mālāle; thus the lord Kesavaraja was pleasing.

Enjoying the choice pleasures of love with those good women, Mallikārjuna and Mādirāja** begat sons, and, doing obeisance as counsellors to the fortunate royal
spiritual preceptor Muni Chandrādeva, who was the consecrate of the Raṣṭa rule and a very Javarāja* to the hostile Maṇḍalikas decorated with badges of honour, were governing in accordance with his directions the Sugandhavarti Twelve, which was an administrative circle of villages near to († included in?) the Kûndi Three-thousand and was the locality of the administration of the fortunate royal spiritual preceptor Muni Chandrādeva; and if you ask “of what nature are the delights of the city Sugandhavarti the chief town of that kampaṇa?”—Sugandhavarti is conspicuous in the fair plain of Kûndi, abounding in the most perfect pleasures resulting from the grove of mango-trees that is outside the city, from its assemblage of hills, from its fruits, from its dense grove of coccanut-trees, from its pleasant plantation of Aśoka-trees, from its temple of Śiva, and from its beauteous shrine of Jinēndra. Twelve headmen, in whom abode all the qualities of the majesty of a noble disposition, celebrated for their achievements of great fame, without rivals, were the governors of that locality.

In that locality:—Kesirāja, the lord of Kūlara, of spotless deeds, joyfully worshipped the Unborn, whose feet, which are like lotuses, are praised by demons, by snakes, by birds, by gods, and by Indra. When Kesirāja went with joy to behold the feet of the famous lord of the sacred hill, there he vowed “If ever hereafter disease or other (troubles) shall manifest themselves among those whom I protect, I will come no more,” and so the Unborn, being propitiated, ordained that his sons and his wealth should endure in safety,—a most marvellous thing in the earth. And at that same journey to the sacred shrine:—“Let death not come straightway, even when their appointed time has arrived, to those who assemble together (for me), not coming to me at my village with the intention of refusing to do my service with joy,”—uttering this urgent vow Kesava was prosperous in the earth, the god Mallikārjunadēva being favourable to him. Having, with such fierce vows as these and others too, three times visited the god Mallikārjunadēva of Śri-Saila, and having through affection for him brought a liṅga (made of the stone) of the hill, and having in the name of his father Mallikārjunā.

* Yama, the god of death.
† The meaning of “brajya bādha” is to a certain extent doubtful. “Bādha,” though not in the dictionaries and not known to Pañcaśī, is evidently a Tamhavara corruption of the Sanskrit “śēṣa,” enclosure, road, mud wall, or hedge surrounding a town, site of a building, house, and as used in the inscriptions it means, according to the context, either a town or a circle of towns formed into an administrative post. “Āśvēsāh” in the present passage, and again in line 81 of this inscription, corresponds exactly to “vaśīate sthānam,” locality of administration, of line 46 of the Nēgari inscription, (see Jorn. Bon. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. X., page 249). Again “Kusmārārāstrīstra bhajya bādha” is in the present passage and “Kusmārārāstrastra bhajya kampaṇa Śuyandhavartāhāramaṇaṇa” in line 58-1 below, correspond exactly with the Sanskrit, “Pallikēlēdāmarāstrīstra Dēghēstrī sa ṛmaṇaḥ sa prakārārāstrastra... Dēghēsāhramah,” the village of Dēghēs, which was the chief town of the kampaṇa of Dēghēs, which was included in the district of Pallēkēl, in line 34-5 of the Dēghēs inscription No. I (see Jorn. Bon. Br. R. As. Soc., vol. IX., page 269). These two Canarese passages illustrate both the meanings of “bādha,” and show that in the second meaning that I have allotted to it above It is convertible with “kampaṇa.” And a comparison of the Sanskrit with the Canarese shows that “brajya” is of the same purport as “maṇḍayavartī,” but “brajya” means near to, in the vicinity of, and, though this meaning is not a suitable one here, for the Sugandhavarti Twelve was not near to but was actually included in the Kûndi Three-thousand, I hesitate as yet to translate it actually by included, in, which evidently is the meaning intended. We have however, in the Old Canarese “olayyē” = “olāge,” within, inside, which actually occurs as “olayyē” in line 40 of the present inscription, a trace, I think, of an older form of “oḷa,” inner, internal, ending in “ə” or “e,” and “brajya” may, therefore, be a secondary form of “oḷa” or “olaya” = “olāge,” internal, included in, through a form olāgā; but here, again, the phrase now commented on being of frequent occurrence, “brajya” is sometimes written in other inscriptions with the older form of the “ə,” thus, “brajya,” and I have not as yet found any instance of “oḷa,” with its derivatives “olāge,” “olāgā,” &c., being written with the old “ə.” We have traces of “bādha” in Bastwād, Arjunaśād, and other modern names of villages, and in Bāsīgavāda in line 83 below.
‡ The first part of this verse is very obscure.
set up a shrine of the god Śri-Mallināṭhadeva at the tank of Nāgarakere outside
the city of Sugandhavartī which was the locality of the administration of the
fortunate royal spiritual preceptor Munirāṇḍadēva and the chief town of the
Sugandhavartī Twelve, a kāmpaṇa near to (?) included in the Kāndi Three-
thousand:

Hail! In the Śaka year 1151, being the Sarvādhiśa saṃvatsara, on Monday
the day of the new-moon of Āshāda, on a very auspicious lunar day as being the
occasion of a total eclipse of the sun, while the fortunate Mahāmāṇḍalēśvara king
Lakṣmimīdēva, possessed of all the glory of the titles commencing with “The great
chieftain who has attained the five Mahāsādās* the supreme lord of Lattanātrupura,
he who is sung to with the musical instrument called Trivālik, the ornament of the
Rāttakula, he who has the mark of vermilion, he whose fame is as pure as (the rays
of) the moon, the owner of the banner of the golden Garuḍa, he who is a very
Kāmadēva to wanton and amatory maidens, he who is a very Vṛkodara to the
forces of his foes, he who behaves as a brother towards the wives of other men, he
who strikes the cheeks of Manḍalikas and curbs the pride of his mighty enemies, he
who is most impetuous, Boppānasiṅī, was ruling at his capital of Vēṇugarāma
amidst the delights of listening to pleasing stories,—in compliance with the order
which the fortunate royal spiritual preceptor Munirāṇḍadēva had given to the
cultivators, the twelve headmen of that same Sugandhavartī gave, as a grant to be
respected by all, for the purposes of the aṅgabhōga and raṅgabhōga of that same
god Mallināṭhadeva, and for the repair and renewal of what might become broken
or torn or worn out, six hundred kambas of cultivated land in a field to the west of
the village measured out in the circle of Kāḍimāṇ to the south of the black-soil field of the
māṇga-lands† of (the measure of) twelve māttars (which are part) of the black-soil
fields of Muḷugundavaḷḷī and to the north of the road to Haṣudī; and (with this
land) they gave a house, five cubits bread and twenty-one cubits long in the royal
cubits, in a street to the west of the king’s highway to the west of the gate called
Sīrīvāgilu. And all the people, headed by the same twelve headmen, gave one koṭaya
on each post in the corn-treading floors as a perpetual gift to the god as long as the moon
and sun should endure.

Also, in the presence of an assemblage composed of the same twelve headmen
together with Māḍīgāṃvaṇḍa of Kaṇḍi and the ascetics of the five Maṭhas and the
Enruhittrī,† Nāgarāṃvaṇḍa of Kaḍale gave two hundred māttars of cultivated land,
as a grant to be respected by all, measured in the circle of those rent-free lands of
headmen in Kaḍaleyavāḷāna-Haraḷahasuge, which were his rent-free service-lands,
being included in the rent-free service-lands of Modalūr.

Also;—Hail! The entire guilds of the Nakhaṣṭa and the Mummiṣṭa of the locality,

---

* In Prof. Monier Williams' Sanskrit Dictionary, “Mahāsādā” is given as meaning any official title
commencing with the word “maha” (great) “pāśa mahaśaṭṭha,” therefore, would mean five titles of honour,
such as Mahāmāṇḍalēśvara, Mahāraja, &c. This seems a more reasonable explanation than that previously
p. 111, note *.—J. B.]
† “Māṇga,” lands either subjected to only a nominal quit-rent or altogether rent-free.
† “Enruhittrī” = “hittra” = “food, meal,” has also the sense of alms, gratuitously supplying food, and graci-
uously performing services, but the force of “eṣṭiti,” “eight,” prefixed to it here, is not apparent. Possibly enruhittrī
may mean “eight guilds” of some kind or another.
‡ The guilds of the Nakhaṣṭa and the Mummiṣṭa are mentioned also in lines 71–2 of No. VI. of the Raṭṭa
Bombay Society's Journ., vol. IX, No. xxvii, page 298) we have “the guilds of the Mummiṣṭa of many
places” and “the guilds of the Mummiṣṭa” again in line 54 of the same. Certain guilds of merchants are
evidently intended, but I cannot at present offer any further explanation of these terms. In line 16 of a
photographic copy of an inscription at Beljjāvē, the modern Bajēgāvē in Maśūr,—of the time of the Chālukya
headed by the twelve headmen of Sugandhavarti, who were the protectors of the laws of the Virabhañju-guild, which is the very embodiment of truth, pure conduct, brilliant achievements, morality, modesty, and learning, adorned with innumerable good qualities acquired by five hundred strict edicts celebrated through the whole world, forming themselves into a great assembly on market-day, came to an agreement among themselves and set apart for that same god Mallinâthadêva the following taxes. They gave one hundred betel-leaves on each load of a beast of burden of betel-leaves, and fifty betel-leaves on each load of the same carried on the head. Inside the village and in the market-place the people of that place gave a spoonful on each kind of grain that was sold, and on each paddy-shop. They gave two betel-nuts on each shop. With respect to green ginger, jaggory, turmeric, and other miscellaneous articles, they gave one spoonful of each on each shop. Of cotton they gave on each shop as much as a man can hold in his hand. Also fifty cultivators gave a ladleful of oil on each oil-mill for the perpetual lamp of the same god. Also of oil that comes from Bêrîru for sale they gave an addâ of oil on each hâdaru. The potters† of that place gave on each kiln a vessel for the water of the god. Also five hundred (dealers in vegetables) gave two bundles on each cart-load of vegetables put up for sale and four vegetables on each load (of a beast of burden). The Bôvakkal§ gave a small tax such as a gift in alms on the vegetables that they brought for sale.

Also the twelve headmen of Elarâve gave to that same god, as a grant to be respected by all, four maitâr of cultivated land, measured in the circle of Nâvilgund to the east of the high road to Sirîvär and to the north of the watercourse of Kadûgura, within the boundaries of their own field (in the lands) of Savandhavatti and in the lands to the south of their own village, and they gave also a house five cubits broad by twelve cubits long.

Also the worthy Sindaramaileyanâyaka of Bêttasura, and the six headmen of that place, gave, as a grant to be respected by all, four maitâras of cultivated land, measured in the circle of Nâvilgund to the south of the watercourse of Kadûgura, within the lands to the south of their village, and they gave also a house six cubits broad by twelve cubits long.

Also, to the same god, all the members of that sect of which Subhâchandrasiddhântidêva, who shared the same rites with Prabhâchandrasiddhântidêva, the priest of the Jain temple of Mânikyatirtha of हूलि, and Indrakrittitidêva and Śrîdhara, the disciples of that same Prabhâchandrasiddhântidêva, were the heads, at Hiriyakummi which was the locality of that same Jain temple of Mânikyatirtha, together with the six headmen of that place, gave, as a grant to be

king Vikramâdiyâ II. (see No. 39 of a collection of photographic copies of inscriptions published for the Government of Mâsûr by Major Dixon in 1865), we have, after the mention of the names of certain merchants, *the entire guild of the Nâgara and the Muymurî thus composed,* we have, therefore, here "Nâgara" as a convertible term with "Nâkâra." As to "Muymurî," it is given under No. 21, at page 402, of Mr. Kîtel's edition of the Subâvanâpârapana of Kâsinâga, as meaning heated sand; I have not met with the word as yet in any other printed book or glossary.

* "Bhârijâ" is the modern "bassaîga, badsaîga, or basîga," which, though given in Sanderson's dictionary as a pure Canarese word, must be the original of a Tâbâhâva corruption of the Sanskrit "bâńjâ bâsîjika," merchant, trader. The Virabhañjâ-guild is a division of the class of Lîgâyât merchants.
† "Yadda" is a provincialism for "ettu" ("yetta"), an ox, and "adda" in the text or "yadda," according as we regard the "y" as an initial letter, or as inserted for the sake of euphony, probably means some measure determined by the load of an ox.
‡ "âyâkântur" or "âyakântar" is equivalent to "âyâkânu," those who enjoy the "aye," "âyâkânu," or "âyakânu," i.e., the hereditary village servants collectively, the "hârâ-hâkântû" of the Marâṭhás. Here the word seems to be used to denote particularly the potters.
§ "Bôvakkal" or "bôvakkal" is evidently the same as "bôgî-makkal" for "bhôgî-makkal," i.e., "bôgîyâru," fishermen, the bearers of palanquins, &c.
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respected by all, a house six cubits broad by twelve cubits long, together with four
mattars of cultivated land, measured in the circle of Navilgund, to the south of that
same village, to the south of the cultivated land belonging to Nêmaña in the rent-
free service lands* of Nêlliya-Chatçaguda, and to the cast of the boundaries of the
field of Úrugolana.

Also, to the same god, two hundred merchants and the twelve headmen of Hasudi,
the great Agrahára† of the holy Anádil,‡ gave three hundred kambas of cultivated
land, as a grant to be respected by all, measured in the circle of Digiçvaradêva
of Sôgala within the locality of Hebbasuje, which is to the west of their own
Bâsighavâda, to the south of the tank of Ghaisagere which is to the south of
their village, and to the west of the black-soil field of Savanubela of Savandhavatti.

Also Munichandradêva, at the request of . . . . . . ,§ gave through||
those who received the contributions on the oil-mills a sôllage of oil each Monday.

And that same Kèsirâja of Kôlâra, having obtained all this as a portion for the
god Mallinâthadêva of the tank called Nâgarkere of Sugandhavarti, built up
that tank and planted a grove round it and gave the place, with libations of water, to
Liñgayya, the priest of the original local temple of Bellîtage, who also bore the name
of Vâmâsakti, the disciple of his own spiritual preceptor who practised the pure Saiva
rites which were the method of his own worship; and the account of his lineage is
this:—“How is he, the descendant of the sage Durvâsa, overwhelmed with trouble!”
thus saying, that same Vâmâsakti, the best of devotees, having taken an oath and
having become victorious, became celebrated in the earth and acquired a name. His
son, Dêvasîva, of great fame, versed in all the sacred writings, of good conduct, owning
great possessions acquired by the might of his arm, was resplendent in the earth. His
offspring, Liñgasîva, acquainted with the Saiva doctrines, the abode of an inestimable
number of good qualities, of good and spotless deeds, worshipped devoutly the Unborn
of Sri-Saila. Perceiving that this Liñga, when worshipping the liûga, shone like a
bee at the lotuses which are the feet of Sri-Mallinâtha, Kèsirâja gave to him this
(grant above described).

May he, who preserves this land, which has become the subject of a praiseworthy
edict, ever possess an increasing eminence of power; but may he, who, not willing to
protect it, destroys (this grant), sink into misery! If a man destroy this, his sin is as
great as if he were pitilessly to slay cows, or his own family, or Brâhmans, at the
sacred shrines of Gaye, Vârayâsi, or Kurubhûmi. He is born for the duration of
sixty thousand years as a worm in ordure, who confiscates land that has been given,
whether by himself or by another. That man who, not honouring piety, destroys (a
grant of) land, whether it has been given by himself or by members of another family,
shall afterwards become a worm and descend to hell. Those future rulers of the earth,
whether born in my lineage, or in the lineage of other kings, who, with minds free from
sin, preserve this my act of piety in its integrity,—them I now salute, joining my hands

* "Bala" is the old form of the Carnaresse "basa," a party,—either a faction or a branch of a family of
hereditary officials, especially of village headmen; and it means secondary in inscriptions, as in the present
instance, but not in the current language of the present day, the portion of the hereditary service-lands allotted
to such a branch of a family of hereditary officials or to any member of such a branch. In its secondary
meaning it is equivalent to "gadavasâyu" which we have had in several places above.
† "Agrahâra" means a village granted to a temple or to Brâhmans for purposes of religion, education, and
charity.
‡ "He who has no beginning."
§ "Âgaru chaçatimâryâra,"—meaning not apparent.
|| i.e., caused them to give.
together on my forehead. Whether it be the kings of the royal race which I myself serve, or other kings, if they do no injury to this deed of piety, to them I now join my hands (in respectful salutation). This is the saying of that same Kesiraja.

Acquiring the benefit of good deeds performed in a former state of existence, Madiraja, esteemed the son of the lord Kesiraja, has in accordance with the wishes of that lord composed and written this brilliant edict. The twelve headmen of Sugandhavarti shall protect this act of piety!

Remarks.

The following is the genealogy of the Raite Great Chieftains of Saundatti and Belgaum, as derived from this and other inscriptions of the dynasty:

Mepada.

Prithvirama,† about Saka 800.

Pitkara, married to Nijikabe or Nijyabbe.

Santa or Santivarnama, married to Chandikabe, Saka 963.

Nanna.

Kartavirya I., or Katta I.,§ about S. 960.

Dvari or Duryina. Kannakair, I. or Kanna I.

Egata or Egata. Anka,§ S. 971.

Sena I. or Kalaesena I., married to Mailaladevi.

Kannakair II. or Kanna II. Saka 1009.

Kartavirya II., or Katta II., married to Bhagaladevi, S. 1010.

Sena II. or Kalaesena II.,¶ about S. 1050, married to Lakshmidavi.

Kartavirya III. or Kattana, S. 1096,** married to Padmanadevi or Padmanvati.

Lakshmana or Lakshmidava I., married to Chandaladevi or Chandrikadevi.

Kartavirya IV. S. 1124, 1127, and 1141, married to Echaladevi and (?) Mdevi.

Lakshmideva II., Saka 1151.

* From Ind. Ant. vol. IV. p. 280.—J. B.
‡ Subordinate to the Chalukya Tailapadeva II., S. 895 to 919.
§ Subordinate to Someshvaradeva I., S. 962? to 991.
¶ Subordinate to the Chalukyas Somareshvaradeva II., S. 991? to 998, and Vikramaditya II., S. 998 to 1049.
† At first, under Jayakarna, son of Vikramaditya II.; afterwards he was independent, as were his successors.
2. AN OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTION ON A STONE TABLET
AT THE TEMPLE OF PANCHALINGADEVA, MANOLI, IN THE PARASGADE TALUKA
OF THE BELGAUM DISTRICT.

Plate LXXIV.* and First Report, page 15.

Reverence to Sambhur,† who is made beautiful by a chauri, which is the moon that lightly rests upon his lofty head, and who is the foundation pillar for the erection of the city of the three worlds!

In Jambudvīpa, ‡ the most excellent region to the south of Meru, which is worthy of great worship in this earth encircled by the ocean, is Bharatakshētra, which is equally resplendent and beautiful. In Kuntalā, which like a beautiful braid of hair adorns the land of Bharata, is the broad district of Toragale; the very pleasant city of Munipura is esteemed the chief beauty of that district. So that you may say that it is like the city of the gods resplendent in the universe, Munipura is more glorious than a crome of other sacred places of pilgrimage from (its being the favourite residence of the sages) Veda-yaśa, Kutaśa, Jamadagni, Vaśishtha, Bharadvāja, Attri, and Viśvāmitra, who confessed that it was the birth-place of Pañchaliṅga § and the abode of the goddess of fortune, and that, being possessed of the waters of the Rāmaganga, || it was worthy to be worshipped both in this world and in the next. To describe the pleasure garden of that city—Munivalli has always been considered to be the birth-place of the goddess of fortune on account of its black bees and its coccanuts, and arecanuts, and rose-apples, and the fruits of the Madhur; on account of its jack-trees, and mango-trees, and lime-trees, and orange-trees, and clove trees, and betel-plants, and Surahonne trees, and Supatāli trees, and Pārījata trees, and Pumāga trees, and Aśoka trees; and on account of the betel creepers that cause a dense gloom. This same Munipura was the abode of the sages Sanaka, Sanandana, Jamadagni, Vibhāndaka, and others; he who with joy protects it, daily delighting in the perpetual beauties of the pleasure garden of that city, is Pañchaliṅga; its high prosperity shall outshine riches and gold as long as the earth and Meru and the moon shall last.

Hail! While the valorious universal emperor, the glorious King Sīṅghanadēva,—the favourite of the world, the supreme king of great kings, the supreme lord, the most venerable, the sun of the white lotuses of the family of the glorious Jaitugidēva,¶ the best among the Yadavas,—was ruling at his capital of Dēvagiri with the recreation of pleasing conversations:—King Sīṅghana, the sovereign of the Yadavas,—having invaded and acquired with the edge of the sword which was his arm the territory of the hostile kings, and having charmingly become the sole ruler of the world,—by means of his mighty rule made the whole earth (which rests) upon the tusk of the elephants

---

* Mr. Fleet’s transliteration being into modern Canarese, I find it impracticable to reproduce it.—J. B.
† Siva, who bears a digit of the moon on his tiara.
‡ Jambudvīpa is the central division of the world. The golden mountain Meru is the centre of Jambudvīpa Bharatakshētra, “the land of Bharata,” is India.
§ Siva, who is the ultimate object of the śiva worship, is called Pañchaliṅga, “he who has five lingas,” probably from the chief places at which he is worshipped under that emblem being five in number, viz.:—
1, Conjevaram, where there is the “pithi-saṅga,” or śīla made of earth; 2, Jambukāśvāra, where there is the “ab-liṅga,” or śīla from which water is said to exude perpetually; 3, Tirunamale, where there is the “tēm-liṅga,” or śīla which sparkles with light; 4, Kālaṇhasti, where there is the “vēna-liṅga” or śīla, the lamp of which is said to be kept in constant vibration by the wind; and 5, Chidambara, where there is the “śāhā-liṅga,” or aerial or sham śīla, i.e. where the śīla is worshipped without any material form of it being kept in the temple.
|| This would seem to be another name for the Malaprahaři. Many rivers are called Ganga because the waters of the real Ganges are supposed to flow into them periodically.
¶ Jaitugidēva was the name of the father, as well as of the son, of Sīṅghanadēva.

(11546.)
(that siend) at the points of the compass, his prey. While the kings of Mālava and Chēra and Chōla and Magadhā, and the lords of the countries of Gürjara, Pāṇḍya, Lāla, Nēpāla, Turushka, Barbariga, Kērla, Pallava, Aṅga, Vaṅgi, Pāṇchāla, Kaliṅga, and Sindhu were reigning.—Siṅghaṇa, the king of men, governing the earth in happiness, was glorious like the king of the gods. The world has become his prey; and, saying “Let him rule the earth with justice,” King Siṅghaṇa gave the government of the earth to Jagadāla Purushottama. On a religious occasion King Siṅghaṇa, who was pre-eminent in respect of his renown, saying “Let him build the city of Sivapura,” gave the celebration of the rites of Purushottama * to Jōgadēva.

Best among a hundred millions is the family of Purushottama, who is a very Mēry in respect of his firm dignity and the lustre of his excellent fame, and who, through the influence of his star, is a very asylum of mankind, a very jewel of a man. And the lineage of that same Jōgadēva is this:—Paṅchaliṅga, the lord of the daughter ✺ of the mountain, is the propitious lord of his family; his gōtra ✻ is that of Kauṇḍinya with (the praevra § of) Vasishṭha and Māitrāvaraṇa; Rāmaṅdēva, firm in truth, is adorned with the qualities of a father (towards him); the honoured Lōkāmbike is his mother; Gaurbhāyi is his charming wife; Sōmanātha, the bridegroom of the goddess of fortune, is the son of him, the husband of the goddess of fortune;—how fortunate, then is Jōgadēva!

And, that same Jōgadēva having exercised authority over many countries and having ruled happily;—Hail!—On the holy occasion of an eclipse of the moon on Monday, the day of the full-moon of the bright fortnight of the month Kārttika of the Chitrabhaṇu su✈ίETF4oro,|| which was the year of the glorious Saka era 1145, at the command of the Daṉanāyaka Purushottama, ¶ who was the manager of all the affairs of the glorious Siṅghaṇadēva, Jōgadēva gave with gifts of gold and libations of water (the village of) Kaḻavole, as a grant to be respected by all, to the god Sri-Paṅchaliṅgaṅgadēva, the self-existent one, for the purposes of his temple with beautiful pinacles, for the purpose of repairing anything that might become broken or torn or worn out, for the purposes of the perpetual offering, for the purposes of the angabhdāga** and the raṅgabhdāga,** and for the purposes of a charitable dining-hall. Jōgadēva, the excellent husband of the goddess of fortune, being gracious, in his affection respectfully gave to (the god) Sri-Paṅchaliṅga (the village of) Kaḻavole, as a firm grant to be respected by all, for the purposes of Chaitrapavitra,†† of repairing anything that might become torn or worn out, and of a charitable dining-hall; the lords of the earth shall preserve this grant as long as the ocean and the moon and the sun may last. Sri-Jōgadēva, the Daṉaṅdhīsa, the good man, the younger brother of Purushottama, gave as a firm grant the city of Sivapura to Brāhmaps, for as long as the earth and

---

* Viṣṇu, “the supreme spirit.”

† Parvati, the wife of Śiva and daughter of the mountain Himālaya.

‡ Gōtra, “family or kindred.”

§ Praevra, “means the invocation of those ancestors whose names are to be coupled with that of Agni, the god of fire, when the latter is invited to be present at the consecration of the sacrificial fire.”

|| According to the table in Brown’s Caritic Chronicle, the Chitrabhaṇu su✈ίETF4oro is Saka 1144, and Saka 1145 is the Subhāru or Svabhāru su✈ίETF4oro.

♣ “Daṉanāyaka,” “Daṉaṅdēva,” Daṉaṅdhīsa, or “Chamūpa,” as used in inscriptions, appears to denote a military officer with administrative charge.

** I have not been able to obtain any satisfactory explanation of these terms as used in connexion with the worship of idols.

†† Perhaps “the purificatory rites of (the month) Chaitra.” In other passages the words are separate—“chaitrakāra pavitrikka;” e.g. in line 76 of the Nēsargi inscription, Jd. Br. Br. R. A. S., vol. X., No. xxix., pp. 240 et seqq.
Mēru and the moon may endure. Jōgadēva, the Chamūpa, joyfully gave sixteen allotments, each of two hundred kūmānas (of land), to the excellent Brāhmans of Sīvapura, in four out of the ancient villages. And if you ask in what villages respectively:—In Muniipura, in Sindavīge, in Āgarā, and in Naṅgaraipura. Jōgadēva, who followed the precepts of Manu, with affection and modesty gave sixteen allotments to Brāhmans. In order that it might be esteemed pre-eminent in the world, Jōgadēva the Daṅḍādhīśa, the younger brother of Jagadāla-Puṛushottama, declared that Sīvapura surpasses the charming land of enjoyment.†

And on the same occasion:—The gardeners of the jewel-mine Muniipura, who were the receptacles of great liberality, acquired renown through the strength and the power and the eminence of their wealth, their truth, their firm determination, their perseverance, and their heroism. The gardeners, who had obtained the excellent favour of the lotuses which are the feet of (the god) Paṅchaliṅga, who is resplendent throughout the world, gave perpetually year by year for the purposes of the raṅgāhīga a kūnāga; on the (total produce of) dried fruits, grain, &c.§

Honourable, worthy to be accounted foremost among the brave, possessed of a most excellent reputation by reason of the strength and the eminence and the greatness of their firm determination, the preservers of all religious rites, worthy to be worshipped, more glorious than any others, abounding in holy deeds, possessed of a profound firmness that comprised a number of various good qualities, firm in truth, the granters of all requests,—such are the Ugrā Three-hundred,|| who are worthy to be worshipped in this world. Even the Unborn cannot describe the greatness of the Five-hundred-and-four, who occupied themselves in all the rites of religion, which greatness, resulting from their protecting might, their generosity, the powerful attraction of their truth, and the eminence of their energy, was such that you might say that one who asked them for protection or begged of them a freedom from old age and death was certain to attain his desired object; who, then, may describe it? And whenever those same Three-hundred and the Five-hundred-and-four asked with importunity (?),†† they gave one coin such as is given on marriage occasions.

And the boundaries of the three hundred kūmānas of cultivated land, (which were given as a grant) to be respected, to the god Śrī-Paṅchaliṅgadēva, are:—on the east, the high-road that goes to the valley; on the south, a rivulet; on the west, the cultivated land called Akxaśālīgiya; and on the north, the cultivated land called Hēbbalāhara—

——

* "Kūmāna" or "kūnāma"—an ancient land-measure, the value of which is not now known.
† Svarga, or paradise, where people enjoy the reward of their works.
‡ "Kūnāga" is the modern "khaṇḍaga," or "khaṇḍaga," equivalent to about three bushels.
§ "Tārene"—but the meaning to be given to "tāru," or which we have the dative case here and the genitive case, "tārina," in line 48 below, is not certain. In Sanderson's Canarese Dictionary "tāru" is given as meaning as a noun an omen, the bar of a door, a particular tree, and as a verb to become thin, exhausted with fatigue, dried up. As he gives also a form "tāru" in the meaning of a door-bar, and the tree so called, "tāru" may be assumed to be also the old form of the root in its verbal significations. And it would seem to me that the word as used in this inscription is connected with the root in its verbal signification to become dried up, and means dried produce generally.
|| It is not apparent who are the "Ugura Three-hundred," and the "Five-hundred-and-four." Some large religious establishment appears to be alluded to, and perhaps it is the establishment of the priests of the temple of Eḷḷamār or Rēnukkā at Ugpurul, which is close to Saundatti in the Prasagad Tākul of the Belgaum district. The temple is one of great note, it has a large establishment of priests, and great numbers of people go on pilgrimages to it at stated times; but, though the shrine has every appearance of being of some antiquity, I have met with no allusions to it in inscriptions, unless the present is one. The "Ugura Five-hundred" and the "Eleya-Bōjgurā Five-hundred-and-four," are mentioned also in lines 28-9 of No. IV. of my Sindavītsa inscriptions in the Jo. Bo. Br. R. A. S., vol. XL, No. xxxi, p. 254.
†† "Chatturāsiperitātu"; but the meaning is not at all certain. In analyzing it as "chatturāsiga eradūla," I would connect "chatturāsiga" with "chāttāyina" to be obstinate, hardned.
lakeyi. And the boundaries of one mattr* (of land, which also was given to the god, are):—On the east, (the temple of) the goddess Kalikādevī; on the south, the tank called Hanitegere; on the west, (the village of) Kaṟunuṭṭa; and on the north, the high-road (to the village) of Huvinaṭkal. Also the fixed contribution that was allotted, free from all opposing claims, on the betel plantations measuring five hundred kuṭis,† which was to the south of (the temple of) the god, to the west of the rivulet called Yaṅganattīhallā, to the north of the (river) Śrī-Ṭhāmaṅge and to the east of a stone set upright in the ground, was the impost of the Harikelkut; and the contribution on the profits was the imposition of a bundle of betel-leaves levied on the road; and (there was allotted) to that same god one visakṣa on each load of a beast of burden of betel-leaves. Two solānagges of oil (were given) on (each) oil-mill, to provide for the ceremony of averting the effects of the evil eye which was held on Mondays at Siṅgaṅaṭti of that locality. And one oil-mill was set apart for the god. Sixty cultivators gave a kaṇṭage of dried fruits, grain, &c. And the reapers of the betel-plants will give (a contribution) when they reap, and the consumers of betel-leaves will willingly give (a contribution). The ministers of the king shall recognise these imposts. And the sellers of betel-leaves and arecanuts inside the village will give (a contribution) when they realise in cash the prices that they obtain.

The east and south boundary of a flower-garden, (which was given to the same god,) is the river Śrī-Ṭhāmaṅge; the west boundary is the garden of the Basadi;¶ and the north boundary is a plantation of betel-plants.

And the boundaries of a garden on the river containing five hundred betel-plants are:—On the east, the river Śrī-Ṭhāmaṅge; on the south and west and north, stones set upright in the ground. (Also there were given) three flower-gardens in the waste land called Suravaṇahāl.

Having established the shrine of the god Śrī-Mādhavanārāyaṇa and having given as a grant to be respected by all, with gifts of gold and libations of water, (the village of) Sattiyakere for the purposes of the angabhūga and vaṅgabhūga of that same god, (there was given) a betel-plantation of five hundred kuṭis to the east of Munivalli, to the south of a rivulet, to the west of the river Śrī-Ṭhāmaṅge, and to the north of a stone set upright in the ground.

And on the same occasion there were given to the Brāhmans of Brahmapuri, with libations of water, two allotments at (the village of) Kāḍakula, two at Balligere, two at Hulukund, two at . . . āse, two at Kurulantr, two at Bannivtur, two at Dādeyabāvi, two at Goravanur, two at Yaṅgavādanavatvur, and four at Halēvur.

And, while that same Jōgadēvanāyaka was cherishing the practices of religion, sixty cultivators** acquired and gave to the Ugraṇa Three-hundred and the Five-hundred-

* * Mattr*—an ancient land-measure the value of which is not now known.
† * Kuti*—a pit, hole. The meaning of the text is probably *a betel-plantation capable of holding five hundred plants.*
‡ * Harike* is a vow; and * kuṭi* in addition to the meaning given in the preceding note, means, as a verb, to dig a hole, to protect, to journey.
§ Explained to me as being the same as *uddīna*; *the fourth part of an anna.* In Sanderson’s Dictionary *visā* is giving as meaning *once-sixteenth, a share, portion*; and we have also *visā* five seers.
∥ * Solānagge* is perhaps a mistake for *solage, solage, solage, or solage,* the sixty-fourth part of a *kolaga,* which is equivalent to about three twentieths of a bushel.
¶ * Basadi*—modern *Basī*—*a Jain temple.*
** This seems to be a technical expression; we meet with it again in line 44 of the Gulhalji inscription in the *Journ. B. B. H. As. Soc.,* vol. IX. No. xxvi., at pp. 296 et seqq.; in line 38 of the Kirtī inscription at pp. 304 et seqg. of the same; in line 2 of No. III. of the Baḷṭa inscriptions, vol. X. No. xxix., at pp. 294 et seqg. of the same; and in line 78 of No. VI. of the Baḷṭa inscriptions at pp. 240 et seqg. of the same; and I have found the same expression in other inscriptions not yet published.
and-four, with gifts of gold and libations of water, at Sīvapura, as a token of union, certain land of which the boundaries are:—To the north-east there is a row of tamarind trees arranged in the form of a festoon of flowers hung over a doorway. To the south of the row of tamarind trees, arranged in the form of a festoon of flowers hung over a doorway, there is the garden of Bā . . . rākura, which is to the south of the ornamented gateway of the temple of (the goddess) Kārānikēmāsānikēbba which stands together with the land of Jīnēndra, the foe of passion. From the boundary of that garden towards the west there is the garden of the merchant Kimbharakālisēṭṭi; from the north-west of this garden towards the south there are the gardens of Harumbāvī-Brahmaya, Āhāltāya, and Bānasvaya; thence towards the west there is the road that goes to Kallavole and the sacred shrine on the (river) Malaprahārī called Rudrārīthā; thence to the north (we come to the village of) Karuguppe, from the centre of which (we come to the village of) Kappe, below which is the road to Modalūr; thence (we come to) the row of tamarind trees, arranged like a festoon of flowers hung over a doorway, and commencing from a tamarind tree which stands at the junction of the cultivated land called Kodagadikeyi and the field called Kālīkaveyola and the stream. Such is the course of the boundaries.

Since . . . . all belongs equally to the god Sīr-Pañchalingadeva, the regents of the four principal points of the compass, and kings, and the Five-hundred who are perfect in respect of their religion, and the One-thousand, and the (inhabitants of the) four cities, and the people of (the locality called) the “Seven-and-a-half,” and of (the locality called) the “Eleven-and-a-half”^ and of many districts on both sides, shall preserve this religious grant of rent-free service-land as long as the earth and the water and the moon and sun and stars may last, avoiding the commission of the ten faults.

He is born for the duration of sixty thousand years as a worm in ordure who confiscates land that has been given whether by himself or by another.

3. Inscription from Cave III., at Bādāmi.

First Report, Plate XXXII., and pages 22 ff.

Transcription.

* Eḷuwarēsthāja and Hānneruḷuwarēsthāja are technical names and mean literally the place (or locality) that is (called) the “Seven-and-a-half,” and the place (or locality) that is (called) the “Twelve-and-a-half.” In No. V. of the Raṭṭa inscriptions (Journ. B. B. R. As. Soc. vol. X. p. 227), line 93, we have the place (or locality) that is (called) the “Eleven-and-a-half.” These terms probably originated in some local custom of which no traces now remain, but the clue to the explanation of them may perhaps be found in a custom formerly observed at Bāṇkāpūr in the Dāhrwād district; the Shāhēḥbāzir of that town was taken as a kind of limit dividing not the town only, but the neighboring country also, into two parts; and the inhabitant of the two divisions thus constituted used, at the festival of the Hēlī-Huṇṇuva, to meet in opposition to each other and engage in a contest called kallā-kāḷaga, literally “the war of stones.” If the number of villages on each side of the line-division was not specified, the contesting parties would be “the people of many countries on both sides,” as the expression is in the text of Inscription No. VI. (Journ. B. B. R. As. Soc. vol. X. p. 240 et seq.) if the two divisions contained, the one seven villages and the other twelve, then including in each division half the town of Bāṇkāpūr itself, the contesting parties would be “the people of the locality called ‘Seven-and-a-half,’ and the people of the locality called ‘Twelve-and-a-half.’” Technical and traditional Canarese names often contain, for reasons which are not now known, numerical components; thus at Rāyara-Huṅbālī (the king’s Hubbālī) in the Dāhrwād district there is a mātha that is always spoken of as Hānneruḷu-Māṭa, literally “the Twelve-māṭa.” and there is at the same place an Ayya or priest whose title is Māṛuraviraddaya, literally “the Three-thousand-Ayya?” This Ayya’s title may have originated in his ancestors being the high-priests of the Kōṇḍi Three-thousand. As another instance of a name with a numerical component we have in No. V. line 60 (Journ. B. B. R. As. Soc. vol. X. p. 226), the Jain temple called Paṅchavasαd, that is, “the Five-Basadi.”

(11540)
Translation.

Hail! In the twelfth year of his prosperous reign, five hundred of the years of the royal installation of the Saka king having expired, Śrī-Manyāgallaśvāra, who is valorous in war,—whose two feet are tinted with the lustre of the jewels in the diadems of kings who have been caused to bow down before him by the edge of the sword which is wielded by his arm,—who is the auspicious abode of victory over the (whole) earth as far as the four oceans,†—who is a most excellent worshipper of (Vishnu as) the Holy One,§—who is born in the lineage of the Chalkyans who meditate on the feet of Śrī-Śvāmi,|| who are of the kindred of Mānavya, who are the offspring of Harid, and whose

* In the original this letter is inserted below the line, having been at first omitted.
† In the original the जू and the ज्ञ are clear, but the first consonant of the compound letter has been effaced; judging from the space left and the position of the जू, the missing letter is probably ज्ञ, but it might of course be ज्ञ, ज्ञ, or ज्ञ.
‡ i.e., the northern, southern, eastern, and western oceans.
§ "Parama-bhagyavat," a most excellent worshipper of Bhagavān or Vishnu.
|| A name of Kārttikeya or Mahākāma, the god of war. This and the following two titles belong also to the kings of the older Kādamba dynasty of Paścikā, (see Nos. 2, 6, and 7 of the inscriptions published by me in the Journ. Bomb. Dr. R. A. Soc., vol. IX., No. xxvii. page 235 et seq.), and probably to the kings of other old dynasties also.
heads are purified by ablutions performed after the celebration of the Agnishtoma, Agnieszayana, Vajapeya, Puṇḍarikaka sacrifices, and horse-sacrifices which cost much gold,—who is endowed with the three constituents of regal power,—who is the full moon of the sky which is the race of the Chalkya,—who is possessed of a body which is adorned with a multitude of many good qualities,—who has an intellect which is intent upon the true essence of the meaning of all the sacred writings,—who is possessed of extreme strength and prowess and energy,—having erected a temple, an abode of the great Vishnu, surpassing everything which is celestial or human, fashioned with most curious workmanship, most worthy to be looked at on the surface of any primary or secondary division of the earth,† and having given rich gifts to Brāhmaṇas in it on the holy full-moon of the month Kārttika, granted, on the occasion of the installation of the image of the holy Vishnu, who destroyed the army of the enemies of the gods with his discus the shape of which is like that of the sun risen (again) after the destruction of the universe, the village called Lajjīśvara,‡ having made a daily observance the bestowal of food and alms upon sixteen Brāhmaṇas for the purpose of offering the oblation to Nārāyaṇa and (having set apart) the remainder for the sustenance of wandering religious mendicants,—saying “In the presence of the Sun, Fire, and the (guild of) merchants,§ the reward of this accumulation of religious merit has been made over with oblations of water to my elder brother Kirttivarna, the lord of valour, who was sufficiently powerful to protect the whole circle of the earth, who was adorned with a canopy consisting of his fame which was propped up by standards of victory acquired in many battles in which there were mēlēes of chariots and elephants and horses and footmen, and which was bounded (only) by the waves of the four oceans,‖ and who was worshipped by gods and Brāhmaṇas and spiritual preceptors; let whatever reward belongs to (me who am) possessed of a desire to obey my brother acrue to me.” (And this grant is) not to be diminished by any one; (for) —“Land has been given by many and has been continued in grant by many; he, who for the time being possesses land, enjoys the benefit of it. Carefully continue, O Yudhishthira, land that has been given whether by thyself or by another; continuing a grant is the best (act) of kings and is more excellent than giving. He, who confiscates land that has been given whether by himself or by another, becomes a worm in the excrement of a dog and sinks (into hell) with his ancestors”:—(these are) the verses sung by Vyāsa.

Remarks.

The Inscription records the erection of a Vaishṇava temple and the allotment of grants on behalf of it by the Chālukya king Maṅgaliśvara or Maṅgaliśa in the Śaka year 501 (A.D. 579–80).

This is the first instance that I have met with of the name of the dynasty being spelt as “Chalkya”; the usual form is Chalukya or Chālukya, and it is, I think, also occasionally written Chalkiya.

* Sc., majesty, the power of good counsel, and the force of energy.
† The meaning of the compound “bhāmabhagopa, &c.” is obscure, and my interpretation of it may perhaps not be correct.
‡ See note † to the transcription.
§ The merchants, or probably the chief men among them, constituted a village jury and investigated disputes, pronounced the results of trials by ordeal (see the Kālanka inscription of Kṣitigarh at page 304 et seq. of the above-mentioned number of the Journ. Bum. Br. R. As. Soc.), witnessed grants with a view to subsequently proving them if required, &c.
‖ i.e., which spread over and enveloped the whole inhabited earth.
The early Chāluṣya kings appear to have been very tolerant in matters of religion. In an inscription at Aihoḷe* in the Kalâdgi district, not far from Bāḍāmi, we find Pulikēṣṭā II., the nephew and successor of Mangaliṣa, erecting and making grants to a Jain temple in the Śaka year 507, and Liṅga or Śaiva temples were erected and endowed by others of them.

The present inscription fixes the Śaka year 490 as the commenceement of the reign of Maṅgaliṣa. Śaka 488 is the date obtained by Sir W. Elliot for his predecessor Kirttivarṇa I. This inscription also determines, with a precision not hitherto, I think, attained, the commenceement of the Śaka era. The era has been considered to date "from the birth of Śālivāhana, a mythological prince of the Dekhan, who opposed Vikramaḍītya, the Rāja of Ujjayinī."† It is here said distinctly to "date from the royal installation or coronation of the Śaka king."


On one of the columns of the great Cave Temple. See First Report, page 23, and Plate XXXIV., No. 10.

Translation.‡

May prosperity attend the bastion, which was built, at the order of the great king Konḍarāja, on the fifteenth day of the bright fortnight of (the month) Āśadhā, of the Sōbhakrīt saṅvatsara!§ Sri!

5. BĀḌĀMI.—INSRIPTION NO. 19.

On an old temple in the hill fort to the north of Bāḍāmi. See First Report, page 27, and Plate XXXV., No. 19.

Translation.

May prosperity attend the bastion, which was built, at the order of the Nāyaka Akrushappanā . . . . . . || of the King Sadāśivarāya,¶ on the fifteenth day of the bright fortnight of (the month) Āśadhā of the Sōbhakrīt saṅvatsara!** Sri! The superintendent of the administration of the king Konḍarāja! Sri!


In the Gupta character, from the south side of the east porch, near the door. See First Report, Plate XLI., No. 20, and page 31.

---

* An impression has been taken of this inscription and will appear in the Indian Antiquary, where a translation of it has been published: vol. V., pp. 67 ff.
† Princep's Useful Tables, page 154, in Thomas' edition of Ind. Antiquities, vol. II.
‡ Mr. Flett having transcribed the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 6th of these inscriptions into canarese characters, I regret that I am unable to reproduce them satisfactorily in this country. J. B.
§ Probably the Śaka year 1465 (A.D. 1643–4).
¶ The meaning of Hadopadha is not apparent.
** Probably Saṭḍāśivādvaśamahārāya of Vidyānagari or Vaiṣyānagara, whose dates, as known to me from other inscriptions, are Śaka 1474, 1476 or 1477, and 1483. [See Inscription No. 8 on plate XXXIII. of the First Report.—J. B.]
Translation.

Hail. (Glorious are*) the customs of former times, which were established . . . . ,† by Śrī-Vijayāditya,‡ in whom truth was inherent,§ the favourite of the world, the supreme king of great kings, the supreme lord, the venerable! Śrī-Vikramāditya,∥ the venerable, is the preserver of (the rites of the goddess) Lōkamahādevī¶ . . . . . . ** He, who destroys this, is on a par with people who destroy a thousand tawny-coloured cows, or a thousand Brāhmaṇas at Bāraṇāsi! By the fort of Ereyadi-Śrīguppa . . . ††

7. INSCRIPTION NO. 23.—ON A PILLAR IN THE E. PORCH OF THE GREAT TEMPLE AT PĀTTADKAL.

First Report, Plate XLII. and page 31.

Transcription.

भरतमुनिस्कृतरचन्द्रपरिवर्तितम्यक्षः-
सिंह(५)मण्डेश परमेक्षमदाराध्यस्य सर्विष्नराधिकीपी
भवालोक || गत्तेश्वभरतमुनिस्कृतम्-
रत्नचिम्प्रतिष्ठात्युत्कुटिकोंकपार्श्वः (व.):
खु(खु)द्वितीया: समक्ष: फऩ(फऩ)तयि ||

Translation.

As an elephant, blinded by rut, is deprived of his frenzy by the roaring of a lion, so other actors are deprived of their presumption by the rules which are to be adhered to by actors and which are comprised in the arrangement of the celebrated precepts of Bharata.§§ As a curved and lofty mountain falls, having its summit torn open and thrown down by the fall of a thunderbolt, so disingenuous and arrogant actors fall, having their heads cleft open and bowed down by a very clever composition in accordance with the opinions of Bharata, which are to be adhered to by actors.

* The construction being the nominative case plural of “mangya,” preceded by the relative participle, some such phrase as this is needed to complete the sentence.
† The meaning of “Ganadharmadeva” is not apparent.
‡ Either the first of this name in Sir W. Elliot’s Chālukya genealogy, about Śaka 617 (A.D. 695-6); or the second of the same name in the same genealogy, about Śaka 890 (A.D. 968-9).
§ “Sayātāroja,” a family name of the Chālukya kings.
∥ Either the first of this name in Sir W. Elliot’s genealogy, about Śaka 655 (A.D. 733-4); or the second of the same name, also called Taila or Tailapadēva, about Śaka 900 (A.D. 978-9). In either case Vikramāditya was the son and successor of Vijayāditya. [From the character of the letters, and as the temple seems to belong archaeologically to about the beginning of the eighth century, I incline to adopt the earlier of these princes as being meant.—J. B.]
¶ Perhaps Lōkāsudha, who is called Lōkāsadha, “the mother of the world.”
** Again the meaning of “Ganadharmadeva” is not apparent.
†† The meaning of the rest of this sentence, beginning with “dugandira,” is not apparent.
‡‡ This letter—ऋ—was at first omitted in the original and then inserted below the line.
§§ The author of a collection of rules on the subject of dramatic composition and theatrical exhibition.
8. **Inscription No. 33.—On an Old Vaishnava Temple at Aihoḷe.**

*First Report,* Plate LV., No. 33, and page 40.

*Transcription.*

खितिः [ः] जम्बुद्वीपाय प्रयासकः
वायुमाशायांतु: [ः]
नरसोभवो वीदाल्
न सूतो न महिष्ठि ्॥

*Translation.*

Hail! There has not been and there shall not be in Jambudvīpa any wise man, proficient in *(the art of building)* houses and temples, equal to Narasobba.

---

* The initial letters of the lines in these transcriptions correspond to the initial letters of the lines of the originals. In the originals the lines are for the most part all of the same length; in this respect, however, it is not possible to imitate the originals in the transcriptions.
The following extra Photographs illustrative of this Report are not published, but the negatives are deposited at the India Office:—

1. Old Gate of the Uparkot Junagadh.
2. Mihrab in the Jami' Masjid, Junagadh.
3. Caves at Sánr.
5. Northern Portion of Ditto.
7. Tombs of the Nawáis at Junagadh.
8. North-West Corner of Naivalákha Temple at Ghumli, showing the Sculpture.
10. Sculpture on the West Side of Ditto.
12. Loose sculptured Stones at Suvan Kánsári Talao, Ghumli.
13. The Vethiya Wáv near Mukhana.
14. Ráma and Laksámmana from the old Temple at Gop.
15. Tank and Corner Tower at Jámnagar.
17. Temple at Bhadreshvar from the North-West.
18. Bhadreshvar—Sculpture on Shrine Walls. (Small)
19. " " Sculpture over the Front of the Corridors.
20. " " Pillar at the Shrine Door.
22. The Mosque at Bhuj.
23. The Mahásat or Royal Tombs at Bhuj.
24. Door of the Ruined Temple at Kherá.
25. Nandod Gate at Dabhlot.
26. Baroda Gate at Dabhlot, from Inside.
27. Hirá Gate at Dabhlot, from Inside.
28. Temple of Káli, from Outside the Hirá Gate.
29. Temple at the Hirá Gate, from Outside.
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